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ABSTRACT 

Though the Western songs or Xiqu Tlb\lb have been fre-

quently anthologized alongside the Wu songs to represent the folk 

poetry of the Southern Dynasties (420-589 A.D.), there has been as yet 

no attempt to study the songs in depth. It is the purpose of this 

study to fill the gap. 

The songs are viewed primarily as an orally delivered art, fos

tered by a particular social context and a regional folk tradition. 

The ethnic and musical backgrounds are discussed, then the lyrics are 

analysed in terms of themes, imagery, prosodic structures, formulaic 

language and puns. The emphasis is always on the distinctive features 

of the songs which may reflect a regional folk tradition and the 

peculiarities of oral delivery. 

The result of this study points up the presence of regional 

folk tradition, which has, in matters of music, incorporated into 

itself some significant non-Han-Chinese elements, and was interactive 

with the literary tradition and other local song traditions •. The find

ing should not only enrich our understanding of an important song re

pertory, but also reveal something of the Cninese folk literature in 

general. The work should, moreover, form part of the basis for a sys

tematic investigation of the interaction between the folk and the 

literary traditions in the Chinese culture. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

I. WHAT ARE XIQU ~ ~ ? 

Over the course of Chinese history, the term "xiqli', or 

"Western songs", has been used to describe several types of songs. 

Songs coming from around Hubei, from Chinese Pamirs and from Shanxi 

, have all at one time fallen within the category .of 

"Western songs". 1 But, as the topic of this discussion, "western 

songs" refers exclusively to the songs coming from the Jing-Chu region 

(aroundHubei and Hunan) at about the time of the Southern Dynasties 

(420-589). Jing-Chu by that time was always referred to as "the west". 

2 Such a conception of the "west" is, of course, very_ much tied up 

with the political reality of the time. After the collapse of the 

Western Jin dyn~sty tlb ~ (265-316), the writ of the next few 

Han-Chinese governments (Eastern Jin ~~ ,317-420; Song ~ 420-

479; Qi 1f. ,470-502; Liang Jt. ,502-557; and Chen ~*- ,557-

589) was more or less confined to the area south of the Yangzi; while 

the north, including the traditional centres of Changan and Luoyang , 

was overrun by non-Han groups such as Xiongnu Bi] ~ , Jie )~ 

Qiang lb , Di ~ and Xianbei j~ 1'- • These minorities set up 

various rival dynasties in what is known as the Sixteen-State Period 

(301-439). Eventually the north was united by the Toba Xianbei :fb~i;ifJf 

who established the Wei dynasty (386-534). Nevertheless, the division 

with the south continued until 589, when the Sui dynasty ~ (581-618) 

in the north at last unified the empire by defeating its southern ri

val Chen. The conquest ended a succession of dynasties in the south: 
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Eastern Jin, Song, Qi, Liang and Chen, the last four of which are 

sometimes collectively termed the "Southern Dynasties". It should be 

mentioned that in the later years of the Liang dynasty, a small 

regime, Hou Liang _j:l~ (555-587) was founded in Jiangling ~::t- \l-t._ (in 

Hubei). 3 It was no more than a puppet state in the control of the 

northern government, and was finally dissolved when Sui set about 

unifying China. '!he Eastern Jin and the Southern Dynasties all had 

their capital at Jiankang 4_ .j__ (Nanjing, m"j:_ Jiansu), to the west of 

which, upstream along the Yangzi, was the Jing-Chu region. It is for 

this reason that Jing-Chu was then considered the "west". "Western 

songs" were none other than those coming from that region. 

By the time of the Chen dynasty, a Buddhist monk Zhijiang ~,f~ 

(fl.568) gathered together the songs which arose from the Jing-Chu 

region and labelled them "Western songs" ~ '1b in his collection of 

ancient and contemporary music - GJYL. 4 '!he term did not, however, 

originate from the monk. Sometime before GJYL appeared on the scene, 

an anthology of poetry, YTXY, was already in compilation. '!he work 

contains a section entitled "Jindai xiquge" ~ ~ ~ \\b~k.. (Western 

Songs of the Present Day), and comprising some Western songs also men

tioned by Zhijiang.5 

The term "Western songs" in this discussion refers to both the 

local songs from around Jing-Chu which became popular in the Southern 

Dynasties, and the imitations of them made by the literati of the day. 

It is worth noting that songs of the locality were also known by other 

names around that period - "xiwu" ~ ift (Western dance), "yan" 

~ , "xisheng" ifJ:J Jit- (Western music) and "Wu ge" ~~ 

(Songs of Wu) • 6 The term "xiqu" appeared to gain wide currency 
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only in the later half of the Southern Dynasties. YTXY was the 

earliest known source wherein the term was used; Sos, which was 

completed in 488, some fifty years earlier than YTXY, fails to 

mention the term even when some of the Western songs were discussed. 

7 Nevertheless, from the Tang dynasty onward, probably because of 

the authority of such works as YTXY and GJYL, "xiqu "became the 

standard term. In this discussion, the term "Western songs" is used 

when both the lyrics and music are mentioned. Two other related terms 

also come to be used: "Western lyrics" - when only the lyrics of the 

songs are indicated, and "Western tunes" - when only the tunes are 

indicated. 

II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE WESTERN SONGS AS ENTERTAINMENT 

'!he Western songs are by no means the earliest extant songs from 

the Jing-Chu region. The sections Zhouna~ !~if] and 5haonan ~~ 

in Shi jing ~~~ were claimed to contain songs from the Chu ~ 

kingdom of the pre-Qin ~-t. period.a Though there is some contro-

versy about the claim, the two sections do contain songs about events 

around the Han river and the midstream of the Yangzi, such as Han 

guang ?j, JJ, (Mao 9) and Jiang you si ~:;;Jo ;:1j ?E!-.1 ( f>Jao 2 2) • 

Later examples of the local songs are the Nine Songs in Chu ci 1t..~;f 

which were, as Wang Yi :£.~ (fl. second century A .D.) tells 

us, sacrificial songs from around the lake Dongting =151 ~ (in Hunan), 

and reworked by q u Yuan )ii ..?if. (ca. 340-278 B.C.).9 From the 

Former Han dynasty (206 B.C.- 8 A.D.) onwards, contemporary songs and 

dances from around the Jing-Chu region were used for entertainment at 

the court and in the houses of powerful lords and wealthy men. 1 0 Thus 
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Pei ziye (469-530) describes the chief entertainments of 

Liu Song times: 

Halls are always filled with music. Such i terns as "Fish and 
Dragon" which dazzle the eyes would be considered the most 
beautiful. When emperors and their ministers gathered, they 
would think the Wu songs and Chu dances to be the most charming 
entertainment for the occasion.11 

"Fish and Dragons" were magical spectacles in which "fish" and "dra-

gons", in dazzling colours, danced to the delight of the audience. 

Many of the Western songs, as we shall see in later chapters, were 

dance songs, something markedly different from the Wu songs which were 

contemporaneous with the Western songs, but were not performed with 

dances. 1 2 The "Chu dances" ~ ~ in Pei's commentary were in fact 

the Western songs, and they became one of the chief entertainments in 

the Southern court. But their popularity was by no means confined to 

the south. The Treatise on Music in Wei shu ~ -t 109 .2843 tells 

us how the Western songs and others came to circulate in the northern 

court: 

Ji 

Gaozu °i%J~fl (i.e. Emperor Xiaowen JI: :t.. [467-489) of the North
Wei dynasty) had once gone on a punitive expedition to the area 
around the Huai 31t and Han ?Ji- rivers. Shizong -\!!;-~ (i.e. 
Emperor Xuanwu ~~ [483-515) of the Northern Wei), in a 
later expedition, captured Shouyang. As a result of both 
conquests, some ji 1~ together with their music were 
captured. The music included some old pieces of western Jin 
but still current in the south, such as Ming jun "El}'/ ;:;it 
Shengzhu '.fE ~ , Gongmo -'~ -t and Bai jiu ta flllo 
In addition there were the Wu songs from South China and the 
Western music from the Jing-Chu area.13 They were collectively 
named Qingshang ~ rfl • Whenever feasts were held, the 
music would be performed. 

were musicians, singers, dancers or even acrobats. Most 

of them were female, and very often their bodies were offered in addi-

tion to their art for pleasure. Many of them were in the possession of 

the upper class and the wealthy merchants. We can deduce from what 
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is said in Wei shu that the Western songs were among the chief enter

tainments offered by the ji , and their popularity among the upper 

class was beyond doubt. In other words, the songs, which were origin

ally the entertainment of the people in the Jing-Chu region, went on 

to achieve a popularity which spread quite beyond their original 

social level and their place of origin. 

After the demise of the Chen dynasty, the music of the south 

was brought to the northern capital Changan. 'lhe Sui Emperor Wen (541-

604), who had grCMn fond of the music, ordered the Bureau of Qingshang 

to be established to take charge of this music.14 From 

the meagre description of the music found in SuS fl -t , we know that 

the Western songs were one of the responsibilities of the bureau.15 

But as a court entertainment, the songs soon declined. Sui and the 

subsequent dynasty, Tang, were a time when music of non-Han minori-

ties, particularly from Kucha di~ , became increasingly popular, 

16 whereas songs of old times were soon pushed out of the scene. Du 

You *~ 1* (735-812), the author of TD, observes that during the 

reign of Empress Wu (624-705), there were sixty-three songs left of 

the Qingshang music, but by his own time, the lyrics were only left 

of thirty-seven. During the era of Kaiyuan flll :;(...l (713-741) a singer, 

Li Langzi ~iJJ-.:f- , claimed to know the songs. After Li had left the 

court, songs of Qingshang in general could be sung no more. Some of 

the songs were later modified to become part of the Faqu i~ ii re

pertory, a favourite of the celebrated Tang emperor Xuanzong ir ~ 

(685-762), but none of the Western songs are known to be among them.17 

'lhe only Western song which seemed to have been performed regularly 

throughout the Tang period, and perhaps even afterwards, was Wu ye 
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ti -~*'-"'lV .18 It is true that Qingshang (or otherwise named 

Qingyue '°l~ was mentioned in Duan Anjie's (fl. 

894) Yuefu zalu ~/ftflt.j.~ , which, generally speaking, reflects 

the state of music in late Tang.19 Yet not only were the musical 

instruments in Dtlan's record different from those in the earlier 

records, ( a topic we shall come back to later,) but also the only 

item mentioned of Qingshang, Nang gu da lie er ~'f: :K__.:f~)LJ 

never occurred in any earlier known records of the repertory. We may 

reasonably surmise that Qingshang of late Tang differed significant-

ly from the earlier repertory. Duan's work is certainly not sufficient 

to prove the currency of the Western songs in the late ninth century. 

Nevertheless, no Western song, with perhaps the exception of Wu 

ye ti, is known to have ever been performed after the Tang dynasty. 

Yet more than four centuries later, in the late Ming ~n (1368-1644) 

period, it seems that some Western lyrics, together with other long 

forgotten songs, were again set to music for performance. The Ming 

dynasty was a time when the literati constantly looked back to the 

past for literary models, and it should not surprise us if such 

literary interest should lead to a revival of some old well-known 

lyrics in the musical scene. Yet the only indication of such a revival 

is Wei shi yuepu ab\/~~ (Japanese: Geishi gakufu), a collec-

tion of fifty song scores (including some Western songs) edited by 

by Wei Hao ~ ~ (Japanese: Gei Ko, fl.1768); and this work was 

printed in 1768 in Japan rather than in China.20 The revival, if 

there was any, could not have been very widespread, so far as China 

was concerned. One modern scholar has argued that the collection might 

have preserved important material on Tang and Song music,21 which 
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in turn might infonn us of the musical tradition of even earlier 

times. But no strong evidence can be discovered to support him. 

To conclude, it would be fair to say that the Western songs as 

popular entertainment were long dead by the end of the Tang dynasty. 

But as poetry, the songs continue to be read and enjoyed. Moreover, 

it was as a special genre of poetry that the songs first attracted 

scholarly attention, and they continue to do so today. 

III. THE TRANSMISSION AND STUDY OF THE LYRICS 

The first known record of the lyrics is found in YTXY which 

is compiled by Xu Ling -1~ ~-t__ (507-583) under the auspices of the 

Liang Emperor Jianwen ~ /lf1 ~~ (503-551) when the -latter was still 

crown prince.22 It is important to note that even in that early per

iod the literati had developed an interest in the songs not only as 

casual musical entertainment, but also as pieces for reading. The 

lyrics, mostly anonymous, might have been known to Xu Ling and the 

literati mainly through the ji. However, as there were instances of 

contemporary songs being written down and circulated in that manner, 

23 there is also the possibility that some written forms of the West

ern songs became the immediate source for Xu Ling's anthology. 

Xu Ling has recorded only nine lyrics.24 It is as late as 

the mid-sixth century that we came upon another important collection -

GJYL which was compiled by the monk Zhijiang. We know nothing of 

this Buddhist monk except that he completed his collection in the year 

568. The work itself is now lost. But it was widely cited in the ency

clopedias of later times, and it is from these citations, collected by 

several scholars, 25 that we gain some knowledge of the work. We know 
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from these citations that the book was concerned with music from the 

pre-Qin period (Qin dynasty 221-206 B.C.) down to the Southern Dynas

ties,26 that it explains the origin of various types of songs, and 

that it must have recorded the lyrics.27 For the inclusion of west

ern songs, Zhijiang must have depended largely on the repertory of the 

ji as his source. For all the Western dance songs he specified the 

number of dancers as sixteen before and during the Qi dynasty ,and 

eight only in the Liang dynasty. 28 '!his oddity suggests that Zhi

jiang is talking of performances in the court and not of performances 

among the lower classes. Moreover, his description of the songs are 

most detailed where the upper class were concerned.29 We are there

fore right to think that the Western songs in GJYL were, for the most 

part, court entertainments. Since ji in the court were not signifi-. 

cantly different from those kept by the upper class,30 we may assume 

that the recorded songs were common entertainments offered by ji to 

both the emperors and the upper class alike. 

GJYL was an important source for Guo Maoqian 1~~it (fl.1074) 

when he set about compiling YFSJ. so far as the Western songs are 

concerned, the numbers of song titles in the two works differ but 

slightly; and what is more important, the songs in both works are 

arranged in the same order.31 It is worthwhile comparing the arran

gement with those in TD, JTS and Wu Jing's ~-il.i (670-749) YFGTYJ. 

3 2 Fewer song titles appear in the latter works and the arrangements 

are entirely different. GJYL surely survived to Guo's time, and Guo, 

as is evident in YFSJ, quotes from it profusely. Hence we would not 

be seriously mistaken to think even that, so far as the Western songs 

are concerned, YFSJ has preserved much of GJYL. 
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In the Tang and subsequent dynasties, much effort went into pre

serving and studying the songs of previous ages. Of the Tang scholars, 

the author of YFGTYJ, Wu Jing, was the first known to label the West-

ern songs "yuefu" ~ ~ • "Yuefu" means literally "The Music 

Bureau". But the term also came to designate songs which have been 

collected or composed by the Bureau, as well as the literati composi

tions to the tune titles of these songs.33 The Western songs, having 

been the responsibility of the Music Bureau for a long period, might 

have been considered part of the yuefu genre long before Wu's time. 

No Tang collection of the Western songs has come down to us. The 

most comprehensive collection of the Western songs, and indeed of all 

yuefu songs ever known, appeared at the end of Northern Song (960-

1127) when Guo Maoqian compiled YFSJ. Guo was the grandson of Guo 

Quan 1~'t:JJ (?-1052), a well known statesman of his time; and the 

son of Guo Yuanming 11l ;~, Bfl (1022-1076) .34 There is, however, no 

official biography of Guo Ma.oqian. He was said to have compiled an-

other work, Tang ci ji ~ ~'61 t\E.... 35, but his authorship of the 

work is very doubtful. The only work of his extant today, other than 

YFSJ, is a poem Shi qiao .::G ::ft which is about Mount Tiantai 

(in Zhejiang).36 Guo's collection of yuefu poetry must 

have soon received recognition since it was widely cited in the Song 

bibliographies and discussions of poetry,37 and it remains a work 

of authority to the present day. 

Gu yuefu -5 ~ J1r by Zuo Kemi ng -1;. 'i:> 13 Fl of the Yuan 

dynasty (1271-1368) is the next extant collection of yuefu poems 

after YFSJ. It has been argued that Zuo compiled his book around 

1346 independently of YFSJ, on the ground that copies of YFSJ were 
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exceptionally rare in his time. '!he argument points out that zuo's 

compilation was done only six years after the reprinting of YFSJ by 

Peng Jingshu j:, ~:k..."*~ (fl.1340) in Jinan 71f ifJ , and Jinan is 

a great distance from where Zuo was living - Jiangxi ~:x- ~ • Zuo might 

not, therefore, have been able to see the reprint in time.38 Yet 

despite much disorder and turmoil between Song and Yuan, some copies 

of Guo's work certainly survived the Song dynasty. Peng surely had a 

copy. The well-known book collecter and publisher Mao Jin ~~ 

(1599-1659) had seen a copy.39 At least one copy of the Song edition 

survives to our day.40 Hence we cannot rule out entirely the possi-

bility that Zuo had a copy when he undertook to compile his own col-

lection of yuefu poems. Furthermore, the great similarities between 

Zuo's work and YFSJ strongly suggest this possibility. Take, for ins-

tance, the prefaces to the Western songs in the two works. We find 

that Guo and Zuo not only cited the same books on most occasions, but 

also cited them in the same order. At times some comments in YFSJ, 

which appear to be Guo's, are repeated verbatim in Gu yuefu. For 

example, in the preface to the song Yul in lang ->?1 ~;(;.. i~ , Guo 

cited first from the Table of Official Posts and Ranks 01:1'-~Rl'-1. in 

, then the Treatise on Officials Posts a~~· and 

the Treatise on Geography ~~ ;E_, in Hou Han shu 1l- ~"J:-t , and 

finally comments: 

There is a song Hu ji nian shiwu "t;n.g~-l:j;-t.Ji.. (The Barbarian 
Girl is Fifteen), which also originated from this song.41 

zuo not only cited the same works in the same order, but also gave the 

same concluding comments.42 such examples are indeed numerous. It is 

reasonable, therefore, to think that Zuo's work, like many other 

collections of yuefu poetry that followed, relied heavily on YFSJ. 
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Later compilations of yuefu poetry such as Mei Dingzuo's iJq-ilft.J.(i!. 

(1553-1619) Gu yue yuan 7:i ~iL , Gu Youxiao's~~~ (1619-1689) 

Yuefu yinghua ~ ::lh 1A.. , and Zhu Qian' s Jt. ~ ( ?-1777) Yuefu 

zhengyi ~~ r£-~ , depended in general on either YFSJ or Gu 

yuefu as their source. '!be source materials which were available to 

Guo and Zuo were mostly lost in the later periods. GJYL, for one, 

was perhaps lost in the Yuan dynasty, as nothing is known of its 

existance afterwards. So far as the western songs were concerned, the 

later works have neither gone beyond YFSJ in the collection, nor 

added significantly to YFSJ the background material. The importance 

of YFSJ, one might say, cannot be overemphasized. 

The study of the songs might be said to begin with Zhijiang who 

directed much of his efforts to recording the origin of the songs and 

the features of the dances. His GJYL has in fact mapped out the main 

areas of interest for later scholars in the field of yuefu poetry. 

We have only to look at the titles of works by Tang scholars to know 

their main interests and how closely they followed the footsteps of 

Zhijiang: YFGTYJ -*:;9f;t;;-~~1A'2f (Concise Exegesis of the Old 

Yuefu Titles, by Wu Jing), Yuefu gujin tijie ~-*t-~4-~-l{

(Exegesis of Old and Contemporary Yuefu Titles, by Xi Ang ~F ~ 

f 1. 780 ) and Yuefu guangti ~ -*t ~' Jt!_ (An Exposition on Yuefu 

Titles, by Shen Jiang ~~ ).43 Exegesis of song titles, which 

always involves discussions of origins, represents the main stream of 

scholarship. 

Literary interest in the songs also starts early, as shown by 

YTXY, but it is only as late as the Ming that we begin to have a 

substantial amount of criticism concerning the literary characteris-
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tics of the songs. Zhong Xing' s -it ·t~ 

, Chen Zuoming' s l~ *~ lil/t 

Caishu tang gushi xuan "*-~'£ ~-u ~ 

Duosui tang gushi cun ~ ~ ~ ~t~ ~ 

(1574-1624) Gushi gui 

(fl. min-seventeenth century) 

, Chen Shu's~1t (fl.1782) 

, and Gu Youxiao's Yuefu 

yinghua were some of the important anthologies in which the Western 

songs are quite extensively dealt with in terms of literary criticism. 

The lyrics were noted for "successfully capturing human feeling"~ ·f~ 

for "being straightforward" lL and for "having an ancient fla-

vour" ~o!>:Ec. .44 These remarks, vague as they are, still reflect some 

of the qualities of the songs. 

We can see, then, that traditional studies of the songs are main-

ly concerned with either their origin or their literary significance. 

It is important to note that the traditional critics.always judged the 

songs on a par with the poetry of the literati. There is never any 

effort to consider seriously the likelihood that the songs, most of 

them anonymous, came from a tradition other than the literary one, and 

hence the critical tools require some adjustment. It should also be 

d th h W . 1 dbl.It b' t f d note at t e estern songs, were never sing e /as o )ec s o stu y. 

They were anthologized along with other poetry, and commented upon as 

part of the collection. 

No serious attempt, so far as I knCM, has ever been made to study 

the musical aspects of the songs. We will never know if the music of 

the songs has ever been recorded on paper, though notation systems for 

music surely were extant in the Southern Dynasties.45 As we have 

seen, much of the music was already lost in late Tang, and any later 

attempt to discuss the music cannot but rely heavily on the meagre 

material from the treatises on music in dynastic histories. And yet 
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these treatises have never specifically accounted for the music of the 

Western songs. To discuss the music in a significant way, therefore, 

verges on the impossible. One curious work of the Ming dynasty, Jiu

dai yuezhang ::R..~ ~-'t did try to determine the musical modes of 

some Western songs, but with little evidence.46 That which comes 

closest to constituting a study of the song music is the discussion of 

Qingshang, of which, as we have seen, the songs form a part. However 

these discussions, as found in Ling Tingkan's .:>~~'i-1!. (1755-1809) , 

Yanyue kaoyuan ~-~ $-~. 1.28-31, and Chen Li's P.f. :;..t_ ( 181 o-

1882) Shenglu tongkao Jtt-~~ .ili...~ 3.1a-14b etc., are concerned 

more with musical modes and scales than with melodies and structures 

which are vital to a useful knowledge of the songs.47 Furthermore, 

these discussions never address themselves adequately to the question 

of whether or not the knowledge of Qingshang is fully applicable to 

the Western songs. Qingshang, it should be remembered, was original

ly the music of Han-Wei times, 48 and though Western songs were later 

made part of the Qingshang repertory, the musical link between the 

two has never been fully discussed, let alone established. Discussions 

of Qingshang, therefore, do not necessarily lead us to any better 

understanding of the Western songs • 

It is only in this century that the Western songs and the con

temporaneous Wu songs have been made a subject of scholarship in their 

own right. Short essays on the songs tend to deal with such aspects 

as the social, the thematic, and the phonological. But the few book

length studies which have been made are still chiefly concerned with 

traditional interests, though not without an eye to the social and 

historical context of the time. The most important is Wang Yunxi's 

;r...l1_ ~ Liuchao yuefu yu minge 7'-:f#I ~*~~~, which deals mainly 
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with the origin of the songs and a widely used figure - pun. Wang's 

book, well researched as it is, is very limited in scope. Even within 

that limited scope, there is still room for improvement, for he has 

not studied all the Western songs, and surely something can still be 

said of those he leaves out. On the subject of puns, Wang has compiled 

by far the most comprehensive concordance of puns that appeared in the 

Wu songs and the Western songs, and has done his readers great service 

by pointing out, with ample evidence, that punning was then very much 

a vogue in both writing and speech. But he has failed to note some of 

the curious features of the puns, such as their repetitiveness, and 

failed to comment on their aesthetic appeal. 

The next major work is Marilyn J. Evans's unpublished Ph.D. 

thesis "Popular Songs of the Southern Dynasties: A study in Chinese 

Poetic Style," Yale University, 1966. It attempts to discover and 

describe some stylistic traits of the Wu songs and the Western songs 

by applying to them western techniques of close textual analysis -

something not dissimilar to the "New Criticism". In spite of some 

minor errors, and a bibliography so insubstantial that it fails to 

even mention YFSJ,49 the study is a useful one. Evans is sensitive 

enough to notice a few stylistic traits of the songs, such as the 

frequent use of personal pronouns and interjections, and the loosening 

of structure through inclusion of unnecessary elememts.50 There is, 

however, no attempt to fully appreciate the non-literary context of 

the songs; that the songs, set to music and intended for oral delivery, 

should be different from written poetry. One example is perhaps in 

order here to illustrate this inadequacy. Evans devotes a major sec

tion of her discussion to the verbal rhythmic patterns of the lyrics 
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and how they enhance the meaning of words, without ever considering 

the fact that the lyrics were set to music. An observation about songs 

by w.H. Auden and Chester Kallman is worth noting here: 

Whenever verse is set to notes, its rhythm is distorted so that, 
however precise a singer's diction, a listener who is not already 
familiar with the words will at best catch half of them.51 

Elsewhere, the same authors observe: 

When, therefore, a line of verse in any language, no matter what 
its prosodic principle, is sung, the rhythm the ear perceives 
is based on differences in length.52 

And the differences in length are largely determined by the music. '!he 

truth in the comment can well be vindicated by our own experience. 

Therefore, though it may not be wrong-headed to choose to appreciate 

the songs as something written on the page, the poetic effect that 

such labours attempt to isolate and describe is certainly not what the 

song makers intended nor what their original audience perceived. The 

song makers were concerned with other problems, cultivating other ef-

fects, which are particular to their special medium of communication. 

To read the lyrics as written poetry is to miss much of their essence. 

Another full length work, again an unpublished thesis, "Nanbei-

chao yuefushi yanj i u" ~ ::11:. 1"~ ~ .J'A ~?t :R't ~ by Zhou Chengming tl1 ~ £;fi 

attempts to discuss the full range of yuefu poetry of both the North 

and the South within 240 pages. '!he study is clearly of a cursory 

nature, and the result is little more than a collection of material 

which is already familiar to scholars and easily accessible elsewhere. 

There is yet another unpublished thesis, "The Folk Songs of the Sou th-

ern Dynasties" by Hsieh Sheau-mann, University of California, Los An-

geles, 1973. Within a mere 140 pages of text, the study addresses it-

self to a rich variety of topics concerning the Wu songs, the Western 
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songs and a minor type of religious songs Shen xian ge 1:~ i~ .jk_ 

Apart from some inaccuracies 53 and some cryptic statements such as 

the following: 

Buddhism seems to have not much influenced the thinking of the 
people since some of its fundamental tenets were also found in 
Taoism of this time.54 

The study is also marred by the author's not infrequent failure to 

argue her points with intellectual rigor. It is said on her p.56, for 

instance, that in the songs "lovers' passions were depicted in an un-

conventional way," but that which follows is a mere citation of three 

lyrics without the least explanation. As one more example, it is said 

on p.71 that the "folk songs of the Southern Dynasties are full of 

original and striking images, the people must have been very imagina-

tive or no such images could have been conceivable." But her cited 

example provides us with the most hackneyed image in Chinese poetry 

- some creeping dodder entangling with a pine - which, so far as can 

be known, makes its first appearance in Shi jing, and is repeatedly 

exploited in later poetry even before the Southern Dynasties.55 If 

she finds the image original and striking even after knowing the full 

history of the image (there is no indication that she did), then some 

vindication of her opinion, which she fails to provide, is very much 

in order. 

General works on yuefu poetry and minor discussions peripheral 

to the yuefu poetry of the Southern Dynasties, may be left out of 

this brief review. It should be noted that the Western songs have 

never been studied in their own right: they are always studied along 

with other poetry, and most often with the Wu songs. Since Wu songs (a 

total of 353) greatly outnumber the Western songs (a total of 152), it 
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is always the case that the Wu songs receive far more attention, while 

the Western songs, in spite of their distinctive character, are 

treated as little more than an extension of the Wu songs. 

It must also be noted that the songs have never been treated as 

what they originally were: a musical-verbal artifact intended for oral 

delivery rather than reading, an integral part of a live performance. 

To take the songs as written poetry is surely inadequate, since, in 

repect of communication medium, the two belong to completely different 

orders. The nature of oral delivery, the circumstances of performance, 

and the marriage with music, all impose demands on the lyrics different 

from those to which written poetry is subjected. Written poetry can be 

pondered upon and read repeatedly until one is satisfied with the 

message. But a song must be seized immediately, or it will vanish. 

'!his temporal nature of songs tend to work against comprehension, for 

it does not usually allow the audience to go back and deliberate, as 

when they are reading written text. '!he music also tends to work 

against verbal communication in songs, particularly when the songs are 

composed in tonal languages like Chinese. Music distorts the tone and 

other features of the pronounciation, so that the words in the lyrics 

became less readily recognizable. Since tones are one important dis

tinctive features in the Chinese language, and since, in the case of 

Western songs, no obvious attempt had ever been made to accomodate the 

tones of words to the music,56 one useful feature in verbal commun

ication is eliminated by the music. Furthermore, in a performance, 

there are all sorts of distractions as well as the volatile nature of 

attention itself, to hamper efficient communication. All these factors 

could be ignored by makers of written poetry, but not by the song-
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makers of ancient times. Sung lyrics appear to resemble written poetry 

in form, but in fact have very different demands to meet in order that 

they suit a different medium of communication. To treat sung lyrics as 

being not substantially different from written poetry is to miss many 

significant features of such lyrics. 

The Western songs, therefore, still require further study if 

their essential nature is to be revealed. New scholarly efforts with a 

proper perspective are indeed very much in order. 

IV. THE PURPOSE AND APPROACH OF THIS STUDY 

The brief review in the previous section has already hinted at 

the purpose of this discussion. '!he focus is on the Western songs as 

specimens of oral communication, which I think, points to the basic 

nature of the songs. It is hoped that by studying the Western songs 

in this light, which has not been attempted before, we may ultimately 

know more about not only the essential character of the songs, but 

also about some basic characteristics of the oral tradition which was 

very much alive throughout the history of China and which is just as 

important as, if not more important than, the written tradition, since 

it concerned the majority of the Chinese people. 

We have in the previous section mapped out some of the problems 

facing oral delivery. '!hey are in fact the problems noted at length 

by scholars who study the songs of non-Chinese cultures with a full 

eye to their musicality and orality. It seems that these problems 

impose upon songs certain limitations which have ultimately affected 

their structure, rhetoric, diction and imagery. As some critics have 

observed, the elements of poetic vocabulary in songs tend to be those 
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which require the least reflection to be comprehensible. Complicated 

metaphors which take time to understand would be considered unsuitable. 

Images tend to be isolated from each other. 'l'hey accumulate rather than 

develop, and rarely do they extend beyond two lines of verse so that 

the aural memory of the listener is not required to hold too much for 

too long.57 But perhaps the most important and the most readily 

accessible resource for a song writer in solving the special problems 

inherent in oral delivery is "convention". Thus a scholar observes: 

"Conventional" is not usually a favourable adjective, and poetry 
that is merely conventional is rarely interesting in any 
circumstances. But the conventions are functional in songs if 
they provide a familiar, comprehensible base for the listener 
while he centres his attention on what is novel or artfully ex
pressed.58 

Another critic writing on Elizabethan lyrics comments similarly: 

'l'he familiarity of the convention materials gives the listener 
an immediately understandable key to the poem.59 

Much of this discussion will in fact deal with the conventions of the 

western songs, which, I think, are fundamental both to the process of 

creation, and to the attempt at immediate comprehension. Since some 

conventions might have originated from the place of origin of the 

songs, the songs will therefore be viewed in close relation to their 

regional context. Admittedly, it is possible that some of the music 

and the lyrics were worked over by the ji and the upper class who 

took an interest in the songs as entertainment, and who might come from 

any region in South China. Yet the songs must have retained enough of 

their regional charcteristics for the contemporary audience to distin-

guish them from the Wu songs and others. By constantly comparing the 

Western songs with the Wu songs and other poetry of the time, I hope 

to demonstrate both the distinguishing characteristics of the Western 
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songs and the inevitable interactions these songs have had with other 

sung poetry. It should be mentioned that the study of the songs as a 

basically regional repertory can itself afford much interest, since 

the songs represent the next important specimen of literature from the 

Jing-Chu region after Chu ci ~i~ , and Chu ci is considered, 

along with Shi jing, to be one of the two great sources of Chinese 

literature. 

Our discussion will proceed as follows: the next chapter will 

deal with the origin and the background of the songs, so that the 

songs can be viewed in their proper historical, geographical and 

social context. 

In the third chapter, I shall tackle the problem of music and 

performance. '!hough the account cannot be comprehensive because of the 

paucity of material, sufficient comment can still be made on the sub

ject to point up some characteristics of the songs. 

In the fourth chapter I turn to the themes and imagery of the 

lyrics. '!he discussion will, I hope, lead us to discover some conven

tions which can evidence the existence of a regional folk tradition. 

'!he fifth chapter will deal with the formal stylistics - proso

dic features, formulaic language and puns. They are to be examined in 

the light of oral communication and how they lend assistance to 

immediate comprehension of the lyrics in performance. 

'!he emphasis, as we can see, is on the songs as an oral art. By 

appreciating the problems such art may encounter, and how they are 

overcome, it is hoped that some major elements of the Western songs, 

and of oral literature in general, can be discovered. 
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V. SOURCE OF MATERIAL 

We shall in the main rely on YFSJ as the source of the Western 

songs. YFSJ, as valuable a work as it is, is, however, impaired by 

its perhaps over-ambitious compiler. As it is noted in Siku quanshu 

Guo aims at a comprehensive illustration of the developnent 
of yuefu poetry, hence his collection is quite uncritical.60 

Consequently, there are included in Guo's work some poems which resem-

ble yuefu poetry either in the title or in a few lines, but actually 

do not belong to the genre at all. Therefore, in order to make sure I 

do not use spurious songs as source material, I compare YFSJ with 

GJYL and exclude from consideration all those song titles and their 

lyrics which are not found in GJYL. GJYL was compiled in the Chen 

dynasty when the Western songs still enjoyed great popularity. We have 

therefore good reasons to trust GJYL rather than YFSJ. As a result 

we have excluded from the discussion several works by the literati 

and a song of dubious origin: Wu qi qu .ti -ti--~ ,(to which Emperor 

Jianwen of Liang and other poets wrote some lyrics;) Guke ci f.·t:-~ 

(by Yu Xin ~ 1"~ ,512-580) ,61 Yongzhou qu Jti +Ii ~ (by Emperor 

Jianwen of Liang), Bai fu jiu E7 %f. *'~ (by Wu Jun 1- #J ,469-520), 

and Changlin huan -*.-t~.f.R. • '!his last was first mentioned by Du 

You who thought that perhaps it occurred between Liu Song and Liang, 

but the only extant lyric of which was a Tang composition.62 

Editions of YFSJ from as early as the Song dynasty are still 

avaliable today. '!he earliest extant edition (Song) was reproduced in 

fascimile in 1955 by Zhonghua shuju 'i:f .1f i -'J • The next earliest ex-

tant edition dates from the Yuan dynasty, and was printed in 1340. A 
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good number of copies of this edition can be found in such prestigious 

libraries as Beijing National Library, Naikaku Bunke r*1 NI st..~ and 

Seikad6 Bunke ~J.r't~ • The Ming book collector Mao Jin reprinted 

this Yuan edition, but not without first collating the text with a 

Song edition available to him. 63 Mao's edition, which is collected 

in SBBY and SBCK, became the most influential of all editions un-

til recently. In 1978, a punctuated edition of the work was produced 

by Zhonghua shuju, Beijing. It is by far the most useful, not only 

because an index of song titles and authors is appended to the end , 

but also because of the quite remarkable scholarship that has gone 

into the collation. All YFSJ textual references will accordingly be 

references to this edition. other editions have, however, been consult

ed on various points. 

Finally, a word about translation may be in order here. The 

translation aims at providing the literal sense of the original. No 

serious attempt is made to convey the poetic excellence of the songs. 

The transliteration, as it will have been noted already, is based on 

the Pinyin system. 



CHAPTER II 

THE PREFACES AND THE BACKGROUND 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To understand songs, particularly folk songs, we are usually 

required to perceive the supporting musical, social, and historical 

context. Songs are contextual. They exist in a specific place, at a 

specific time, and they are sung by specific people usually for some 

particular purposes. In this chapter, we shall enquire into when and 

where the Western songs were made, and into the people and their lives 

in that particular milieu. 

Information on the origin of the songs and the life of common 

people is, however, hard to come by. Very few material survives. The 

Treatise on Bibliography in Sus has recorded some works which appear 

from the titles to deal with yuefu poetry of lowly origin. Unfor

tunately all are lost. Quotations from a few of them survive in works 

of later dates, and they become important sources for the present 

study. Other relevant materials are scattered among the treatises on 

music in dynastic histories and later works on. yuefu poetry such as 

YFGTYJ. Fortunately for students of yuefu poetry, Guo Maoqian, who 

compiled the YFSJ, has gathered most of these materials in his pre

faces to the songs, and they are the most important source on which 

any enquiry into the origin of the songs must be based. Hence in what 

follows, I shall give a full translation of the prefaces. After each 

translation, I shall provide a commentary. I shall give also the pre

Song (960-1279) sources where the same or similar versions of the 

origin are found. 1 Where a variant version differs significantly 
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from the one given in Guo's preface, I shall include that version in 

the translation. There are a number of songs for which Guo has not 

provided a preface. In such cases, whenever material is available, I 

shall furnish a supplement. It should be noted that Wang Yunxi has 

provided some very learned commentaries to a few of the prefaces in 

Liuchao yuefu yu minge, pp.93-101. Yet even on these few prefaces, I 

shall try to add to the discussion some new information which either 

strengthens an old opinion or sheds new light on a problem. The pre-

faces and commentaries will serve as a basis for the discussion of 

dates and places of origin which follows. Once the dates and places 

are determined, I shall proceed to examine the authorship of the ly-

rics, the people of the locality and their life, so far as they are 

relevant to the understanding of the song repertory. 

II. PREFACES TO THE SONGS 

1 • Shicheng yue .;& ~~ $. 

YFSJ 4 7. 689: 

It is said in JTS, Treatise on Music: "The song Shicheng yue 
was made by .· Zang Zhi ~ '1, (400-454) in the Song dynasty 
(420-479). Shicheng was situated in Jingling :itP.__ (which had 
its capital at modern Zhongxiang -:j.t_ ..;}* in Hubei). Zhuang Zhi 
was once a governor there. One day as he was gazing out over the 
city from the top of the citadel, he heard some youths singing 
in clear voices. Thereupon he made this song." Thus it is noted 
in GJYL: "Formerly Shicheng yue was performed by sixteen 
dancers." 

Other sources: TD 145. 758; YFGTYJ 1.1 Oa; JTS, Treatise on 
Music, 29.1065. 

Commentary: 

According to his biography in sos, 74.1910, "Zang Zhi held 
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the post of Internal Officer "*1 .!t._ for the Jingling kingdom 

before he was thirty. The song was probably created then. The 

biography, however, mentions nothing of his composing any songs. 

But it does mention that at the end of his life, when t'ang raised 

a rebellion against the court and was defeated, he brought with him 

some ji and concubines M .i: on his flight. Since ji is mainly 

to perform music, we may infer that the man was not indifferent to 

the art. 

2. Wu ye ti ,ff,; ;f§_ "~ 

YFSJ 47.690: 

It was said in the Treatise on Music of JTS: "Wu ye ti was 
the creation of Liu Yiqing ~1 ~Ji (403-444), the Song Prince 
of Linchuan 'Ii~ ''I 3'-. • In the seventeen year of Yuanjia ;{...j, 
(440), Liu Yikang -I-! ~ :l_ (409-451), the Prince of Pancheng 
jb~ $.. , was +r(lr;:,f~ts':iti to the Yuzhang commandery -i1't ~ it~ 
(around Nanchang ~ ~ , Jiangxi). Yiqing was at that time 
the military governor of Jiangzhou ;,~*{ *'! .~ (which had its 
capital at modern Ji uj iang 7t.. ;-:r.. , Jiangxi). When Yikang 
arrived at the city, he was greeted by Yiqing, and they both 
wept. When Emperor Wen :Y:-~ (407-453) came to hear of this, 
he was alarmed and hence summoned Yiqing to the capital. Yiqing 
was filled with great fear. One night his ji heard some crows 
cawing. Delighted,they knocked on others' chamber doors and 
said: 'Tomorrow our lord will be pardoned.' 'Ihat year saw Yiqing 
transferred to the governorship of Nan Yanzhou iifl ~ ~i • He hence 
made this song. '!he refrain goes: 

Every night I look forward to my love coming, 
I try to push open the window, but it won't yield. 

~ -jJ_ ~ !If> :t-. 
~L'ir ~ _:r, M. 

The extant lyric does not, however, seem to be what Yiqing 
wrote. Jiaofang ji ~~ ~~e..., [by Cui Lingqin it{'--~ 
(fl.mid-eighth century)] provides another account of its origin: 
"'!he Wu ye ti came about as follows: in the twenty-eighth 
year of Yuanjia (451), Liu Yikang, the Prince of Pangcheng, was 
banished because of some offence. When he arrived at Xunyang 

Jf. ~ (modern Jiuj iang -Ju:;;::;:.. ) , the military governor of 
Jiangzhou, Liu Yiji -J1l °h.. f (415-447), who was also the Prince 
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of Hengyang ~~ ~ :£. , made him stay and held banquets in 
his honour. Ten days elapsed but there was still no sign of Yi
kang leaving. The Emperor on hearing of it flew to a rage and 
sent both of them to prison. Later, the Princess of Kuaiji -i!t~f 
(fl.440), who was the elder sister to Yikang, found an opportu
nity to be at a banquet with the Emperor. During the banquet, she 
rose and knelt before the Emperor, who, not comprehending, tried 
to stop her. '!he Princess said in tears: 'By the end of this 
year, my lord would perhaps tolerate no more of Juzi ~~ 
Juzi was the pet name of Yikang. '!hereupon the Emperor pointed 
at Mount Jiang ~·· IJ..\ and replied, 'Surely there shall be 
nothing of this, or I will be unworthy of my sire in the Ch~riling 
tomb .:$.JJ ~ 1*-. • ' Emperor Wu ~itp (father of Emperor Wen) was 
buried in Mount Jiang , hence Emperor Wen pointed at it to make 
an oath. The Emperor then gave orders to take away the remaining 
wine and to deliver it to Yikang with the following message: 'I 
had been drinking with our sister of Kuaiji. We were happy and 
missed you.' Yikang was thus pardoned. Before the courier arriv
ed at Xunyang, those members of Yiji's household knocked on the 
prison wall behind which the two princes were kept, and said: 
'Last night the crows cawed. The Emperor's pardon should be on 
its way.' Before long the courier arrived, and the princes were 
released. This is how we come to have this song." According to 
the dynastic histories, it is Yikang, the Prince of Linchuan, who 
governed Jingzhou. But here Cui claims that it is Yiji, the 
Prince of Hengyang. '!he mistake must have crept in during the 
course of transmission. It is said in GJYL: "Formerly Wu ye 
ti was performed by sixteen dancers." In Yuefu jieti ~ ~ ·M~ . 
there is this remark: "There is also the song Wu qi qu. It is 
not known if it is the same as Wu ye ti." 

YFSJ 60.872 (on lyrics to the qin ~ music): 

Li Mian :f:~ (717-788) thus says in Qinshuo ¥.iu , "Wu 
ye ti was created by the daughter of He Yan fPj Ji- (190-249). 
He Yan was once put into prison. At that time two crows were 
roosting on the roof of his house. His daughter, hearing their 
caw, said: ''!he caw sounds auspicious. My sire will surely be 
pardoned.' Hence she made the music." There is among the Western 
songs of the Qingshang section another Wu ye ti which is the 
creation of the Song Prince of Linchuan. The origins of the two 
songs are different, but their themes are quite similar. 

Xu Jian ~~ ~ (659-729), Chuxue ji ~/J ~ tz... 16.386: 

Liu Yiqing, the Prince of Linchuan was once the military 
governor of Jingzhou ~·J fli • When he was summoned by Emperor 
Wen, everyone in his household was seized with great fear. One 
night, his ji heard some crows cawing. Thereupon, with heavy 
anxiety, she made the song Wu ye ti. 

Other sources: TD 145. 758; YFGTYJ 1.9b-1 Oa; Baishi liutie f:::J ~-.>:-tt 
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13.216; JTS, Treatise on Music, 29.1065. 

Commentary: 

There seems to be two Wu ye ti. At least one modern scholar, 

Ren Na i~ i>Q (1894- ), holds this view. 2 Li Mian's biography is 

found in JTS 131. 3636 where he is described as "being adept in 

gin playing and fond of making poetry." ~ Jj__}t.. -~t-1 't~. While we 

may acknowledge his expertise in gin music, there are, however, a 

few points in his account that raise our suspicion. I am unable to 

discover any earlier account about He Yan similar to Li's. Pei 

(372-451), when commenting on the Sanguo zhi 

, quotes Weimo zhuan ~ ;t.. -1~ as stating that 

a son was born to He Yan. 3 But there is no mention of his having 

any daughter. Moreover, the music was not mentioned until the 

Southern Dyansties. The following are the earliest works that refer 

to Wu ye ti either directly or allusively: Yu Jianwu's ~f'f\-%-

(487-551) "On Dances" ~~ ~ , 4 Yu Xin' s ~ 1t. (51 3-581) 

"Playin, the gin" ~ ~ 5 ~r ~~ 

, Xiao Que's ~ '*' (fl.550) 

"Listening to gin music" 1f~, Ji!.- , 6 and Lu Qiong' s F.t ~t_ 

(537-586) "At a banquet in Xuanpu, each was to write a poem on an 

object, and I was assigned the zheng" ~Ii] $. . .$-S"*--~ -f~ f. 7 All 

of them were written in the later half of the Southern Dynasties. 

We could perhaps dismiss Li's story and conclude from the other 

sources that the dance song and the gin music of the same title 

must be related. 

The remaining three versions of the origin of Wu ye ti require 

further comments. The version in Jiaofang ji is inaccurate in a 

number of details. As Guo Maoqian has commented already, Yiji's 
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biographies in the dynastic histories (sos, juan 61; Nan shi, 

juan 13) mention nothing of his ever assuming the governorship of 

Jiangzhou. Furthermore, he died in the twenty-fourth year of Yuanjia 

(447), at the age of twenty-three, four years before the story as 

told in Jiaofang ji is alleged to have happened. The other major 

character of the story , Yikang, was held in custody in Ancheng ~~~ 

(near modern Anfu ~~ii , Jiangxi) from the twenty-second year of 

Yuanjia (445) for his involvement in an unsuccessful plot against 

the throne. In the first lunar month in the twenty-eighth year of 

Yuanjia (451) he was executed. 'Illus he could not have travelled 

that year to Xunyang and met either of his brothers: Yiji or Yiqing. 

For that matter, by 451 Yiqing had been dead for six years. '!he 

portion in the story about the Princess of Kuaiji is similar to 

another record found in Yikang's biography in sos, 68.1795. But 

Sos puts the incident between 440 and 445, and Zizhi tongjian 

'71 ;,~ ~ ~~ 123.3888 puts it specfically under 440. According 

to the two histories, the princess's supplication was neither 

prompted by Yikang's imprisonment, nor resulted in his release. In 

view of these many inconsistencies with dynastic histories, we 

should consider the account in Jiaofang ji as unreliable. 

On the other hand, the version in JTS agrees closely with 

other dynastic histories. According to the Annals of Emperor Wen in 

Sos, juan 5, Yiqing was appointed military governor of Jiang-

zhou in 439. By the tenth month of the next year, he was transferr-

ed to the military governorship of Nan Yanzhou. The same month also 

saw Yikang's new appointment as military governor of Jiangzhou and 

the execution of his political supporters. This happened barely 
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twenty days before Yiqing' s transfer. According to Yikang' s bio

graphy in Sos, before his new appointment,Yikang had been imperi

ous and indiscreet. He had gained immense power at court and tended 

to treat the Emperor rather as a brother than the sovereign of the 

empire. Worse still, his henchmen had been making moves, without 

his knowledge, to place him on the throne. Hence the Emperor's move 

to demote Yikang and stamp out his supporters. Yikang's new appoint

ment was in effect a banishment. 'lhe dynastic histories mention 

nothing of Yikang meeting Yiqing. But Yiqing, who was the military 

governor of Jiangzhou before Yikang's appointment, might still have 

been in Jiangzhou to welcome his brother. The record in JTS is 

highly possible, if not necessarily true. 

One point about the story, however, creates some doubt about its 

authenticity: 'lhe association of crows' caw with amnesty did not 

appear in record until late in Tang dynasty. 8 Zhang Ji ~~J-i 

(768-830) in "A tune of crow cawing" '~ 4li' S:( , 9 and Yuan Zhen 

(779-831) in "On hearing Yu Jizhi playing Wu ye ti on 

, 10 both refer specifically to 

the crow myth, and they are both poets of mid-Tang. It should be 

remembered that Qin shuo, Jiaofang ji, YFGTYJ and TD - wherein 

the superstition forms the backbone of the story - all belong more 

or less to the Mid-Tang period.11 It is hence very likely that 

the superstition took shape only in the Tang dyansty, and somehow 

got into the story of Wu ye ti. 

In contrast, the version in Chuxue ji seems to be more relia

ble. It matches well with the mood of frustration and anxiety which 

marks the refrain of the song. It is, moreover, not entirely incom-
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patible with the JTS version • Perhaps at the demotion of Yikang, 

Yiqing was summoned to the capital for a new appointment but with-

out his knowing the reason. His household had good reasons to be 

anxious since they must have heard of the latest misfortune that 

befell Yikang and his supporters. In a spell of anxiety, a certain 

ji composed the music on a qin, and it must have been developed 

later into a dance song. 

3. Mochou yue ~ '!&, ~ 

YFSJ 48.698: 

It is thus said in the Treatise on Music of JTS: "Mochou yue 
derived from Shicheng yue. T.~ere was in Shicheng a woman named 
Mochou ~,~, who was a superb singer. In the refrain of Shi
cheng yue, there are the words "wang chou" ::lS-~ • (forget th~ 
sorrow). For these reasons, the song was thus named." In GJYL 
it is thus noted: "Mochou yue is thought to be the music of 
the Man .~~ people. Formerly, the music was performed by sixteen 
dancers, in Liang times, eight." The following remark is found 
in Yuefu jieti -*Jtt ·~Ht1l! : "In an old lyric there is mentioned 
a Luoyang 7~ t; girl named Mochou. The two are not the same." 

Other sources: Chuxue ji 15.378; YFGTYJ 1.10a; JTS, Treatise 
on Music, 29.1065. 

Commentary: 

GJYL is quoted in Chuxue ji, Taiping yulan 571.4a, Wu Shu's 

(947 -1002) Shilei fu -$ ~tl ~~ 11.3b and wuse 

xian 37...e..,~'*- 2,22a, to give more or less the same story as found 

in JTS. The quotations, however, vary slightly from text to text. 

Little is known of Mochou. GJYL is quoted in Wuse xian as 

stating the following: 

Mochou yue came about because of a Ji in Shicheng. There 
was at the west of the city a woman named Mochou who was 
superb at singing. And there are in Shicheng yue the words 
"I, Mochou" ~ "J. ~, • For these two reasons the song was 
thus named. 
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It differs sharply from the quotations in all other sources on two 

points: first, Mochou is specifically identified as a ji; second, 

the lyric of Shicheng yue is said to contain the phrase "jie 

Mochou" & ~ ~' rather than "wang chou". Wuse xian does not 

usually quote verbatim from its sources. The phrases "jie Mochou" 

is highly improbable, since "jie" referring to woman does not once 

occur in the anonymous Western lyrics. The woman persona usually 

refers to herself as "nong" i-'- .:ii.,' 
or "wo" ""'l , pronouns 

which are also used by men and do not imply formality or subordina-

tion as "jie" does. It is an important stylistic distinction of 

the songs and should not be ignored. Yet despite these indications 

of unreliability, Wang Yunxi surmises on the basis of it that Mo-

chou the ji must have sung Shicheng yue superbly, so either she 

or others remade the song to suit her voice even better, and the 

song is thus named after her. 1 2 Plausible as it is, the surmise 

lacks substantiation. 

A lyric about another Mochou is mentioned in the song preface. 

'Ihe work is found in YTXY 9.1a-b, and is anonymous.13 '!his 

latter Mochou resides in Luoyang, and features often in the poetry 

of the Southern Dynasties. A poem titled "Luoyang dao" ~¥~ft.. 

by Cen Zhijing %±... ~ (518-579) ends as follows: 

We have, too, the one who can make our guests stay -
Mochou in her fresh beauty. 

a__ ~ ~t ~ .$- -
~- ~j~ M-.~. 

The two women must have been equally well known in the Southern 

Dynasties. Yet no relation has ever been discovered between them. 
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The music Mochou yue is said to derive from Shicheng yue. A 

lyric to the tune Mochou yue goes as follows: 

M.ochou, where is she ? 
She is at the west of Shicheng. 14 

~ ~.~11:[ ~ , 
:;§\ ~ \ _:t; :I-~ -6!:. • 

Mochou yue, like Shicheng yue, arose from Shicheng. Some 

relation between them is hence possible. A lyric to the tune 

Shicheng yue goes: 

Bend the fingers and dance to "wang chou" (forget the sorrow), 
We are both in our prime.1 5 

;;fib::tfi ~;E'~I, 
:;:fQ.Jjf.~~ ~. 

The lines suggest that "wang chou is a part of the song Shi-

cheng yue. ( GSR 802a, J.\nc. Chin. ma.A:) and :::€1 

(GSR 742i, Anc.Chin. m~wang) are phonetically close enough to 

render substitution of one by the other possible. "Wang chou" 

might therefore be read as "Mochou". This supports further the 

claim of a derivative relationship between the two songs. 

4. Guke yue i-6 % ~ 

YFSJ 48.699: 

Thus it is said in GJYL,"Guke yue is the creation of the Qi 
Emperor Wu llt--i\J ;if (440-493). When he was still a commoner, the 
errperor once travelled to Fang and Deng. After he had come to 
the throne, he reminisced on the past and made this song. He then 
ordered Liu Yao JI~ ~ , the Prefect of the Music Bureau, to 
arrange it for playing on strings and winds. But this was not 
successful. Then he was told of a Buddhist monk Baoyue '.f. Fl 
(fl.480), who was very proficient in music. So he asked this monk 
to arrange the song for performance. In ten days' time, the song 
was at last played harmoniously. The Emperor then gave orders to 
the singers that they should always repeat the words "gan yi" 1f"t 
~~.'l'.t-~Jt- .16 The song is still in circulation in the 
present day. Baoyue later submitted two more lyrics to the Em
peror. The Emperor had several times travelled on a dragon boat 
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to Wucheng 37.. -CJ.mz.. (near modern Nanjing ~ -;~ ) 17 for sight
seeing. The sails wettmade of red Yue~ cloth; the rigging, of 
green silk. The punt-poles were tipped with brass. All the pole 
holders and oarsmen put on light yellow trousers, which were 
made of cloth from Yulin ~, -:f_;j;:__ • They were to dress thus on the 
boat and line up in rows i~3:;;:..tj> ;;¥<...Ii\ • 18 Presently, 
the Emperor's palace still stands at Wucheng. The dance was per
formed in the Qi dynasty by sixteen dancers; in Liang times, 
eight." The Treatise on Music in Tangshu contains this remark: 
"In Liang times the song was renamed 'Shang lii xing' ~~K f1' " 

Other sources: TD 145.758; JTS, Treatise on Music, 29.1066. 

Commentary: 

The Emperor came to the throne in 483 at the age of forty-four. 

It was only four years ago that his father Xiao Daocheng ... it~ 

(427-482) had usurped the throne of the Liu Song family. Before 

that, Xiao Daocheng, who was of humble origin, had served mainly in 

the army. As he rose to power through a number of military success, 

his son began to take some minor offices in the government •• At one 

time he was the Gentleman in Attendance in the kingdom of Xunyang 

, and later became the magistrate of Gan (near 

modern Gan xian lf '=*'J\ , Jiangxi) ~ ~ • One of his lyrics to 

the tune Guke yue goes as follows: (YFSJ 48.699) 

Once, after an errand to Fan and Deng, 
The ebb caused me to stay at Meigen Bank. 
The heart quivers when this I recall, 
Feelings swell, words fail. 

Fan, Deng and Meigen :f~ -:ff_ (west of modern Guici -1". 7e..i 

Anhui) all lie in the vicinity of Xunyang and Gan. The Annals of Qi 

in Nan shi ~ t_ , 4.126, describes the Emperor as being "quite 

given to travels, feasting and other luxuries."~.~:?li-:i-~iH~X..f 19 

Several instances recorded in Xiao Yi's ~ J~ (508-554) Jin-
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louzi , 1.25b-26a, demonstrates beyond doubt his ex-

treme fondness for folk music: 

Emperor Wu of Qi once visited Fenghuolou -).>j- :::Y, -:f!- with his 
ministers and princes. '!he building was at Shitou :t;~~ (in 
Nanjing). There he asked the Prince of Changsha 4 .,_.'.!>- 3'.. , Xiao 
Huang -l"-~ , to sing him the songs of Zi ye -t ~ • At the 
end of each song, he was so moved that he hit the couch with a 
ruyi -$1:> ~, sceptre (which was made of rhinocero horn), till 
it broke into pieces. That day he broke several sceptres. 

When his much beloved concubine the Beauty He f;;s J:_A.._ died, 
Emperor Wu of Qi was deeply sorrowful. Later, while hunting 
pheasants, it happened that he climbed up some rocks and saw her 
tomb. Thereupon, he gave orders to have the mats spread for a 
musical performance, and asked the singer Chen Shang ~f. ~ to 
sing. Chen sang some popular Wu songs. The Emperor, on hearing 
the songs, covered his face with both hands and sighed for a long 
while. He then bestowed on the performers thirty thousand coins 
and twenty rolls of silk. 

Of the monk Baoyue we know next to nothing. The following is 

taken from Nan Qi shu, Treatise on Music, 11.196: 

The song Yongping yue ::;il..zt>" ~ was created by Xiao Zi liang 
~ ..{-- fl_ , the Prince of Jingling ~ ~-t_ :E.. , and some members 
of the literati. Each of them wrote ten lyrics to the tune. Among 
them, those by the monk Baoyue were the most exquisite. '!he Em
peror used to have them performed with an orchestra. 

The monk appears to possess exceptional poetic skill. '!he Emperor 

here is none other than Emperor Wu of Qi. In Zhong Rong' s ji J)>f. 

(469-518) Shipin i~ i?r:i , there is another record of the 

monk: 

The Reverend Huixiu .1, 1::f-.J:..~ , the Reverend Daoyu fli1K.J::.~ , 
the monk Baoyue: 

The two foreigners Yu and Bai have written some lines of excep-
tional beauty. As to Xinglu nan H * J(t , it was originally 
the work of Chai Kuo ~.:$ from Tongyang .!P .... 1"* • Baoyue 
once stayed in his house. It so happened that Chai Kuo died 
then. Baoyue availed himself of the chance to steal the work and 
claimed it as his own. Later Chai Kuo's son brought his father's 
written script to the capital with the intention of suing 
Baoyue. But Baoyue made him a great gift and stopped him.20 

Yu and Bai were usually taken to be the surnames of Baoyue and 

Daoyou respectively. A modern scholar, Chen Yanjie ff,~ 1~ 
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however, suggests otherwise: 

Quan Deyu's~4~-~ (759-818) "Farewell to the Reverend Qingjiao" 
lt. 7~ ~:'.L...t:..A_ ~~ contains this line: "Your excellent poetry is 

now on a par with Kang Baoyue' s." 1£~ .e....~Jl.~ l'l Thus Baoyue 
was not surnamed Yu. The graph ~ and ~ are alike, 
hence the corruption.21 

Quan's poem goes on to heap praises on Qingjiao: 

Your "pure talk" approaches Xie Linchuan' s of the early time. 22 

:;.f ~ll_ :ti 1~.t 1ih "I 

The two lines make a couplet. Xie is the renowned poet Xie Lingyun 

~t ~.if_ (385-43~) whose last office was Inner Officer of Lin -

chuan ~ ''' r:tJ~ • There is little doubt that Kang Baoyue is our 

Baoyue, who, like Xie Lingyun, lived in the time of the Southern 

Dynasties. Since Baoyue was not a Han-Chinese, he was more likely 

surnamed Kang ~ • Foreign monks of the time used to assume the 

name of their native countries as surnames. Baoyue probably came 

from Samarkand, or Kangguo ~ ~ as it was then called in China. 

That Baoyue was a foreigner may help to unravel a mystery in the 

song preface: in spite of their expertise, the musicians in the Mu-

sic Bureau failed to provide the appropriate accompaniment to the 

song, and it was left to a monk to accomplish the task. We shall in 

the next chapter examine the strong influence of foreign music on 

the local songs of the Jing-Chu region. It is possible that Emperor 

Wu might have picked up the tune Guke yue during his stay in Xun-

yang, or that he composed his tune in imitation of the local songs 

there. Since the local music was much coloured by foreign influence, 

a foreigner like Baoyue might be therefore better equipped than the 

court musicians to arrange the song for orchestral playing. 

There are, however, some more problems concerning the song pre-
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face. It is not known why the song about the Emperor's private re-

miniscence should be titled "Guke yue" (Song of Merchants). One 

may wonder further what the latter part of the passage has to do 

with the song at al 1. A line in the record " -f~ _ _;.,. "f "'*-~ " in 

fact make little sense. A Ming scholar Yang Shen (1488-1559) seems 

to have seen a different version of the record. He is discussing 

Guke yue in Danyan zhonglu -Pt~ ~Jl."j~, 21.1 Sb, when he says: 

'!he pole holders and oarsmen put on light yellow trousers, which 
were made of cloth from Yµlin, and danced. 

;i ~it3f·=*,3(, ·~ 11: ~.x-;t-,.+t ~ 

Perhaps ~ is a corruption of another character Ji (dance). 

The song might be about the emperor's experience when he travelled 

from Fang-Deng to Meigen in the company of some merchants. As we 

shall see in the discussion of Sanzhou ge, merchants of the time 

used to sing on board. 

"ii: Lli ism. 5. Xiangyang yue ..:lfl-'";!ll ~ 

YFSJ 48.703: 

It is said in GJYL: "Xiangyang yue was created by Liu Dan Jl,J~ 
(433-459), the Prince of Sui ~:Lo , in the Song dynasty. 
Liu Dan in his early career was once the governor of the Xiang
yang commandery (of which the capital is the modern Xiangyang, 
Hubei). In the twenty-sixth year of Yuanjia (449), he was made 
military governor of Yongzhou .:#. 7f.f ~ ~ (of which Xiangyang was 
the capital). Once at night, he heard some girls singing• There
upon he made this song. '!he refrain goes like this: 

Oh Xiangyang, it is joyous at night. 

~ ~ ~....:fi_*-

Formerly it was performed by sixteen dancers; in Liang times, 
eight." There is another song Dadi qu .:?. ,.,~&ii (Song of the 
Great Dyke), which derived from this song. Furthermore, Emperor 
Jianwen of Liang AA ..:llC_.~ (503-551) has written ten songs on 
Yongzhou which include Dadi, Nanhu, ;tii~A and Beizhu ::>t:. ~. 
etc. Another Xiangyang yue is mentioned in TD: "It is record
ed in Pei Ziye's 3(. 'i-~ (469-530) Song liie =t.-1- (A Brief 
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History of Song) that when Liu Daochan J·l ~ (fl.430), Mar-
quis of Jin 'an .)f%-t~ , was the Grand Administrator of Xiang-
yang, the place was very well governed. People enjoyed their 
work and the place was packed with households. Even the barbar
ians submitted to his rule, and they all settled along the Mian 
;~ river. '!he people made a song about all this and it was 

titled 'Xiangyang yue'." But this last is different from the 
one of our concern. 

Other sources: sos, Treatise on Music, 19.552; TD 145.758; 
YFGTYJ 1.10a; JTS, Treatise on Music, 29.1065; 
XTS, Treatise on Rituals and Music, 22.474. 

Commentary: 

The relation of the two Xiangyang yue has been a matter of 

much contention. TD gives first an account of the government 

of Liu Daochan and the circumstances that brought about the first 

Xiangyang yue, then proceeds to describe the second, without 

making explicit whether there was a connection between the two 

songs. While Wu Jing, Guo Maoqian and the compilers of JTS tend 

to deny any relation, modern scholars such as Wang Yunxi hold quite 

the contrary. Wang holds that in the time of Liu Daochan, the song 

was merely a vocal piece. Liu Dan came to hear of it when he was 

governor of Yongzhou, and rearranged it for performance by arches-

tra. 23 Wang's view is plausible. It appears from the account of 

GJYL that Liu Dan made his song on the basis of what he had heard. 

He was governor of Yongzhou seven years after Liu Daochan, so the 

song he came to hear might perhaps have been the Xiangyang yue of 

Liu Daochan's time. Sos, Biography of Liu Daochan, 65.1719, seems 

to be implying such a connection too: 

Liu Daochan's achievement as governor of Yongzhou was all the 
more spectacular. '!he Man barbarians, who had been refractory 
were now all submissive. They moved out of the mountains and 
settled along the Mian river. People found enjoyment in their 
work, and the place was packed with household~ Hence arose the 
song Xiangyang yue. It originated in the time of Daochan. 
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The author Shen Yue ~~'ff (441-513), who had lived through 

the period, was perhaps writing the last sentence with the later 

and more popular Xiangyang yue in mind. 

According to Sos, Treatise on Provinces and Commanderies ·tfi if 

37.1135, it was in the year 449 that Xiangyang, Nanyang ffl 1~ 

Xinye ~Jf ~ , Shunyang 111J, f% and Sui were formally incorporatied 

into Yongzhou. Xiangyang became the administration centre. Hence 

Liu Dan in his capacity as military governor of Yongzhou should 

have been stationed in Xiangyang. His biography in Sos, 79.2025-

2037, mentions his appoinment as governor of Yongzhou in 449, but 

nowhere is it recorded that he held office in Xiangyang or Yongzhou 

before that time. According to SoS, Annals of Emperor Wen, 5.100, 

Liu Dan was made military governor of Guangzhou ~.it( in the 

twenty-eighth year of Yuanjia (451). Therefore his government in 

Yongzhou spanned two years only (449-451), when he was between 

seventeen and nineteen. 

6. Sanzhou ge ~ ~ -.fk.. 

YFSJ 48.707: 

Thus it is noted in the Treatise on Music of JTS: " San
zhou is a song of merchants." GJYL gives the following: 
"Sanzhou ge - Traders travelling to and from Sanjiang kou :s,..,._ 'C2 

at Baling ~Fi. (modern Yueyang -Iir f~ , Hunan) created this 
song together. A line from the lyric is as follows: 'Weeping and 
parting come together.' 'o/fs ~ ~.!.l ~ 4L On one occasion, in 
the eleventh year of Tianjian (512), Emperor Wu ~?ti' (464-
549) of the Liang dyansty finished expounding Buddhist teachings 
in Leshou Hall ~ $ ~ . . He made the ten Bhadanta ;-,'l'Jf• ~ t;p 
(Reverend Priests of Great Virtues) stay, and gave orders to 
have music performed. Furthermore he asked everyone to put ques
tions to him and he would respond with quotations from the sutra. 
Next he asked Fayun ;.~ ~ (467-529): 'It is known that Your 
Reverence is gifted in music. What do you think of the song?' 
Fayun respectfully replied: 'The heavenly music is sublime. One 
with superficial knowledge would not have heard of it. However 
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your humble servant does find it somewhat too plain and wonder 
if it could be modified.' '!he Emperor. thereon decreed, 'It 
should be modified as Your Reverence wishes.' Fayun henceforth 
said: 'Joyous union should preceeds parting. "Weeping and parting 

>?ilf' :JI~ ~·J might as well be changed into "happiness and 
joy" 1k_*f ;ffe_ • ' Hence the song now. '!he refrain goes: 

Three islets divide the river mouth, 
Water flows along the deep winding bank. 
Happiness and joy come together, 
Long my thoughts of you. 

;::.. *( ~fr y_J:. =, 
::;;.t::_ jlt_ ~ ~ .;-~!'~ ;}w 

f~~~ ~ ~-*--
4 ta ~, . 

Formerly it was performed by sixteen dancers; in Liang times, 
eight." 

Other sources: TD 145.758; JTS, Treatise on Music, 29.1067. 

Commentary: 

According to Yue Shi's (930-1107) Taiping huanyu ji 

, 1 4b .1 2b, Sanzhou ( 'lhree Islets) were among the 

largest islets in the Yangzi river. They laid close to Zhijiang 

county , which is in the proximity of Baling. 

The biography of Fayun is found in Xu Gaoseng zhuan j,f, $ii 'f 1~ 

6.15a where he is claimed to be descended from the renowned general 

of Western Jin, Zhou Chu Jl\4&, (240-299). Yet nothing is mentioned 

of his expertise or interest in folk music. It seems true, however, 

that at one time the lyric read "weeping and parting". Xiao Tong 

(501-531) thus closes his poem "On the Zheng-player" 

She played, furthermore, the song Sanzhou, 
Who would think any more of the springs in Jiuyuan ? 24 

ii,.1~ ~*I i!P, 
1~ 1;. ft. ~- ~. 

His brother Xiao Yi i~~ (508-554), who later became Emperor 

Yuan of Liang, writes a poem in reply. '!he last two lines read: 
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Regretful that I ever spoke of weeping and parting, 
Hence this sorrow of today 125 

'r-t!} :;A"~ ~A~ . 
k YR~ a~-. 

He is undoubtedly alluding to the original lyric of Sanzhou ge. 

Sanzhou ge is the only song for which communal authorship is 

claimed. How it actually happened is, however, not known. 

7. Xiangyang baitongti f_ ~ i74fol ~ 

YFSJ 48. 708: 

Thus it is said in the Treatise on Music of Sus: "When Emperor 
Wu of Liang was still a governor in Yongzhou, there was a 
children's song which runs: 

White copper hoofs of Xiangyang, 
Bound are the people in Yangzhou. 

:l_ ~ ~ $!61 s~ . 
~M¥ ~11'! ~. 

'lbose who understood explained: '"White copper hoofs" means 
"golden hoofs". That is "horse". "White" is the colour of gold.' 
When the army of Emperor Wu gathered for war, the force was 
strengthened with a number of stalwart horses. People in 
Yangzhou were in the end bound up, just as the song had 
predicted. As the Emperor came to the throne, he created a new 
tune. He himself wrote three lyrics to it, and ordered Shen Yue 
to write another three, all of which were to be performed with 
strings and winds." GJYL gives more details: "Xiangyang da 
tongti 'Jl: ~ ~~1;!iil 1}/p (Copper Hoofs Treading on Xiangyang) was 
created by Emperor Wu when he set out for the east. ~nen Yue 
wrote the refrain which goes: 

White copper hoofs of Xiangyang, 
Come The Sagacious Lord in accordance with Qian. 

i r--% ~ #J 7i~ . 
-t J1t-Ji,~1U %._, 

In the beginning of the Tianj ian era .::K ~ ( 502-519), it was 
performed by sixteen dancers; but later by eight only." 

other sources: Sus, Treatise on Music, 13.305; TD 145.758. 
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Commentary: 

YTXY 10.8b, Yi wen leiju ~.;;'(~.~ 43.8a, Sus 13.305, 

Chuxue ji 15.377 (citing GJYL), Wenyuan yinghua ~:f'&.l~.~ 

201.9a and Taiping yulan 573.6a (citing GJYL), all give the 

title as "Xiangyang baitongti" (White Copper Hoofs of Xiangyang) • 

TD 145.758 and YFSJ (citing GJYL) give a different title: 

"Xiangyang da tongti" (Copper Hoofs Treading on Xiangyang) • In 

view of the refrain, the former title seems more correct. 

'Ihe children's song has a history which goes back to the Liu 

Song period. Thus it is recorded in Nan Qi Shu, Treatise on the 

Five elements, 19.381: 

During the years of Yuanhui ;;L~~~ 
song went as follows: 

White copper hoofs of Xiangyang, 
Slain are the sons of Jingzhou. 

Jt r~ f::1 :jl6J s' . 
i l1-'*~ ii~ 7rl J;LJ. c 

(474-477), a children's 

Later, when Shen Youzhi ?!b-idt:..:Z.,. (?-478) rebelled against the 
court, the governor of Yongzhou, Zhang Jinger ~#;t:. ~ (?-483) 
attacked Jiangling ~~ ~ (in Hubei), and slew the sons of 
Shen - Yuanyan 3L ;,~ and others. 

Children's songs have long been considered as a kind of prophesy. 

'Ihe following from Zuo zhuan :2i- 1 ~ , Duke Xi 1-i-""'J}' , year V 

(B.C. 655), which has been translated by James Legge, may further 

illustrate the superstition: 

In the eighth month, on Keah-woo If 1' , the marquis of Tsin 
~ laid seige to Shangyang > P~ (the chief city of Kwok 
~Al ) and asked the diviner Yen If! whether he should 

succeed in the enterprise. Yen replied that he should, and he 
asked when. Yen said: "the children have a song which says: 

Toward daybreak of Ping ~ , 
Wei ~ of the Dragon lies hid in the conjunction of the 

sun and moon. 
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With combined energy and grand display, 
Are advanced the flags to capture Kwok. 
Grandly appears the Shun J~ star, 
And the T'een-ts 'ih :*..._~ is dim. 
When Ho ;I(_ culminates, the enterprise will be completed. 
And the duke of Kwok will flee. 

According to this, you will succeed at the meeting of the 9th 
and 10th month. In the morning of Ping-tsze ~ -t , the sun 
will be in Wei, and the moon in Ts 'ih 1f_ , the shun-ho n ;l(. 

will be exactly in the south: - this is sure to be the 
time." 26 

The treatises on the Five Elements and Astrology in dynastic 

histories from Han to Tang provide several other instances of the 

superstition. It is even claimed in Jin shu Jt-t 12.320 that 

the planet Mars, or Yinghuo * ~. , when in a state of abnorma-

lity, might come down to Earth as children, who then sang and pro-

phesied. '!he superstition, as might be expected; could easily lend 

itself to use by cunning politicians, who, by creating and inter-

preting children's songs themselves, might hope to achieve politi-

cal gains. Zu Ting (fl. 560) and Bi an Bin ~ **5 (445-

500} were notorious examples. 27 One may wonder in the case of 

Emperor Wu whether he might not have made up the song himself. It 

would serve both to undermine his enemy and to add legitimacy to 

his claim to the throne (the will of Heaven working in his favour}. 

Though the prophesying power of children'songs may strain our 

credibility a little, the account in SuS is on the whole accurate 

in historical details. At the end of the Qi dynasty, when the 

empire was so misruled by the boy emperor Xiao Baojuan j\ ~i }b. 

(483-501} (later demoted to become Lord Donghun ) ' 

Emperor Wu of Liang, who was then the military governor of Yong-

zhou, decided to make a bid for the throne. We know from Nan shi, 

Annals of Liang, 6.172, that Emperor Wu did acquire five thousand 
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stout steeds at the outset of his rebellion; and from Nan Qi shu, 

'!he Treatise of the Five Elements, 19.373, that at the end people 

in Yangzhou bound themselves up and surrender. In a letter to Yuan 

(461-540), while he had yet to conquer the capital Jian-

kang, Emperor Wu wrote: 

My fierce soldiers are ten thousand in number. My stalwart 
horses amount to ten herds. Who could ever resist them when they 
are put to war ? Furthermore, Jiankang is now in isolation, and 
nothing could stop what all the people are now wishing for. Day 
and night before the gate of our army camps come those who bind 
themselves up and surrender.28 

Emperor Wu came to the throne in 502. The song was presumably 

created soon after his accession. How far the imperial product is 

related to the humble tune is difficult to know. The former is, how-

ever, explicitly harking back to the old tune in the refrain: 

White copper hoofs of Xiangyang, 
Comes the Sagacious Lord in accord with Qian. 

Qian §Li , one of the Eight Diagrams ,,\...._$(' , is the symbol 

of both the sovereign and the horse. 

8. Caisang du n~ ~ 

YFSJ 48. 709: 

Caisang du is otherwise titled "Caisang" ~ • Thus it 
is remarked in JTS, Treatise on Music: "'!he tune Caisang 
derived from another song, Sanzhou qu ::;, *{lit> .29 
It was created in Liang times." Sui jing ;;ii<...~-~ tells us the 
following of Caisang: "The Yellow river runs past Chu county 

Ali. ~t. , at the southwest of which is the ford Caisang 
:t%~ ~ • According to Chunqiu ~ ~)(_ , Duke Xi 1-l. 1A' 

year VIII, Li Ke -t. £i of Jin ~ defeated the Di .;!;k__ peo
ple at a place named Caisang. Here is the place." Part of Wu qi 
qu , by the Emperor Jianwen of Liang, runs: 

At the ford Caisang, the Yellow river blocks his way, 
He is about to cross, yet seized with fear of waves and wind. 

~~-~ ;;;t -Sp, ~~:J-. ~ . 
t~ 4- !Gk_ ;Ji_ .:f._ )j~ 7a.. .• 
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In GJYL it is said: "Caisang du was formerly performed by 
sixteen dancers; in Liang times, eight." It seems that the song 
was not created in the Liang dynasty at all. 

Other sources: TD 145.758; JTS, Treatise on Music, 29.1067; 
XTS, Treatise on Rituals and Music, 22.474; TZ 
49.630. 

Commentary: 

Al 1 the extant editions of JTS are without the line "it was 

created in Liang times." ~:rt_~ Bi¥ i'f Guo Maoqian must be 

right to go along with GJYL in matters of date. But he seems to 

be mistaken when he suggests that the title refers to a place which 

is otherwise named "Caisang jin" (Ford of Picking Mulberry Leaves) 

• Guo, for one thing, has misquoted Wu qi qu. 

The song, as it appears in YFSJ 48.695 and Yiwen leiju 42.762, 

reads: 

At the Ford of Picking Lotus, the Yellow river blocks his way, 
He is about to cross, yet seized with fear of waves and wind. 

:tr, l]i;:fi_ §9, ::bj&_-j? ~~. 

11 f ~ ~k ;;A._ 36.._ )~ ~g__. 

The very much abridged quotation from Shui jing zhu is not 

very accurate either. According to the original text, Caisang 

jin is in the southwest of Beiqu county :H: J.11 >!~ (not Qu county) 

(near modern Ji county , Shanxi l.l.\ ~ ).30rtis 

very far from Baling, whence the song Sanzhou ge arose. Ever 

since the collapse of the Western Jin empire, the ford was in the 

hands of non-Han rulers. If Sanzhou ge arose after the demise of 

Western Jin, as most of the Western songs did, the immense dis-

tance plus the politial difficulty of travelling across the border, 

would suggest that the song is unlikely to have travelled from 
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Baling to far north, let alone the further possibility of its en-

gendering another popular song there which would later spread south 

again. 

"Du" .::1l._ is more likely another term for song. The word has 

the meaning of "pitch" or "tone" in music. For that matter, "du" 

also occurs in the title of another Western song, Qingyang du, 

which is renamed Qingyang gequ -JP~~ a (Qingyang song) 

in YTXY 10.6b. The "Caisang" of the title perhaps refers to 

picking mulberry leaves rather than a place. Indeed, all the seven 

lyrics to the tune are concerned with the rural activity. It is 

thus recorded in Sheng Hongzhi' s ~ ~4 %..... (fl.420) Jingzhou 

ji: 

The administrative centre for Jinxiang county ~ ~jp ~.t'. (near 
modern Zhijiang, Hubei) was previoulsy in Juzhong ;.B. t:t' 
but later it was moved to the west of Balizhou j!ji ~ ;,tii (Islet 
of Hundred Li ), a hundred and sixty li from the commandery 
centre. Close to the county are some scores of islets in the 
Yangzi river. Balizhou is the largest of all. All over the islet 
are mulberry fields and sweet fruits, which are mirrored in the 
water. Starting from Shangming ~ 8~ in the west, to 
Jiangjin 7~ ;;.~ in the east, there are altogether ninety-
nine islets. An old saying of the Chu region goes: 

The islets are still short of a hundred, 
Hence no emperor will come out of the place.31 

7tfi .A' :;.. ~ ""lf . 
~ :;;r. ~ ::E- • 

Sanzhou, as we have noticed before, are among these islets. We may 

assume agriculture was practised on many large islets other than 

Balizhou. It is hence reasonable to think that some farm workers on 

the islets must have come to hear of Sanzhou ge, and adapted the 

tune to new lyrics which more fittingly described their life. 

9. Jiang ling yue >-:J:. ft. * 
YFSJ 49.710: 
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It is thus said in GJYL: "Formerly Jiangling yue was perform
ed by sixteen dancers; in Liang times, eight." Jiangling 
the city is described in TD as follows: "Jiangling (in Hubei) 
was in ancient times within the territory of Jingzhou. During 
the Chunqiu periodJ&-~ (770-476 B.C.), it became Ying ;~ 
of the Chu ~ state. Later the Qin -*" government 
established the Nan commandery there. In Jin times, a 
province, Jingzhou :ff\( 7l'( was created around it. In the 
subsequent dynasties - Eastern Jin, Song and Qi -it grew into an 
important city. And at one time, during the reign of the Liang 
Emperor Yuan, it was even made the capital of the empire. Inside 
the city is the castle Jinan ~l!.l if!~ wherein the Zhu palace 
once stood. 

Commentary: 

In the Southern Dyansties, Jiangling was arguably the most 

important city after the capital Jiankang. It became the capital 

for the Liang empire after Jiankang was devastated during the 

rebellion of Hou Jing --fiA ~ (?-552), a former general of the 

Eastern Wei (534-550), who had surrendered to the Liang authority. 

~.l...J>J~ The preface to another song, Jingzhou yue ~q ~1 ~ 

7 2.1 028) informs us further of the Western song: 

( YFSJ 

Jingzhou yue derived from Jiangling yue of the Qingshang 
section. 32 

The earliest known lyric to the tune Jingzhou yue is by Zong Guai 

~.#<; (456-504) of the Liang dyansty.33 This, together with 

the comment in GJYL, help us to date Ji angling yue before 

Liang. 

1 o. Qingyang du -l"N}~ 

YFSJ 49. 71 0: 

It is said in GJYL: "Qingyang du is one of the yige ~~ 
(songs not performed with dance). All such songs are performed 
with bells, drums and winds, but without any string instruments. 

Commentary: 
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The song, as has been noted before, is titled Qingyang gequ 

(Songs of Qingyang) in YTXY. Zhu Qian ~~!J (fl.1764) 

records yet another title: (See Yuefu zhengyi ~~if.~ 1O.20a.) 

Qingyang du is otherwise titled Qingyang yue ~f~~ (Music of 
Qingyang). It is claimed in Yue liie ~ w.:&- that "Qingyang" 
of the title refers to the present Qingzhou -f ~i 

His source is unknown. Nevertheless, "du" Jl.. in both cases 

is replaced by musical terms: "gequ" ~-SW (song) and "yue" 

~ (music) • 

Other scholars such as Burton Watson are inclined to consider 

"du" as meaning "ford".34 'Ibey may find support in Han shu, 

Biography of Zhou Yang ~¥ l~ , 51.2338, wherein Qingyang is 

implied to be a place very close to water: 

The Southern Barbarians would come to Changsha 4-~ by water
ways. '!heir boats would berth at Qingyang. 

But "Qingyang" also happens to be the title of a Han sacrificial 

song which celebrates spring. 35 Erya ~~'ft 6.3b gives "Qing-

yang" as another name for spring: 

Spring is called "Qingyang". 

For this reason, "qingyang" sometimes signifies life and activity, 

which is the theme of the Han lyric. Yet the nature of the Han 

lyric, as well as the immense time span, make it unlikely that the 

old music should bear any significant relation with the Western 

song. "Qingyang" meaning "spring"is after all a learned metonymy .36 

Nevertheless I am still inclined to think of "du" as a musical 

term, and "Qingyang" as a place name. The alternate titles 

strongly suggest this reading. Furthermore, it is consistent with 

the manner in which some other song titles, such as Shicheng 
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~ fi ifl,t yue, Xiangyang yue and Shouyang yue ~. ,~~ were coined. 

1 1 • Qingcong baima 1,flJ~, ~ ,~ 

YFSJ 49.711: 

It is said in GJYL: "Qingcong baima was formerly performed 
by sixteen dancers." 

Commentary: 

Xiao Yi' s it,~~ (i.e. Liang Emperor Yuan) poem, titled "On 

the Titles of Songs", ~ V:t1 ~ ~~ consists of the following: 

The piebald horse may be borrowed for a short while, 
To see off the ox-cart.37 

~ <t 1 Jii~ .. Ji 
-* rL ~. '=f :f . 

It was the fashion of the time to write poems by assembling names 

of medicine or places or whatever, the main purpose of which was 

little more than displaying literary craftmanship. "Qingcong ma" 

or "piebald horse" in the poem probably refers to the song. '!he 

song might therefore have existed before Xiao's time. Neverthe-

less, since dances were usually performed by sixteen dancers be-

fore the Liang, it will be safe to conclude that the song occurred 

before the Liang dynasty. 

12. Gong xi yue ~ ~ ~ 

YFSJ 49.712: 

It is said in GJYL : "Gong xi yue was formerly performed 
by sixteen dancers; in Liang times, eight." 

Commentary: 

The first of the extant lyrics goes: (YFSJ 49.712) 

'!he Qi dynasty is flourishing, 
Written graphs and cart ruts are regularized, 
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Music from all over the empire was presented to the court, 
The Airs of States are set in order. 

There should be little doubt then that the music dates from the Qi 

dyansty or before. 

1 3. An Dongping ~ ~1f-

YFSJ 49. 71 2: 

It is said in GJYL: "An Dongping was formerly performed by 
sixteen dancers; in Liang times, eight." 

Commentary: 

There are at least two other songs having "Dongpi11g" f.f 

as part of their titles. A work of the third century, Shuwang 

benji ~ ~ ,:;K1!.e.i is cited in Beitang shuchao ;Jl:., ~-.~)' 

106.7a as saying: 

There was a man from Wudu ~'"'*f who brought with him his wife 
and children to Shu Ji • After sometime, they found them
selves not quite acclimatized, and thought of leaving. The King 
of Shu, who had become very fond of the daughter, made them 
stay. To amuse the daughter, he composed a song titled "Song 
of Dongping" 

The other song is found among the so called "Lyrics to the Music 

of Drums, Horns and Transverse Flutes of the Liang dynasty" J#. j;t_fij 

i.f .... ,t:~ ~ , and titled "Dongping Liusheng ge" t;f~·l~~ (The 

Song of Master Liu of Dongping).38 Only one lyric is left of the 

tune: 

Master Liu of Dongping, the son of Andong, 
See how sparse are the trees; 
Nobody is in the house, who could you be looking for ? 

t 4> .J-1 t ~ ~' -t . 
ii<t~~· 
~:t~~ ~!~ft. 

An Dongping seems to be related to the latter, since one of its 



lyrics goes: 

"Master Liu of Dongping", 
Truly it is moving. 

50 

My love and I love each other, 
It will last a thousand years. 

~-?(>~·11£, 
~.l_~-.A •tt , 
~ llf1 ~EJ ~Cl ' 

fi •lf -f ~· 

The first line probably refers to the song Dongping Li usheng ge • 

'Ihe identity of Liusheng is unknown. "'Ihe Music of Drums, Horns 

and Transverse Flutes" is believed to be music of the North. 39 

Dongping, for that matter,is in present Shandong province, which 

was held by the northern rulers for most of the time during the 

Southern Dyansties. This tends to suggest some northern influence 

on the southern songs. As least one scholar, Wang Yunxi, thinks 

so. 40 However likely it-might be, the obvious relation between 

the two songs is so far restricted to a matter of a few words. 

There i~ still a wide range of possibility as to how the Western 

song came about. 

1 4. Niierzi :::lJ::-~ .f-

YFSJ 49. 713: 

It is said in GJYL: "Niierzi is one of the yige." 

Commentary: 

Nan Qi shu, Annals of Lord Donghun 1- lf!1_j , 7. 1 06: 

'Ihe Emperor (i.e. Lord Donghun) was in Hande Hall ~~Jl·hi... 
playing the song Nuerzi on a sheng 1£. (musical instrument). 

'Ihe song may hence be dated before the year 500 when Lord Donhun 

died. 
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The first lyric to the tune is as follows: (YFS:J 49.713) 

In the 'lhree Gorges at Badong, sorrowful are the cries of 
monkeys, 

Three cries at night, our clothes become wet with tears. 
1!..J *- :;. l>I~ ~$.. ~.t ~' . 
~'<>,ti 5. ~ ;jJ, ;t;. ~. 

Close variants are found in Yuan Shansong's i,_i>-i :f~ (?-401) 

Yidu shanchuan ji 1'.. ~~ ~ 1•1 i?..J 

One usually hears monkeys cry in the gorges. It rings clear and 
fills the valleys. The sound is chilling and it reverberates 
long before it dies away. So the travellers sing: 

In the Three Gorges of Badong, sorrowful are the cries of 
monkeys, 

Three cries they make, and our clothes become wet with 
tears.41 

'(!!.. ~ ::<. Vi~**-- 'Z~ 3{. • . 
*-~-~ :::.. "ff- 'lJ}; 'lli. ~ • 

and in Shen Hongzhi's Jingzhou ji: 
Whenever morning breaks and there is a frost, the forests turn 
chilly and the streams sombre, there are always some monkeys in 
high places making long strange cries. The empty mountains are 
filled with the sorrowful sound which meanders and lingers 
long in the air. Hence the fishermen sing: 

Of the 'lhree Gorges, Wu is the longest, 
Monkeys make three cries, and our clothes become wet with 

tears.42 
~ t =- i.>l~ ~ i;.1~-J_ . 
~l ~~ ::: ?if- ~jf,- =:.b: ~ • 

In view of the similarities, it would be reasonable to think that 

they are all variants of one song from the gorges of the Yangzi 

river. 

Guo Maoqian has made two entries about the song. The other one 

is found in YFSJ 86.1208 under the section heading of "Miscel-

laneous Songs and Rhymes" ~ ~ ~' ~ (Zage yaoci). Here Guo 

cites from Shui jing zhu and gives the song title as "Badong 

sanxia ge" e.i ~::: 111~~ • The lyric differs but slightly with 

Nuerzi no.1. '!he main reason for making two entries is perhaps 

that Guo draws from two different sources: one from GJYL, which 
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usually makes known the nature of the songs; and the other from 

Shui jing zhu which gives no clues as to which type of song the 

lyric might belong. Indeed the section "Miscellaneous Song and 

Rhymes" is to accomodate songs from miscellaneous sources but 

which cannot be classified in any of the other sections. It should 

be added that despite their similiarities, Nuerzi no.1 was, at 

least in the later stage, played to the upper class, whereas 

Badong sanxia ge represented a popular song. 

As regard to its origin, in one version it is claimed to be 

a travellers' song; and in another, a fishermen's. Whoever created 

the song, it must have become so popular that people of any 

profession who chanced to pass the gorges might pick it up for 

their amusement, hence the different records by different persons 

at various times. But all records indicate a humble origin despite 

the fact that the song later become an item of the imperial 

entertainment. 

Sheng Hongzhi wrote Jingzhou ji when the Song Emperor Wen was 

reigning (424-453).43 '!be song must have come into being before 

then. 

15. Lai luo ~-~ 

YFSJ 49. 713: 

It is said in GJYL: "Lai luo is one of the yige." 

Commentary: 

Fang Yizhi 0f ........ ~l (d. ca. 1671) claims in Tongya i.!. ~{t 

29.20b-21a that a Tang song Luohong li "'f, was the same as 
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Lai luo, and that a Jin lyric "Chong luo lai" l lJ ~ 44 

was part of the song. Since he provides no evidence, his specula-

tion seems to be founded on nothing more than some accidental 

similaries in the pronunciation of certain words. 

One ly~ic to the tune mentions the time Taishi ~~~ 

My head has turned white, yet I refuse to die, 
All worries burn and scorch. 
But let's make merry in this time of Grand Beginning (Taishi), 
A day is worth a thousand years.45 

~- Jj; :;(·~·]Li . 

-~- ~.ri~-~~ • 
-~~~~~1!!;. 
-a~'f'~· 

Thrice in the recorded history of China has "Taishi" been used as 

;Ti]I.~--.~ 
an era name: first, during the reign of Emperor Wu of Jin "!1""<~ 

(265-274); second, in 432, when a rebel Zhao Guang J!! ~ made 

himself King of Shu 11 and therewith named his reign;46 and 

third, in the reign of Emperor Ming of Liu Song ~ 91'1 ~ '(465-

471). Since all the datable Western songs come from after the 

Western Jin dyansty, the first of these alternatives can be 

dismissed. 'Ihe second also seems unlikely; a song of a rebel reign 

is unlikely to have been performed in court. Hence "Taishi" in the 

lyric must be referring to the reign era of Song Emperor Ming. 

According to the Treatise on Music, Sos 22.637-640, Emperor Ming 

and his minister Yu He Jf. ----- (fl.466) had together created 

twelve lyrics titled "Song Taishi gewu quci" ~,~~..:{k._- ~ 851 

(Lyrics to the Dance Music of Taishi). '!hey were eulogies of his 

reign during the Taishi era. The Western lyric must have been 

created about the same time. 
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1 6. Neihe tan i/fS oq s-:J1l-

YFSJ 49.713: 

It is said in GJYL: "Neihe tan was formerly performed by 
sixteen dancers; in Liang times, eight. The refrain goes as 
follows: 

My love is gone, when will he be back ? 

~f ~ -tiij ...,,.. ii_ 

Most of the lyrics are concerned with Jiangling and Yangzhou. 
11 Neihe" is perhaps the name of a shoal 7ftL on the water 
course between the two places. 

Commentary: 

Wang Yunxi thus comments on the title: 

11 Neihe 11 ;I/(! 0~ and "neihe 11 #1'EI'" (signifying a sense of 
helplessness: what can I do about it ? ) resemble each other 
in sound. They might hence have the same meaning. One of the 
lyrics goes: 

May the poles and oars be broken, 
So that you are made to return. 

Because the shoal makes it so perilous to travel, it is hence 
given this name.47 

The full lyric is as follows: (YFSJ 49.714) 

You are going to Yangzhou, so I have heard, 
I come to see you off at the Jiangjin Bay. 
May the poles and oars be broken, 
So that you are made to return. 

ltff :fk_ T· ;;/'~ '*'/ . 
~El ~ l ='- ~~ ':tf· .. 
~~~ ~41fr. 
~ j.~ ~~ u. ii... 

which does not necessarily imply a dangerous water course. 

Yet to take II neihe11 Jf!I o~ as 11 neihe" jf;~ might be 

supported by citing from Zuo zhuan ::!S.1f, , Duke Xuan ~~ 

year III: 

Bulls still have skins, rhinoceroses and wild bulls still are 
many. The throwing away the buff-coat was not such a great 
thing.48 

!:f-J·1 ::ii a. .~ 9t.J )B)Jt . .:tlf' 11.·1 ~r · 
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Du You ~~ 'f-6 {222-284) 's commentary reads: "Nei"~F here is 

the same as he. 11 49 ~ ~ 1~ -El Gu Yanwu ...:fj, ~ iA.J' 

(1613-1682) comments on the same passage saying: 

When it is said in a straightforward manner, it sounds as 
"nei". When prolonged, it sounds like "neihe". 50 

1L ~ z_ 'El ~p . ~ ~ ±. a4i"f-&..! . 

Wang 's suggestion is plausible, if not necessarily true. 

1 7. Mengzhu .i. ~ 

YFSJ 49. 71 4: 

The song is otherwise named "Dan yang Mengzhu ge"-ff~ "'-~~ • 
It is thus noted in GJYL: "There are ten lyrics to the tune 
Mengzhu. Two of them are yige, eight lyrics = ~~~~" iij1 

51 It was performed by sixteen dancers; in Liang times, 
eight." 

Commentary: 

One lyric to the tune is recorded in YTXY, 10.7a, under the title 

"Dan yang Mengzhu ge". Dan yang was the area around Jiankang. 

The song appears to be related to the area. For that matter, 

several spots in Jiankang, such as Houhu ~~I~~ (modern Xuanwu 

and Jingyang shan ~ ~ lJi , 5 2 became the 

setting for a number of lyrics to the tune. The song must have 

been very popular in the imperial capital, though it did not 

necessarily originate from the place. 

if.l_ ~mi 
18. Yi yue ~~ 

YFSJ 49. 715: 

Thus it is said in GJYL: "One lyric to the tune Yi yue 
belongs to the type yige. Two lyrics ~~ -lMI t~~.;; rMt .53 
It was formerly performed by sixteen dancers, in Liang times, 
eight." 
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1 9. Ye huang ~ ~ 

YFSJ 49. 716: 

It is said in GJYL: "Ye huang is one of the yige." 

20. Ye du niang ~~'*R 

YFSJ 49.716: 

It is said in GJYL: "Ye du niang is one of the y ige." 

2 1 • Chang song biao -"* -;f~ -=I"~ 
YFSJ 49.716: 

It is said in GJYL: "Chang song biao is one of the yige." 

2 2. Shuang xingchan ~ ~T .i'v.i 

YFSJ 49.716: 

It is said in GJYL: "Shuang xingchan is one of the yige." 

2 3. Huang du -;I', ~ 

YFSJ 49. 717: 

It is said in GJYL: "Huang du is one of the yige. 11 

24. Ping xi yue .:<f'il{)~ 

YFSJ 49.717: 

It is said in GJYL: 11 Ping xi yue is one of the yige. 11 

2 5. Pan yangzhi ~ ~ :t;"ji,,_ 

YFSJ 49. 717: 

It is said in GJYL: "Pan yangzhi is one of the y ige. 11 

Yue yuan ~ ~ contains the following remark: 11 Pan 
yangzhi was made in the Liang dynasty." 

26. Xunyang yue ~ P~ ~ 

YFSJ 49. 718: 

It is said in GJYL: "Xunyang yue is one of the yige. 11 

27.Baifujiu tiJP1'f:;t._~ 

YFSJ 49. 718: 
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It is said in GJYL: "Bai fu jiu is one of the yige." The 
song is otherwise titled "Bai f ·u jiu" a~ ;1~~ • It was 
originally a tune for the Fu dance =t$ Jll. .54 

Commentary: 

In Sos, Treatise on Music, 19.551-552, Fu dance is explain-

ed as follows: 

In the early years of Eastern Jin (317-420), there was the Fu 
dance. It is said to be a dance of Wu J1I; • But an examination 
of the lyrics reveals otherwise: some of them have nothing to 
do with Wu at all. Nevertheless, they are all incorporated into 
the court music repertoire. Thus Yang Hong :::t~ ~"- (fl.265) 
writes in his "Preface to Dances" • ~ : "When I arriv-
ed in the south, I had the opportunity to watch a performance 
of the Baifu t::l 3#f dance which is also named Bai f u jiu 
dance 1::1 ·~~~ ~ • It is said to have a history of several de-
cades. '!he lyrics are about the Wu people being aggrieved by 
the ill government of Sun Hao ..:ffti ~ (242-283) and thus hoping 
to be united with Jin." 

At least one lyric to the Fu dance, Jieshi ..ei~..;a , was 

adapted from cao cao's !f ~;f_ (155-220) work.55 Hence Shen 

Yue' s comment. But another lyric Bai jiu appears to match well 

the description by Yang Hong.56 The present Western lyric Bai 

fu jiu differs from the earlier lyric Bai jiu in two significant 

ways. First, it is made up of five syllable lines, whereas the 

earlier one is made up of four-syllable lines.57 Second, as 

GJYL informs us, it was not performed with dance, whereas the 

earlier lyric was. The original music must have been greatly 

modified to produce the Western songs. 

28. Ba pu #_' tdj· 

YFSJ 49.719: 

It is said in GJYL: "Ba pu is one of the yige." 

29. Shouyang yue l ~~ 
YFSJ 49. 719: 
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It is said in GJYL: "Shouyang yue was created by the Song 
Prince Mu of Nanping ~ ?f' f~ '£. , when he was governing Yuzhou 
~ tli (the capital of which was at modern Shou county .... U, , 
Anhui). It was formerly performed by sixteen daners; in Liang 
times, eight." The lyrics are about sorrow at parting and the 
longing to return home." 

Other sources: Sos, Treatise on Music, 19.552; TD 145.758. 

Commentary: 

According to his biography in Sos 72.1857, Liu Shuo .J.I ~ 

(431-453), Prince Mu of Nanping, was governor of Yuzhou from 445 

to 451. Hence the song must have been created when he was in his 

youth. 

3 O. Zuo cansi ii:: I_ ~-~. 

YFSJ 49. 720: 

It is said in GJYL: "Zuo cansi is one of the yige." 

34. Yangpaner i; =}!k.. ~ 

YFSJ 49. 720: 

Thus it is said in JTS, The Treatise on Music: "Yangpaner 
was originally a children's song. In the Longchang 11-~ era 
(494) of the Qi dyansty, a certain Yang Min f~ :i~ , the son 
of a witch, lived with his mother in the palace. When he grew 
up, the Empress He f~ f.a (fl.493) was seized with love for 
him. Hence the children's song: 

Son of Granny Yang, 
Let's go and frolic, dear love. 

~~ !{_, 
~ ~ "*- !'>!)-~ 

The phrase 'Yangpo er' i~!t tL (son of Granny Yang) was 
later corrupted to become 'Yangpaner' • " GJYL contains this 
additional information: "The end refrain of Yangpaner is as 
follows: 

Paner makes me think no more of others." 

Other sources: Chuxue ji 15.376; TD 145.758; JTS, Treatise 
on Music, 29.1066. 
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Commentary: 

GJYL as quoted in Taiping yulan 573.6a and Chuxue ji 

15.376 gives similar stories. Wang Yunxi has made an excellent 

discussion of the song, 58 and I am indebted to him for the 

following comments. 

Contrary to the accounts in JTS and GJYL, some earlier 

records tend to suggest an earlier date of the song. In Wei shu 

, Biography of Xiao Daocheng, 98.2166, the song is 

mentioned along with the story of the witch and her son: 

Since the time of the Li us -J:'l ~ (i.e. Liu Song), there was 
a song Yangpo er circulating outside the court. 

A similar record is found in Nan shi, Annals of Qi, 5.136: 

Since the time of Song, there was a song Yangpo er circula
ting outside the court. 

The song became an entertainment piece for the upper class some-

time before the Longchang era. It is recorded in Nan shi, Bio-

graphy of Yuan Zhan -$_°-:ft. , 26. 709, that a certain He Jian iOJ Jr~i 

composed some lyrics to the tune Yangpaner ~ W=\! f;i_.. • 'Ihe lyrics, it 

is said, found great favour with the Crown Prince Wenhui :Z ~, ~ -t 

(458-493). With all the weight of these earlier records on one side, 

it is perhaps more correct to date the song from Liu Song times. 

'Ihe title has undergone a number of changes: Yangpo er ~ _:.t ~ 

Yangpaner ~ a;i_:t ~ , Yangpaner iJZ; #;-.. i:l.i • We have seen in 

the instance of "Mochou" that a nasal ending syllable could in 

fact interchange with a non-nasal ending syllable, provided the 

rest of the phonemes were close enough. 'Ihe change from !$: 

(GSR 25q, Anc. Chin. b 'ua) to i#--f;.___ (GSR 1811, Anc.Chin. 

b'uan-) should not therefore surprise us. 
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Sus 15. 3 78 has given yet another title: Yangban ~ i ==¥' 

A modern scholar, Zhang Liangcai ~ ~ ~ in his Zhongguo 

fengsu shi tfliJli°L1~..:t_, p.115, discusses the tune title Yang-

paner and says: 

Nowadays in Jiangxi and Hunan, people call skittishness of 
either sex "yangban" l~ ._=f • Meretricious things 
are called "yangbanhuo P-% w~ "'f 

Wang Yunxi supports his argument by citing a line from a lyric: 

Yangpan is the song of Xisui. 59 ~'if~ * 11. ~ 

Xisui is at Anlu ~ H:: (in Hubei), 60 which lies very close to 

Hunan province. 

3 2. Xiwu yefei ~,~~.:fit 

YFSJ 49. 7 22: 

It is said in GYYL: "Xiwu yefei was created by Shen Youzhi 
:;z.,. {'~ -.Z.... ( ?-4 7 8) , governor of Jingzhou ·~f-1 71i , in the 

fifth year of Yuanhui :i., a:~- (4 77). That year he led a rebel
lion against the court and marched his soldiers from Jingzhou 
eastward. Before his defeat, he was seized with a longing to 
return to the imperial capital, hence he made the song. 'lhe 
refrain goes: 

The bright sun has dropped behind the western hills, 
Let's return. 

'e '0 -t.t ii1} L4 • 

11-~ $.. 

The end-refrain ~ ~ is as follows: 

A crow with broken wings, 
Where is it flying to? 
It is shot, heading home." 

* m ,~ 
.:}~ 1Pf ~ 

-1~~ ~ 

Other sources: Sos 19.552; Chuxue ji 15.376, TD 145.758; 
JTS, Treatise on Music, 29.1066. 

Commentary: 
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Shen Youzhi, whose loyalty remained with the Liu Song 

Emperors, took arms against Xiao Daocheng i ~~ t the 

military strong man, when Xiao was manoeuvring to make himself 

emperor. Shen's ill fated campaign ended with his death in the 

first month of the second year of Shengming ft 9 /if (478). 

The song must have been known by a number of titles since the 

Southern Dynasties. Taiping yulan citing GJYL in several 

places gives altogether three titles: Bairi luoxishan ge ~ a 

,Bairi ge 1::1 a~ , and Luori ge .z$..a~ 61 

TD furnishes yet another title: Qiwu yefei :fJ;-,1\i~~ •"Qi II ;f}b 

and "xi" ilfJ are homophones in Middle Chinese. 62 • It is likely 

that "qi" is a corruption of"xi". 

33. Yuejie zhe yangliu f.j lp :ffr ~'#p 

Guo Zhizhang r~J-t (1542-1618), Yao yu "t~U- I 3.Sb: 

At the end of the Taikang era A~ (280-289), there was a 
song called Zhe yangliu :;f-f[ ::t~ -:f.9p circulating in the capital 
Luoyang. It goes: 

The wind of spring is yet too feeble, 
'!be old is discarded to make room for the new. 
The hardship persists day after day. 
Break the willow branch, 
I am filled with sorrCMful thoughts, 
So disorderly they are, and innumerable. 

Jt. Jil_,¢} t1q;-. 
*~Jc.-*..>-.~. 
~ =t -'lt-:q~. 
:{fr # :f9p . 
~- }&• ),~ .lJl +. 
Jj_ ~ b. ..::(, i{ n... . 

The song begins with mentions of hardship and war, and ends with 
something about being captured and broken. '!be 'lbree Yangs.~ 
were once so illustrious and powerful, but ultimately the whole 
clan was stamped out. '!be Empress Dowager was robbed of her 
title, and she died in enforced seclusion. 
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Commentary: 

The Three Yang were Yang Jun 1* ,!&! (?-291), Yang Yao 

( ?-291 ) and Yang Ji ~ :>'f- (?-291). 'Ihe Empress 

Dowager was Yang Nanyin -a J; )~G (fl.291) who was married to the 

Jin Emperor Wu. Understandably the Yang family was among the most 

powerful in the early court of Western Jin. Yang Shen iii.A 

(1488-1559) in Gujin fengyao 't~liL~ quotes the same lyric 

and comments similarly: 

The Three Yang were once so illustrious and powerful, but 
ultimately the whole family was put to death. '!he Empress 
Dowager died in enforced seclusion. Such was the fulfilment of 
"Break the willow branches" .63 

The song was thought to be portending the fall of the Yang family 

largely because willow and the family name Yang share the same 

Chinese character i~ 

There is a similar account in Wang Yin's ::£. f{, (fl.318) 

Jin shu: 

At the end of the Taikang era, there was a song called "Zhe 
yangliu" circulating in the capital Luoyang. '!he song begins 
with laments of hardship and war, and ends with something being 
captured and broken. '!he 'lhree Yang were once so illustrious and 
powerful, but ultimately the whole clan was stamped out. The 
Empress Dowager died in enforced seclusion. Such was the fulfil
ment of "Breaking the willow branches". 64 

which Guo Zizhang and Yang Shen might have taken as a source either 

directly or indirectly.6 5 There were, however, other songs of 

Zhe yangliu by that time, 66 and Wang Yin might not be refer-

ring to the western lyric. Moreover, the quoted lyric does not 

contain the slightest hint of war and capture. 
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III. TIME OF ORIGIN 

As it is obvious in the prefaces, most of the Western tunes data-

ble to some accuracy can be attributed to the period between Song and 

Liang. But a large number of the tunes are without obvious dates. Among 

them, the dance tunes - Mochou yue, Sanzhou ge, Caisang du, Jiangling 

yue, Qingcong baima, Gong xi yue, An Dongping, Neihe tan, Mengzhu, 

and Yi yue - appear to have come into being in the Song dynasty or 

before. GJYL as cited in YFSJ describes them all with more or less 

the same formula: 

It was formerly performed by sixteen dancers; in Liang times, 
eight. 

The same formula also applies to all dance tunes of Liu Song times 

(i.e. Shicheng yue, Xiangyang yue and Shouyang yue). But for those 

known to occur in later dates, the formula is always altered to give 

the dynasty or the reign era in place of "jiu" ~ (formerly): 

Guke yue and Xiangyang baitongti are specifically dated to Qi and 

Liang respectively. It is hence possible to think that what GJYL re-

fers to as "jiu" 'I (formerly) is the Song dynasty or some ear-

lier period. 

For the rest of the Western songs, there is hardly any clue to 

their dates. Yet since GJYL has recorded them all, the tunes must 

have been composed in the Chen dyansty or before. Modern scholars like 

Lu Kanru 1$..1?.'u~ ( 1903- ) , Xiao Difei ~ ~~- ~F- and Wang Yunxi all 

try to fix the time of occurence between Jin and Liang.67 Though they 

provide no substantial evidence, their claim appears true for most of 

the tunes. Not only were the earliest datable Western tunes found in 

the Song dynasty, but also , as we shall see in the next section, the 
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Western lyrics mention most of the important cities along the Yangzi 

river, but not one place along the Yellow river, in spite of the easy 

access from Xiangyang to Luoyang. Indeed all places mentioned in the 

lyrics fall within the usual domain of the Eastern Jin and the South-

ern Dyansties. 'Ihe best answer to such peculiarity is of course that 

most lyrics were composed in the Eastern Jin dyansty or later when the 

Han-Chinese empires for most of the time stopped short at the northern 

bank of the Yangzi river., 

Lyrics usually'appear later than the tune. Once a tune becomes 

popular, new lyrics will be fitted to it. At least such is the case 

in the Chinese musical tradition. Hence, to one Western tune, there 

are usually a number of lyrics composed at different times, separated 

in subject matter, and without any necessary sequential relation. Thus 

a critic Chen Zuoming '\Sf, :;lf.f; 1'1ij (fl.mid-seventeenth century) comments 

on the Western songs: 

The subject matter of the lyrics on the wholedbe.$not agree with 
what is suggested in the tune titles. It might be due to the fact 
that while tune titles are based on the origins of the songs, the 
lyrics are not the original ones.68 

He is in fact suggesting that many of the lyrics were fitted to the 

tunes later. 

Occasionally, though much less often, lyrics of old tunes may be 

set to new ones. 'Ihe following lyric from a Western song Lai luo 

A gentlemen is wary of what is to come, 
He would keep away from even the pale of suspicion. 
Never would he pull on his shoes in a melon patch, 
Nor set aright his cap when under a plum tree. 

~ + ~;lj *- ~- . ~ l1t ~~. ~~ • 
J~ 'a» .::f.. ll Ji_ · 1 T, ;;r, ..,_ ::& 
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is in fact taken from an older and much longer lyric attributed to Cao 

Zhi f .:fA (192-232) and sung' to the tune Junzi xing ~{-.'.ff 

69 Such examples are, however, rare. 

But however varied the dates of the lyrics might be, it should be 

reasonable to limit the time span to between F.astern Jin and the Chen 

dynasty. Guo Maoqian, as we have seen, depends heavily on GJYL for 

his collection of Western songs. We may hence infer from it that most 

lyrics came into being before the Chen dyansty. On the other hand, the 

point about place names aforementioned should set the upper limit at 

the beginning of Eastern Jin. 

IV. PLACE OF ORIGIN 

Thus it is said in YFSJ 47.689: 

The Western songs arose in the area around Jing ~"1 (approximately 
Hubei and Hunan), Ying i~ (approximately the eastern part of Hubei 
and the western part of Hunan), Fan and Deng. 

Accordingly, the songs arose from an area with modern Hubei and Hunan 

as their centre. A closer look at the song prefaces reveals more de-

tails. 'Ihe findings, as tabulated below, are based on the prefaces, 

and sometimes the lyrics: 

Songs Place of Origin 

Shicheng yue Shicheng 

Wu ye ti Xunyang JY r~ 

Mochou Shicheng 

Guke yue Jiankang 

Xiangyang yue Xiangyang 

Sanzhou ge Baling 

Modern Equivalent or 
Approximate location 

Zhongxiang ~j .:f,f , Hubei • 

Jiujiang tz.;-;:.. , Jiangxi. 

Zhongxiang, Hubei. 

Nanjing i!fJ 1f. , Jiangsu. 

Xiangyang, Hubei. 

Yueyang ~ ~ , Jiangxi. 



Xaingyang bai Jiankang 
tongti 

Cai sang du near Baling 

Jiang ling yue Ji angling 

Nuerzi Sanxia 
( 'Ihe Three 

Xunyang yue Xunyang 

Shouyang yue Shouyang 

Yangpaner Xisui 

Xiwu yefei Jingzhou 
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Gorges) 

Nanjing, Jiangsu. 

Yueyang, Jiangxi. 

Jiangling, Hubei. 

Be tween Wushan =a. Ll.l in 
Sichuan and Ba.dong -e..f.._ 
in Hubei. 

Jiujiang, Jiangxi. 

Shou xian ·~· Anhui. 

near Anlu ~P~ , Hubei. 

Two songs - Guke yue and Xiangyang baitong ti - though created 

in the imperial capital Jiankang, are in fact about people and hap-

pening in Xiangyang, Fan and Deng. The fact that they are incorporated 

into the Western song repertory indicates sufficiently that they must 

bear more affinity with other Western songs than with the Wu songs, 

which originated from Jiankang and its neighbourhood.70 Jiankang 

happened to be the place where the two songs were made, but it must 

be the musical and lyrical tradition of the Jing-Chu area that informs 

them with their very quality. The rest of the places fall within Hubei, 

the north of Hunan and Jiangxi, the western part of Anhui and the eas-

tern part of Sichuan. Hubei is definitely the most important since it 

gave rise to more songs than others. For the sake of convenience, the 

whole area is hereafter referred to as "the western region." 

'!he lyrics also provide some scores of place names. '!hey are 

indicative of the spread of the songs and very often, though not 

necessarily, the places of origin of the lyrics. '!he following table 
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gives the places where happenings in the lyrics took place (only those 

of which the approximate locations are known are given): 

Place Names Modern Equivalent or Approximate Location 

Shicheng Zhongxiang, Hubei. 

Jiangjin ~~ south of Ji angling, Hubei. 71 

Baling Yueyang, Jiangxi. 

Chu shan ~!Ji southwest of Xiangyang, Hubei. 

Fan north of Xiangyang, Hubei. 

Deng north of Xiangyang, Hubei. 

Meigen west of Guici ~~ , Anhui. 

Yangzhou Nanjing, Jiangsu. 72 

Xiangyang Xiangyang, Hubei. 

Dadi near Yicheng 'ii:~ , Hubei. 

Xisai ~£. east of Daye ::t; >1:$ , Hubei. 

Banqiao wan ~-:l=;f/•J· south of Nanjing, Jiangsu. 

Sanshan E.U1 southeast of Nanjing. 

Taolin :Fi#:.i~ south of Xiangyang, Hubei. 

Xianshan south of Xinyang 1~ f='i , Henan. 

Yuanshui ~*- flows past Xinye xian ~~~. , Henan to Deng. 

Hanshui ;.~.*- originates from the north of Ningjiang xian 
:f ~ ~}, , Shanxi ll~ ffb , and flows past 

Yicheng, Xiangyang, before reaching Yangzi. 

Wuhu Dongting hu ~ l!. ~It , Hunan. 

Sanxia between Wuhan in Sichuan and Ba.dong in Hubei. 

Shu Sichuan. 

Jiang ling Jiangling, Hubei. 

Houhu Xuanwu hu ~~;~f.! in Nanjing, Jiangsu. 

Jingyangshan in Nanjing. 



Shi tou _::G $-~, 

Xinting AA' ~ 

Bagongshan "'\ Jp; J.J.t 

Shouyang 

Huai 

Baimen 

Xisui 
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in Nanjing. 

south of Nanjing. 

in Shouxian, Anhui. 

Shou xian, Anhui. 

originates from Tongpashan :fli! 'fa 11-J , Hunan, 
and flows eastward, passing through Anhui, 
enters the sea in Jiangsu. 

one of the palace gates in Nanjing. 

near Anlu, Hubei. 

Though most places fall within the western region, there are several 

references to places in or around Jiankang (Nanjing), which should not 

surprise us at all. Songs travel with people if they are popular 

enough, and new lyrics may continue to be set to the tunes. Consequent-

ly some of the Western lyrics might be composed outside the western 

region. It should be stressed, however, that such lyrics are not 

many. 

V. COMPOSERS AND AUTHORS 

Little can be said about how the tunes were developed, since all 

the music is lost and the details of the composition process are 

hardly known. According to the prefaces, Sanzhou arose from 

travelling merchants; Yangpaner from children; Shouyang yue and 

Xiwu yefei from military governors. Shicheng yue, Xiangyang yue 

and Xiangyang baitongti were also attributed to members of the upper 

class, but they composed the songs only after they had heard some lo-

cal songs of lowly origin. Hence it is very probable that the three 

songs might begin life as tunes sung by the lower classes, and members 
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of the upper class only reworked them to better suit their taste. 

There remains a large quantity of songs of which the prefaces tell 

us nothing of their makers. Their anonymity and the local colour of 

the titles (such .as Jiangling yue and Xunyang yue) tend to suggest 

a folk origin. It is thus remarked in the Treatise on Music, JTS 

29.1 062: 

In respect of folk music ....<-... ~ 
arose in successive generations. 

and local custom, new songs 

The subject in concern is a portion of the Qingshang music ,;i ~ 

the Wu songs and the Western songs. Hence, even in very early times, 

the Western songs were generally ascribed to folk origin, and we have 

no serious reason to doubt the wisdom of it. 

Professional musicians might be responsible for some tunes. Accor-

ding to TD 145.757, two court musicians Wu Antai9.4-'* and Wang Jing-

zhu ;E~:J~ (both of the Liang dynasty) remade some Western songs 

into two song sequences: Jiangnan nong :;~;Ji~ (Songs of the 

Sou th) and Shangyun yue ..J=-'i' * (Music of Shangyun) • It is reason-

able to think that some professional musicians might go even further 

to create songs themselves. Yet in the case of Western songs, no evid-

ence could be found to support this conjecture. 

As to the authorship of the lyrics, the discussion is on a surer 

footing since numerous lyrics exist. It will be useful to distinguish 

two kinds of authorship and discuss them separately: 

1 • Known authorship 

Not many lyrics are by known authors, as is evident in the 

following table: 
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Wu ye Guke &nzhou 
ti yue ge 

Liang Emperor 
Jianwen 

Liu Xiaozhuo 173 
~·J =t ~., 
(481-539) 

Yu Xin 

Qi Emperor Wu 

Monk Baoyue 

Chen Houzhu 

Shen Yue 

Wu Jun 3': -MiJ 
(469-520) 

Liang Emperor 
Wu 

2 

1 

2 

1 

Xiangyang bai 
tong ti 

3 

3 

Bai fu 
jiu 

Yangpan
er 

It is worth noting that, first, these known authors belonged to 

the upper class of scholar-officials or moved in their circles; and 

second, most of them rose to litarary prominence in the Liang dynasty 

or later. It is meaningful to compare this latter point with the case of 

Wu songs which, generally speaking, share the same kind of lOW"ly 

origin with the Western songs:74 

Ziye Ziye 
si- bian 
shi ge 

+~ .... "El;f~ ~:a..~ 
Liang Emperor 
Wu 

Wang Jingzhu 

Bao Mingyue 
~"flR ft 

(Liang dynasty) 

7 

8 

Shang 
sheng 

Hu an 
wen 

Hu an 
wen 
bi an 

Qian 
xi 

j:.. Jtf- ik.. t"lfi ~ N'l ~ iti ~~ 

Azi Ding Tuan
duhu shan 

lang 

PP.I ::f- ~-V( IJl~ ~ 

1 

1 
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In addition, the Liu Song Emperors Wu !.f, ~ ~ (356-422) and Shao Y.~ 

(406-424) were said to have created some lyrics to the tunes of Ding 

duhu and Aonong ge t~ t t_ ~ .75 Emperor Wu was well known for 

his very humble origin. 76 His son, Emperor Shao, was an unruly youth 

who had gone as far as building a market place in his palace so that 

he might tour it for pleasure. 77 Wang and Bao were musicians of the 

Liang court.78 None of the four could claim any literary reputation. 

Hence, both in the Wu songs and the Western songs, most lyrics by 

known authors of some literary repute appear to date from the Liang 

dynasty and after. 

Yet it is certainly false to say that no one of some literary 

repute had ever written a Western lyric before Liang. Liu Shuo, the 

alleged composer of Shouyang yue, was respectable enough a poet to 

be included in Zhong Rong's Shi pin. (See Shi pin, p.44.) He was 

likely to have written some lyrics to the tune, though none of the 

extant lyrics were ascribed to him. Furthermore, we know from the 

biography of Yuan Tuan ~ ~ (Nan shi 26. 709) that He Jian (OJ 1flf! 

(fl. late fifth century) wrote some lyrics to Yangpaner. '!his last 

is worth more attention. He Jian's lyrics at first met the approval of 

the Crown Prince Wenhui ~ i, ~ t ( 458-49 3) , but the Prince soon 

changed his mind when the more Confucian Yuan Guozhi~-~ ~ (fl.480) 

condemned the songs thus: 

The song Yangpaner is far too indecorous, and the music too 
melancholic. Your Highness should give ear to better things like 
Xiaoshao l"{-a (allegedly composed by the legendary Sage-King 
Shun '*r ). Why should you care at all for these sounds of 
crumbling nations ·-t:. I~ :t.. ~ ?79 

Shen Yue, an important literary figure of his time, was also contemp-

tuous of the Western songs. His comment on the lyrics has the same 
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Confucian strain as Yuan's: 

The song lyrics are mostly lewd and indecorous ~~ wi A'~ jE_ 80 . 
Shen Yue has himself written three lyrics to a Western song Xiangyang 

baitongti, but only at the command of the Liang Emperor Wu. And the 

song was, afterall, supposed to have been the creation of the Emperor. 

Yuan and Shen were representative of the more conservative sector of 

the literati which was still much respected. Western songs undoubtedly 

enjoyed but low reputation before Liang, and lyrics by established wri-

ters could not be many. Even if some of these writers might at times 

try their hands at the genre, the authors' names would understandably 

be suppressed. 

The Liang dynasty saw a significant change of attitude. It was the 

time when the so called "palace style" poetry i ~t grew into 

prominence. The poetry specializes in describing female beauty and its 

associated objects such as the bed chamber, hair-pins and mirror-stands 

etc. It was also the time when Emperor Jianwen remonstrated with his 

son Daxin -J::..... .c. • (523-551) with these words: 

The foremost thing in conducting ourselves is to be discreet and 
staid. But in matters of literature, we can afford some 
dissipation .81 

The dynasty in fact saw the rise of a new sensibility which admitted 

descriptions of women with a sexual tint as a legitimate subject of 

literature. What is equally important in the social scene, the 

dynasty saw the increasing appointments of the southern natives and 

members of the lower classes to high offices in the government. 82 It 

was in such a milieu that Xu Ling found it permissible to include in 

Y7XY several Wu songs and Western songs which were of folk origin 
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and which dealt mainly with the female world. For the first time, the 

anonymous Western lyrics were treated as works of art independent of 

the music. It is also the first time that the lyrics were anthologised 

alongside other poetic works by reputable poets such as cao Zhi, Ruan 

(210-263), Lu Ji F~-=F~.; (261-303) and Xie Tiao ~~ 

(464-494). 'I.be increasing number of renowned poets writing in the 

popular genre is understandable only when changes in both the literary 

and the social scenes are kept in view. 

2. Unknown authorship 

It is very easy to attribute categorically all anonymous lyrics to 

the common people. Yet for these songs, at least two kinds of authors 

could be distinguished: professional musicians and ordinary men and 

women. 

The Western songs, whatever their origin, were in the later stage 

of development mainly performed by professional musicians for the 

amusement of the upper class. Given their familiarity with the music 

and the need of new lyrics for special occasions, it must be common 

for musicians to make lyrics themselves. A work of the third century, 

Xiaolin , contains the following story: 

A certain person was made an assistant officer in a principality. 
'Ibis man was an absolute dolt. He never missed any gathering with 
musical entertainments • Yet he knew nothing of music and felt 
somewhat ashamed of it. Once when the ji played a song in praise 
of him, he sang with others in full respect.83 

'I.be story may not be true. But it must have been quite usual for 

songs to be made for special occasions. The authors in such cases were 

most likely the musicians who had the necessary expertise. A poem 
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"Fenghe ye ting jisheng" lf~~~.-:1~~ fOn Attending a Ji Performance 

at Night, Written in Reply to His Highness) by Deng Keng ~ j~ {fl. 

523) mentions some professional musicians making new songs: 

New songs are their own making, 
Old zithers require no tuning.84 

~1f~ ii if~ . 
.... , ~- ::f' 1~ ~Iii. 

Indeed, we have seen only a few pages before that a court musician, 

Wang Jinzhu, had herself composed six lyrics to six different tunes. 

In the case of Western lyrics, it is possible that professional music-

ians were responsible for some of them. '!he following song sequence is 

a case in point: 

Gong xi yue 

The Qi dynasty was flourishing. 
Written graphs and carriage ruts are standardized. 
Music from all over the empire were presented to the court, 
"The Airs of States" are set in order. 

It is a prosperous and peaceful era, 
Talents are plenty. 
Slender waist-drums and lingpan {a kind of cymbal), 
Compete with one another. 

Long sleeves ·,.of'e. fluttering 
Like startled swans. 
Slender waists bend and turn, 
Just as one would have it. 

Folk customs are examined and folk songs collected, 
May the salutary influence of good government spreads wide. 
May the Sagacious Emperor live myriads of years, 
His happiness be without end 185 

it~* ~ -t _f:t [&j. :It~ ;J;k.~ ~·( ljl lit..,. 
t1~ j:. ~;J:_ ;.._»*'l ~. ~ ~l. *-t=t.Jf.- :Hl :11.. 
4 ~ -lffl ~ :t" ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ...- ).._ ·~=t • 
~lit. ~J!/Hl· H: .• ~ . JCt ~ JA; • ~ ~ #; • 
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The four lyrics form one sequence. The lavish eulogy for the imperial 

government is something too far removed from what is normally expected 

of folk songs. The diction, moreover, betrays a familiarity with court 

music. An old court lyric to the tune Baizhu wu t::J.~~-

White Ramie) contains this line: 

Jin is flourishing, 
Happiness without end.86 

.Ji-~~ '1~-ijt. 

A Song court lyric to the same tune runs similarly: 

Song is flourishing, 
Happiness is without end. 87 

~ -e:--;);" i ~ ;f,*. 

{Dance of 

These lines resemble closely the beginning and the end of the Qi song 

sequence. Court panegyrics mostly end on the stock theme of longevity. 

One of the court lyrics. Qi shi chang 1f- t!t ~ 

ing) ends thus: 

May life be long, 
Be it strong and enduring; 
May we ripe to old age, 
And live myriads of years.88 

A_ ~--k. 

i' ~i jl, . 

f l1.,1A; :i.. ~ ~ fr . . 

{Qi is flourish-

Another lyric Mingjun daya {The Illustrious Lord, a 

Major Elegantiae), by Yu He, ends similarly: 

May his life endure myriads of years like Heaven. 89 

Still another song San qu {:le. '!$ (A Song) , by Wang Rong :I. rfi!l;\ 

(467-493), ends with the same theme: 

May He the Sagacious and Illustrious Lord, 
Live myriads of years. 90 
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As for Gong xi yue, the ending harps on the same theme 

May the Sagacious Emperor live myriads of years, 
His happiness be without end. 

The author of the song sequence hence appears to be quite well versed 

in court panegyrics. He, moreover seems to have received a fair amount 

of education. The line: 

The Qi dyn~sty is flourishing, 
Written graphs and carriage ruts are standardized. 

alludes to the political unification of China under Qin Shihuang 

(259-210 B.C.). The phrase "Guofeng" iii)~ (Airs of States) in 

the same lyric refers to a section of songs in Shi jing ~;f ,~~ 

Another line: 

Folk customs are examined and folk songs collected, 
May the salutary influence of good government spread wide. 

is based on the Confucian thought that a ruler should have popular 

songs collected and popular customs examined so that he may know the 

temper and the grievances of his people and adjust his government 

accordingly.91 It is possible to argue on the basis of these allu-

sions for a literati authorship. Indeed rnonj reputable poets are 

known to have written panegyrics for emperors. It is, however, unusual 

for such works to be anonymous. On the other hand, professional 

musicians were used to having their songs circulating without their 

name. Their life in court should have enabled them to pick up plenty 

of the panegyric cliches and well-worn allusions such as those 

mentioned above. Gong xi yue is therfore more likely the work of 

court musicians than of the literati. 

Ordinary men and women from the lower class - those either 

illiterate or with only minimum literacy, whose experience of written 

literature was either nil or negligible - must be responsible for many 
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of the lyrics. The Western songs, as we have seen, are mostly of folk 

origin. So are the lyrics. To prove the point, it will perhaps suffice 

to mention two stylistic markers which are indicative of popular 

authorship. One is the predominant usage of two dialectal words: 

"nong" i~ (I or a person) and "huan" f..t. (lover) •92 

''Nong" has somehow found its way into the speech of some part of the 

upper class. For instance, in Jin shu, Sima Daozi a] ,Ji fl¢ (364-

402) I Prince of Kuaiji -f~t I is reported to say: 

I know, I know. tt j;a. . tt~t:z 93 

Yet "nong" hardly occurs in the high poetry of the Southern 

Dyansties. It appears twice in the "Wu Songs" by Bao Zhao ~l.. ~~' (?-

466)94, and twice in a Western lyric by Baoyue.95 In both cases, 

it could be argued that the poets were consciously imitating folk 

songs. But for others, even when they were writing in the genre of 

folk lyrics, they opted for "wo" ~' (I) of which the usage could 

be dated to the pre-Qin ;t... ,t period, and which is acceptable to both 

high poetry and folk songs. "Huan" referring to lover is never used 

by any known writer of the time. On the whole, the literati avoided 

the use of dialects. Hence the wide usage of "nong" and "huan" in 

the Western lyrics should be taken as indicative of their folk origin. 

The other stylistic marker is recurrent lines and phrases -

formulaic language. 'lhe subject deserves serious attention in its own 

right, and will be discussed in some detail in Chapter v. Meanwhile, 

the discussion will be restricted to matters of authorship, and one 

example of formulaic language should suffice for illustration: "The 

second and the third month of sunny spring" appears 

in Jiangling yue no.3, and recurs in Mengzhu no.2, 5,7; Yi yue 
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no.2 and Xiwu yefei no.4.96 Zhu Ziqing Ef .... 11 ~~ (1898-1948) 

thus writes in Zhongguo geyao 'c:I" i~l ~~ii , p.1.94: 

Though songs are made by individuals, they do not show any 
distinctive personality. A folk song maker always uses the kind 
of phrases and lines commonly known to the people and employed 
by them, to express the thoughts and feelings which he shares 
with them. Hence formulaic lines ( taoju .::t"Ub ) abound. 

Zhu is certainly right to think that formulaic lines abound in folk 

songs. For that matter, western scholars, such as Milman Parry and 

Albert B. Lord, have discovered in the folk poetry of other cultures 

than Chinese a considerable amount of recurrent lines and phrases 

which they have termed "formulaic language". While we may be wary of 

their theory which attempts to link formualic language with oral 

composition,97 their studies at least established the fact that for-

mulaic language is an important feature of folk p0etry. On the other 

hand, formulaic language hardly occurs in the literary works of the 

Southern Dynasties.98 (One may wish to argue that some kind of allu-

sion may be considered formulaic language. But while these allusions 

are taken from old written text of established reputation, formulaic 

language - as scholars generally understand it - is not.) Even in the 

Western lyrics allegedly by the literati, there is not a single line 

which recurs in another Western lyric. Hence it should be safe to 

conclude that the fair amount of recurrent 1.ines or "formulaic langua-

ge" in the Western lyrics is indicative of their folk origin.99 

So far we have distinguished three major types of authorship: 

1. the upper class, including the literati. 

2. the professional musicians. 

3. the common people. 

We should add that at times more than one type of author was responsi-
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ble for a single lyric. Folk lyrics may appear too coarse for the 

liking of the literati. But if the music is sufficiently appealing, 

the literati may rework the lyrics to suit their particular taste. 

One such instance is found in Wang Yin's Jin shu: 

Yuan Shansong -:lll-\ {1\ ( ?-401) was very competent in music. 
It happened that the lyrics to one of the old tunes, Xinglu 
nan ;ft~ 1~ (Difficult is the Way), was too plain and 
loose. Yuan hence refined the wording and elaborated the music. 
He would sing it whenever he had his fill of wine. Tnose who 
listened were usually moved to tears.1 00 

Professional musicians too may have a hand in modifying lyrics. 

Lyrics were sometimes created independently of the music. Consequently 

it may become necessary to alter the lyric even to a significant degree 

when it is fitted to a tune. Feng Ban /,~ ::f.i:f.. (1602-1671) in Dun-

yin za lu ~i6~# ~t_ , p.3a, makes the following observation of the 

Wei ~ (220-265)-Jin -1- (265-420) songs: 

In the time of Wei and Jin, it was the musician who set the 
lyrics (already made) to music. The music varied in length and 
degree of elaboration. Therefore when lyrics were set to it, 
very often two lyrics might have to be made into one piece, but 
without any continuity of sense at all. 

The adaptation process might have been far more complex than constru-

ing two pieces into one. '!he complexity should be obvious to anyone 

who attempt to compare the original lyrics by the Wei people and the 

lyrics as they were performed in the Jin court.101 '!he subject, 

however interesting, is beyond the scope of this discussion. It should 

suffice here to say once more that professional musicians were at 

times obliged to reshape the lyrics. 

Reshaping, either by professional musicians or otherwise, is 

quite evident in some Western lyrics. The lyric "A gentleman should be 

wary of what's to come" % f il.:.5" }, 1#-. is sung to the tune Lai luo, 
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but is taken from an older and much longer lyric attributed to Cao 

Zhi. This old lyric is itself sung to another tune Junzi xing ~ .:f- a 

It is an example of reshaping, even though verbal changes are slight. 

102 Another instance is found in the preface to Sanzhou ge wherein 

the monk Fayun is said to have changed the wording of the original 

lyric. This latter case requires no further comment since it has been 

discussed in some detail before. Multiple authorship, as we may con-

elude, certainly exists in the Western songs. 

VI. ETHNIC GROUPS IN THE WESTERN REGION 

Songs are always sung by specific people, and for particular 

purposes. In this section we shall examine the people of the western 

region and their life. This exercise, we hope, may lead us to know 

better the social milieu which gives shape to the songs. 

The western region was populous with both Han-Chinese and non-

Han minorities. Han-Chinese could be broadly distinguished into two 

groups. One is the native which dynastic histories often refer to as 

"Chu" 1t. •103 The Chu natives were well-known for their fierce-

ness and bravery since ancient times.104 The men made good fighters 

and were widely prized for that reason. 105 By the time of the 

Southern Dynasties, it seems that a long history of racial conflicts 

and wars deepened this character of the Chu people even further. Thus 

it is said in TD 183. 976: 

The local people of the Jing-Chu area used to mingle with Man 
~j;- and Liao ,:r,;1-! • They were generally fierce and tough. 

The western region, as we shall soon see, was inhabited since very 

early times by the Man and Liao minorities. Conflicts between them and 
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the Han-Chinese were amply recorded in dynastic histories.106 While 

it may not be necessary to go into details of the conflict, we should 

note that the conflict must have intensified since the end of the 

Western Jin. The fall of the dynasty and the subsequent weakening of 

the Han-Chinese power encouraged further spread of the Man people. 

Thus it is said in Wei shu ~ "'( , The Account of Man, 101.2246: 

Toward the end of Western Jin, the number of Man increased 
steadily. They started plundering Han-Chinese settlements. When 
the rebellions led by Liu Yuan ~·{ ~ ( ?-31 0) and Shi Le Air ?bi 
(274-?) broke out, Man had even less to fear. Hence they spread 
further north. 

On the other hand, Han-Chinese from the Yellow river basin flocked in 

great numbers to the western region as the north was continuously 

ravaged by wars and bloodshed that followed the Liu and Shi rebellions. 

With the increasing presence of different races, the racial conflict, 

understandably, surged to a new height of intensity. It continued and 

did not seem to lessen throughout Eastern Jin and the subsequent 

dynasties. The hostility in the voices of the Han-Chinese historians 

of the time may give some idea of the intense conflict. Shen Yue 

thus describes the Man people in Sos, The Account of Yi and Man ~ '~ 

97 .2399: 

They looted and took our land. The looting became increasingly 
serious as years went by. From about the mid-Yuanjia ;c..,. ~ era 
(Yuanjia era: 424-453) onwards, the invasion became very 
widespread. 

Another historian, Xiao Zixian ~· + ~. (489-537), thus remarks in 

Nan Qi shu, '.Ihe Account of Man, 58.1009: 

Man are all savage and brutal, with an inclination to loot. 

'.Ihe ever present conflict surely accounts for much of the well known 

fierce character of the Chu people. 
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On the other hand, we must not ignore the effect of a long 

series of armed rebellions and frontier wars during the 'Eastern Jin 

dynasty. Many rebellions broke out in the western region and were led by 

powerful governors of the place. Wang Dun :E ~ (266-324) raised arm 

in Wuchang ~ ~ (in Hubei). Zu Yue ~J!.~<j (?- ca. 329) and Su 

(?-328) started their rebellions at Shouyang and Liyang 

(in Anhui). Huan Xian -:f~ ~ (369-404) based his army 

in the western region, and sucessfully overthrew the 'Eastern Jin 

regime for a short period. And it is in the west that many of the 

frontier wars were fought. Invasions from the north often made the 

onslaught at the northern outskirt of the west. For that matter, the 

famous battle at the Fei river 7~112..l :::K. , in which the 'Eastern Jin 

army successfully thwarted a major attempt by a northern regime to 

conquer the south, was fought at the outskirt of Shouyang, the city 

which has given rise to a Western song - Shouyang yue. As a result 

of this long series of rebellions and wars, the western region was 

very much devastated and poverty-stricken at the beginning of the Liu 

Song dynasty. 'lhus it is said of the area around Shouyang in the 

Biography of Liu Yi><inJ.·ll.~J404-439), sos 51.1464: 

By the earlier years of Yuanjia, the region was still desolate 
and much in ruin. Most of the people had either died or left. 
'!he city walls stood dilapidated. Robbers ran the city without 
fear. 

Jiangzhou ~:s: 'ti'( , in which Xunyang .Jt ~ is situated, was no 

better. Liu Yi's ~ f~ (?-412) memorial painted a bleak picture of 

the region in the early years of the Liu Song dynasty: 

Since the time of Huan Xian, the people were so much oppressed 
and the place so devastated that even male children were not 
reared, and women could find no men for marriage. People fled to 
other places regardless of how remote and isolated these places 
might be.107 
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As to the Chu region in general, Wang Jian ~1~ (452-489) of the 

Qi dyansty thus writes: 

In the past the Chu area was extremely desolate. Year after 
year it was ridden by fearsome happenings. Consequently the 
stricken people dispersed and fled. The place was then surely in 
need of some rehabilitation.108 

It is true that prosperity was soon restored in the reign era of 

Yuanjia which saw the best government of the Southern Dynasties, but 

the extensive period of frequent wars and hardship must have helped 

to mold the tough and fierce character of the people in the Western 

region.Surely, I think, women must have felt the effect as the men 

did. In the Biography of Xiao Xiu ~ * in Liang shu ~ 1'" 

22 344 la h JW~ • , we are to t at around Dangtu ~ 3:-. (north of Nanling if) 'P~ 

Anhui) of Yingzhou ;~iii , the place was so poverty-stricken that 

even women were levied to do government duties which traditionally 

fell on men. It is. not known how widespread the practice was, but 

cetainly war and poverty hit all regardless of sex, and it is only to 

be expected that women of the western region should share to some 

extent the tough and fierce character of the men. Much later in Zhao 

Song dynasty (960-1279), it was remarked thus: 

Women in the west of the Yangzi river are all used to men's 
work. 'Ibey collect firewood and carry heavy loads. 'lheir 
strength may sometimes even excel a man's. If someone fails in 
her ~ork, she will be secretly scornea.109 

The toughness of the women might have by then become a traditional 

character. Since many of the Western songs adopt a female perspective, 

this general character of women in the west is worth noting. 

'lhe other group of Han-Chinese was migrants from the north who 

moved south upon the collapse of the Western Jin empire (301-317). 

There were altogether four large scale migrations to the South from the 
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Yongjia -*-l. era onward up to the beginning of the Southern Dynasties. 

110 Many of the new comers settled in the western region. It is thus 

said in a treatise on provinces and commanderies ~i_,~ (SOS 

37.1121): 

As the kingdoms of the barbarians collapsed, and the Di ::t:K 
people broke into rebellion, most people from Yong JJ. (of 
which the capital was Changan .J..* , Shanxi,~~ ) and 
Qin ..t: (of which the capital was near Tianshui xian 3'·*-•, 
Gansu) moved south to settle around Fan and Mian ;:-~ (i.e. 
Han river). For their sake, Emperor Xiaowu ~~· (362-396) of 
the Jin dyansty ordered Yongzhou and other commanderies to be 
instituted around Xiangyang. 

In the same treatise (p.1142 and 1135), we are further told that some 

migrants from Sanfu ::.. 1#~' (central Shanxi 1~ .iiQ ) settled in 

Pingyi '-~~?4 and Xi Jingzhao iiP:t.~ , both within the administrative 

territory of Yongzhou. It is important to note that most of the new 

settlers were from Shanxi f~ iJfl • When the Liang Emperor Jianwen 

writes of the customs in Yongzhou, he rightly classifies the people 

into two groups and thus observes: 

The gentry class is upright in character and retains some of the 
old customs of Guanfu tl.i! 114' (central Shanxi J!..!A, ilfl ) • '!he 
common people are tough and strong, they know nothing but to 
prize a sword and think lightly of death.111 

Another noteworthy feature of the migrants is that there were quite a 

number of court musicians among them.112 This should not be surpri-

sing since the shortest route from the old captial of Luoyang to the 

south would be via Xiangyang. The musicians might have brought an 

active musical life to the locality, and some interaction between the 

local and the court music was hence quite expected. 

Of the non-Han minorities, the Man and Liao were the most 

numerous. '!he term "Man" has been applied liberally to all ethnic 

minorities in South China. Yet in a stricter sense, (as it is used in 
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this discussion,) the term refers only to the ethnic group which, as 

dynastic histories have it, were descended from the mythical figures 

Panhu ·~ and Linjun .JW . .5lt ,113 and, by the time of the 

Southern Dynasties, they lived mainly in the provinces of Jing ~tl 

Xiang ~El (of which the capital was at modern Changsha, Hunan), 

Yong ji_ , Ying J{3 and Si aJ (of which the capital was near Xin-

yang ·I"~ 1~ , Hunan). 114 All major cities in the Western region -

Jingling, Xiangyang, Xunyang and Jiangling - fell within these provin-

ces and must have seen some presence of the Man. Some of them lived 

with Han-Chinese and were sinicized, but others still inhabited hills 

and valleys and spoke a different language from the Chinese. 115 It 

seems that the Man people made dog their totem, 116 and their 

society was organized in uni ts called "feng" ~ , headed by a 

chief.117 Of their customs, it is thus observed in Nan Qi shu, 

Account of Man, 58.1 009: 

It is the customs of Man that they wear clothes made of ordinary 
cloth and no footwear. 'Ihe hair is done into a bun in the shape 
of an awl, or it is closely cut. Their weapons were decorated 
with gold and silver. Their shields were covered with hides of 
tigers They are adept in archery, tl\ft/savage and brutal, with an 
inclination to loot. 

The other major minority is Liao ~-1. , which was said to be a 

sub-group of the Man.118 By the time of the Southern Dynasties, their 

numbers tended to concentrate in Si chuan ~ 1'1 .119 According to 

Jin shu, Biography of Li Shi ~~ , 121.3047, there were some 

hundred thousand settlements (1uo 7~ ) of them in the area. If a 

settlement is about the size of a village, then the sheer size of the 

Liao population is indeed gigantic. 

Apart from Man and Liao, there were some other minorities 
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scattered about the region in small settlements. According to the 

dynastic histories, Hu -1rM and Xi rong ~ *1' , whose identity the 

histories fail to specify further, moved in from the north and north-

.>>-
west probably to flee wars and chaos, and settled in Huashan )f ~ 

Nan Tianshui ffl :i-.:K and Xiangyang, all of which fell within the 

administrative territory of Yongzhou. 1 20 The population might not 

be very large, but large enough to demand the institution of new 

commanderies and counties for its sake. The Southern Dynasties was a 

time when music of the Qiang barbarians gained increa-

sing popularity, 121 Qiang was the minority that set up 

four small kingdoms bordering on the northwestern territory of the 

southern empire - He nan ;,~ ffJ ,Dangchang % ~ , Dengzhi -ft> J... 

and Wuxing ~~ , and they were sometimes collectively called Xirong. 

1 22The presence of these minorities in the Western region might con-

tribute to the propagation of their music. Indeed, as we shall see in 

the next chapter, some musical instruments to accompany the western 

songs were of foreign origin and were probably made popular, if not 

imported, by these minorities. 

VII. LIFE IN THE WESTERN REGION 

In spite of the ethnic complexity in the region, historical 

records of life there always focus on the Han-Chinese. After all, 

it is the Han Chinese who made up the majority of the regional 

population. Since all Western lyrics, as we know them, were in the 

Chinese language, we may assume that the lyrics reflect primarily 

the life and attitudes of Han-Chinese. It is therefore worthwhile to 

look into these records and draw a general picture of life out there 
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even though it could not be comprehensive. 

The western region falls within the domain of the Southern 

Dynasties. The Southern empire, vast as it might seem to a western 

eye, consisted of only two areas of vital economic and political value: 

Yangzhou, where the imperial capital Jiankang was seated, and Jingzhou, 

which made up most of our western region. According to Shen Yue, they 

were the two areas which produced significant taxes that gave subs-

tance to the imperial treasury.123 Jingzhou, understandably, was an 

area of immense economic value in times of peace. War had wrecked 

temporarily some parts of the region, but with huge economic resources, 

it recovered rapidly in periods of relative calm, particularly in the 

early years of the Southern Dyansties. Land was extensive, fields fer-

tile, and people, primarily engaged in agriculture,were industrious 

124 Even the Man minority had become by then agarian. 125 Crops in 

good years were plentiful: rice, soya bean, red bean, wheat and sesame. 

126 Cocoon rearing and consequently spinning and weaving were parti-

cularly intensive. It is claimed that in Yuzhang commandery ~i: ~ 

there were four to five crops of cocoons in a year. The women washed 

yarn at night, and by morning it was already woven into cloth.127 

Mulberry trees, the leaves of which were fed to cocoons, were usual 

sights. Around Xiangyang, it was the custom to plant mulberry trees on 

the boundaries to mark out one homestead from the other. 128 A saying 

of the time went thus: 

Ask your man-slaves on matters of farming, 
But ask your woman-slaves on matters of weaving. 129 

The division of agarian labour between sex was traditional. Since most 
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of the western songs reflect a female perspective, it is therefore 

understandable that images of weaving, spinning, cocoon rearing, and 

picking mulberry leaves dominate the agricultural imagery, whereas 

male activities in the fields were almost absent from the lyrics. 

Other than field labour, a great variety of economic activities 

flourished, ranging from the most fami~ar, like fishing, goat-herding, 

fire-wood collecting, wine brewing, geese-hunting, to the less usual 

such as smelting iron and paper industry.130 With these bustling 

activities, it is only natural that commerce should prosper. For that 

matter, commercial activities on the whole did gain momentum in the 

Southern Dynasties, as many agarian workers turned traders to escape 

the burden of land taxes. 1 31 Many bureaucrats and aristocrats, too, 

tempted by the huge profit in commerce, were only too willing to stoop 

a little to gain a share in this "occupation of the least worth" $--f,' 

132 Merchants flocked to Yangzhou in the east, Jingzhou in the west, 

and Shu Jj (Sichuan) in the further west. The three areas were 

joined by a water course - the Yangzi river. Hence in the western 

region, which is flanked by two major trading regions, many of the 

cities - Xiangyang, Shouyang and Jiangling etc. - grew into mercantile 

ports. 133 Boats plying to and fro were a daily sight. These cites 

were also important centres of Western songs. Consequently a large 

number of the songs deal with merchants, boatmen, boat-trackers, 

travellers as well as painful partings and reunions. 'lbe figure of the 

merchant in the Western lyrics is in fact one of the most noted fea

tures of the repertory.134 

Besides the economic aspect, we may also concentrate on the 

religious and the musical aspects, since some knowledge of them will 
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be conducive to a better understanding of the Western songs. Chu 

people were generally known to be religious. Temples for all kinds of 

deities could be seen almost everywhere.135 As primitive worship 

always involves dance and song, it is possible that some Western songs 

might have been originally composed for religious purposes. 'llle follow-

ing passage from Du Taiqing' s 4::1:.-! 9Y.p (?- ca. 596) Yuzhu baodian 

, 10.13a-b, is illuminating: 

In Han times, on the fifteenth day of the tenth month, people 
made offerings of wine and pigs to the Temple of the Divine Lady 
~"*Jfii . The Music of Shangxian .J:..""$%..aB was played on 

the zhu ~ (a zither-like instrument), as people joined 
hands, stamped the ground ( dadi '$'(;>1!.U ) and sang the song "Come 
the Scarlet Phoenix" ::'f, J~ Ji'{, "$.. • 'lliis is in fact a sorcerous 
practice. "Dadi" is nowadays called "dadi" ~ .i'.:lil_ (stamping). 
Yu j ie you yue ye ~ B.F ='ti t=I ~ (? ) • 'llie dance became 
very popular during the reign of the Han Emperor Ping ~J. ~ 1F' 
(10 B.C. - 5.A.D.). A Wu song goes as follows: 

No more would I stamp my feet, 
As we do stamping, the floor seems about to crack. 

These lines describe the same practice.136 

'llle two lines from the so called "Wu song" are in fact taken from a 

Western lyric Ji angling yue 7::z.. fl::~ no.1, which goes in full as 

follow: 

No more would I stamp my feet, 
As we do stamping, the floor seems about to crack, 
The place is too cramped, and my love's string is broken, 
'llie stamping has ruined her scarlet silk dress.137 

.;:r-:fi_ ~ ~ ~ , 
~~ ~ ~e...~..x_ '3t" -
~ FA ~ .11~ ~· 
.!~ ~'* ~ ,fit -11..lz • 

It is about a communal dance. The third line appears corrupted, and 

the details of the dance cannnot be known. Yet judging from the record 

in Yuzhu baodian, it is possible to think that the dance and the 

music might derive from the religious rituals. Even as late as in the 
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Zhao Song dynasty, Fan Zhiming ~ lsc.. '¥! (fl.1100) reports of similar 

religious practice in his Yueyang fengtu ji -£\' 1~ J~;.l:. ~l!..l , p.1 3a: 

According to the folk custom in Jing-Hu '$"'1 ~~ (approximately 
Hubei and Hunan), when people gather and pay worship to the 
deities, they usually stamp and dance, and sing to the accom
paniment of drums. Such practice is called "Song Square"~~ 

Another song Nuerzi also appears to have a religious function. 'lhe 

song is widely acknowledged to be related to a Tang song Zuzhi 'rl-=F~ 

138 which, according to the Biography of Liu Yushi l.·!~~~ (772-842) 

in XTS 168.5129, was performed in religious occasions. There should 

be little doubt about the relation of local religious practice and 

some Western songs. 

By the time of the Southern Dynasties, the local religion was 

seriously rivalled by Buddhism. '!he spread of Buddhism is reflected in 

the use of Buddhist terms in some Western lyrics, as the following may 

illustrate: 

Clothes-pounding stone made of green jade, 
Golden lotus pestles set with seven jewels. 

:!g :f..';:fi*:t-B, 

-hf.~~~. 

( . ~~~ Qingyang du -Fl ·-~--!:!'... no.2)139 

"Seven jewels" ~ ~ (Sanskrit: saptaratnani) is a term of 

Buddhist origin. In another Western lyric, the Buddha himself is 

mentioned: 

The lotus is budding, 
Where could I find two sharing one heart, 
That would bloom before the Bhagavat (Buddha)? 

~$-:*~ ·~~.l{_ 
-1 ~ ..£. ·~ ~ A:.'\ 

I .fJ. !t. -i!t. ~ 1it . 

( Yuejie zhe yangliu Ff 1fp =f1'r*''*9f no.4)140 

The reference is by no means incidental. The lyric is the fourth in a 
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sequence of thirteen which covers all the months of the year (twelve 

months plus an intercalary month). Each lyric describes some particu-

lars of the month. Hence, for instance, the sixth-month lyric tells of 

collecting honey: 

The copper vessel is to hold honey, 
There is no need to wash it with water. 141 

UJ tf!.jt~ ~ . 
..:{· ff] ~ '>-.!L ~\ • 

and, according to Xie Lingyun ~/tt-f ii.. (385-433), it was then the 

practice to collect honey in the sixth month. 142 The seventh-month 

lyric begins with the reference to the well-known folk myth about the 

Weaver-girl ~ =*-- and the Herd-boy .::t: B~ , who, being separated 

by the Han river in Heaven, could only meet once a year on the seventh 

day of the seventh month : 

The Weaver-girl saunters by the river, 
The Herdboy watches and sighs.143 

*::Si:"~'i~a... 
~ !(: ~j; fl "1k.. • 

In regard to the fourth-month lyric, the Buddha-lotus motif is in 

fact based on a Buddhist ceremony held on the eighth day of the month, 

which was believed to be the birthday of the Buddha. Thus says Han E 

(798-?) in Suihua jili ::*.$ ~i?.!Jl__ 144 

It is a long standing practice in Jing-Chu:#~~ that on the 
eighth day of the fourth month, people would welcome the Buddha 
of Eight Characters at the Golden City. There couches, pendant 
streamers and drums were prepared for the Annual Lecture of the 
Saddharmapundarika sutra (True Teachings of the White Lotus) 
~~•if ... 145 

Even as recently as this century, songs on the twelve months often 

refer to the Buddhist worship when they come upon the fourth month. 

Part of a modern folk song from Gansu, for example, goes: 

In the fourth month, the eighth day of the fourth month, 
The woman offers incense in the temple. 146 
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,·_ ~ f{ J._ :t_ '(CJl ft _,, ' 

:::*l-1-~Jfil J:- "*e...~;l-t • 

Regarding our Western lyric, there should be little doubt that the 

the Buddhist motif arises from the religious significance of that 

particular month. It must be emphasized, however, that the motif is 

made here to serve a love theme. "Tongxin" Ii]...:.• (sharing one 

heart or stem) refers to both the lotus blossoms and the lovers. 

Besides religion, folk musical activity is one more factor to be 

reckoned with if we try to understand the songs. The first half of the 

Southern Dynasties saw two prosperous eras in which musical activities 

flourished. One is the reign era of Yuanjia, on which Shen Yue com-

men ts: 

In every village of more than a hundred households, in any town 
with a market-place, singing and dancing met the eye. Such was 
the heyday of the Song Dynasty.147 

The other is the Yongming ::i¥- SJ1 era (483-493) of the Qi dynasty. 

Thus Xiao Zixian oberves: 

In the era of Yongming, which spanned over ten or so years, 
people had hardly experienced any alarm of dogs' barking or 
roosters' crowing ~It"?.~*-'. '*-.'-:2:. ~ • Ci ties and towns were bless-
ed with prosperity. People lived leisurely and were generally 
well off. Beside plum blossoms and green water, in the spring 
winds or autumn moonshine, there were always songs and dance, 
and the sight of sumptuous dress and beautiful make-up. 148 

Several Western songs by known makers - Shicheng yue, Xiangyang yue 

and Shouyang yue - arose in the time of Yuanjia. The only song from 

the Qi dynasty - Guke yue - dated form the Yongming era. Many of 

the Western songs are, as we shall see in the next chapter, dance 

songs, which should develop best in times of peace and prosperity. 

Many kinds of occasions call for songs. A few song prefaces 
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mention singing by local youths and girls, which seem to be a usual 

and casual affair. On other occasions, singing formed part of the 

communal festivals. It is thus recorded in Sus, Treatise on Geo-

graphy, 31. 897: 

People of the locality kept the practice of boat racing 
which was handed down over generations. In the course of the 
race, swift oars swept past in unison; boat song broke out, 
singing resounded over land and water. 'Ihe spectators gathered 
like thick clouds. It happened in all commanderies, and was 
especially popular in Nanjun 1*J i~ and Xiangyang. In these two 
commanderies, there was also the game tug-of-war ~~ • The 
game is claimed to originate from martial training. When Chu 
was about to fight Wu ~ [in the Spring and Autumn Period, 
770-476 B.C.], it was taught to the soldiers as kind of battle 
training. Thereafter the game was handed down over generations 
without much change. It always started with a roll of drums, 
people broke into songs or yelled. The noise was enough to shake 
even far off places. Folklores had it that the game was for 
exorcising the evil and inducing a good harvest. 

The religious dimension of the games is worth noting. 

Such records of folk musical activities are, however, hard to 

come by. Yet with these few fragments of information, we may still be 

able to reach this conclusion: communal musical activities played an 

important role in the life of the local community. Indeed, as we shall 

see soon, many Western songs were designed for communal singing rather 

than for solo performance. 

The musical activities of the two major minorities - the Man and 

the Liao - deserve some more attention. A Man custom, which involves 

singing, is mentioned in Sus Treatise on Geography, 31.898: 

Soon after a person is dead, his corpse will be laid in the 
hall. Youths from the neighbourhood, carrying bows and arrows, 
will sing as they move around the body, bows knocking on the 
arrows to give the rhythm. The lyrics are about those joyous 
moments in one's life, right down to the time of death. In the 
main, the songs are similar to our dirges ;!i...~l 

Of the Liao people, we are given a brief description of their musical 

instruments in Wei shu, Account of Liao, 101.2248-2249: 
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Each of the Liao chief has a drum and a horn which he will at 
times ask his juniors to play •••••• '!he reed instruments are 
made of bamboo ffl 'r'r ~ .1-, • It provides music whenever there is 
a gathering. 

"Huang" ~ --;w, is a general term for reed instruments, and in most 

cases, it refers to "sheng" (mouth-organ). It is important 

to note that only percussion and wind instruments were ever mentioned • 

'!his peculiarity should call to mind a section of the Western songs -

yige - for which the musical accompaniment also consisted of percus-

sion and winds but no strings. Whether there is the possibility of one 

influencing the other will be examined in detail in the next chapter. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

To summarize it may be useful to recapitulate a few points of 

the preceding discussion. 

We have discussed the song prefaces individually, and conclude 

from them that many Western songs were composed during the Southern 

Dyansties, and originated from a vast area around Hubei which we have 

termed the "western region". 

Three types of authorship for the lyrics are distinguished: the 

upperclass, including the literati; the professional musicians and the 

common people. So far as it is known, the upper class created but a 

few of the lyrics. Professional music ians, who mostly came from the 

lower class ( a topic to be discussed later), and the lower class 

itself appear to be responsible for most of rest. 

We have also examined the ethnic composition in the region. 

Other than Han-Chinese, Man and Liao were the two most important 

groups. People in general were engaged in agriculture and commerce as 

they were elsewhere in China of the time. Religion and communal music-
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al activities constituted an important part of their life, and the 

two have been shown in the prefaces and in the discussion to have 

contributed to the formation of the Western songs. 

The songs, as we have demonstrated in the section on place of 

origin and elsewhere, were essentially a regional repertory. It is 

hence legitimate to ask if a regional song tradition existed, how far 

the repertory is distinguishable from other repertories, and how the 

tradition, if any, is related to the people and life of the place. We 

have discussed the character of the native people, and suggested the 

possibility of some influence of non-Han music on the Western songs. 

In the subsequent chapters, we shall look into these matters further. 



CHAPTER THREE 

MUSIC AND THE PERFORMANCE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Though modern interest in the Western lyrics of the Southern 

Dynasties has been for the most part literary, the lyrics were 

originally intended for singing rather than reading. A lyric in its 

totality could only be realised in live performance, and any discussion 

of the lyrics cannot be but an emasculated business if the music is 

not taken into account. However, the music of the Western songs has 

been utterly lost, and only bits and pieces of information come down 

to us. Yet a better understanding will certainly be gained if such 

information is gathered and rendered intelligible. This is one purpose 

of the present chapter. 

There are other purposes too. Most discussions of yuefu poetry 

tend to emphasize the similarities between the Western songs and the 

roughly contemporaneous Wu songs,1 and as a result fail to give 

due recognition to the distinctive character of the Western songs. 

The impression one may have after reading these discussions is that 

the Western songs are nothing more than an extension of the Wu songs. 

Such a lopsided approach is inadequate. It is true that the Western 

songs bear great affinity with the Wu songs; yet, as we shall see, 

the Western songs are rooted in a very different musical tradition. 

YFSJ 47.689 comments: 

The music, rhytlun, song iL (end refrain) and he ~tt (refrain) 
of the Western songs are not the same as those of the Wu songs. 
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The text does not elaborate further. But it will certainly be 

worthwhile to approach the songs from the angle of their music in order 

to appreciate their distinctiveness. Hence the purpose of this chapter 

will be more to reveal the distinctive musical character of the songs 

as far as our sources allow, than to attempt a comprehensive account 

of their music. 'Ihe different types of Western songs in terms of their 

musical characteristics will be discussed. This will be followed by 

an investigation of the musical instruments, the music and its 

structure. Finally, we shall give a general account of the performers 

and the performances. 

II. THREE TYPES OF WESTERN SONGS 

GJYL has the songs classified into two types: 

Shicheng yue, Wu ye ti, Mochou yue, Guke yue , Xi angyang yue, 
Sanzhou, Xiangyang da tong ti, Caisang du, Jiangling yue, 
Qingcong baima, Gong xi yue , An Dongping, Neihe tan, Mengzhu, 
Yi yue, and Shouyang yue - these are all dance songs. 
Qingyang du, Nuerzi, Lai luo , Ye huang, Ye du niang, Chang 
song biao, Shuang xingchan, Huang du, Huang ying, Ping xi yue, 
Pang yangzhi, Xunyang yue , Bai fu jiu , Ba pu and Zuo cansi 
- these are yige Hr ,a .Mengzhu and Yi yue are yige 
too.2 

We have seen in the prefaces to Mengzhu and Yi yue that some 

lyrics to the tunes belong to the type of yige, and the rest are 

prestlllably dance songs. In the prefaces to individual tunes, GJYL 

has without fail given the number of dancers for all known dance 

songs. Since nothing about dance is mentioned for all yige, it is 

quite certain that yige is a kind of song without dance. 

Three songs do not appear in the list: Yangpaner, Xiwu yefei 

and Yuejie zhe yangliu. Unlike the prefaces to other songs, the 

prefaces to the three songs in YFSJ neither mention dancers, nor 
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specify that they are yige. They appear to constitute a group of 

their own. They are songs without dances. Sus, Treatise on Music, 

15.378 says: 

As for songs, there is Yangpan 1Jlj 1.lf • As for dance songs, 
there are Mingjun 'El!!~ and Bing qi .:t:t Y.· 

It is clear that Yangpan (or Yangpaner) is not performed with dan-

ces. In view of what the prefaces have said, this must be the cases 

with the other two songs too. But they are not yige either. Yige 

is performed to the accompaniment of a particular ensemble of 

instruments: 

All yige are performed with bells, drums and winds, but with
out any string instruments. 3 

Strings are traditionally a major section in the instrumental accom-

paniment to Han-Cninese songs. Accompaniment without strings is 

therefore quite extraordinary. Since the three songs are not consid-

ered as yige, they are most probably performed with strings, and 

hence distinguishable from yige. 

What yige really means remains uncertain. Wang Yunxi attempts 

the following explanation: 

The Biography of Zhang Shizhi ~.:f.,;i:fX.... (?-156/155 B.C.) in 
Han shu ?.J { recorded the following: "Once Emperor Wen 
(180 B.C.-157 B.C.) honoured the place Baling.~ P1. with his 
presence. He made Madam Shen tJ, :1-..A...,. play the se ~1 ( a 
lute-like instrument)~ while he himself sang to the se music. 
1-1"[ Jl. if?~ • " Yan Shigu ~~ tif]-6 ( 581-64 5) comments, "Yi 1~ 
is the same as our practice of singing songs in accord with the 
instrumental music ll-P4'-Z. .v,~ ..g-.'SIJ-llz-l • " "To sing a 
song in accord with the music" >&,~.g.'db must be what yige 
means. 4 

One objection to Wang's assertion is that "yi se er ge" -r.-fJl. ;i;, ~ 

is not quite the same as yige, hence further explication is necessary. 

Yige occurs once in .Wu Jun's Y.. 'YG/ (469-520) Xu Qixie ji Jif.*;)Wi.LJ: 
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She asked her maid to sing "Fan shuang" ~ 1fi'. (Heavy Frost) 
while she herself loosened her sash and tied it onto the kong-
hou ~ ~. (a harp-like instrument). Thereupon she played 
the instrument in accord with the song PfJ ~ ...,, 1'~ ~.Z • 5 

But even here "yi ge" are two words. Yi is a verb primarily meaning 

"lean upon", and ge -ifk. , the song, is its object. (Hence the 

translation "in accord with the song".) The grammatical and semantic 

structure is quite different from "yige" which is a noun phrase 

referring to a particular type of song. Therefore it is unconvincing, 

if not necessarily erroneous, to equate "yi ge" with "yige". 

It is worth noting that "yige" as used in GJYL occurs in that 

work only and nowhere else. YTXY records three of the yige under 

the section title of "Jindai zage" U!:. ~J1'-iZ (Miscellaneous songs 

6 Y.' • of modern times) but without ever mentioning the.term. ige is 

obviously of very limited currency , and perhaps a dialectal word 

of the western region. Yang Xiong i~ ~ .. (53 B.C.-18 A<D.) 's Fang-

yan (Dialects) explains yi 1~ and some other related 

words: 

From the Pass (i.e.Hangu Pass ~~Ml ) to the west, between 
Qin .ift- and Jin Jt , when a body has its trunk whole but the 
limbs incomplete, such a state is called yi f~ (GSR 1f' 
Arch.Chin.: ia). In the area between Liang Jf;- and Chu 
~ , it is called yi ~ (GSR 1c' Arch. Chin.: k'ia). 

At the western border of Yong Jfi and Liang ~ , when 
an animal is without any part of its limbs, it is called yi 

${ • 7 

We have seen in the previous chapter that Bai fu jiu was 

originally a dance song, but later became one of the yige, a song 

without dance. We have seen too that under the tune titles of 

Mengzhu and Yi yue, there are both dance songs and yige. One 

type must have developed from the other. 
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I am inclined to think that it is the yige which developed 

from the dance song. For that matter, most Western songs were perhaps 

originally dance songs: 

There is moreover the dance music of the Qiang ~ barbarians 
and the vulgar of the west. When Liu Dan ~·l hL , the Prince 
of Sui f.1_ was in Xiangyang, he created Xiangyang yue. Prin-
ce Mu of Nanping f!iJ <if' 1·~ :f.. created Shouyang yue when 
he was governing Yuzhou ~ ~i • The military governor of 
Jingzhou :#•! ·M , Shen Youzhi 7i'.'.d•j(_ Z.. , created yet another 
song Xi wu fei gequ ~.~..fm.~~ • All are incorporated into 
the court repertoire. 

So says SoS, Treatise on Music,19.522. Only dance music is mentioned 

as belonging to "the vulgar of the west" ~it'- • Furthermore, one 

of the yige, Nuerzi, for which no dance is mentioned in GJYL, 

might have been a dance song, at least in its place of origin. A Tang 

poet, Liu Yuxi.J,l~i; (772-842), writes on the performance of Zuzhi 

The first month this year, I arrived at Jianping ~::f , 
(around Wushan ~~ , Sichuan). Children of the village 
used to sing together a song calledZhuzhi h =*'~ • Someone 
played a short flute ~j.. "'ii , and others hit the drum to give 
the rhythm. 'Ihe singer raised his/her sleeves and danced. The 
more lyrics he/she could sing, the more highly was he/she 
esteemed. 8 

Zuzhi ci was considered to be related to Nuerzi,9 and its per-

formance followed the tradition of yige which admits of no string 

accompaniment. It is hence reasonable to think that Nuerzi, like 

Zuzhi ci, was for a time a dance song. One more factor lends support 

to our conjecture about yige: a drum is among the instruments used 

in its performance. Drums are primarily used to guide dances or any 

concerted movement. It is very probable that most yige, if not 

all, were originally dance songs. By way of contrast, it should be 

mentioned that prior to Sui, neither drums nor indeed any percussion 
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intruments were used in the performance of Wu songs which were 

contemporaneous with the Western songs, and which appear to have been 

without dance accompaniment from the beginning.10 

To summarize, we have in this section distinguished between 

three types of Western songs: dance songs, yige, and three other 

songs which make a type of their own. While the nature of the dance 

songs is fairly clear to us, the proper meaning of yige poses some 

problems. From all the evidence we have, it appears appropriate to 

take yige as meaning "songs with the dance section lopped off." 

'lhe change might have effected some restructuring of the original 

tunes, since in the case of Mengzhu and Yi yue, the lyrics of 

yige and those of the dance tunes are clearly set apart, a feature 

which seems to suggest that the tunes for the two types of lyrics 

are distinguishable from each other. It is not clear why the dances 

were lopped off. It is possible that the term yige might in the 

later period have come to embrace some Western songs originally 

without dance. As to the last type of the Western songs, they stand 

out from the rest of the repertory not only in that they belong to 

neither of the two major types, but also, as we shall soon see in 

the later sections, they share a very distinctive musical structure. 

For that matter, it is the different structures of the songs and the 

different instruments to accompany them that help to distinguish fur

ther one type of song from the other. To these two aspects of the 

songs, we shall turn to immediately. 

III. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

Though no comprehensive account is available on the musical 
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instruments employed when performed Western songs in the time of the 

Southern Dynasties, scattered information can still be gathered which 

ultimately sheds light on the nature of the songs. 

Zheng !f" , qin 34- and se 1£, (all lute-like ins-

truments) are known to have been used when perform.in~ some of the 

Western songs. We have seen how Xiao Tong writes of a zheng player: 

She played, furthermore, the song Sa.nzhou, 
Who would think any more of the springs of Jiuyuan ?11 

Sanshou ge, or "Song of the Three Islets", was, at least on this 

occasion, played on a zheng. Wu ye ti is known to have been 

performed with either zheng or qin. 12 Se features in Liu Shan 

-:fJ 11tt!.l (fl. mid-sixth century) 's "A poem on j i, written when 

in the House of Hou, the Grand Minister of Works" {~. 61 ~ ~ &;K_Ji:..1_. which 

describes a performance of Xiwu yefei as well as other songs. 13 

All these are traditional Chinese string instruments that re-

quire no comment. But one lyric to the tune Gong xi yue (YFSJ 

49.712) mentions some less familiar instruments, which, I think, dif-

ferentiate the Western songs from the old xianghe music, i.e. 

folksongs of the Han-Wei times, and the contemporary Wu songs: 

It is a prosperous and peaceful era, 
Talents are plenty. 
Slender waist-drums and lingpan 
Compete with one another. 

'!!if -" ~ ~.I-._ :to/ ;&. . 

~.t-lt°*:t1'4::U:!L. 

The two instruments were, as is obvious in the context, used in the 

performance of Gong xi yue. JTS, Treatise on Music, 29.1079 explains 

"waist-drum": 

Waist-drums Large ones are made of potter's clay, 
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whereas lesser ones are made of wood. The two ends are broad, 
and the middle part appears slender in comparison. It is 
originally a barbarian instrument. 

'lhe drum is, in other words, in the shape of an hour-glass. Chen Yang 

(fl. early twelfth century) 's Yueshu~-1'- 127.19b 

claims that its use in China is to be dated from Han and Wei times. 

This is not, however, borne out by the evidence. According to my read-

ing, the term was first used in the Eastern Jin translations of 

Madhyamagama and Ekottaragama if - V~ 1.t ~1£. 14 . 
Both Buddist sutra give lists of various sounds, which include "the 

sound of slender waist-drum" ~l:l'l ltt-it.Jl:- • The fact that it is first 

mentioned in Buddhist sutra testifies to its non-Chinese origin. 

This drum was never used in ceremonial and sacrificial music at court, 

xianghe songs, Wu songs, or, indeed, any type of songs, allegedly 

of Han-Chinese origin, at least until Sui times. Even under the Sui 

and Tang, the instrument featured only in the music imported from 

non-Han-Chinese kingdoms such as Kucha~~ , Xiliang 

Kashgar J*. 1/i;& , Koguryo ~ ~ and Karakheja .1 5 

It definitely did not occur in Qingyue, which was then considered 

the "proper music of China" ~ l_ \£. Jt:- .16 

The instrument was, however, widely known in the Southern Dynas-

ties.17 And in spite of its foreign origin, it somehow became widely 

used even at the popular level in the western region. Zhong Lin 

(d.ca.563) 's Jingchu suishi ji '#"·l~~afft~E...:. tells of a rural 

ritual of exorcism: 

The eighth day of the twelfth month is called the day of La ~~ 
(Winter Sacrifice) ••••• • An old saying goes: 

When the drum of La is rolling, 
Grass of spring starts to grow. 
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On that day, people of the village will play waist-drums, some 
of them will put on masks in the likeness of barbarians, and 
others will make up as Vajrapanibalin -i::-Jif•f;.¢-::l::- • The ritual 
is to dispel plagues.18 · 

Waist-drums were certainly not confined to the performance of Gong 

xi yue. In view of its popularity in the western region, it should 

be reasonable to suppose that the drum could have provided the usual 

accompaniment when Western songs were sung. 

The other instrument, "lingpan" ~# , is somewhat obscure. 

The graph :f=t! is the same as two other graphs 11! and -'f:.. 
The term lingpan i:t 1lit occurs a few times in pre-Tang texts. 

The Liang Emperor Yuan mentions the instrument together with the dance 

of barbarians in the poem Xi chu Tongboge xia guanji 5' ~ l! 5-& MI• :Jt.-:t.i._ 

(I went out in the evening to the Tongbo pavilion and watched the ji 

perform) : 

The dance of barbarians fills the Hall of Spring, 
Lingpan emerge from the corridor.19 

-1;{1 ~ ~A-- rt!. 
4~-4 iA j? ~ • 

In a Liang translation of the - . " . Buddhist sutra Man1usri wen jin 

, the term occurs with names of other rather exotic 

instruments such as shell-drum ~J,~j_ and waist-drum.20 It is, 

as we may gather, another instrument of non-Han-Chinese origin. 

No detailed description of the instrument is available. Huilin 

(737-820) 's Yiqie jing yinyi - ~.JJ ~:i-1-~ 58 .693b has 

amongst its entries a phrase "qiao pan" '/iifi... ~ • "Qiao" is explained 

as meaning "striking each other" ;;;f§ -DJf =l';r -te..l , while "pan" is 

specified as "lingpan" iw~t-~ttzJ .21 The manner of playing 

suggests that lingpan is perhaps a kind of cymbal.22 TD 144.752 
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records a certain instrument called tongbo -3:~ i:~ (copper cymbal): 

Tongbo is also named tongpan. ~fol 1lh 'Ihe instrument 
originally came from the frontier tribes of the west and the 
Man of the south. 'Ihe circumference measures a few inches. Its 
middle part rises slightly like a bubble, with a leather strip 
running through it. The two pieces hit each other as a kind 
of musical accompaniment. 

Pan ~ might be used to refer to a cymbal-like instrument like 

bo. Ling , which usually refers to "bells", is in fact 

a generic name wide enough to include cymbals too. Yu pian :E..· i 18. 

405 explains bo j.:l: as follows: 

Bo is a kind of ling (bell). 

~, #--L. 

Hence lingpan is very likely a kind of cymbal. In XTS, Account 

of the Southern Barbarians ~ 11-Jt· il ,222.6312 where the music of 

the kingdom Pyu ,iJf. (in Upper Burma) is described in great detail, 

there is mention of an instrument called lingbo 'A-~ 

Four lingbo. '!heir shape come close to that used in Kucha 
~ ~ music. The circumference measures three inches. A 

leather strip passes through the instruments. '!hey are struck 
against each other to give the beat. 

'Ihe close similarity between lingbo and tongbo is quite evident. 

For that matter, there is no lingbo in Kucha music as found in the 

Kingdom of Pyu, and the only instrument of the Kucha music that could 

resemble a lingbo in shape is the "big copper cymbal" *-~·~ .23 

Since lingbo is otherwise known as tongpan, it becomes highly 

probable that lingbo and lingpan are the same. Drawing the threads 

together, there can be little doubt that lingpan is a kind of cymbal 
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The use of waist-drum and lingpan is a significant indication 

of non-Han-Chinese influence on the Western songs, which should be 

quite expected, given the dominance of Buddhism and the ethnic 

complexity of the western region. As we turn from individual instru

ments to examine instrumental ensembles, the influence becomes even 

more striking. The Western songs were sung to the accompaniment of 

instrumental ensembles rather than a single instrument. Little is 

known of the instrumental ensemble for the song types other than 

yige. Certain string instruments, as we have previously noted, 

feature in the performance of Wu ye ti and Sanzhou ge. Xiangyang 

baitongti and Guke yue were, as the prefaces inform us, 

intended for playing by strings and winds. Since all these songs 

are dance songs, we may reasonably surmise that a small orchestra 

of strings and winds was the usual accompaniment to the dance songs. 

In contrast, yige requires a very different type of ensemble 

wherein bells, drums and winds figure, but not the strings. Strings 

are almost indispensible in the performance of any major types of Han

Chinese folk songs since the Han Dynasty, if these songs are to be 

accompanied by any instruments at a11. 24 Therefore the peculiar 

character of the ensemble for yige tends to suggest some influence 

from non-Han-Chinese nusic. Indeed, if we consider the ethnic 

components of the Western region and the music of Man and Liao, we 

have good reason to think that yige must be in some ways influenced 

by, if not originate from, the music of the two minorities. We have 

seen in Chapter II that in the Southern Dynasties the western region 

was populous with the Man and Liao people, and that no string 

instrument was ever mentioned in relation to their music culture. 
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In the Tang and Song dynasties, ethnic minorities,living in south-

western China and allegedly related to the Man and Liao people of 

our concern, exhibited the same peculiarity in their music. Yudi 

jisheng .m.~.ic..n~ quotes a work of unknown date Tujing liJM.. say-

ing: 

Man are all descendants of Panhu ~'f~\. , and the people are 
sometimes known as Jiling 1~*' or Jiliao ~ ~f.- •••• 'Iheir 
musical instruments consist of the "sad flute" ~- "&' and 
gourd-made mouth-organ ~ 1f. .25 

Here only wind instruments are mentioned. Another work, Fan Zuo~~~ ( 

fl.864) 's Man shu ~f'· -{ 8.210, describes a nightly scene in 

Nanzhao (in Yunan ~ ~ ), the inhabitants of which were 

labelled "Man": 

Youth used to walk the streets and alleys at night, playing 
either gourd-made mouth-organs ~JI. "It. or instruments made 
from leaves. The music consisted of serenades. It was by such 
means that they called to each other. 

Throughout Man shu no string instrument is ever mentioned. Zhou 

(fl.1163) 's Lingwai daida 4l. 91·~ ~ 7.73 contains 

an account of the music of the Yao t~ whose cultural sphere spread 

over southern Hunan and Guangxi: 

As to the music of the Yao, their instruments consist of lusha, 
Ji ;j>-- tong-drums i'li it_ , and gourd-made mouth-organ. 

We are told soon afterwards that the lusha ~~ is a kind of 

panpipe, and the tong-drum ~ jj_ is a huge, long waist-drum. 

Still another work, Yue shu ~ t 174.4b, records a native dance 

by the Man minority from Sichuan: 

Some of them played the gourd-made mouth-organ ~4\. l£, , while 
others, a total of several scores, joined hands and danced, 
stamping the floor to give the rhythm. The music is what we 
called "Water Music" >-{<. l:!!7 

Again in the above two works, there is no mention of string instru-

ments for the two minorities. Zhu Fu *wlti' (fl.mid-thirteenth cen-
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tury) 's Ximan congxiao ~$- ~I;- f;_ ~ 

the Man minority of Wuxi 3'- ;~ 

, which concerns itself with 

(in Hunan), takes note of two 

instruments: the gourd-made mouth-organ and dance-spade ~tk__ , which 

is a kind of spade with a long shaft, presumably to give rhytlun in 

dancing.26 String instruments are again absent. Taking all these 

records together, one would be hard put to argue that the absence 

in records of any string instrument is due to oversight. Rather, their 

absence seems to be a significant feature of the music of the minori

ties in south-western China. At the very least, strings were dispensed 

with in most performances. On the other hand, the gourd-made mouth

organ was almost invariably present. It is mentioned in almost every 

record of the music of these minorities. It is important to recall 

here that the mouth-organ was also one of the few known instruments 

of the Liao people in the Southern Dynasties, and that Lord Donghun 

of Southern Qi had once played on it Nuerzi, one of the 

yige. 

The evidence, I think, is strong enough to make us conclude that 

yige was influenced by the Man and Liao music. Indeed it would be 

strange if in the song repertory of a region so populous with the 

minorities, there was no mark of their presence. For that matter, 

Mochou is said to be Man music in the preface. In other words, the 

music of the minorities actually made its influence felt in the local 

musical scene; hence, the peculiar affinity between yige amd Man

Liao music is best interpreted as the former being subjected to the 

influence of the latter. The fact that bells also feature in the 

performance of yige agrees with our conclusion. Man shu 10.26 

quotes a work of unknown date, Kuizhou tujing it:-«i ilJ ~~ , when 
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discussing the customs of the Ba people e..i A... who are considered 

in Man shu a branch of the Man and descendants of Linjun ~. ~ 

According to their custom, the eighth day of the third month 
marks a sigificant festival in which sacrificial ceremonies are 
held. Bells ~f ring and drums ~ roll, and a lion dance 
is performed as part of the worshipping the deities. 

The duo "ftf is a large bell with a clapper. Bells and drums 

are not unsual instruments, but their use in both Man music and yige 

fits in with the foregoing argument that the two are related. 

So far we have discussed the instruments employed in the Western 

song performances during the Southern Dynasties. Though the components 

of the instrumental ensemble for yige is fairly clear to us, those 

for dance songs and others remain obscure. In the subsequent dynasties 

of Sui and Tang, the Western songs were incorporated with the much 

older Han-Wei songs and the contemporaneous Wu songs to form a section 

of the court entertainment, namely Qingshang yue or Qingyue. '!he 

following are the lists of instruments for a court performance of 

Qingyue given by different sources:27 

a. Sus, Treatise on Music, 15.378: 

zhong ~i 
qin ~ 

j iqing -f '!$--

konghou~~ 

zhu >;k. 

(bell chimes) 
(seven-string 
zither) 

( zither played 
by hitting the 
strings with 
bamboo strips) 

(harp) 

(zheng like 
instrument, 
played by strik
ing the strings 
with bamboo 
strips) 

qing ~ (stone chimes) 
se Jt, (zither with chrom-

atically tuned st-
rings) 

pi pa %!.~ (lute) 

zheng f (zither with mov
able bridges) 

jiegu rr ~!._(barrel drum) 



sheng 't 
xiao 1* 

xun 

(mouth-organ) 
(panpipe) 
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di "'$ 
chi ~ 

(a globular flute 
of baked clay with 
a blow-hole at the 
apex and a number 
of finger holes) 

(transverse flute) 
(a small bamboo 
transverse flute 
with a notched mouth 
piece inserted into 
the blow-hole) 

b. Tang liudian ~ -r. ~ (compiled between 722-739), 14.16a: 

bianzhong 
,r-~ it 
se 
jiqin 
konghou 
zhu 
sheng 

(a set of bell 
chimes) 

bianqing 
J~~ 

(a set of stone 
chimes) 

tanqin 
pi pa 
zheng 
jiegu 
cl1ang 

f1' ~ (zither) 

di-ffe-1 (long transverse 
flute) 

xiao chi 
chui ye "k..~ (blowing leaves) 28 

c • TD 1 4 6 • 7 61 : 
zhong 
qin 

d. 

e. 

se 

wo konghou 
~I·~~ 
zheng 
sheng 
xiao 
ye 1t 

JTS, treatise 
zhong 
qin 
jiqin 
Qin pipa 
zhu 
jiegu 
di 
chi 

XTS, Treatise 
bianzhong 

on 

qing 
yi xian qin - J:"t ~ 

(one-string zither) 
Qin pipa 

-t ILL 
(lute with a 
circular table and 
long straight neck) 

(recumbent zhu 
harp) 

(leaves) 

Music, 29.1067: 

jiegu 
di 
chi 

qing 
yi xian 
se 

qin29 

wo konghou 
zheng 
sheng 
xiao 
ye 

on Music, 21.469-470: 
bianqing 



du xian qin 

~"11 ?.ti~ 

se 
wo konghou 
zheng 
sheng 
xiao 
fang xiang ~ ~ 

chui ye 

f. Yuefu zalu ~ ~~-!~ 
qin 
yunhe zheng 

1W ~t>' 

yu 

fang xiang 
baxi 
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(one- jiqin 
s tring 
zither) 

qin pipa 
zhu 
jiegu 
di 
chi 

(chimes of baxi ~;!(.: flk 
percussion 
plaques of 
iron) 

p.9: 
se 

(zheng sheng 
with the 
head sect-
ion in the 
shape of a 
cloud) 

(large zheng 
mouth-
organ) 

chi 

(a short transverse 
flute with seven 
finger holes) 

paban i:a -:;:~ (clapper) 

The properties of the various instrwnents, as well as their 

structure and origin, have been competently discussed elsewhere.30 

There are, however, other points of interest which are related to our 

concern of foreign influence in the Western songs. Judging from the 

instruments, Qingyue in the Sui dynasty was meant to designate "the 

proper music of China". Be 11-chimes, stone-chimes, qin and se 

etc., whatever their origin, had a long standing history in the Han-

Chinese musical culture. The use of the xun in particular could date 

from as much as 6700 years ago.31 That it was included in the 

ensemble is significant since it was not known to have ever been used 

in any performance of xianghe, Wu songs and Western songs. It seems 

that the Qingyue of Sui and early Tang (as evidenced by the records 
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of Tang liudian and TD) was formed with a conscious emphasis on 

its being "the proper music China". So, understandably, the non-Han

Chinese elements in the Western songs, so far as instruments are 

concerned, were left out. 

We have seen in Chapter I that the popularity of the songs soon 

vanished during the Tang dynasty. According to TD 146.761, in the 

time of Empress Wu (624-705), only sixty-three songs survived of the 

Qingshang music, and by the time of Du You :fd:.-(-:6. (735-812), the 

only Western songs that survived with lyrics were: Wu ye ti, Shi

cheng yue, Mochou, Xiangyang, Xiwu yefei, Guke, Yangpaner, Sanzhou 

and Caisang. None of these is yige. Perhaps TD has failed to 

record the songs that survived without lyrics. But since yige are 

meant primarily to be sung, we can reasonably surmise that few, if 

any, would have been among such works. 'Ihe songs that survived were 

mostly creations and products reshaped by the upper class, or else 

derived from them. Such songs certainly survived more successfully, 

when Sui and Tang musicians undertook to reshape the music with the 

idea of "proper music" in mind. Yige, with more obvious affinities 

with Man and -Liao nusic, were either abandoned in the reshaping 

process or transformed so inadequately that they soon disappeared from 

the court repertory. 

IV. QINGSHANG AND THE MUSIC 

If the instruments show unmistakable signs of non-Han-Chinese 

influence, it is certainly worthwhile to examine the music to see to 

what extent the Western songs belong to the Han musical tradition. 

Discussion of the music should start with Qingshang. 'Ihe meaning of 
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"Qingshang" has attracted much controversy and will be discussed 

later. For the moment, it may suffice to say that in early Jin I the 

term refers to a body of Han-Wei songs which were of popular origin 

and many of which were composed in three musical modes ( san diao 

) : ping 2f" , qing ~ and se jt, • Before the Sui 

dynasty, the Western songs had already been incorporated in the 

Qingshang repertory which then provided entertainment at feast. We 

may cite again Wei shu, Treatise on Music, 109.2843: 

Gaozu iiJ-*lL (i.e. Emperor Xiaowen ~-Z of the Northern Wei 
dynasty, 467-499) once went on a punitive expedition to the area 
around the Huai ~ and Han 7J, rivers. Shizong -tit::.3f. (i.e. 
Emperor Xuanwu j:~ of the same dynasty, 483-515), in a 
later expedition, captured Shouyang :i i% • As a result of 
both conquests, some Ji together with their music were 
captured. The music included some old pieces of Western Jin 
but still current in the south, such as Mingjun PR~ 
Shengzhu ~ ~ , Gongmo --'~ '$, and Bai jiu -E7 :k..~ 
In addition, there were the Wu songs from South China and the 
Western songs from the Jing-Chu area il•J ~...,, ~ • 32 '!hey were 
collectively named Qingshang. Whenever feast were held, the 
music would be performed. 

This is the first known reference to the Western songs being made part 

of the Qingshang repertory. Though it happened in the court of non-

Han-Chinese rulers, it can hardly have been a barbaric invention since 

GJYL makes reference to "the Western songs of Qingshang" ~~~;a; litw • 

33 It is true that GJYL was written fourteen years later than 

Wei shu. 34 Yet the southern Chinese, always proud of their cult-

ural supremacy, were unlikely to follc:M a northern barbarian fashion 

in naming their own music. The term "Qingshang" must have for long 

been used to include the Western songs, and most likely the Wu songs 

too, so that the northern emperors were simply following a southern 

fashion to call the songs by the term. A scholar of Liu Song times, 

Wang Sengqian (426-485), comments on the fate of the 
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Qingshang music: 

The Qingshang music of nCMadays originated from the time of 
the Bronze Bird -j.lij -if. (i.e. the time of Cao Cao .1f :t.t_ , 155-
220). The fashion initiated by the Three Rulers .:::. 1.lt. of the 
Wei kingdom (i.e. Cao Cao, Cao Pit'~ 187-226, and Cao Rui 
if .i§.5l. 204-239) was indeed memorable. Their music was highly 

regarded in the capital Luoyang (i.e. during the Western Jin 
dynasty, which made the city its capital), and all the more so 
when the court moved to south. But then such things as bell 
chimes ft:"~, and Dances of Shields and Battle-Axes -:f ~ were 
lost. Fashion changes, and what used to be appealing to the ear 
may not be so any longer. So some of the old music was lost over 
the years. In a matter of ten years or so, only little more than 
half survived. But in the meantime, people competed with one 
another in singing new tunes. Everyone set great store by vulgar 
songs. The sound of such songs is made to be shrill and terse. 
No longer is the musical decorum observed. Their popularity 
grOo11s, and there is no end in sight. Indeed people reject music 
which is proper, and set their hearts on what is sophisticated 
and excessive. 35 

The "new tunes" and "popular songs" included the Wu songs and the 

Western songs which were the dominant "popular songs" of the time. 

"Qingshang of nCMadays" is, hCMever, ambiguous. It is debatable 

whether the term covers the "new tunes and popular songs 11 36 Yet when 

viewed together with what GJYL has said of the Western songs, it 

would seem that the phrase here must include the new popular songs as 

one of its referents. Moreover, it seems another term, "zheng sheng'' 

(proper music) , was more popular than "Qingshang" in the 

Southern Dynasties to refer specifically to Han-Wei music. Wenxin 

diaolong ~'u' J$Jtf:-'n_. 2 .44 remarks on the works of Cao Cao and his 

sons: 

Though they are called "Proper Music of the Three Modes".=.~1'11~~1if-, 
yet in truth, they are a debased kind of music when compared 
with Shao -tg and Xi a :{__ • 3 7 

Zhang Yong fl*-. (410-475) of the Liu Song dynasty wrote a monograph, 

Yuanjia zhengsheng ji lu :::t_.Jo~~::&.~ , which, according to what 

we know of it in YFSJ, contained xianghe songs, songs of the Three 
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Modes and other popular songs of the Han-Wei times, but nothing else. 

We can easily infer from its content what zhengsheng or "proper 

music" refers to. Sos, Biography of Dai Yong ~; 'lltJ, , 93 .2277 tells 

of a hermit Dai Yong (378-441) who, because of his enthusiasm for 

music, was given "a troupe of Proper Music performers" .n::..J't1<L by the 

Emperor Wu of Liu Song *~'If • Dai Yong was an accomplished qin 

player. He was known to have played Sandiao youxian ;:. iiii ~ ~.~ 

Guangling zhishi ~. Hl..J:... jt, , Hechang iP] 'J' and Baihu -9~~ 

all of which were Han-Wei music. 'Ihe so called "Proper Music perform-

ers" must have specialized in the Han-Wei music too. Nan Qi shu, 

Biography of Xiao Huiji ~ ~-!:- ,46.811 also mentions zhengsheng 

which evidently refers to the Han-Wei music: 

Since the Darning ;):. afj period (457-464) of Song, the kind of 
music that became the vogue was in the main vulgar and corrupt 
like the Zheng 1.~ and Wei i~ music. As to the music which 
is elegant and proper ~ ~ ~ tJt- , hardly anyone would take a 
liking to it. Xiao Huiji (430-488) well understood the musical 
temperament. He was particularly fond of the songs by the Three 
Rulers of Wei and other xianghe songs. Whenever they were 
played, he would be quite beside himself with pleasure. 

'nle "yayue zhengsheng" !fft-*' iE-Jf" (music which was elegant and 

proper) was what Xiao Huiji felt a fondness for, i.e. the Han-Wei 

music. 'Ihe above instances have demonstrated sufficiently that the 

Han-Wei music was often refered to in the Southern Dynasties by the 

term "zhengsheng" which rarely occurred in the Western Jin writings 

with that particular sense.38 The gro,..ring popularity of the term is, 

I think, an indirect indication of the new meaning of "Qingshang" 

which now came to encompass the Wu songs and the Western songs, and 

hence became inadequate when only the Han-Wei music was meant. 'Ihe 

word "zheng" _iE... is telling. It implies that.popular songs outside 
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the Han-Wei repertory were considered improper. Hence, as already 

seen, such popular songs were once again juxtaposed with the suppos

edly more worthy Han-Wei songs. 'nle latter were considered proper and 

elegant, the former as sheer poor taste. Clearly a demarcation between 

the two was necessary, which called into existance a new term when the 

older one, Qingshang, became too comprehensive. 

In the Southern Dynasties then Qingshang was a term comprehen

sive enough to cover both the Han-Wei music and the more recent West

ern songs and Wu songs. 'nle exact meaning of Qingshang has been 

discussed at length by modern scholars such as Liang QichaoJl.j'j--~ 

Zheng Zhenduo 1f::t.19. ~~ , Wang Yunxi, Yin Falu ~~ ">1. Jf , Rao Zongyi 

J~'it~J., Masuda Kiyohide -1>f~~1~ , Suzuki Shuji ~;f,1~*-_ and many 

others.39 However ,up to now, consensus has still not been reached. 

But since the exact meaning of the term is so peripheral to this dis

cussion, the question will be treated only briefly here. Masuda Kiyo

hide, who has offered by far the most succint account, distinguishes 

between two meanings of the term:40 

1. The name of a type of tune which adopts as its fundamental note the 

second degree of the Chinese basic pentatonic scale (gong ~ 

shang if! , jue m , zhi ..ta_ , yue :>[>J ) • In other words, 

they are tunes in the shang mode. Qing3=k (clear) is the oppos

ite of zhu 31} (turbid) .41 

2. The name of a special body of songs. They were in the main folk 

songs of the Han-Wei period, and were named "Songs in the 'nlree 

Modes of Qingshang" ~~~:;~~-ii*. t~ by Xun Yu -jj 'f;# ( ?-289) • The 

songs, as it turns out, were not all in the shang mode. But those 

in the shang mode made up the main portion of the repertory, 
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hence the whole body of songs was called Qingshang yue.42 

The Three Modes ~~~ are the major features of the Qingshang music. 

They, as Sos, juan 21 reveals, consist of the ping mode, qing 

mode, and se mode. According to Wei shu, Treatise on Music,109. 

2835-2836, jue 1fl , shang fti , and gong ~ are respectively 

the three fundamental notes of the se, qing and ping modes.43 

If we take gong as "c" and adopt, for the sake of simplicity, a 

Chinese pentatonic scale, the three modes are as follows: 

ping mode: e g a c d (western notation) 
jue zhi yu gong shang (Chinese notation) 

qing mode: d e g a c 
shang jue zhi yu gong 

se mode c d e g a 
gong shang jue zhi yu 44 

The Three Modes in fact could not account for all the Han-Wei songs. 

One more mode features in Sos, juan 21, Treatise on Music: the Chu 

mode ~ $~ , the exact nature of which is unknown.45 

The fact that Western songs are a part of the Qingshang reper-

tory seems to suggest that the songs might be musically related to the 

Han-Wei music. Wang Yunxi surely holds this view when he says: 

Since time, place and taste had changed , there gradually 
developed from the old Qingshang a new kind of music suitable 
for rendering the folk lyrics of south China (i.e. the Wu songs 
and the Western songs).46 

One Qing scholar even claims that the three modes formed the basis of 

the folk music in south China.47 In the absence of the original 

music, we might perhaps turn to both the ancient music and the modern 

folk songs of the Hubei province for some clues. According to Yang 

Tingmin ~~~ , the present situation with regard to folk songs seems 

to be different: 
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In respect of modes i~~ , tunes in all the five modes - gong, 
shang, jue, zhi and yu - exist in all the five areas of 
Hubei. Yet not only are the tunes in the jue mode very few, 
but moreover the mode is usually not typical of the tunes in 
which it occurs.48 

This state of affairs is not at all unique to Hubei folk songs. Modern 

Chinese folk songs in general bear the same trait. According to the 

estimate of another musicologist, Murama tsu Kazuya :f1 :f.2' - ~ii , the 

quantitative relation of modern Chinese folk songs in the five modes 

is as follows: 

zhi mode 51% 
yu mode 20% 
shang mode 14% 
gong mode 13% 
jue mode 2% 49 

The three modes of Qingshang are at the bottom of the list; the 

jue mode is almost negligible. This indicates that, in terms of 

musical modes, modern folk songs do not correspond to what are said 

to have been the characteristics of their medieval counterparts. Yet 

another observation by Yang Tingmin on the modern Hubei folk songs is 

worth noting: 

What deserves particular attention here is the kind of melodies 
in the shang mode with 2,5,6 (i.e. the second, the fifth and 
the sixth of a western diatonic scale) as the basic structure. 
In Hubei province, such melodies abound. Moreover they exert 
great influence on other types of melodies.SO 

The shang mode in other words, is a major feature of the local 

music. Yang then draws our attention to the studies of the bell chimes 

unearthed from the tombs of Zeng Houyi (fl. mid-fifth cent-

ury B.C.) in Sui xian ~l_ ~j. of Hubei. The place was once the site 

of a small kingdom Zeng !if • According to Huang Xianpeng 1.~~ Nn~ 

Among the tones that begin and end the various groups of Zeng 
Houyi bell chimes, shang of the "New scale" appears most 
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prominent. The phenomena is uni~ue among the scale structures of 
all known ancient bell chimes. 5 

The chimes, in other words, were so designed that it became most 

convenient to play music in the shang mode. ('!he "New Scale" will be 

discussed belo;,.) A more recent study on the stone chimes .._ from 

the same tomb by Li Chengyu -t~~ concludes that the stone chimes 

were arranged in such an order that shang was the fundamental note, 

and therefore the chime set was, like the bell chimes, most suitable 

for playing music in the shang mode. 52 It seems that the shang 

mode enjoyed much popularity throughout the musical history of the 

western region. In view of the fact that the Western songs fall within 

the Qingshang repertory, we must be right to believe that many of 

the Western songs were composed in the shang mode. 

'!he association with Qingshang also tell us something of the 

musical scale. Both Zheng Yi j'~ t~ (540-590) and Su Kui ~. ~ (fl. 

late sixth century) are reported as having criticized Qingyue in 

Sus, Treatise on Music, 14.347: 

In Qingyue when huangzhong is the gong, xiaolii •{' ~ is 
the bianzhi ~ -1~ • '!his is contrary to the "principle of 
generation" :N!I -1! t.. I!... • We request that from now on, •••••• 
as regard to Qingyue, xiaolu should be replaced by ruibin 
~ ~ as bianzhi. 

The criticism demands some explanation. Within the interval of an 

octave, the Chinese were able to distinguish twelve tones or lu more 

or less equidistant from each other, hence each tone roughly 

corresponds to a half tone in modern European music. Each tone (here-

after "tone" is used as equivalent to the Chinese lii) is assigned 

a name, such as huangzhong ..::J, 'j.:l , dalii -*... '$ , and taicu :::$.._ ~ 

etc. , each representing an absolute pitch like the Western notations 

c, ct and D etc •• '!he traditional Chinese septitonic scale used in 
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ceremonial music is on the whole similar to the European diatonic 

scale except that the Chinese fourth degree (i.e. bianzhi ~fltJ(_ 

is an augmented fourth. Hence, with huangzhong as gong, and taking 

huangzhong as equivalent to "c", a Chinese septi tonic scale 

is as follows: the twelve tones: huanzhong, dalii, taicu, jiazhong ~j~ , 

guxian -:9.i!> ~ , zhonglii 1-4' g. 

yize nanlii 

'b' _.,. ~ , rui in jf;t !Ji, 

, wuyi ~ .Jlit 

I linzhong -:;ii;;(. ~i. 

I yingzhong Jl. ~t 

are abbreviated as hz, dl, tc, jz, gx, zl, rb, lz, yz, nl, wy, yzh 

respectively) 

hz dl tc jz gx zl rb lz yz nl wy yzh 

c c# d d# e f f# g g# a a# b 

gong shang jue bi an- zhi yu bian-
zhi gong 

·~ :ft;c__ -~ "!; 

But according to Zheng Yi, tha actual scale of Qingyue has bianzhi 

at xiaolu (i.e. zhonglii), hence it is in fact a new scale of quite 

different character: 

hz dl tc jz 

c d 

gong shang 

gx zl 

e f 

jue bian
zhi 

rb lz yz 

g 

zhi 

nl wy 

a 

yu 

yzh 

b 

bian
gong 

It is named "New Scale" by some Chinese musicologists, in contrast 

with the "Old Scale" which was mostly used in ceremonial music.53 

This new scale is in fact not much different from a European diatonic 

scale in the major mode. Whether Zheng Yi ultimately succeded in 

rectifying the scale is not our immediate interest. Zheng Yi made it 
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clear that the "New Scale" was in use in Qingyue. Were the Western 

songs which form part of the Qingyue repertory composed in the New 

Scale? Scholars have argued that the New Scale had been used in folk 

music from Han to Chen on the basis of Zheng Yi's comment, as well as 

on Xun Yu' s illustration of a musical mode, xiazhi -r- :fR , which 

was in use in the folk music and which could be taken as an example of 

the New Scale.54 For further support, we may turn to a work of Song 

(960-1279), Ti.an Zhiweng ~ ~ 1ii" 's Taigu yi yin A~ i$ . .% , 4. 7 6, 

wherein Zhao Weize ;tli'~~ j'J 55 discusses the modes of songs and 

«~ . ...s_/;;" describes Youlan ~ ~J , a piece of qin music, as follows: 

As for Youlan and Yishui ~*-- , the music has some of the 
Wu '!}. and Chu ~ elements. 

The present score of Youlan has been transmitted from as early as 

the Tang dynasty. 'lhe work was attributed to Qiu Ming j;r_ 'E1f1 (479-590) 

of the Liang dynasty.56 The music is on the whole in the Old Scale, 

but at several points bianzhi comes two whole tones below zhi,57 

signifying the shadowy presence of the New Scale. It is not clear what 

the "Wu and Chu elements" are. But then Zhao Weize was discussing the 

modes of various qin pieces. Since discussions of modes depends upon 

the character of scale, and the so called "Wu and Chu elements" are 

implied to be not dominant in the mu sic, it is quite likely that such 

elements must be ultimately related to the New Scale. 'lhe music of Wu 

and Chu, we may surmise then, must have been using the New Scale. 

Furthermore, such a scale was not new to the western region in the 

Southern Dynasties, since the bell chimes from the tomb of Zeng Houyi 

which is situated in Sui xian, Hubei, were designed to play in the New 

scale too.58 Drawing the threads together, it cannot be far from the 
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truth to conclude that the New Scale must be a significant feature of 

the Western songs. 

V.REFRAINS AND END-REFRAINS 

So far we have examined the instruments and some basics of the 

music. While the instrumentation of the songs definitely reveals non-

Han-Chinese influences, the findings in the discussion of scales and 
I 

modes lead us to the conclusion that the songs are nevertheless very 

much in the tradition of old Chinese music. It will be useful to 

investigate in this section the musical structure of the songs in 

order to see how much more can be revealed of the nature of the songs 

and how far we can regard the songs as products of cultural interact-

ion. 

Concerning the musical structure, we gather from the prefaces 

to the songs that both hesheng -:f.t> ~ or he ::1;1:2 (refrain) and 

songsheng ~ .if:- or song .01.. (end-refrain) were used. In YFSJ 

26.377, Guo Maoqian, when explaining the structure of Daqu ::J<:.. ~ 

Music of Grand Structure) which comprises of such movements as yan, 

qu ~ , and 1 uan jj)L.. , gives hints about what hesheng and 

songsheng are like: 

Yan precedes the song, whereas luan comes after it. The 
structure is similar to the Wu songs and the Western songs 
wherein refrains (he) come in front, and the end-refrains 
(song) bring up the rear. 

Since modern scholars have come to agree on the position of yan and 

qu, 59 Guo's comment may serve as a starting point for investiga-

ting he and song. 

The position of end refrain or "songsheng" is quite obvious. 
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"Song" ~ , meaning "seeing off", suggest a sense of ending. Qu 

~ , as it is demonstrated in Sos, Treatise on Music, 21.616-622, 

invariably occurs at the end of the songs. If song is comparable 

to qu as Guo has suggested, then it must be positioned at the end of 

a song very much like the envoi of European ballads. Indeed this is 

what GJYL suggests when it remarks on songsheng in the preface 

to a Wu song Ziye: 

When a song ends, there is always a songsheng.60 

The hesheng or "refrain" is less straightforward, partly because of 

the extensive semantic compass that the term has aaruired in its long 

history of usage, and partly because of Guo's somewhat misleading com

parsion with yan f~ . "He" in some usages is extensive enough 

to cover songsheng. Modern writers, such as Zhu Ziqing Jt, El >-::jj and 

Yin Falu ilt" 0 ~ .J1{- , sometimes use hesheng and he when in fact 

songsheng is intended.61 Yet. it must be some point in distinguish

ing between hesheng and songsheng in this discussion, since, as 

we can see from the remark cited from GJYL and the prefaces to the 

Western songs, the two terms have distinct usages. 

Yan, as indicated in Sos, juan 21, refers to the beginning 

portion of the song. Guo's comparision could not be more misleading 

since he, primarily meaning "response 11 , 62 presupposes something 

going before it. Unfortunately, some scholars have been misled by 

this comparison.63 While the hesheng comes before the songsheng, 

it can only be rarely that the hesheng precedes the main body of the 

song. We may look at some Tang examples for a clearer conception of 

the term. Hu Zhengheng $A *-1 ( 1569-1644/1645) 's Tangy in quiqian J!~ 

13, 111 comments on a Tang melody titled Cai lianzi * il .:f 
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Among the Liang {502-557) songs of Jiangnan nong .;:>.~~ in 
the Qingshang section, there is the song Gai lianqu :?!(. ~ ttil 
from which the Tang song originated. The hesheng is 11 ju zhao 
~ ;flf {lift the oars! ) , nianshao ~ :P- {so young! ) • 11 

This claim about the origin of Cai lianzi lacks proof, but this does 

not make it any less instructive to see where the hesheng is placed. 

Huajian ji :::{l,Pifl.J.f. , a collection of ci poetry compiled by Zhao 

Chongzuo ~~::ff. in 940, records two lyrics to the tune by Huangfu 

Song ~ ltf -:f..Z- {fl. late ninth century), one of which goes: 

Fragrance of water lilies, 
Fills the pond of hundred acres. - ju zhao 
Because of too much frolicking, 
The girl is late picking lotus seeds. - nianshao 
As evening comes, still she plays with water, 
The prCM is all wet. - ju zhao 
What's more, she takes off her red skirt 
To wrap the duckling in. - nianshao64 

~ iii -% .l!_ -+ ~~. ~Jl__ 
•l \ ~ii ~~ ~ -?f', .oc_ 11_ 
ai.. ~ ~ *--11li JJ. ~,.ft., 
J__ ~ ~:t-.+~ t. ~ 5;i.... • 

Here the hesheng comes at the end of each line, hence clearly 

differs from the songsheng. lhuzhi, related to Nuerzi {one of the 

Western songs), has the hesheng placed somewhat differently, as the 

following lyric by Huangfu Song shows: 

Flowers of kapok are no more, - zuzhi 
Fruits of lychee still hanging heavily - niier "*"~{maiden) 
'lhousands and millions of flowers, - zuzhi 
They're waiting for my love to return. - niier 65 

:;f-- ::flp 7'.,._. ia_ YT a ~ :f _t_ $ . -jt ~ 

-t :r~-;;, :th t'r -:f-1.._ 1* B:p b~ . -dt-~ 

There is no doubt that hesheng is a kind of interpolation placed in 

the midst of a song. We can conclude from what YFSJ tells us, from 

what the original meaning of he reveals, and from these examples of 
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Tang lyrics that the hesheng of the Western songs must have been 

placed in the midst of the songs. 

YFSJ 47.689 states that there are differences between the Wu 

songs and the Western songs in matters of music. Guo Maoqian is 

unlikely to have known the actual music of the songs, since they were 

mostly lost in the later half of the Tang dynasty; yet his claim may 

be based on old records available to him. One of the difference 

relates to the use of songsheng and hesheng. 'Ihe following table 

indicates the distribution of hesheng and songsheng in the two 

types of songs: 

song types 

Western 
songs 

Wu songs 

songs 

Wu ye ti 
Shicheng yue 
Xiang yang yue 
Sanzhou 
Xiang yang baitongti 
Neihe tan 
Yangpaner 
Xiwu yefei 

Ziye 
Ziye bi an ge 
Hu an wen 
A zi 

hesheng songsheng 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* * 

* 
* 
* 
* 

It should be added that hesheng occurs in all the seven songs of 

Jiangnan nong >::J:. i#J Jt and in five (out of seven) of Shangyun yue 

...J:. ~ * .66 Both song sequences were created by modifying Western 

songs. Hesheng and songsheng may perhaps have occured in other 

Western songs and Wu songs not listed in the table, but no record is 

to be found. Nevertheless, according to the above table, the hesheng 

is absent in all Wu songs, whereas it features prominently in the 

Western songs. It should be noted that the two Western. songs with 
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songsheng belong to neither of the two major categories: dance songs 

and yige. These two songs with Yuejie zhe yangliu form a category 

of their own. According to the song preface, Yangpaner must have 

been in circulation for quite a time among the people of Jiankang, 67 

hence it might have been modified in the style of Wu songs. 'Ihe compo-

ser of Xiwu yefei, Shen Youzhi, was a native of Wuxing ;,, ~ (in 

Zhejiang ~~ in the Wu region and was brought up there.68 It 

is probable that he created the song by drawing from the tradition of 

both the Wu songs and the Western songs. Yuejie zhe yangliu seems to 

have used songsheng too. "Zhe yangliu" =t-1'(".:::t~"#j1 (break the willow 

branch) appears after the third line of every one of the thirteen 

lyrics to the tune, and is quite unconnected from the sense of the 

rest of the lyric. 'Ihe following example will suffice for illustrat-

ion: 

Huge trees have turned desolate, 
'Ihe sky is sombre, but it will not rain. 
Heavy frost comes at midnight. 
Break the willow branch, 
I am with pines and cypress in the forest, 
We won't fail each other in the cold season. 69 

_;?-,~{ -'!l ~ 1\ . 
3. ~ ::;(. -q; 'iif1 • 

~~~-a.~. 
:t1f ::f-'J "*!If . 
~~ 1:-:f ~ *~~1'1 . 
~~ _;;(,-:;.f<§ j, . 

"Zhe yangliu" marks a break in the lyric. Some critics consider the 

line an example of hesheng since it appears in the midst of the 

song. 70 But the rhyme scheme suggests otherwise. Invariably in the 

thirteen lyrics to the tune, the first line of the lyric rhymes with 

the third, whereas "zhe yangliu" rhymes with the last. That is to 
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say the last three lines form a unit in opposition to the first three. 

Moreover, the last two lines, though not unrelated to the first three, 

always represent a turn of thought, which suggests further that the 

second half of the lyric could stand as a unit. Therefore, instead 

of taking "zhe yangliu" alone as hesheng, it seems more appropria-

te to regard the last three lines as songsheng. Such being the case, 

the three songs that make up the minor category then appear to share 

some structural affinity which sets them markedly apart from the rest 

of the Western songs, and it seems quite likely that the influence of 

the Wu song tradition is responsible for this structural peculiarity. 

Nevertheless, considering the repertory as a whole, we may fairly say 

that the hesheng is a significant feature in the Western songs, where

as the songsheng is not. 

The number of Wu songs with a songs.heng recorded is small. Yet 

GJYL, when discussing a Wu song, Ziye, has claimed that a songsheng 

occurs at the end of every song i-w.{f,i{ilb ~~ l:T i'ili~ .71 Presumably 

the claim relates only to the Wu songs. On the other hand, no known Wu 

songs has a hesheng. The manner of singing Wu songs suggests further 

that the hesheng might indeed be absent from most Wu songs: solo sing

ing was very common to Wu songs. When a songsheng is supplied at the 

end of a song, the song was possibly performed either solo or by a 

group. But a song with hesheng in the midst of it could not but be 

performed by a group, part of which was responsible for interpolating, 

otherwise the effect of interpolation would be utterly lost. Examples 

of solo singing of Wu songs are plentiful. Shoushen houji :tt,{j!f ~~~u 

6.6a-b, which is attributed to Tao Qian Pfif[~ (372-427), records a 

story in which a ghost sang a song called Aonong ge, as all the 
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people of the place watched. YFSJ 46.669 quotes a story from GJYL 

wherein a girl sang a Wu song Huashan ji. These two stories could be 

taken as indicating that the two Wu songs were well suited to solo 

singing. Another song Tuanshan lang was originally intended for solo 

singing. GJYL records its origin: when a certain maid-servant, Xie 

Fang~~ was asked to sing a song as atonement for some offence, 

she sang the song Tuanshan lang which was her own composition.72 

In the discussion of the preface to Guke yue too, we have seen how 

some Wu songs were performed by solo singers.73 In view of all the 

evidence, we may conclude that Wu songs being suitable for solo 

singing, were most probably without hesheng. 

Everything we know of the Western songs indicates that they were 

sung by groups. It is worth recalling part of Guo's preface to Shi-

cheng yue: 

One day as Zhuang Zhi was gazing out over the city from the top 

of the citadel, he heard some youths singing in clear voices.74 

and Xi angyang yue: 

Once at night, Liu Dan heard some girls singing.75 

'!be songs that the two governors came to hear perhaps were not Shi-

cheng yue and Xiangyang yue. Yet the two instances, together with 

what Sui shu has recorded of the music culture of the local people 

in the western region, confirm our impression that folk songs of the 

western region were most often sung by groups.76 A lyric to the tune 

Qingcong baima also confirms this: 

Sing together, oh lovely, (my emphasis) 
The song can charm everyone. 
Day and night, I think of my love, 
Not a moment is he out of mind. 77 

*t>1 iil" ·tjt f~.J.__}J, 

1 ;:jj_ 'ff! "fk 1 VJ a.~ ::t· 
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Perhaps the idea of a folk music tradition without solo songs seems 

improbable. Yet, since no solo performance has been mentioned of the 

Western songs, and since the presence of hesheng makes the songs un

suitable for solo singing, it is surely right to conclude that solo 

singing is far less common in the Western songs known to us, or at least 

in those dance songs in the Western repertory which monopolize all the 

known hesheng. We should point out that no Wu song was originally a 

dance song. Dance in most folk tradition is a comnunal affair. Hence 

the absence of dance in Wu songs further support our distinction 

between Wu songs and the Western songs in terms of the use of he-

sheng and songsheng. 

This section has attempted to elucidate some structural features 

of the Western songs: the hesheng is an important feature of the West 

ern songs whereas the songsheng is not. Group singing rather than so

lo singing figures prominently in performance, at least in the case of 

dance songs. Both these features set the Western songs apart from the 

contemporaneous Wu songs. It should be mentioned here that some Han

Wei songs too have hesheng. The song Shang li u tian .J:.. 1}i "aJ for 

example, has hesheng at the end of every line. Another song, Dong 

tao i~ , has dong tao as hesheng in the like manner. 78 When 

this is viewed together with the fact that the Western songs were part 

of the Qingshang repertory, it becomes possible to think that, des

pite the exotic instruments and ensembles, the Western songs are very 

much in the Han-Chinese folk tradition. 

vr. THE PERFORMERS AND THE PERFORMANCE 

"Performance" here relates not so much to the lower class, who 
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created the songs and performed them more or less for their own amuse-

ment, as to the way they were experienced by the upper class. Or to 

be more precise, it relates to the performances known to the literati 

who took the trouble to record them. In a society rigidly stratified as 

that of the Southern Dynasties, it is understandable that the literati 

would be more attentive to affairs connected with the upper class to 

which most of them belonged. Hence the performances recorded, with 

little exception, took place in courts, mansions of officials, or in 

entertainment houses which the upper class frequented. As to perform-

ances by humble, ordinary people for their own amusement, since hardly 

any records are available, it is impossible to deal with them here. 

The lyrics known to us are after all the versions adopted in court 

performances. It was these performances that once gave life to the 

lyrics. 

On the performers, it is thus stated in Nan shi, Biography of 

Xu Mian '1~ ~ 60.1485: 

At the end of Putong ~ :..!!. era (520-526), Emperor Wu himself 
picked from the harem a troupe of ji specializing in Wu songs, 
and another troupe specializing in Western songs. All were beau-
tiful and young. He made a gift of them to Xu Mian :lff:~ ( f 1. 
in the early sixth century), who henceforth became quite fond 
of music and wine. 

The performers, or ji, were female. They were in fact more than mere 

musical performers since they offered both their art and body for 

pleasure. In Jin shu, Biography of Kumarajlva M~ .~ f-t , a virtous 

Buddhist monk is reported to have had a strange command enforced on 

him: 

Yao Xing ::9..'1i-i J!i/- (366-416) said to Kumarajlva (344-413), "Your 
Reverence is endowed with unusual intelligence which is without 
equal in this world. How could I allow you to be without an 
offering?" He therefore forced on the monk ten ji. 
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A.. lucky monk. It is only one of the numerous known instances in which 

ji took the place of concubines. The dual role of the profession may 

further be evidenced by the fact that "ji" ~ and "jif!t' ~ (i.e. 

entertainers and concubines) or words of similar meanings were often 

used together. Take for instance, Yanshi jiaxun ~l.~~i"l 1.13a: 

There is a distant relation of mine, who had plenty of enterta-
iners-concubines (ji ying ~ Mc- ) in his household. 

The term "ji ying" here could be taken as a compound referring to 

one group of women. That a ji was to offer her body for pleasure was 

as much a fact of fifth and sixth century China as it was earlier and 

later in Chinese history. 79 

Ji found their living in various quarters: the court, the man-

sions of high officials and the wealthy merchants, or entertainment 

houses. That emperors kept ji is too well known a fact to require 

comment. High officials and wealthy merchants in the Southern Dynasti-

es were the other important patrons of the profession. 80 The number 

owned seems to have grown tremendously over the hundred and sixty-nine 

years of the Southern Dynasties. SoS, Biography of Shen Bo ~.f..V 

63.1687 reports Song Emperor Ming's indictment of an official, Shen 

(fl. in the mid-fifth century), in which Shen was accused 

of being "extravagant and indulgent to excess" -'t .;i, ill~ , and "keep-

ing scores of ji" ~:31::'"~-t" • The biography of Shen Qingzhi .;,~.JI ::t.. 

in the same history, 77.2003, tells us of the staggering wealth of Shen 

Qingzhi, who apart from owning thousands of slaves, also kept "scores 

of Ji and concubines" A?i: ~-+.A.. • It is understood then that 

"scores of ji and concubines" were an impressive asset. But by the 

time of the Liang dynasty, the usual number of ji in one person's 

keeping had multiplied immensely. A favourite general of Liang Emperor 
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Wu's , Cao Jingzong (457-508), was said to have kept sev-

eral hundreds of ji and concubines, while a contemparory of his, Xia-

hou Kui :l 1J, ifl (483-538) had a hundred or more. 81 What had been 

regarded as an extraordinary possession in the Liu Song dynasty had 

now became rather more commonplace. 

Other than ji kept in private homes, there were many of the pro-

fession who operated in entertainment houses 1~ :;;t:.t- • Such houses ten-

ded to be rather grand in appearance and fairly centrally located. 82 

Wine was served and music played, and plenty of rooms were ready for 

guests to stay the night. 83 It seems some taverns were not very dif-

ferent from such entertainment houses. One of the Western songs,Bai 

fu jiu, goes: 

At the Bay of Long.'1ei, at Shitou, 
There is the Xingting bank, a place to send off friends. 
Here I sell wine for nothing, 
But how much, my love, could you drink?84 

_;;b $.J. -=At. ~ ·~·. 
~-~ ::$- ~ .$- ±:I .. 
Jli; ~_;:f' 1{S2... ~· . 

if liE. j)'; ~ ~ 0 

The song itself indicates that in some taverns music was performed. The 

girls working in taverns usually sold their bodies as well as wine. 85 

Ji were essentially slaves. Liang shu, Annals of Emperor Wu, 

2,35 records an edict by the Emperor, in which he summarized the 

unjust fate that befell the servant-women in the palace. One instance 

of it is that some in the profession of "playing strings and winds" 

were in fact ''good people" ii:../......... , i.e. free subjects. We can 

therefore deduce from it that professional musicians were mostly 

slaves86 Indeed, ji were sometimes referred to as "bi" ~ff. 

slave servants 87 , and they might be presented as gift, exchanged for 
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favours, or killed at will, the kind of treatment that only slaves 

would expect. 88 

Slaves came, in the main, from four sources: 

i. In times of famine or other calamities, people might sell 

children or themselves for the sake of survival or to pay tax. 

ii. In time of war, they might be captured and enslaved. 

iii. When men committed serious offences such as treason or ban-

ditry, their women and children were made slaves of the 

government. 

iv. People fell into the hands of bandits and were sometimes 

sold as slaves. 

Ample discussion of the source of slaves can be found in Lu Si-

mian 'SJ&·~ 's Liangjin Nanbeichao shi ~ 3G ifp11::JA ~ ·PP .1009-

1014, and Han Guopan ji l~ .!'& 

pp.43-45. These two excellent works would make any attempt to supply 

detailed information here redundant. However we might append a brief 

comment. Nan shi, Biography of Shen Qingzhi, 37.954 reports: 

The Man people whom Shen Qingzhi ~~J.l. :;l:.,.. captured in the var
ious campaigns were all transferred to the capital and became 
yinghu 

Yu Zhengxie--i-JlE ~ (1775-1840) 's Guisi leigao.3'"':-e..6.~ifJ 12.479 con-

siders yinghu the same as yuehu ~ P i.e. one category of the 

slaves of the government who were music players. We might doubt Yu's 

assertion, 89 but since at this time the Chinese ear was so receptive 

to the music of other cultures, it is only reasonable to assume that 

some of the captives of Man and Liao were.made musicians. This was 

presumably one of the channels by which Man and Liao music diffused 

into the Han-Chinese culture. 

Yet not all slaves were trained to be ji. It is obvious from 
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the literature of the time that adolescent girls were most preferred. 

Xu Ling ~~ P~ (507-583) 's poem "Fenghe yong wll' ~$"'~~ {On 

dance, written in reply to His Highness) is worth quoting in this con-

nection: 

At fifteen she belonged to the Princess of Pingyang. 
And so came to be taken to the Jianzhang Palace. 
The art of dance was taught in the Princess's house, 
In the city the craft of make-up was perfected.90 

-t..h.~ ~Pi -
jlJ ~ >.. 3{_ -l . 
~~;u:.~~

fA"i' "':> t~ 

The reference to Wei Zifu fk.f.=:k.. {fl. second century B .c.) of Han 

suggests that the girl belongs to the imperial family. 91 She entered 

the profession in her early teens. In fact so!lte gi.. els •MY e1,11:m h'tV"<~ 

practlsed. it at the ~gc~ 1Jf thirteen or fourteen.92 They, like th<~ 

gi..cl in the song, received training in the household that bought them, 

probably from older practitioners. Perhaps some training schemes was 

instituted in the imperial household. But it is only as late as the 

Tang dynasty that we knoVI of such schemes in more detail. Tang liu-

ers: 

14.12a mentions training for the Qingyue perform-

Instr1.ictors of the Bureau of Grand Music ;:J;...,~ 3f. should teach 
• • • • • daqu of Qingyue 7-W ~::A 'iij/ for sixty days, dawenqu 
.::~ut. 'li'iJ for thirty days and xiao qu --1, lih for ten days. 

It is doubtful whether the statutes in Tang liudian were ever appli-

ed, 93 furthermore, the th.cee types of Qingyue are not mentioned. 

elsewhere. Yet tht=n:·e Ls no ,1,111ht that some instruction schernes Vler.:-e 

instituted in the Tang co1.ict. q4 011 t'3irle t."lle r::ollct there must have 

been other training opportunities.95 It is likely that in entertain-
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ment houses, apart from the usual activities, music was taught to the 

apprentices. However, no details are known to us, and the early history 

of the ji girls cannot but remain obscure. 

The actual performances by these girls, as may be expected, app-

ealed to the eye as much as to the ear. Liang Emperor Jianwen has 

written a poem that describes the actual performance of Wu ye ti and 

may serve as the basis for our discussion: 

On Dance 

So lovely they are, and barely sixteen, 
How they follow the drum beats and dance like winging geese. 
They may surpass the entertainers of Heyang, 
Compeers perhaps of the Huainan girls. 
As they form a line, they advance, concentrating on their steps, 
As their faces turn, their gaze falls on their neighbours' hairloops, 
The wrists shuttle the jade with creeper blossoms, 
Sleeves follow the wind that's after one's heart. 
Our honourable guests have no need to rise, 
The Song of Cawing CrCM has yet to end. 96 

~ '!"~ :',/71 ::; -'\... ~ .133... ~ -1a-" ~ ~~/ . 
-1\1 Jftf 'l 1$. iii l i1 ' 
·~ ii] ->r£ ~ ~ • 

){1b ~ t;: ~ ~ • .;f.m Pi_-j[l:1 :t J~ . 
j:;. %.. 1f4: :,J,~ . "''*' -~ ~ ~\ ·* . 

The choreography, as described, makes use of line forms. According to 

the prefaces to the dance songs of the Western repertory, dance was 

performed by groups of sixteen before the Liang dynasty and later the 

size of the group was reduced to eight. In spite of the many possibi-

lities in choreography with that many people, it is always the line 

form that is explicitly mentioned in all known texts on dances, no 

matter whether they are associated with the Western songs or not. Liu 
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Xiaoyi 3~ 1'-1~ (484-550), for instance, writes in a poem Wu jiu 

heng ~ 1f.,f/1'f (Dancing in lines): 

They move with languid steps in accord with the singing, 
Beside the bamboos, fresh cosmetics look dazzling. 
So slowly they advance, yet it fits well with the rhythm, 
So randomly they recede, but surprisingly fall into lines.97 

It should remembered that in the Southern Dynasties, the two dominant 

types of musical entertainment were Wu songs and the Western songs, 

but none of the Wu songs were used for dancing until the Liang dynasty. 

Hence, it was reasonable to assume that many of the dances referred 

to in the writings of the Southern Dynasties, were dances to the West-

ern songs. Dancing in lines must therefore have been very common in 

choreography based on the Western songs. 

The poem by Emperor Jianwen cited above mentions sleeves. Sleeves 

are, as we have seen in Gongxi yue no.3, generally long. From Han 

tomb engravings, we know that the sleeves of the dance-costumes of the 

time were usually much more than arm's length.98 It is therefore not 

surprising that sleeves always attracted attention. The following 

poem, "Yong wu" -M<-- ~ (On dance) , by Yang Jiao {~ ~ (fl. in the 

first half of the sixth century) mentions a particular position of the 

sleeves which may signify a position of readiness before the music 

starts: 

Taking leave from the music that lingers, they bend at the waist, 
Then hold back their sleeves and wait for another songs.99 

::tit '* iL ft; '!ill , 
~, .1>t:li ~~ Nr ~k_ • 
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Unlike the modern practice by which performers retire to the back 

stage after finishing an item in the programme, the entertainers of 

medieval China would stand in the full view of the audience and resume 

their performance as soon as the music was ready again. That the 

dancers held back their sleeves before they resumed dancing underlines 

the importance of sleeves in the dance. 

Emperor Jianwen's poem fails to mention two important accessori-

es on which a performance depended. One is the song-fan {fz~ • Yu 

Jianwu' s poem "Fude zhuan geshan" ilii\; 1~ fj.-~.fl (Given the title "mov-

ing the song-fan") tells what the fan is like: 

'Ihe round satin shines like the moon, 
Wings of cicada, almost imperceptible to the eye. 
It is held to conceal the singing face, 
As it moves, it creats a wind to carry forth the song.100 

JfI .~Y.. JJ;?. 1•'A t] 

i1 j +.:E ~t> ~ 
~ 1-"t :1% ~ ~
.f~ 1 i= ~ ~ JiC • 

'Ihis type of fan was not very different from the round shaped fan or 

t uanshan l fl .$i which was fashionable at the time. Modern vocalist 

might find the fan a nuisance since it poses unnecessary hindrance to 

the carriage of sound. Yet it had the virtue of concealing from sight 

some of the more grotesque expressions inevitable in the act of sing-

ing. 

The other accessory is the dance mat. An instance will suffice 

for illustration: Shen Yue's "Jiao xia li" ~ -r-4_ (Shoes beneath 

the feet): 

Her skirt opens, as she descends onto the dance-mat, 
Sleeves sweep past as she moves around the singing hall.101 

1Jl> Ml g;f,, ~ ~ . 
;;}m :t-if> ~.L ~ rt. . 
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Mats were indispensable in medieval China. People sat on mats, and we 

have seen in the discussion of Guke yue that mats were spread when a 

musical performance was to be held.102 But it seems that the dance-

mat is no ordinary mat. Included in Emperor Jianwen"s work there is 

"A letter to Prince of Nanping who has made me a gift of dance-mat" 

terms: 

in which the mat is described in extravagant 

Slats are cut from many stems, 
'!hey come from jade-green shoots of Ta oz hi -:f:;J6 *-i.__ • 
Brightly coloured as embroidered silk or rosy clouds across the 

sky, 
They are made of long bamboos of Yunmu -'t -il]- .1 03 

Such mats are made of bamboo slats, where possible, of rare kinds such 

as Taozhi and Yunmu, for the sake of their exotic colours. 

Emperor Jianwen's poem also mentllns an ornament of the perform-

ers - bracelets. But as may be expected, there was always a long sequ-

ence of toiletries and ornamentations to go through before the girls 

presented themselves. Lips were painted with rouge, which might dis-

appear when the lips were busy blowing pipes and winds.104 Perftnnes 

were said to pervade tens of li 1f • 1 05 Be side the temple, h ua-

huang 3t --1-. (yellow pigment) was applied; and on the eye-lids, mas-

cara or dai ~ • • Sometimes instead of bracelets they wore jewelled 

strings. A Western lyric to the tune Shuang xingchan tells of a girl 

admiring her string and snow-white wrist: 

Red string to tie the wrist with, 
Truly it is like firm white snCM.106 

~· )j. ~ 11~ ~~ 
:A~t:r. ~ ~/~ • 

It is pointless to discuss all the toiletries item by item. It must 

suffice here to emphasize again that much care was devoted to achieve 
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a sensual appeal, as befitted the dual role of ji as eour-he.snns and 

musicians. 

This survey of ji and their performance, brief as.it is, may 

lead us to understand some aspects in the nature of the Western reper-

tory. The extant Western songs, as we have remarked, represent the 

ji's repertory. Ji were slaves and usually co~~+esans • The audien-

ce were master or patrons on whose good will the ji depended their 

livelihood or, indeed, for life itself. The audience was in a position 

to demand whatever they wanted, and the ji could not but submit. 

What the audience demanded was always something more than aesthetic 

satisfaction. The following poem on the ji is both reflective of the 

audience's attitude and the ji's response: 

Attending a Ji Performance at Night 

In a jasper boudoir, bracelets are tinkling, 
Jade mats filled with fragrant dust. 
Those from Luoyang are invited here, 
To play the flutes of South China. 

Xie Tiao(464-499) 

So full of love, the dance movements turn languid, 
Slow are the songs, as passions pour forth. 
"I know your secret love for me, 
My jade wrists reveal my heart." 107 

:11. ;1~' ;:;.~ ~ ~1ll 

it_ M~111.?_f Yifi - ~~~A.;~. 
-I- JK~1i.A.. - ~~):J.~ ff;. 

l~ 3 ~ ~. &. . -j:,1&j.~~ ~ . 
:Jo .it~ L~~. ~~Hf~- JI~. 

The last two lines are put in the mouth of the performer. Xie Tiao, 

who was himself one of the audience, in fact reveals in these two 

lines what the audience expected in the performer: a submissive lover, 
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ready to respond to the attention of her man. Xie Tiao has actually 

written two poems as a sequence. The second poem develops the love 

theme right up to the moment when at last the carnal desires are satis-

fied behind heavy kingfisher curtains: 

Joy it is, when night grows calm, 
Kingfisher curtains hang hushed and heavy. 

Yb._~~~ t~. 
~ t-k-$ ;~~. 

To the contemporary audience, the ji's appeal laid in her artistry 

as well as her sex. It is understandable then that her song should be 

seen as a marriage of the two. This fact, I think, largely accounts for 

one important characteristic of the Western songs: the Western songs 

are predominantly love songs of the woman, tirelessly demonstrating 

her love for her man. Of course, the original folk songs of the West-

ern region might not have been predominantly love songs from a female 

perspective. But as we have seen in Chapter I, the western songs known 

to us represent the ji's repertory. They naturally chose those songs 

which suited their profession best, selectively transmitting the body 

of Western songs available to them, so that some songs were populariz-

ed and ultimately found their way into records such as GJYL, while 

others remained localized and were later forgotten. 

Of the love songs they sang, many of them were parting songs. 

The dominance of such songs, I think, may be due to the ji profess-

ion too, since one usual occasion for a ji performance was the part-

ing feast. Bao Zhao describes a parting scene in a poem "Songbie Wang 

Xuancheng" ~ ~-1 .:£ ~ ::U~·X... (Farewell to Wang of Xuancheng): 

I take in the extensive view that stretches a thousand li, 
outside the city, by the river, thick bushes are barely visible. 
We raise our cups, only to feel melancholy, 
For whom, indeed, are the songs and pipes so sorrowful?108 

~. ~1 ill f lf . ::i. Sf 1g 1#t. a~ . 
J;pl 'tf Et ~ft] i-l.. ~ ~ :Ai 'b'[!. ~~ 
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It was a usual practice to hold a feast when seeing friends off, and 

to have music performed at the feast. Bao Zhao's poem obviously describ-

es such an occasion. In another poem by Yu Jianwu ~~ ~ "Songbie yu 

Jiangxing yuan xianfeng" .\:!. -'N ~~~_jplt-:fµ-:l:El:;t_ (We met as I saw a friend 

off at Jianxing garden), which describes a similar occasion, we are 

told that Wu ye ti was played: 

Horses are leaving, the boat can stay no more, 
The music of Cawing Crows (Wu ye ti) has yet to end.109 

::}_ -~ -1!~ ifl- :~:t . 
o~ ,~ 1"' ~ •• i~ • 

Understandably ji would be brought along at times like this to 

perform.110 with the result that parting songs represent an important 

section in the ji repertory. It is possible that, given the heavy 

flow of traffic on the roads and waterways running through the western 

region, parting songs abounded in the song tradition there. But their 

utility for the ji profession was certainly an important factor in 

their preservation in such numbers to the present day. Ji, as some 

scholars have already noted, are a factor which must be considered 

if ancient Chinese songs are to be better understood, 111 and more 

scholarly efforts are surely required if information about the 

profession is to be saved from oblivion. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

So far we have examined the various aspects of the music and 

performance of the Western songs. Three types of Western songs have 

been distinguished in terms of their musical character: yige, dance 

songs, and three other songs that make up a type of their own. Musical 

instruments have been examined too, with two being especially signifi-
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cant: the waist-drums and lingpan. Given the fact that such instru

ments are used and the particular instrumental arrangement of yige, 

it is obvious that the Western songs contain a fair amount of non-Han 

Chinese elements, and should therefore be clearly distinguished from 

Wu songs in which there is no evidence of such elements. Another feat

ure that set the Western songs apart from the Wu songs is the predomi

nance of hesheng, which we have argued is one of the crucial factors 

that renders some of the Western songs unsuitable for solo singing. 

Yet some affinities between the Western songs, Wu songs and the much 

older Han-Wei songs cannot be denied. Together they formed a massive 

repertory called Qingshang, or Qingyue, with the New Scale as a 

common characteristic. The shang mode too seems to have been as 

widely used in the old songs of Qingshang as in the Western songs. 

'!he inclusion of the Western songs in the Qingshang repertory 

implies how deeply the songs are immerged in the Qingshang tradition 

of Chinese folk music. It should be noted that, as well as sharing the 

musical modes and scale with the Western songs, some Han-Wei songs, 

too, have hesheng. Whether such affinities are the result of the in

fluence on the Western musical culture of the Han-Chinese who had mi

grated from the central Yellow River basin to the western region in 

the time of Yongjia Disorders ~ ±.. /$1w is hard to tell. Yet, in 

view of these affinities, it cannot be doubted that the Western songs 

represent a continuation and development of the Han-Chinese folk tra

dition which during the Southern Dynasties was heavily influenced by 

non-Han-Chinese cultures. The Western songs, as it has been demonstra

ted, are hybrid products of Han-Chinese and non-Han-Chinese cultures. 

Dating from a time when the Han-Chinese culture was interacting most 
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actively with other cultures and inevitably changing considerably iri 

the process, the Western songs can be said to be typical of their age. 

While discussion of their music reveals the many characteristics 

of the Western songs, discussion of their performance allows us to 

gain a sense of their impact on the contemporary audience. We have 

concentrated on ji as performers since they are the best documented 

performers and perhaps the most immediate source for the Western songs 

recorded. They are important too in the sense that many of the Western 

songs were either created or reshaped for their performance. 'lhese 

entertainers were slaves. The appeal of their artistry was always 

partly sexual. Their relation with the audience was more often than 

not a complex one: performer and audience, slave and master, concubine 

and husband, or prostitute and customer. This relation is one factor 

determining the character of the lyrics, many of which concern love 

from a female perspective. This subject will be more fully discussed 

in the next chapter. 

We have examined also the locations and other aspects of actual 

performances. 'lhe beauty and the ornamentation of the ji remained 

the centre of attention for the poets who were usually the people who 

went to the trouble of recording the performances. 'lhe visual delights 

must have been important to the contemorary audience as the auditory 

felicities. 'lhe lyrics therefore formed only one part of the integral 

performance. One scholar has made the following observation about oral 

literature: 

The artist is typically face to face with his public and can 
take advantage of this to enhance the impact or even sometimes 
the contents of his words ••••• But what in literati cultures 
must be written explicitly or implicitly into the text can in 
orally delivered forms be conveyed by more visible means - by 
the speaker's gestures, expressions and mimicry.112 
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Whether the Western lyrics were orally composed is yet to be discuss

ed. But certainly they were intended for oral delivery, These anonym

ous lyrics, like oral literature generally, were created largely with

out any literary pretensions, but certainly with performance in mind. 

The lyrics were intended as part of a performance even at the moment 

of conception. So to divorce a lyric from that performance is to dras

tically alter, and partially destroy, its significance. In the next 

chapter we shall examine these lyrics as specimens of folk literature 

or imitations in that tradition. Though the music is lost, and perfor

mance no longer possible, hopefully this discussion of their music and 

performance has succeeded in communicating, however faintly, something 

of the old flavour of the songs. 



CHAPTER IV 

THEMES AND IMAGERY 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Western songs, like all other songs, are primarily a temporal 

and auditory art. The first evidence of their ever being read as a 

written text is the inclusion of these songs in the poetry anthology 

YTXY compiled in the early sixth century. Yet by then many of the 

songs had been sung for scores of years or perhaps more than a 

century. Written texts are essentially spatial and visual. If there is 

any difficulty in comprehending a written text, we can always ponder 

over it for some length of time, or look back for illumination. So 

written texts can afford to be complex and unconventional. Many written 

texts, indeed, deliberately challenge a reader to the patient labour 

of repeated reading before yielding their message. But sung lyrics op

erate quite differently. A song flows away like water, and comprehen

sion has to be immediate or the message is lost. Efforts at comprehen

sion are further hampered by the deforming effect of IlUlsic on words. In 

a sense, a song is a deformed speech. Music overrides the usual length 

and pitches of the syllables, so that words become less readily recog

nizable. Confronted by these disadvantages, a lyricist will need to 

keep the message simple if he wants his message to get across. He can

not afford too much complexity and idiosyncrasy. He will, furthermore, 

resort to familiar themes and expressions so that the audience can 

recognize the message more easily, or, at the hint of a few familiar 

expressions, predict the rest of the message correctly. As a result, 

the images of the world and the self as reflected in the lyrics are 

always conventional. So are the language, figures, diction and prosody. 
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We can therefore talk comfortably of a common image of woman or man in 

the lyrics, of common attitudes to life, or of a certain pattern in 

the deployment of motifs, all of which may be conveniently termed 

"conventions". Conventions, when plentiful enough, always point to 

the presence of a tradition. It should be noted that the conventions 

are not only held by the lyricists, but also by the intended audience; 

and if there is a song tradition at all, lyricists and audience are 

equally important in bringing it about. 

Bearing all this in mind, we shall look for recurrent themes and 

recurrent attitudes in the Western lyrics. We shall also discuss the 

recurrent images and their peculiarities. If sufficient distinctiveness 

can be found in them, then they may demonstrate the presence of a 

local song tradition. Yet such a song tradition might be influenced 

by, or share the same cultural roots with, other poetic traditions 

within medieval south China. Our discussion must, therefore, often 

draw upon the contemporaneous literary poems and the Wu songs for 

contrast and comparison, so that the Western songs can be seen as 

sharing in a single broad culture, as well as possessing a distinctive 

tradition of their own. 

The major themes to be discovered in the Western lyrics are love, 

parting, separation and work. They will be discussed first before we 

proceed to examine the imagery to which discussions of themes always 

refer. 

II. THEMES 

a. Love 

Love is probably the principal theme of folk songs in all times 
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and all cultures. The preponderance of love songs over all others in 

the Western repertory should not surprise us. I do not attempt to 

quantify the number of songs that deal with this theme, since folksong 

themes tend to overlap so much that any attempt at classification of 

songs according to themes will result only in confusion. Suffice it 

to say that love being a major theme is well attested by the discus-

sions of other scholars. 1 

Preoccupation with love may be universal in folk songs, but some 

atti!udes to love are certainly not. A particular age will form its own 

attitudes to love, acquire a particular insight into the subject, and 

tend to emphasize its certain aspects. It is such attitudes, insights, 

emphasis and prejudice that inform the songs with their particular 

character, and hence become our immediate concern. 

A very considerable number of the songs express feminine emotions 

and viewpoints, something quite comparable to the humble lyrics of 

2 Medieval Europe. The identity of the woman-personae is, however, 

never fully revealed. r.bdern scholars, such as Li Jiayan -*J.r-'t 

and Konishi Noboru ,J, i1! -* , tend to hold that the so called folk 

songs of the Southern Dynasties deal mainly with the love of courte-

zans. It is important to examine this view not only because it is 

quite widely held, but also because of its implications. If the songs 

did arise from a small profession rather than a broad folk comrrn.lnity, 

then we need to rethink how far the songs could reflect the folk 

tradition in the west. 

Li's article "Nanchao yuefu minge zhuyao neirong de fenxi" 

grounds: i/ love as described in the yuefu songs (which include the 

Western songs) has always an erotic tinge, and it is not "true love" 
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since the woman is always jilted; ii/ writings of the time often men-

tioned prostitutes when describing the places where travellers used to 

pass by and sojourn, and these places are often referred to in the 

· · '/ f th · · t d f th female 1·.i·. 3 songs; iii some o e songs origina e rom e 

These facts, he concludes, suggest that the women could only be ji 

or courtesans. 

Another scholar, Konishi Noboru ''" ~ .li- , has argued on diffe-

rent lines but reaches IOC>re or less the same conclusion. He has noted 

in his article "Nancho gafu shi to yujo shoki no sekai" ifi ~R ~ 1ft i~ 

(wine), "ge" -it__ 

(song) and "wu" :Jf (dance) occur frequently in the songs. These 

words, according to him, suggest that the woman-personae were prosti-

tutes and entertainers. He further argues that since some phrases,in 

the lyrics such as "ban xiao" (have a smile on the face) 

and "jiao xiao" ~~ ~ (pretty smile) were used in the high poetry 

to describe ji, and that "xiao" ~ (smile) in later times contri-

buted to new coinage about prostitution ( "mai xi ad' 'f. ~ , "sell 

a smile", is given as example), it is therefore likely that the West-

ern lyrics were about ji and prostitutes. Other words like "xin" 

(new) and "jiu" (old) as used in phrases like "xin 

n ong" ~fr I~ ~ ./Vil (new one) and "jiu nong'' ~ 1 ~ (old one), have, 

to his mind, similar implications for the identity of the woman per-

sona.4 Other scholars, without bothering with such detailed arguments, 

hold more or less the same view. 5 

The arguments of Li's and Konishi's will not stand up to the test 

of careful reasoning. Love, however untrue and erotic, is by no means 

logically related to the profession of its possessor. The fact that 
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there are poems describing prostitutes of a certain place does not 

necessarily imply that the women described in other writings about 

the same place were prostitutes. It is true that some of the tunes 

are attributed to the ji profession. Yet in the case of Western 

lyrics, only one (Wu ye ti) out of thirty-five tunes has ever been 

attributed to ji; only seven (Shicheng yue, Guke yue, Xiangyang 

yue, Xiangyang baitongti, Shouyang yue, Yangpaner, Xiwu yefei) were 

allegedly by the upper class, and presumably intended for performance 

by the kept entertainers. This hardly helps the claim of Li's that the 

characters in the folk songs are no more than prostitutes, ji and 

their patrons. 6 

Konishi's argument also appears weak on quantitative grounds. 

According to him, out of four hundred and sixty yuefu poems of the 

Southern Dynasties ~ lill ~ ,¥t-i~ , the word "j id' ; g§ occurs nine 

times, 11 ge" {ik_ seven times, "wu11 :if six times, and 11 xiao 11 ~ 

twelve times. 7 We must question, first, the logic that associates such 

words with prostitution, and second, how representative prostitutes 

could be of the woman-personae on the ground of his statistics. Koni-

shi fails to give his enumeration of the words "xin11 and 11 jiu", but 

provides us with two instances of their usage in the lyrics: 

'lbe old one from Jiting is barely gone, 
And these new fellows from Jiuli arrive. 
I send off one, only to receive two more, 
Not one brief idle moment! 

( Xunyang yue, no.1) 

~tt. -i- "t.ll:_ i t ~ . 
~~if.ft tt ~. 
iL -%1' a~. 

~ ~ 't 'fl.~ M. 
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'lbe wind of spring is yet too feeble, 
The old is discarded to make room for the new, 
'Ihe hardship persists day after day. 
Break the willow branch, 
I am filled with sorrowful thoughts, 
So disorderly they are, and innumerable.a 

( Yuejie zhe yangliu no.1) 

--*' J~l. ~ ~ -(·~ . '* ~~ -* >-.. l1f . 
~A;' ;j~ - ~fl. 

:f1t :l~ :!! . 
~\ .E' ~lilil }!~ ~ • 

Jlf. 'Ji~_;f, ~ ~. 

While we may agree to interpret the first song as about a prostitute 

complaining of her "good season", a similar interpretation is unwar-

ranted in the second instance. "New" and "old" in the latter seem more 

likely to refer to the change of seasons. 9 In view of this, one may 

feel serious doubt about Konishi's conclusion: 

'Ihe four hundred and sixty yuefu poems of the Southern 
Dynasties represent the literature of ji and prostitutes.10 

While it must be true that some of th.e lyrics deal with prosti-

tutes and ji, I have shown that there is certainly no evidence for 

the claim that all woman-personae in the folk songs are prostitutes. 

Probably the many scenes of illicit love in the songs baffle some 

readers who, for reasons of their own, imagine a much more severe 

extra-marital sexual sanction among Chinese women than actually exist-

ed. One such scene is delightfully drawn in the following lyric: 

How foolish the crow, 
To claim he knows it's dawn. 
For no reason he calls at the third watch, 
So my love is gone into pitch darkness.11 

( Wu ye ti no. 4) 

PI"Hi ,~ t-i ,~ . 

fl 1; ~ 31, il~, • 

~ ~j(. ~ ~ ""'P . 
~~'i'M ~. 
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The lyric calls to mind many other similar scenes in literature, 

Chinese or otherwise. European readers would be reminded of the 

12 Sh . .. Spanish and Proven~al albas, or their Shakespeare. i Jing 

scholars would recall the famous cockcrows that break up the lovers in 

more than one poem. 13 Illicit love seems to happen in every culture 

and in all times, and it would be totally unjustified to take the 

woman-persona here as a prostitute. 14 Moreover, a wealth of anec-

dotes from the Southern Dynasties are about illicit love and secret 

rendezvous, as the following two may instance: 

1. Liu Yiqing $J kJl (403-444), Youming lu ~. ll}l ~ 

[A man came to know a woman who sold face-powder in the market 
place. After some time, he declared his love to her.] The woman 
then pledged her troth to the l'!lan and arranged to meet him next 
evening. That very evening the man lay in his room and waited. 
As the woman indeed turned up at dusk, he was·filled with 
immense joy. 1 5 

2. zu Taizhi ./fB- l:S :2:.. (fl. later fourth century), Zhi guai ~- ·~~ 
At Shanyin <).\ f:t in Kuaiji -tf":fi-' , a girl of the Dongguo 

JP, 1~ family was having an affair with a man of the same 
county. This man had gone off trading somewhere, and when he 
returned, his boat berthed beside the Lingci Bridge ~ ~-::f.Jr 
which was at the east of the city. The girl went there and 
stayed with him. 16 

Such stories may not be true. More of ten than not they turned into 

ghost stories at the end. But that illicit love was made a frequent 

subject of stories without, to my knowledge, occasioning any moralis-

tic outcry, should convince us that the society was far from being 

puritanical. Indeed, dynastic histories on the period provide us with 

numerous instances of such love. 17 If stories about common people 

could deal frequently with the theme of illicit love, we should pro-

bably accept many of the folk love lyrics as about illicit love among 

common people, and not necessarily of prostitutes. 
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Hence the women in the lyrics may come from different back-

grounds. Nevertheless, they tend to assume similar outlooks in matters 

of love. "To be of one heart" ( tongxin f~ ~ 1 ) represents the 

most desirable state of love. It implies a love that matches the other 

in all aspects. Understandably, the quest of such love rather than 

its fulfilment is the usual theme of the lyrics: 

The lotus is budding, 
Where can I find the one with whom I may share one heart, 
And both of us born before the Bhagavat ('lbe Buddha) ? 18 

( Yuejie zhe yangliu no. 4) 

~%-3l~ ·t--il_ -
1~ ~ 'j., I&'!--<.:.' • 

1 g. '$. -;!!:.. ~ ii1 • 

Another lyric presents such love as more a promise than actuality: 

I was moved by your struggling love, 
No more would I care for myself. 
Be the arm-string tied into a knot of double loops, 
So to make one heart. 

(Xi wu yefei no. 5) 19 

~· t~ ll>~ Ulj§ ·t~ . 
__.;(,. ~J.. "ft ~J. _..:t, -
~~~~~ ~."{ 
1!_ .roe. (6lA::.' =!ii • 

The "one-heart knot" >GI.(;:.• ;t-.~ , or a knot with two loops, is made to 

symbolize the aspired state of love. 'lbe symbol is commonplace in 

Chinese poetry. Another symbol for love, something equally common-

place, is the lotus: 

Blue lotus leaves cover the green water, 
Lotus blooms radiant in bright rouge. 
Belortt lies one lotus root, 
Above are blooms of one heart. 

(Qingyang du no.3)20 

-t~~~ 
3,;t J£~.:r. ~1 . 
·-~~"*~~. 
_):. ~ ~ ll ll., 0 
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Two puns are involved in the last two lines: "Ou" ~ 

root) punning with "ou" 1~ (pair), and "lian" if 

(lotus 

(lotus) pun-

ning with "lian" ·t~ (love). At a subterranean level, the two lines 

refer to a pair of loves that match well each other. Their neat sym-

metry, which can hardly escape notice when such obvious opposites as 

"above" and"below" I- are made to begin the lines, is itself 

iconic of the well-matched love. A less familiar symbol, but equally 

homely and very suggestive, is the censer: 

I go out of the White Gate awhile, 
Willow is now thick enough to conceal crows. 
My love is the Sunken Incense, 
And I the Boshan Censer. 

(Yangpaner no.2)21 

1W Ii\ "B r~ ifi _ 
:ft:t#p~~ -~. 
~ -(~ ~*--lt. 1* 1'f t~· '-li 4Jl . 

The censer is a vessel in the shape of a mountain, with a stem at the 

bottom. 22 Incense, of which the Sunken Incense is a rare kind, is 

put inside the vessel, and fragrance effuses from the narrow slots in 

the "mountain". 23 '!he image aptly suggests the union of the two 

lovers, and perhaps its consummate aspect too. 

Love, as we can see, is a much idealized affair in the songs. 

The stress on steadfastness is perhaps only another dimension of the 

same kind of idealization: 

My love and I love each other, 
It should last a thousand years. 

(An Dongping no. 5) 2 4 

J1l- $~ ~ij ~~, 

1r ~tt -f ~· 

But those who are really engaged in the precarious business of love 
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should know better. Not very usual, but sufficient to catch attention, 

is the image of a lover feeling insecure or in tormenting doubt: 

A hundred thoughts entwine my heart, 
I looked dejected because of my love. 
I am bound to you to the end, 
We have vowed to always share one heart. 

(Neihe tan no.6)25 

-ft ~· ?.~ ~ "{' -

·~1$.. 'f!f ~ F>frl'k_ -
~ t -~.! ~~:9g. 

:fft ~-7 ::fj, ~ m . 

Deep within me is a cart-wheel running, 
My love must be loving someone else. 

(Xiangyang yue no.5)26 

ij}_'<\' ~~~~, 

~~~~-:r~ ~jt ' 

There live a hundred kinds of birds in the lake, 
Half of them male, and half female. 
Mandarin ducks chase away other wild ducks, 
Fearing they may not be paired among themselves. 

( Yehuang no. 1 ) 2 7 

The last instance works entirely on a symbolic level. Mandarin ducks 

are a perennial symbol of lovers, going back to the Shi jing.28 The 

creatures once paired, so it is said, will stay together till they 

die. The undesirability of the wild ducks is not only suggested by 

the fact that Mandarin ducks are known to be faithful lovers by 

nature, but is also reinforced by the emphasis on the difference in 

kinds in the first line. The wild ducks became a nuisance that upset 

the pre-ordained equilibrium of nature. The hostility to the rivals 

in love is subtly but effectively conveyed. 
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One other aspect that receives fairly extensive treatment is the 

night meeting of lovers. We have seen how in one lyric the untimely 

caw of dawn crows breaks up the lovers. other lyrics turn upon other 

moments such as when a lover fails to arrive at the rendezvous: 

This night I think of my love, 
I keep on hoping but he does not come. 
All are joyous, I alone feel sorrowful, 

( Shouyang yue, no. 6) 29 
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or when an impatient lover can wait no longer: 

We arrange to meet at the third watch, 
But how is my love at this time of nightfall? 
Like a galloping horse and a falcon set free, 
I fly to my dear one. 

(Mengzhu no.6)30 
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Such stock themes can be found in the literature of love in many 

cultures. 'lhe following is, however, a rare kind of confession with 

stark honesty: 

At night I come, heading against frost and wind, 
In the morning I leave, treading on winds and waves. 
It's true that we could tell each other our secret loves, 
But what about the hardship I've to go through ? 

( Ye du niang no. 1 ) 3 1 
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It is worth mentioning that, unlike the love poetry of many 

Oriental cultures, the sexual side of love receives little attention. 

The aspects of the female physique with overt erotic suggestions such 

as thighs, breasts, buttocks and hip etc. are avoided. The praise of 
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feminine beauty must confine itself in the main to the face, or 

sometimes resort to vague descriptions and metaphorical language: 

Her look is as charming as spring, 
Without the aid of powder or mascara. 

(Caisang du no.2)32 
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The only instance that comes close to eroticism is the following: 

Break the willow branch, 
We sank in confusion between pillows and mat, 
We entwine each other, without knowing it's been very long. 

(Yuejie zhe yangliu no.2)33 
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otherwise, the only physical contact ever mentioned, besides holding 

hands, is the embrace: 

How I wish that somewhere without anyone, 
I could turn round and embrace you. 

( Hengzhu no. 6) 3 4 

So far our examples have illustrated some aspects of the love 

theme. They are, to be fair, commonplace. And so seems the concomi-

tant image of the woman lover. Where the sex of the persona is ob-

vious, the lyrics usually draw a woman of earnest love, which is 

quite traditional in Chinese poetry. Yet a more careful reading will 

reveal a far more distinctive female image, which will be dealt with 

immediately. But in order to appreciate this distinctiveness, it is 

necessary to draw in first the woman image in courtly poetry for 

contrast. Anne Birrell, who has made a sensitve study of YTXY, 

observes the following of the courtly love poetry: "one of the most 

frequent representations of a woman in these poems is a divorced or 

deserted wife~ 1135 "another recurring role is that of a discarded 

courtesan. 1136 The woman usually waits in hopeless longing within her 
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boudoir while the man walks down the road of life. She is pictured as 

languishing in emotional malaise in "images of surprising morbidity." 

37 These poems do not celebrate love, but rather mourn its passing. 

Woman looks back to the ideal happy time of the past and looks down 

toward the present with pessimism and forboding. In Birrell' s words, 

"nostalgia reigns in boudoir poems. 1138 A woman's image is all in all 

pathetic. She is "cast in the role of love's victim 11 , 39 and "responds 

by going into total seclusion, by ceasing all activity (including 

personal grooming), by weeping unquenchable tears, by litanising life's 

futilities and disappointments, and finally by letting health of mind 

and body deteriorate. n40 As to the physical portrait of this miser-

able creature, a typical one will show her "adorned with fine jewels, 

costly silk. clothes, and elaborate make-up". 41 Since her only hold 

on the wayward man is her physical attraction, she becomes obsessed 

with her own physical appearance. Birrell's observations on the whole 

agree with the impression one will have after reading YTXY. 

But while women in the Western lyrics are also left behind as 

their men move on (a theme we shall soon discuss), they are never seen 

as irrevocably abandoned and thus wallowing in utter misery. The theme 

of a deserted and despairing woman has in fact a tradition of its own 

in literary poetry. Since the time of Chu ci ~ ~ , the concept 

has held in fascination the Chinese literati-bureaucrats, who usually 

see in it political overtones and a parallel to their possible fate. 

The emperor is likened to a man of capricious love, and a minister out 

of favour to the discarded beauty. Hence these four lines of Li sao 

What I do resent is the Fair One's waywardness; 
Because he will never look to see what is in men's hearts. 
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All your ladies were jealous of my delicate beauty; 
They chattered spitefully, saying I loved wantonness. 

(tr. by David hawkes) 4 2 
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become political allegory to Wang Yi =I. l'{t. (fl. second century) who 

comments: 

The "Fair One" is the King Huai 't_f_ :E. of Chu M._ ••••• "The 
ladies" are the ministers. 43 

Even an apparently harmless song on faithless love might to a courtly 

ear become a caustic comment on the viscissitude of political life. 

So, as late as the Qi dynasty, when Wang Zhongxiong ;f.1-cf' ;;t1*. (fl. 496) I 

son of Wang Jingze J. ~~~ (d.498), sang to the Qi emperor Ming 

(452-498) a love song Aonong ge: 

Always I sighed over heartless lovers, 
But now my love is just like them. 

)$/ fk_ ffe. 't~ It_ _ 
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the Emperor felt ashamed and suspicious. 44 The Emperor had before 

then grown distrustful of his ministers and commanders, of whom Wang 

Jingze was one, and had put them to death one by one. In this instance 

his cultured sensibility led him to see what was in essence an innocent 

love lyric in a grim political perspective. Hence his reaction, which 

must be curious to anyone uninitiated to the Chinese literary tradi-

tion. The obsession of the courtly poets with the theme of deserted 

women has, I think, the backing of this literary tradition which pro-

vides easy translation from love to politics. But it is a tradition 

which the Western lyrics do not seem to share. The woman in the lyrics 
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may be left behind while her man takes to the high roads of the world, 

but she is never shown to be abandoned for ever. Nor is there one 

Western lyric that tells the sad story of a woman abandoned.by a man 

for another woman. It is true the persona sometimes grows suspicious 

and worries, as in Xiangyang yue no.5 (see p.154). But the occasion-

al grimness is more than offset by the more usual vigor and brightness 

in the woman image. This brighter image is particularly striking when 

contrasted with the languid morbidity that permeates courtly poetry. 

The vigor may be expressed in the woman's unashamed revelation of her 

passion: 

The second and the third months of spring, 
Grass is the same colour as water. 
On the road I met a roaming boy, 
How I regret we didn't meet earlier 

( Mengzhu no. 5) 4 5 
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The same kind of vigor, though somewhat tempered, is shown forth in 

the following by her capacity to translate love into loving actions: 

Fine cloth from Wuzhong, 
Wide and long it is. 
I have one duan, 
To make trousers for my love. 

It's not worth much, 
But it's my clumsy hands that made it. 
Three zhang is what's left over, 
To make other things for my love. 

I make a light kerchief out of it, 
To present to my love. 
I won't say it is excellent, 
Just for you to brush dust with. 

(An Dongping no.2, 3, 4)46 
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The women in the lyrics are often seen engaged in work: weaving, rear-

silkworms, or pounding clothes; and work is almost inseparable with 

love: 

Spring time for picking mulberry leaves, 
My love's with me beneath the trees. 
If cocoons are not reared to a hundred, 
Where would you get silk embroidered coat ? 

(Caisang du no.5)47 
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Clothes-pounding stone made of green jade, 
Golden lotus pestle set with seven jewels. 
I lift it high and slowly, slowly bring it down, 
Soft pounding is only for you. 

(Qingyang du no.2)48 
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In this last, "qing dao'' j!. ::t"lf (soft pounding) puns with 11 q ing-

dao11 -1zrj, 1~ (topple over or, metaphorically, become infatuated). 

Love is declared with an image of traditional woman's work. It is 

these images of useful activities which partly saves the lyrics from 

the languidness which pervades courtly love poetry. 

'!he distinction between the courtly poetry and the Western songs 

may be pursued further. While "nostalgia reigns in the courtly boudoir 

poetry, 11 it is curiously absent in the Western lyrics. Instead, we en-
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counter not a few examples of a woman's sense of felicity in the 

presence of her lover: 

'!be sun arises from the east, 
Round and yellow, like a yolk. 
My husband returns home, his love most treasured, 
I love him, and always keep near him. 

(Xiwu yefei no.1 )49 
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We started at dawn from the orchid-island, 
We rest under the elms till noon. 
You and I plucking rushes, 
Had not plucked a handful when night came. 

(Ba pu no.2, tr. by Arthur Waley)SO 
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All these contribute to the impression of a much brighter image of 

woman. The man, as implied in the foregoing lyrics, appears more 

loving and kind, and it is certainly worthwhile to examine this male 

image further in order to appreciate better the distinction of the 

Western songs. 

Man is always the object of love, and occasionally the cause of 

sorrow and anxiety. Woman is seen as his dependant. In a partriarchal 

society such as the Southern Dynasties society, this should cause-no 

surprise. Yet time and again in the lyrics, we are given a glimpse of 

the other side of the picture: a woman could lay hold on a man's heart 

just as firmly as he does hers. That a man is desperately in love is 

implied when a woman sings: 

I was moved by your struggling love, 
No more would I care for myself. 

(Xiwu yefei no.5) 
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The following two lyrics attempts to describe mutual dependency 

rather than a unilateral love: 

The exuberant dodder, 
Coils and twines around a tall pine. 
For the three springs of spring, we're the same colour, 
But when winter comes, you'll be no longer with me. 

(Xiangyang yue no.5) 
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Dodder is slight and limp, 
So entrusts itself to a tall pine. 
I shan't care if I die under frost, 
What's most precious is to coil around you. 

(Xiangyang yue no.8)51 
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These two lyrics, I think, are antiphonic like some others. 52 One 

represents the male viewpoint, the other the female. Not only is the 

same imagery employed in the two lyrics, but also thematically the 

second answers the first. Man is likened to a tall pine, a symbol of 

strength and independence, and woman to the frail dodder, which 

depends on the pine for support. The symbols are conventional enough, 

as we shall soon see in the discussion on imagery. Yet, strangely in 

the two lyrics, it is the man who feels the threat of being jilted, and 

it is the woman who assures him that her love can stand even the test 

of death. The lyric works within the general conception of female 
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dependency; yet with some ingenuity, the lyricist is able to twist 

around a conventional symbol to confess another kind of truth: that 

man too may fall victim to a capricious love, and a woman can claim 

his heart just as well as he does hers. 

On the whole, the Western lyrics picture man as more loving, 

and less the superior of woman than his representation in the courtly 

love poetry. Anne Birrell has observed that in the Southern Dynasties 

poetry "the woman's lover must be absent from the love scenario" as a 

necessary convention, 53 "the court poet must depict her pining for 

him with unrelieved sadness,"54 and that "he (the poet) is not 

usually in love."55 The contrast with the Western songs cannot be 

more striking. Man in the Western lyrics loves and cares and is time 

and again the source of joy. It is this much encountered image of a 

caring male lover that contributes to the impression of a more balanc

ed relationship existing in the Western lyrics. The position of woman 

is consequently higher than it is in courtly poetry. This less melan

cholic and more vigorous image of woman not only brings a sense of 

freshness to the contemporary scene of love poetry, but also signifies 

that a different tradition from the courtly one was then very much 

alive. 

b. Parting and Separation 

Parting and separation may be seen as a variant of the love 

theme. Yet, as one scholar has observed, in contrast with the Wu 

songs, "a greater tendency to focus upon the problem of parting and 

actual situations of leavetaking is noticeable in the Hsi-chu 

(Xiqu)."56 Parting is in fact a major theme in the Western songs, 
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and it would only be fair to treat it and its concomitant - separation -

in their own right. 

It is always the man who takes leave of the woman, as the 

following may illustrate: 

You are going to Yangzhou, so I have heard, 
I come to see you off at the Jiangjin Bay. 
May the oars and poles be broken, 
So that you are made to turn back. 

(Neihe tan no.4) 

If poles be broken, we'll fetch another, 
If oars be broken, we'll find another. 
We're all civil servants, 
How could we turn back ? 

(Neihe tan no.5)57 
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The two lyrics are again antiphonic. The identity of the travellers 

is not revealed until the last two lines. For that matter, many lyrics 

do not even make known the sex of the I-persona and the addressee. But 

in a time when it was most unusual for a woman or women to travel long 

distances, it should be understood that it is the man rather than the 

woman who takes the road. What one critic has observed in the Chinese 

court poetry - "the polar images of female immobility and male mobili-

ty"58 - often recur in the Western lyrics too. 

The two lyrics may take the reader by surprise at a number of 

points. What the woman (or women) refers to as "love" ~ (huan) 
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is in fact a plurality, a multitude of bureaucrats due to leave for 

the capital. She wishes them the worst of luck, only to twist it into 

a conventional demonstration cf love later. The men, joining in the 

antiphone, respond with all the hard-heartedness which is, however, 

uncommon in the Western lyrics. The situation has more the elements of 

play than of a heart-rending parting. We have discussed in Chapter II 

the practice of inviting ji to perform in the farewell feasts. The 

two lyrics, without excessive personal sentiment should befit such 

occasions best, and are perhaps composed for them. As a matter of 

fact, many parting songs, like these two, tend to avoid overt expres-

sions of personal grief (only four parting lyrics contain such kind of 

expressions as "tears" ~:JJ.- , "bitter parting" % "!;~ and "painful" 

: Shicheng yue no.3, 5; Wu ye ti no.8 and Xiangyang bai-

tongti no.1; the last one being the work of Liang Emperor Wu) 59 

and are therefore most suitable for delivery by ji at parting 

feasts. 

The heartlessness of the men of Neihe tan no.5 comes close to 

the courtly conception of how a man should behave in like situations. 

Afterall it is a song of the bureaucrats. Other Western lyrics by re-

nowned poets of the time may further exemplify this conception: 

We parted by the bank of Taolin, 
You saw me off on the top of Xian Hill. 
If you care to send me a message, 
The Han river flows to the east. 

I was born and reared beside the Wan river, 
I have served in the city Xiangyang. 
Once I met the Sagacious and Valorous, 
I lifted my wings, and gave the first call. 
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Rein in a skipping horse as it sends dust flying, 
Resplendent it is on all sides, 
If man is to achieve rank and wealth, 
Why should he ever care about returning home ? 

(Shen Yue, Xiangyang baitongti no.6)60 
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Sus, Treatise on Music, 13.305 provides us with the background: the 

lyrics tell of soldiers marching to war and putting the Emperor Wu of 

Liang onto the throne. 61 Emperor Wu himself also composed three 

lyrics to the same tune. One of them goes: 

At the head of the path the soldier is leaving, 
In the boudoir, the woman sets down the loom. 
Feelings swell, choking the words, 
She sees him off as tears wet her silk dress. 

(Xiangyang baitongti no.1)62 
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Both poets are portraying similar events. Shen's first lyric presents 

a man more loved than loving. His third lyric exposes the same strand 

of thinking as in Neihe tan no.5: a career with its promises of wealth 
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and honour should take precedence over feminine love or any womanish 

feeling. Emperor Wu's lyric is equally imbued with macho values. Even 

when adopting a third-party view, it chooses to confine the sorrow 

within the portrait of woman. The shadowy soldier was presumably 

occupied with graver matters - glory and adventure. 

The image of heartless man is, however, almost confined to the few 

experiments of court poets in Western song making. For most of the 

anonymous lyrics, man is pictured as more loving and kind. Since we 

have discussed in some detail this male image in the previous section, 

it should suffice here to give as examples two lyrics which represent 

a more satisfying love relationship. The two lyrics are again antipho-

nic: 

Beautiful Mount of the Eight Elders, 
At Shouyang; 
After we part, don't forget me. 

The eastern terrace is more than a hundred chi tall, 
It rises above winds and clouds. 
After we part, I will not forget you. 

(Shouyang yue no.1, 2)63 
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Woman's response to leave taking situations may conveniently 

be divided into two types. One is, of course, sorrow: 

In Baling, at the mouth of the Three Rivers' Mouth, 
Reeds have grown as tall as hemp. 
We hold hands as I bid my love farewell, 
What could I do with the pain ? 

(Wu ye ti no.8)64 
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But even more usual and more interesting is the other type of response: 

making a wish. '!he woman persona may make an impossible wish to shake 

off her feminine immobility and follow her free roaming lover: 

I come to see my love off at the Banqiao Bay, 
And wait at the top of the Three Hills. 
I see a thousand sails far away, 
Knowing they're driven by wind. 

'lhe wind will not rest a moment, 
The Three Hills conceal the boats from sight. 
Might we be pair-eyed fish, 
So I'd follow my love to roam a thousand li. 

( Sanzhou ge no. 1, 2 )65 
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The fish is by convention a symbol of mutual love. But here it also 

signifies physical freedom. More often we find the woman-persona 

wishing for some extraordinary happening that would keep her lover 

from going. Neihe tan no.4 (see p.164) is by no means singular. 

Yangpaner no.3 expresses similar sentiments with similar motifs: 

I accompany my love to take a boat, 
I wouldn't worry he might run into a storm, 
May the punt-pole lie crosswise and the oars thrown away, 
And my love turn back with the water. 

( Yangpaner no. 3 )66 
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other things might happen to the boat and the river: 

The large boat has loaded three thousand, 
One zhang and a half deep in water it is ! 
Water is high and the boat won't move, 
My love and I will be together for a life time 

(Shicheng yue no.4)67 
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You are going to Yangzhou, so I have heard, 
I come to see you off on the top of Mount Chu. 
I hold my waist and look: 
Alas ! the river has ceased flowing 

( Mochou no. 2)68 
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In this last, the woman must be looking at the far end of the river. 

'lbe flow of water being less discernable, the woman is for an instant 

seized with an illusion of stagnancy. The wishful thinking subtly 

underscores her helplessness. 

Wish making and wishful thinking certainly keep the songs from 

sinking into sheer pessimism and morbid woefulness. When this fact is 

viewed alongside the tendency toward drawing a brighter female image, 

and avoiding overt expressions of personal grief, we are immediately 

aware that perhaps we are confronted with a distinctive sensibility 

that informs the Western songs with their particular quality, a sensi-

bility that finds excessive expressions of grief embarassing, even 
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distasteful. As we turn to the separation poems, The presence of this 

sensibility seems more evident. The following, for example: 

Soon after birth, crows seem about to fly, 
When they fly off, each takes his own direction. 
And so, separated in life, with a restless heart, 
They caw night long until dawn. 

(Wu ye ti no.5)69 
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chooses to depict the sentiment in the crCMs, and thus avoids being too 

personal. It is true that some separation lyrics address a sense of 

utter helplessness. But it is presented in a reflective rather than an 

impetuous manner. The woman persona in the following laments the 

passage of time which is beyond her control: 

You left home for a long journey, 
What's been for you is in vain. 
I know well time gallops by. 

(Shouyang yue no.4)70 
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What is intended for her lover is perhaps her love or her beauty, 

which becomes a waste in the absence of her lover. The tone of 

resignation in the last line has tempered much the melancholy. The 

sense of helplessness is also prevalent in the following lyric, though 

this time it is other cosmic principles than time that cause it: 

Leap month may happen in summer heat or wintry cold, 
To spring or autumn may be added a minor month; 
I brood on you without ever stopping. 
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Break the willow branch, 
Yin and Yang force me to go, 
How could I be my own master ? 

(Yuejie zhe yangliu no.13)71 
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A parallel between the leap month and the I-persona is barely hinted at 

but is unmistakable: just as the position of the leap month in a cal-

endar is determined by cosmic principles (Yin and Yang), his 

whereabouts is determined by much greater forces than his will. The 

sense of inability to govern one's life is in some way comparable to 

Neihe tan no.5 where the men sing: 

We're all civil servants, 
How could we turn back ? 

In both cases, the personae are aware of some external forces to de-

cide their course of life. Here, as elsewhere, the sense of sorrow is 

subtly expressed without any direct reference to itself. 

Perhaps positive thinking is another aspect of the same 

sensibility that avoids excessive and overt sentimentality. Letters 

understandably figure prominently in the separation lyrics: 

Jiangling is three thousand and three hundred li away, 
How could it be considered a great distance ? 
Send letters often to let me know, 
Don't ever let the couriers be interrupted. 

(Neihe tan no.3)72 
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While letters represent human efforts to bridge the physical distance, 

dreams wherein lovers meet may be seen as a benevolent act of Heaven 

to solace the parted lovers: 

My love and yours, 
The two loves must have moved Heaven. 
Our bodies are at the two ends of the world, 
But our spirits met in the middle of the night. 

(Ping xi yue no.1)73 
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The lyric is, however, unique among the Western repertory for its 

dream motif. Dreams and sleeplessness are in general common motifs in 

the love poetry of the Chinese and other cultures.74 Yet they are 

curiously rare in the Western repertory. Dreams occur only this once. 

Sleeplessness is hinted in a lyric rvu ye ti no. 5 (see p. 170), but it 

is primarily about crows. 

To conclude, it is worth stressing again that the Western songs 

on the whole tend to refrain from overt and excessive melancholy. 'lhe 

woeful image of a tearful lady so common in the courtly love poetry is 

almost absent in the Western songs. Instead, we have a kind of woman-

persona who generally responds to misfortune more postitively. This 

brighter image of woman, and the tendency to avoid excessive melancho-

ly, suggest, I think, the presence of a remarkable sensibility. It is 

a sensibility commonly held by the western song makers, but foreign to 

other kinds of love poetry in the Southern Dynasties. As we shall see, 

tears are shed profusely not only in the courtly world, but also in 

the world of the Wu songs. 
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c. Work, Travel, and other Minor Themes 

There are a great variety of very minor themes, each of which 

would account for no more than six or seven of the lyrics. Work songs 

are more closely related to the love songs, and should be examined 

first. 

Women in the Western lyrics are mostly engaged in sericulture, 

weaving and pounding clothes, which are traditional occupations of 

women. Songs about these activities are, hOl'lever, mostly love songs in 

disguise, relying on puns to transpose the work motifs to the realm of 

amour. Discussions on Qingyang du no.2 have already demonstrated how 

the pun qing dao -1").-fJ~ operates (see p.170). Besides these quasi 

work-songs, there are a few which make working life their primary 

concern: 

I pull down the branch and pluck" the spring mulberry, 
How plentiful the leaves I've gathered. 
But I work without a hook, 
So nry purple gossamer skirt is torn. 

(Caisang du no.3)75 

!1-1·~ :P.i. Ji--~. . 
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Branches may be pulled down with hands to make plucking easier. But 

for the upper branches the girls might resort to hooks with long 

handles. ?6 The girl in the lyric might have been trying to reach the 

upper branches and eventually torn her skirt against the trunk. The 

motif of a torn skirt is repeated in Caisang du no.5, but is unfound 

in any courtly poems that deal with the same subject. It is such homely 

motif that reveals an intimate knOl'lledge of the labour and marks the 

lyrics off from the courtly poems. As for the male workers, the only 
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occupations which has been described sufficiently for identification 

are of boatmen and boat trackers. It must be a woman who sings: 

Pull at the hundred-zhang along the river, 
A rope that gets wet is one boat more. 
My love is the punter, when going upstream, 
When would he arrive at Jiangling ? 

(Neihe tan no.2) 77 
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Hundred-zhang "li ~ - the rope that ties to the boat - becomes 

heavy when wet, hence the second line. Another lyric about boat-

trackers suggests the labour through the sound effect: 

To Shu I'll go, but how formidable are the Shu waters, 
I tread on pebbles, rings of rope hold my waist. 

(Nuerzi no.2)7 8 

:i\' ~ S- l] l] _::,/(. ltt . 
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; . 
The heavy alliterations {GSR 726a, 1224a, 576a: Anc,Chin. z!ang-

; 628b, 633k: Anc.Chin. d'ap d'iep 

and repetitions ( ziwok ziwok Jl l7 
~ ..., ; GSR 256n: 

Anc.Chin. ywan ywan =ii =i-t ) suggest energetic and repetitive 

movements, and successfully conjure up an image of the laborious 

toil. 

Besides work, political eulogy is another theme that deserves 

some attention. Three out of four of the Southern Dynasties employed 

Western songs for this purpose. Xiangyang baitongti by the Liang 

Emperor Wu and Shen Yue, are, as we have seen, intended for commemora-

ting the military campaign that brought the Emperor to power. The 

sequence of Gong xi yue, is devoted to the praise of the Qi govern

ment, and has been discussed elsewhere. 79 The following Liu Song 
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panegyrics appear more interesting. It seems that a number of tunes 

from both the Wu and the Western repertories were brought together to 

make one sequence: 

My head has turned white, yet I refuse to die, 
All my worries burn and scorch. 
But let's make merry in this time of Grand Beginning, 
A day is worth a thousand years. 

(Lailuo no.4)80 
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I was just thinking of the beginning of the Three Sunny Months 
(i.e. spring), 

But now it's already the end of the Ninety Autummn Days. 
We chase and frolick in this time of Grand Beginning, 
The flowery years don't seem to have gone. 

(Ziye qiu ge no.5; a Wu song)81 
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Grass and trees will not thrive forever, 
They wither in the autumn frost. 
But now we come to the era of Grand Beginning, 
We are in the Ninety Sunny Spring Days of the year. 

(Ziye qiu ge no.10; a Wu song)B2 

Jt _:;f._ :{' ~ ~ 
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I put on the shoes and take a stroll in a barren forest, 
The desolation makes one grieve. 
But once the song of Grand Beginning is sung, 
Withered grass comes alive with blossoms. 

(Ziye dong ge no.5, a Wu song)83 
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The Grand Beginning or Taishi ~~to (465-471) was the reign title of 

the Song Emperor Ming. The thematic and structural affinities among 

the four lyrics should be self-evident. The first two lines as a rule 

establish the sense of decline either in human life or in nature. The 

third line is the pivotal point from which the lyric turns to defy the 

passage of time by asserting either a rebirth or a sense of temporal 

stagnancy. "Taishi" invariably occupies the third and the fourth 

positions of the third line. The era is said to be the prime factor 

that effects a rebirth or arrests the process of declining. Structural-

ly the four lyrics are closely resemblant to some earlier political 

eulogies written by Bao Zhao.84 This certainly invites us to consider 

the possibility of influence in one direction or another. But whether 

or not such influence existed is difficult to decide, since resemblan-

ce might simply indicate the presence of tradition. Nevertheless, 

judging from the theme and the quite refined diction, the four lyrics 

are most likely the works of either court musicians or literati poets. 

It is important to note that except for the foregoing three 

lyrics, panegyrics never occur in the Wu song repertory. Western songs 

usually accompanied by dances and punctuated with group refrains, are 

most suitable in creating an atmosphere of festivity as befits praises 

of governments and their emperors. Hence panegyrics are much more 

readily found in the Western songs, and their fair quantity points up 

a distinction of the Western songs as in contrast with the Wu songs. 

Two other minor themes are of some interest: recreation and 
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travel. The following is on a seasonal recreation: 

The second and the third months of sunny spring, 
We together pace on a hundred kinds of grass. 
Everyone halts and looks at us, 
And raises his voice in acclaim. 

(Jiangling yue no.3)B5 

~--*-;:::._;:;.fl -
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The custom of "pacing on a hundred kinds of grass" ~a -jf 

game called "compete with a hundred kinds of grass" M a :t 
involves a 

Participants will collect different kinds of grass leaves and then 

compete in terms of variety and rarity.BG The pervading sense of 

happiness in the lyric is enhanced by the persona's awareness of every-

one's attention and acclaim. "Pacing on a hundred kinds of grass" is 

also mentioned in other sources, but it is the very personal view that 

brings the experience to life. 

The following lyric about travel is a.lso enlivened by a very 

personal tone: 

My cart is wheeling along, 
When a friend asks for a lift. 
Shut the back door and hurry the ox, 
I won't touch his business 

(Huang du no.2)B7 

4.!t ~ $~.{sq. 
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Ox, rather than horse, was the most popular draught animal in the 

Southern Dynasties.BB We can still see in the figurines of the time 

that the door for getting in and out of the ox-cart is installed at 
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the back instead of the side. 89 A request for a lift was not un

usual in those days. 90 So the response of the I-persona is somewhat 

perplexing in the absence of a fuller context. Nevertheless, the two 

foregoing lyrics have indicated well enough that besides such major 

themes of love and work, the Western lyrics have also addressed 

themselves to a variety of topics which literary poets of the time 

tended to ignore, probably out of contempt for their triviality. Yet 

they surely still hold interest for reading in our time since they 

always consist of some fresh and personal glimpses of social life not 

found elsewhere. 

III. IMAGERY 

Interwoven among the themes are images which may be just "word 

pictures", or at times assume the form of metaphor, simile or symbol. 

The discussion of themes has already touched on some of the images, it 

would hence be convenient to discuss them here. 

Recurrent images in a particular body of literature are usually 

endowed with fairly consistent connotations which may reveal the 

culture and tradition that inform that particular literature with its 

special qualities. Hence to elucidate these connotations, or sometimes 

just associations, becomes a key to a sensitive understanding of that 

literature. For this reason, rather than attempting a comprehensive 

survey of imagery, I shall organize my discussion around those images 

that recur often enough to make consistent connotations discernable. 

Three categories of images are discovered to recur most often in the 

Western lyrics: 

a. season and weather 

b. plants 
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c. birds and animals 

and will be discussed in turn. 

a. Seasons and Weather 

A count of the overt reference to the seasons reveals a prejudi-

ce in favour of spring among the Western lyrics. Spring is mentioned 

nineteen times, as opposed to two mentions of summer, three of autumn 

and four of winter (suimu ~ -;i- i.e. the end of the year, and sui-

ban * jf.. i.e. the cold season of the year, are taken to refer to 

winter). This prejudice is not confined to the Western lyricists but 

seems to be common to Chinese poetry. Burton Watson has observed that 

spring of all seasons is most fayoured by the Tang poets. 91 As to 

the weather imagery, wind )~ is the most frequent (fifteen times), 

followed by frost ~ (five times), snow if (four times), dew~ 

(once), ice >::{:.. (once), rain if:] (once) and sunshine l::f (once). 

The wind image deserves close attention not only because of 

its higher occurrence, but also because wind has been quite consist-

ently associated with parting, hardship and the mood of dejection. The 

following table will demonstrate the quantitative relation between 

wind imagery and the context in which it appears: 

Context No. of occurrences 
of the wind image 

parting 5 

hardship 4 
(particlularly in 
times of bad weather) 

Lyrics 

Shicheng yue no. 5. 
Sanzhou ge no.1, 2. 
Shouyang yue no. 2. 
Yangpaner no. 3. 

An Dongping no.1. 
Ye du niang no. 1 
Chang song biao no.1 
Yuejie zhe yangliu no. 11. 



dejected mood of 
unspecified reason 

excursion of two 
lovers 

travelling, the mood 
not explicit 

plucking mulberry leaves 

3 
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Shouyang yue no.5. 
Yangpaner no. 8. 
Yuejie zhe yangliu no.1 

Ba pu no.1. 

Shouyang yue no. 8. 

Zuo cansi no. 1 • 

If we take the last two instances as neutral in mood, then the wind 

imagery is strongly associated with the joyless side of life, and Ba 

puno.1 should be treated as an anomaly. The function of the wind 

image may be illustrated with a few lyrics: 

I heard my love was going far away, 
I saw him off at the pavilion of Mount Fang. 
The wind blew on the philodendron hedge, 
I hate to hear the bitter sound of parting. 

(Shicheng yue no.5, tr. Hans H. Frankel)92 
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Philodendron is a kind of plant with a turpentine odour and a bitter 

taste. "Li" jj1t (parting) puns with li ij (hedges) which is 

synonymous with "fan" ~ (hedges). Hence "the philodendron hedge" 

could mean at another level "bitter parting" ~ 11t- • Here 

the wind image directly contributes to a figure of which the tenor is 

the "sound of bitter parting" -:i'- /A,1! Jif- , and which is thematically 

central to the lyric. At other times, wind may appear to be only ten-

uously linked to the theme, but closer reading reveals otherwise: 

The eastern terrace is more than a hundred chi tall, 
It rises above winds and clouds. 
After we part, I will not forget you. 

(Shouyang yue no.2)9 3 
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Two pairs of oppositions are involved: love versus separation; tower 

versus wind and clouds. The juxtaposition of the two pairs urges us 

to see the latter as an extended metaphor: a tower tall enough to rise 

above winds and clouds is in a sense parallel to a love strong enough 

to survive the time of separation. The wind image is in this light 

analogous to parting and separation. 

In the following lyric, the wind image forms part of a scene 

which appears to have a metaphorical dimension: 

Yangpan is the song of Xisui, 
Willow flowers pass by the eastern shade, 
They follow the winds, some dropping close and others journeying 

afar, 
Their drifting grieves me. 

( Yangpaner no. 8) 94 
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The first line appears disjointed from the rest and requires some 

comments. It is in fact bound to the second line by a loose parallel-

ism which is perhaps impossible to render into English. "Yang'' ii 

of the first line could in other contexts mean "poplar", whereas "liu" 

":t-3ip in the second line refers to the willow. "Yang'' and "liu" 

always come together to mean "willow" generally. The very close seman-

tic relation, I think, prompts the lyricist to juxtapose them against 

each other, though in this particular context they are quite unrelated. 

The opposites - "west" ~ in the first line and "east" !l- in the 

second - though not correspondingly situated, further pull the two 

lines together. And yet "west" (xi) as part of the proper name "Xi-

sui" iJf'1 Pi!.. is not in a strict sense the opposite of "east" which 
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is here one of the cardinal points of direction. The quasi-opposition 

here and the quasi-affinity between yang and liu demonstrate once 

more the fondness for word-play in Chinese folk songs. To return to 

the wind image, it is puzzling as to how the wind-flower motif is 

related to the persona's distress. Some critics are inclined to think 

of "fengliu" J~ 7'.tw as a pun meaning both "the wind drifts" and 

"wanton 11 • 95 The persona in this case is perhaps alluding to a fickle 

lover, very much like a willow flower drifting with the wind. 96 

'Ihe foregoing examples have sufficiently demonstrated the general 

sombriety of the wind image. The image signifies distress, or more 

broadly, unwelcome situations particularly of love. It will be illum-

inating to examine the same image in the Wu songs for contrast. The 

wind image as occurred in the Wu songs assumes more varied colours. 

The cheerfulness and eroticism it comes to be associated with is not 

found in any Western songs: 

The flimsy skirt so easily blown about -
If it opens a little, I'll blame the spring wind. 

(tr. Burton Watson)97 

Jj ~ ~ 1.~ Ji1ii . 
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The motif of wind blowing open the skirt is found also in Ziye chun 

ge no.10, Ziye xia ge no.1 and Du qu ge no.1. 98 The Spanish 

traditional songs, for that matter, also make frequent use of the 

motif in like manner. J.G. Cummins observes: 

In the Spanish traditional lyric the wind, while playing a 
subsidiary role as an image of freedom or a link with the 
exile' s homeland, is more important as a sexual symbol • 
It acts like a playful, unruly lover, lifting the young 
girl's skirts ; the man prays for wind to blow him into those 
skirts •99 
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Perhaps the same idea occurs in the songs of still other cultures. 

In contrast, the dominantly sombre colour of the wind image in the 

Western songs is quite unique and should thus convince us further of 

the existence of a distinctive song tradition in the western region. 

b. Plants 

Botanical images abound in the Western songs. The broad gen-

eric term "hua" ~ (flowers) occurs five times. Of plants there 

are altogether nineteen varieties: sweet iris 1 'fi· , reed}t ~ 

dodder ~ n , pine .::f.~ , cypress -::fi:r , mulberry .A: , lotus 

, melon , water rice , pomegranate ;fl ::f..~ 

plum ~ , willow ::t~ =f~P , orchid i\t'i , · cinnamon ;::(~ , elm ;/:tf 

chrysanthemum ~ , philodendron 1f. :fl_ , and bamboo t~ 

of which pine (six times), mulberry (seven times), lotus (four times) 

and willow (five times; the thirteen instances of "willow" :f" .::f..]1 

which occurred in Yuejie zhe yangliu as part of the interpolation 

"break the willow branch" ::fJ[ ::t~ -=taip , are taken as one occurrence) occur 

most often. 

A few patterns are discernable in the use of floral imagery. 

As it happens in many cultures, flowers are usually complimentarily 

compared to humans. The point of comparison may be beauty, fragrance 

or the prime of life: 

Sunny spring when hundreds of flowers grow, 
I pick some to decorate the hair-coils, 
Bend the fingers, and dance to the music of "Forget the Sorrow", 
We are both in our prime. 

(Shicheng yue no.2)100 
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The second and the third month of sunny spring, 
Grass and water are the same colour. 
I hold onto a branch to pluck a fragrant blossom, 
It has the breath of my lover. 

(Menzhu no.2) 101 
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The many youths who used to dance and sing, 
The very graceful, they are gone without trace. 
Lovely is the flower of the sweet iris, 
I have heard its name, but never found it. 

(Wu ye ti no.1)102 
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This last is made up of two comparable situations but one single 

theme: an object of beauty is known to the persona, but he is somehow 

not fortunate enough to see it with his own eyes. The sweet iris is in 

this case analogous to the charming youths. 

In the first two of the the foregoing lyrics, there is another 

notable feature of the botanic imagery: its close involvement with the 

theme of time. The passage of time, whether a major concern of the 

lyric or not, always finds expression in the botanic images: 

They say spring has again ended, 
But I say it's not yet half over. 
I go out awhile to the Back Lake (i.e. Xuanwu hu -1;\~~f! , in 

Nanjing), 
Water rice has grown so tall ! 

( i'\:fengzhu no. 3) 10 3 
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Living away from home, 
Three springs have elapsed, and yet unable to return. 
Look at the willow tree, 
It could again conceal a turtledove. 

(Huang du no.1) 104 
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The luxuriant plants are made to indicate the arrival and passing of 

spring. 

Of all the botanic images, the pine image deserves particular 

attention because of its high occurrence and unusual connotation. It 

will be useful to look briefly into the history of the pine imagery in 

poetry before the Southern Dynasties in order to appreciate the 

traditional character of the image as well as its new dimension in .the 
. ~~:~~_: 

Western songs. 
::;..::~ . 

. ~-~~~,s,,: 
,__:i; . .' The pine has long been a symbol of moral strength and steadfast-

lss because of its upright trunk and evergreen appearance. When Con

;:f:ucius makes one of his famous utterings: 
··:.-·,.,..-· 

Only when the cold season comes is the point brought home that 
the pine and the cypress are the last to lose their leaves. 

(tr. by o.c. Lau) 105 

he is perhaps speaking on an allegorical level. He Yan -f~ ~ ( 190-

249), who compiled the earliest extant commentary on the Analects, 

understands the line in this light and matches "pine and cypress" with 

"gentleman" ~ -t , and "cold season" with "the filthy world" 3-IJ -t!!: 
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A true gentleman, he explains, would remain upright and not be 

compromised even in a filthy world. 106 When Cao Cao rose to power, 

he once asked an old acquaintance Zhong Cheng ~- *'- (d.ca.230), 

"Now may we be friends ?" Zhong, who had been disdainful of Cao' s 

character, replied thus: 

The resolution of the pine and cypress is still very much alive. 
107 

The story is one of many that testify to the popularity of pine and 

cypress as a symbol of moral steadfastness. But what is as important 

as the symbolic significance is the two associations of the image. 

One is of course with the cold season ~ ~ which brings out the 

inherent character of the plant. The other is with dodders. Though 

dodder is not the only plant that grows on a pine or cypress in the 

natural world, it somehow has become persistently associated with the 

evergreen since the time of Shi jing. 'Ihe first stanza of Mao 217 

runs: 

A cap so tall, 
What's it for ? 
Your wine is good, 
Your viands, blessed. 
Why give them to other men ? 
Let it be to brothers and no one else. 
Do not the mistletoe and the dodder 
Twine themselves on cypress and pine ? 
Before I saw my lord 
My sad heart had no rest: 
But now that I have seen my lord, 
What happiness is mine ! 

(tr. by Arthur Waley)108 
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'!he second stanza repeats the botanic image. We cannot be sure if any 

metaphorical meaning is intended. The Mao commentary, true to its cha-

racter, discovers in it political morals: 

It means that the dukes (dodders, my note) do not possess honour 
in themselves. '!hey are honoured because of the King (pine, my 
note). 1 09 

It is but one of the several possible readings. Nevertheless, it marks 

the beginning of a tradition to read and consequently to employ the 

pine-dodder image metaphorically. In the subsequent ages, the image 

occurs frequently in poetry with all sorts of metaphorical significan-

ce, 110 and occasionally it is put in the service of love. In Cao 

Zhi 's poem Lan yi i~ -1K_ 

Man always casts off old loves. 
Would you be true all your life ? 
Cleaving to pines, I become dodder, 
Clinging to water I am like floating algae. 

{tr. by Anne Birrell)111 
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'!he woman persona is addressing herself to her husband. '!he pine-

dodder represents a marital relationship in which man is seen as 

strong and independent, and to him the woman entrusts herself. In these 

poems, as in many others, pine is the male symbol of strength and in-

dependence, whereas dodder represents the weak and dependent female. 

It is against this background that the pine image and the pine-

dodder image in the Western songs should be seen. Except for two ins-

tances, the pine images in the lyrics always occur either with dodder 

or with cold season, or both, and are metaphorical. {In the two excep-

tions, no metaphorical meaning can be determined or even suspected. 1 12) 
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We might examine first the three lyrics with the pine image but with-

out the dodder: 

Tall, tall is the pine of a thousand zhang, 
Day and night it stands up againt forceful wind, 
When the year draws to an end and come the frost and snow, 
Who will be with me in the bitter cold 7 

(Chang song biao no.1)113 
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Huge trees have turned desolate, 
The sky is sombre but it will not rain. 
Heavy frost comes at midnight. 
Break the willow branch, 
I am with pines and cypress in the forest. 
We won't fail each other in the cold season. 

(Yuejie zhe yangliu no.10)114 
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White snow drifts with the wind, 
Trees have turned withered, 
But pine and cypress have nothing to worry. 
Break the willow branch, 
Wrapped in winter clothing, I am treading on thin ice, 
Does my love ever know 7 

(Yuejie zhe yangliu no.11)115 
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The pine image in all the three cases is set against a back-

ground of wintry cold, with the emphasis placed on steadfastness in 

an adverse situation. This is conventional enough. But underlying the 
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three instances is the concern for companionship in face of hardship, 

something not readily found in the works of literary poets. When the 

literary poets launch a pine image against a wintry background, they 

are apt to see it as representing a lonely moral hero. His isolation 

and suffering are necessary to heighten his moral stature. Confucius's 

proclamation, for example, brings forth the heroic character of the 

pine and cypress by implying a contrast between the evergreen and 

other trees, in other words, their isolation. A forceful poem by Liu 

Zhen 4~ ij, (d.217) is worth quoting in full for the sake of further 

contrast with the Western songs: 

The pines on the mountain tower on high, 
The valley-wind is blowing wildly. 
Furious the crying of the wind, 
Sturdy the branches of the pines. 
Tnough ice and frost bring bitter suffering, 
To the end of the year they remain unchanged. 
The icy cold they bear is real enough. 
But pine and cypress have a constant heart. 

(Zeng congdi ~'1j..:f)t_if no.2, tr. by J.D. Frodsham)1 16 

~ ~ 1)-\ _)::.. i·-2\ -
Ji!. M-~ i:t Jil..i . 
J~'1f-1bT 1ik . 
-:f/~ i-i_ - 1 Pj ~~ , * !W. ;:f.. '®-·rt-. 
J-.~ ~ 1f ~i#i J£_ . 

}_ _;r, ·fl!~~ . 
-;V,;d-a ;;ti, .;;K 'r :t. • 

The poem sets off the opposition between the pine and the furious wind 

in the opening lines with an extremely neat parallelism which is shar-

pened by heavy repetitions (ting ting ~ f and se se JI,~. ) . 

The opposition is then carried throughout every subsequent couplet 

right to the end. It is this persistent opposition both in content and 

in form (one line on the adverse climate, the other on the pine) that 

makes the pine image so effective a symbol of unflinching courage. 
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When Liu Zheng's poem is brought into contrast with the three Western 

lyrics, we are immediately aware how much the heroism is deflated, 

despite the similar sceneric context. We are in fact confronted with 

another kind of sensibility which takes the pine image somewhat dif

ferently. Companionship rather than heroic isolation is emphasized in 

the three lyrics. Chang song biao no.1 is the most explicit. 'l'ne pine 

becomes an image of loneliness beset by hardship, and the lyric ends 

with a self pitying cry for company. Yuejie zhe yangliu no.10, on 

the other hand, ends with an assurance of companionship. Yet since it 

is the I-persona who speaks, and since "xiang" =*~ in the Southern 

Dynasties is used more often to suggest unilateral action than mutual 

action, 117 the last line therefore tilts toward emphasizing the!

persona's assurance to the pine. In Yuejie zhe yangliu no. 11, the 

line: 

Wrapped in winter clothing, I am treading on thin ice. 

is more metaphorical than real, not only because no person in his 

right mind would readily risk his life in the like manner, but also 

because the phrase "like treading on thin ice" ~t74i. :;,~ ~ has been 

in use since the time of Shi jing to mean "in a difficult and danger

ous situation". 118 The I-persona finds himself confronting immense 

hardship and danger very much like the pine and cypress in the wintry 

weather. Though on one hand, he affirms the unchangeability of the 

pine and cypress which, I think, are meant to be analogous to his 

love, on the other, he demands sympathy and compassion in the 

difficult time. This less heroic pine image, implying an earnest 

longing for love and companionship, is even more spectacular in the 

two lyrics with the pine-dodder image, Xiangyang yue no.5 and 8, 
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which have been commented on p.162. The man as symbolized by the pine 

is lamenting over a possible desertion, and hence loneliness, in times 

of difficulties. It is the woman in the dodder symbol who assures him 

of her unfailing love. Taking the instances together, we may rightly 

conclude that the pine motif, while retaining much of its old attri-

butes (steadfastness, strength to stand against adversity), is often 

made to suggest loneliness and the desire for company. The image as 

used in the lyrics shows on one hand a distinctiveness of the reper-

tory, and on the other the affinities this repertory shares with 

literary writings. It in fact points to a folk song tradition which is 

at once different from and related to the literary one. 

c. Birds and Animals 

Western songs show a strong bias in favour of bird images. The 

following table indicates the distribution of bird and animal images 

among the songs: 

Images 
.t:.i 

No. of occurrences 
crow 6 Birds 
cuckoo .._,.:t'-~~ 2 
yellow goose -:l"~.fli 1 
falcon JJi 1 
mandarin duck ~~ 1 
wild duck ~~~ 1 
oriole ~ 
swallows ~ 1 
turtledove ;lf.1. Ait- 1 
bird ~ 

Animals horse '~ 4 
OX * 2 
monkey .:tt. 

Fish pair-eyed fish t>!:;.l!J~, 

Insect silkworm ~ 6 
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'lhe silkworm images all occur in the sericulture lyrics. Of the horse 

images, three occur in the lyrics to the tune Qingcong baima (A pie-

bald and a white horse). '!heir relatively high occurrence is not a 

sure indicator of their popularity with the lyricists. In contrast, 

only two of the crow images occur in the lyrics to the tune Wu ye ti 

(Crows Cawing at Night), and none in the lyrics to the tune Xiwu ye-

fei (Western Crows Fly at Night). Obviously the high occurrence of 

the crow images is not due to the tune titles. If we take refrains and 

tune titles into account too, then the number of occurrences of the 

crow image should increase to ten. The crow is by far the most popular 

image from the world of fauna. 

Some characteristics of the bird and animal motifs may be 

obvious to readers. 'lhe first is one we have already mentioned: the 

preponderance of bird images over animal images. This is by no means 

unique of the Western songs. Hans H. Frankel observes the following in 

the Han yuefu poetry: 

Of the various animals, birds appear more fre1uently in the Han 
yueh-fu (yuefu) than other kinds of animals.1 9 

Burton Watson's count of images also shows the same bias of the Tang 

poets. 120 'lhe second characteristic is the preference for specifi-

city. Unlike the plant imagery, which tends toward generalization, 

("flower" 1b occurs five times, "trees" M occurs three times); 

only once is the fauna imagery expressed in a broad generic term 

"bird" .~ • 'lhe instance is found in Ye huang no.1 (see p. 154) in 

which the lyricist is referring to the world of birds, and the gene-

ric term is therefore a necessity. otherwise, more specific terms are 

always preferred. The preference for specificity links the Western 
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songs with a folk tradition of which Shi jing is a part. Burton 

Watson has thus noted: 

In the Odes (i.e. Shi jing, my note), particularly in the Kuo
feng or folk song section, there is a pronounced preference for 
specific imagery. Dozens of particular species of trees, plants, 
birds, or insects are named, but almost never do we encounter 
a general term such as "trees" or "birds". 121 

On the later trends, Watson comments: 

The tendency toward abstraction in nature imagery that we noted 
in the Cll 'u Tz 'u (Chu ci) had continued until, in the poetry 
in the shih form of the centuries we have been discussing (i.e. 
from the second to the eighth century), general terms came to 
outnumber specific ones. This does not mean that the specific 
names drop out of Chinese poetry entirely. They continue to 
flourish in poems in the fu form, where extended catalogues 
of birds, trees, beasts etc. abound. And they remain relatively 
common in the poems in Yueh-fu style which, because of their 
folk idiom, retain something of the old fondness for concrete 
names. 1 22 

He is certainly correct so far as the Western songs are concerned. The 

"fondness for concrete names" marks the Western songs as belonging to 

a broad folk tradition that has been running from Shi jing and 

through the Han yuefu popular poetry. 

Some of the fauna images are well known for their longlasting 

symbolic significance. We have already commented on the mandarin ducks 

in Ye huang no.1 and the pair-eyed fish in Sanzhou ge no.2. They 

are long standing symbols of mutual love and widely used in Chinese 

poetry.123 

other images are effective means of evoking the sense of a 

particular season in the contemporaneous audience. One such motif is 

the swallow. A lyric which is specifically about the second month of 

the lunar year runs: 

Fluttering and flapping, a cr0;1 enters a village, 
It meets two sparrows on the way. 
"My thanks to you for watching over the three springs." 124 
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Soon I '11 be home, it won't be long." 
(Yuejie zhe yangliu no.2)125 

~,,~,~ ~~!!¥. 

till~~-~· 
:l!f %. jj ==- 1~ • 
;t1r~-:f~f. 
~ ~ t~1~lz. 
~ ff ;:(' .1 t_ 3', 0 

This is the second in a song sequence on all the months of a year, and 

is subtitled "The second-month song" .::::.. F!-fl:Jz • It is also the only 

song in the sequence wherein sparrows appear. Modern readers who do 

not share the folk idiom with the lyricist would miss the hint at the 

month in the swallow image (though they may be well aware of its sea-

sonal significance). Du Taiqing :f;:r_.j: 9iip (d.ca. 596) has thus 

noted of a folk custom in the second month of the year: 

It is recorded in Jing Chu ji ~J :!it_ ~u : "Women throw bamboo 
chopsticks at the swallows, so that they would be blessed with 
children. 1 26 

(1136-1184) in Erya yi ~~"It~ 15.1b explains 

the matter further: 

It is the custom in Jing and Chu that when swallows first come 
and look for a nestling place, people would watch for those 
which enter the house and would throw chopsticks at them so that 
they might be blessed with children.127 

It should be obvious from the two quotations that in the western 

region of medieval times swallows were first seen in abundance in the 

second month, and that the swallow image is a clear signifier of the 

time. 

The Chinese cuckoo (cuculus canorus) is another such signifi-

er, and it appears in a lyric which belongs to the same song sequence: 
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We take a boat to a winding pond, 
And there watch the spring blossoms that hang above us. 
Cuckoos are crying as they weave around the bush, 
Break the willow branch, 
We get off and stroll idly, 
I and my love together. 

(Yuejie zhe yangliu no.3) 128 

~---* ~~~~-
-1~~J.~ ~~. 
::t-:t. ~~ ~~ {;f. "ift . 
:t-1;--,t-i #Tl. 
~1. ,-; 1~ ~~~lij . 

~ ~ ~ _.p:, Jf~. 

This is the third lyric in the sequence and the only one with the cue-

koo image. The hint at the month should again be obvious to the audien-

ce. Zhong Lin's Jing Chu suishi ji is quoted in Er ya yi 7. Sa as 

stating: 

On the third day in the third month of the year, cuckoos will 
start crying. Peasants will watch out for the cry. 

Whether cuckoos in fact start crying on that particular day is of 

minor importance. What matters is that folk belief has it so, and it 

is such beliefs shared by the lyricists and the audience that render 

communication effective in a performance. 

So far we have studied the particular functions of some bird 

images in the Western lyrics. But in order to appreciate more 

adequately the distinctiveness of the Western songs, it is necessary 

to bring into discussion the bird images as found in other poetry. 

Toward this end, the following discussion will center on the crow 

image and outline its general significance in the Chinese poetry of 

the time. 

Crows in the Chu region seem to be a different species from 

other crows. 129 Nevertheless, crows, including the Chu crows, were 
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generally regarded in South China as heralds of dawn, very much like 

the lark in the European dawn songs. 130 Lovers understandably may 

feel a loathing against the bird: 

Kill the long-crowing rooster, 
Shoot away the crows. 
May night be conjoined to night without daybreak, 
So that for one whole year there's only one dawn. 

(Du qu ge -if,\\li~ no.55, a Wu song)131 

n ~~ .J_ v,?i .'it!. . 
~'if -=A '~ ti \~ . 

..JJ, ~!!a_ 'Fi ~· ~j_, sJf, . 
- If~ -- ~:L 

How foolish that crow, 
To claim he knows it's dawn. 
For no reason he calls at the third watch, 
So my love is gone into pitch darkness. 

(Wu ye ti no.4)132 

The cr<Ms in both cases carry with them a significance well known in 

medieval China. But the literary tradition has also invested the image 

with other connotations which were either unknown to, or ignored by, 

the anonymous folk lyricists. One such connotation is concerned with 

filial devotion. Crows are known to feed their parents. Thus Qiao Zhou 

(201-270) argues for the importance of that particular vir-

tue in humans. 

Even cro.rs are known to feed their parents, could a man be 
without filial devotion ?133 

And Xu Shen ~·t~ (30-124) speaks of cro.rs approvingly as "birds of 

filial devotion" ~ -~ • 134 The other connotation is concerned 

with the sun. The ancient myth has it that there was in the sun a 

three-footed crow. 13 5 So when Tao Qian Pi] >'f' (365-427) wishes for 

the day to pass quickly, he writes: 
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In the evening we would long for cockcrow, 
At dawn we prayed the crc:M would quickly cross. 

(A lament in the Chu Mode to show to Secretary P'ang and 
Scribe Tang J&-~~ $.._~[ij.if, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '-t , tr. by J. R. 

Hightower) 136 

11 ~ J?.· !ift- t>,11 -
3<..~~J.,t; ~. 

He puts "crc:M" in place of "sun", so as to match with "cock" in the 

preceding line and preserve the verbal parallel. When the Liang Emper-

or Jianwen writes a poem to the title Wu ye ti (Crows cawing at 

night) he finds the allusion too good to let pass: 

No doubt the three-footed cr<:M cast a shadow in the morning, 
True it is that the nine nestlings cry at night. 137 

Y·~ s~]iA-$'=*~ 
~ t. ;IZ. t- ~ :;ffJ '7~ • 

The first line alludes to the sun, and the second refers to a Han 

yuefu song which is titled "A crow has given birth to eight or nine 

nestlings" • The crow image, as can be seen, is rich 

in connotations and associations, but none of them finds its way into 

the Western songs. Instead, we find the cr<:M images, like many other 

bird images in the Western lyrics, serve mainly as allegory or con-

trast to the human situation, but without any fixed symbolic import. 

Wu ye ti no. 5 (see p.170), for example, consists of an extended 

metaphor in which a lonely crc:M is likened to a lover separated from 

his love. In contrast, crows in the following lyric play foil to the 

lonely lover: 

I go out awhile to see the back garden, 
Blossoms remind me of you. 
Crows are all flying in pairs, 
But where is my beloved one ? 

(Ji angling yue no. 4) 1 38 
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This lack of any fixed symbolic import in the image indicates further 

that there existed a different tradition from the literary one. 

In summary, we have shown several characteristics in the imagery 

of the Western lyrics - the sombret1es;;.of the wind image, the longing 

for companionship in the pine image, the preferrence for specificity 

in the bird images, the local significance of certain birds, and the 

lack of symbolic import in the crow image - which tend to indicate a 

local distinctive folk tradition in the western region. Of course, it 

would be inadequate to speak of a local tradition when only the liter

ary tradition is drawn in for contrast. The other major folk song 

group - contemporaneous songs from the Wu region - has to be reckoned 

with before we can talk comfortably of a song tradition in the west. 

Something will be said about this in the concluding section of this 

chapter. Meanwhile it is important to note that even if a distinctive 

song tradition existed in the western region, it is necessarily related 

to other traditions such as the literary and the Wu traditions, since 

they all partook in one great culture and interactions between them 

were inevitable. We have noticed that mandarin ducks and pair-eyed fish 

are symbols shared by both the Western lyircs and the literary poetry. 

So is the pine-dodder motif. In the next chapter, we shall examine 

some of the puns and formulaic language found in both the Western 

lyrics and the Wu lyrics. The many affinities point to a close rela

tion of the different traditions. To speak of distinctiveness alone is 

to suppress other important elements that help to make that tradition 
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possible, and ultimately to falsify it. A proper discussion IlUlSt 

therefore keep the two sides of the picture always in focus. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The study has so far revealed some of the recurrent themes and 

images in the Western lyrics. It has moreover attempted to elucidate 

the common views and attitudes about such themes as love, parting, 

and separation, as well as some peculiarities of the imagery. Perhaps 

it is not necessary to reiterate all the points here. Yet it must be 

stressed that though some lyrics may have been created outside the 

Western region, the lyrics on the whole still reflect common views and 

characteristics which are evidence of a local song tradition. 

Much had been said of the affinities between the Western and the 

Wu lyrics, so that it is generally held that the two are not much 

different from each other. 139 We may now, on the basis of our analy-

sis of the themes and imagery, compare the.Wu songs with the Western 

songs to test its truth. 

It is true that the Wu songs put just as much emphasis on "shar-

ing one heart" as the Western songs do: 

I have been brooding long on you. 
I love not a single lotus, 
Lotus roots from one heart is what I treasure. 
(A couple sharing one heart is what I treasure.) 

(Du qu ge, no.5)140 

Jg. :fy,_ .&, , 

;/· >t_ f:j :0 . .._ il_ . 
;-. 't~ liiJ -'.:;; ri1. . 
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When I first wished to make your acquaintance, 
I hoped our two hearts would be like one. 

(Ziye ge J--=R~ 'no.7)141 

jl.~-%)'" &~ !lf s,=t , 
,$=) -'C.' fJ1 .:i(l:1. - • 

However, the woman personae in the Wu lyrics are, for some reasons, 

more apt to be miserable. Far more often in the Wu lyrics than in the 

Western lyrics, we encounter accusations of infidelity, of which the 

following are but a few examples: 

You lied to me that you wouldn't go out, 
And went to sleep with others at night. 

(Du qu ge no.48)142 

i,(; bA' ~ f !J. 
'$. :f £ -'rJEi 1 *- :1t! • 

My care for you is most evident, 
But yours is a love that wavers. 

( Ziye ge no.35) 143 

i\1?< ~ f.-7 -t<t>, 
J -1'1..e1~ H. 

You show me a bright-sun heart, 
East in the morning, but back to the west in the evening. 

( Ziye ge no. 36) 144 

~ -<t 1:il a ~ ' . 
~ Q ~' _:;t :.1 f1£J • 

Such overt accusations are never found in the Western lyrics. 

Women's sorrow in the Wu songs is often presented with extrava-

gance, another contrast with the Western lyrics. Tears of sorrow will 

make a river, as implied in the following: 

I've been crying till dawn. 
As tears are falling, the pillow is about to float, 
The body sinks, and the blanket is swept away. 

(Huashan ji no.7)145 

~tr 3f' fl]f, , 
;.g,. %- i~ !:f1- ;:_f . 
Jq -7)L .fl!!...;. .fiU =!i • 
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'llle clever image of a river is built unhurriedly item by item: tears 

falling, pillow floating, body sinking and blank.et swept away. The 

audience might have relished the extravagent imagery rather than 

feeling sympathetic with the tearful lady. The following is another 

example of sorrow expressed in extravagant terms: 

I never fail to think of you since we parted. 
Write on a stela of a thousand feet, 
Script on a tombstone to no end. 
(Cry sorrowfully to no end.) 

"Ti"~ 

(Hua shan ji no.9)146 

~·~ .:rJ, ~-::FE!£, . 
~ji. 'f 4- .:it:. I~ . 
~~~~ lt.,lt~. 

(scripts) puns with "ti" i:--t (cry); and "bei" ...C~ 

(tombstone) with "bei" .M, (sorrow). The persona is saying in 

effect she is crying to no end. 'llle surrealistic nature of the stela 

imagery brings home to us the extravagance of both the imagination and 

the sentiment. 

Perhaps a comparison between a Wu lyric and a Western lyric 

using similar motifs will set off more sharply the subtle difference 

between the two repertories. The following lyrics deal with the myth 

of the Herdboy and the Weaver-girl who are separated by the Han 

river, or the Milky Way: 

Sigh on the other side of the river, 
'!be Herdboy says to the Weaver-girl: 
Tears of parting have filled the Han river. 

(Wu lyric, Hua shan ji no.11 )147 

The Weaver-girl saunters by the river, 
The Herdboy watches and sighs. 
we meet once, and it'll be another year. 
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Break the willow branch, 
Pick a grass leaf of longevity and tie it into a knot, 
May our hearts be one and not fail each other. 

(Western lyric, Yuejie zhe yangliu no.7)148 

~~~·~l!... 
~ ~ 4:J, ti "°J, 
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The Wu lyrics tend to emphasize the sorrow which is presented with 

excess and again with a river image. The Western lyric on the other 

hand reveals a much more controlled emotion and ends more positively. 

The lyrics bear out once again the fact that the outbursts of sorrow 

and extravagant images are much more often encountered in the Wu songs 

than in the Western songs. The difference, I think, provides evidence 

for the existence of a distinctive and unified sensibility in the 

western repertory. It is a sensibility which, as we have remarked 

before, seems averse to excessive sentimentality and hence gives the 

Western songs a brighter outlook in conparison with the Wu songs. 

If a different sensibility exists in the Wu songs, we should 

then expect a very different hierarchy of images too. Such is indeed 

the case. Among the plant images, lotus occurs most often (twenty-six 

times); followed by willow -=*!ifl (five times) , wutong ~ =k(i'J 

(five times), pines and cypress -=f~•H'l (five times)· and plum :f:IE.; 

(seven times in total; four times in the lyrics to the tune Taoye ge 

, i.e. Song of Plum Leaves). The abundance of the lotus 

image is due to the pun possibility in "lian" (lotus) and 

"lian" 't~ (love). The wutong image occurs frequently for a 

similar reason: "wuzi" -;Fi- t' (fruit of wutong) puns with "wu zi" 
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(my love). The pun "lian" ~ I 'f~ occurs too in the 

Western lyrics, but not in such great abundance. The wutong image 

hardly occurs at all despite the prevailing presence of the tree in 

South China. These differences, I think, could partly be explained by 

the fact that the Western lyricists are much less inclined to pun, a 

subject to be discussed in full in the next chapter. 

The fauna images reveal further difference between the two song 

repertories. The preponderance of the bird images in the Wu songs 

should not surprise us. They (twenty-nine times) are more than twofold 

of all other animal images put together (twelve times). But the crow 

image, which occurs most often of all the fauna images in the Western 

songs, appears only twice in the Wu lyrics. Still of greater signifi-

cance is the tendency tCMard abstraction in the Wu lyrics even in the 

bird imagery. Broad generic terms for birds such as "niao" ·~ and 

"jue" occur seven times, in contrast with only once in the 

Western lyrics. When this point is viewed together with other observa-

tions such as that the woman persona is more apt to languish, it 

appears that the Wu lyrics come much closer to the courtly poetry than 

the Western songs. A scholar observes thus of the the two repertories: 

It could be said that the Hsi-chu (Xiqu) tend to be a bit 
more straightforward in their diction and a little less apt to 
draw upon complex figurative language than the Wu-sheng (Wu 
songs), which may simply indicate that the latter, closely 
associated with the capital area, were subject to a greater 
degree of literary reworking. 149 

We certainly agree with her so far as the difference between the two 

repertories is concerned. But on the basis of what we observe, we may 

suggest that the difference goes beyond simple matters of style. Draw-

ing together our findings, we may claim that it is a distinctive 
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local song tradition that informed the Western songs with their 

character, and that marks them as different from the songs of Wu. 



CHAPTER V 

PROSODY AND LANGUAGE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Any folk song tradition might be expected to show itself not 

merely in themes and imagery, but also in the more formal aspects of 

the songs. The most marked sign of a tradition is convention, which 

for our purpose could be understood as an agreement or consent, as 

embodied in any accepted usage or form of language, among the song 

makers themselves and between the song makers and their audience. In 

what foll()';ols we shall discuss the prosodic structures of the songs, 

the formulaic nature of the language and puns, which are, as we shall 

soon demonstrate, very conventional in character. The purpose of our 

discussion will be to understand how these conventions assist in the 

process of oral delivery. 

We have repeatedly emphasized in the previous chapters the fact 

that the Western songs are meant for oral delivery rather than for 

reading, and that oral delivery necessitates quick comprehension which 

is not at all easy when words are set to music. It should be pointed 

out here that the Chinese language in the Southern Dynasties was well 

on the way to developing into a tonal language, if it was not one al

ready; 1 and that music, by overriding the tonal differences between 

words, in fact eliminates an important feature that facilitates com

prehension.2 On the other hand, when the songs were aimed at an 

audience which had been either brought up in that song tradition or 

sufficiently well-acquainted with it, there were always a handful of 

resources to tackle the communication problem. A limited range of 
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themes certainly helps since the audience will then be able to recog-

nize the themes more easily. Recurrent attitudes and viewpoints about 

the themes, and recurrent images with conventional connotations or 

merely some rather stable associations, further assist an audience 

to seize the message quickly. A certain image will suggest what the 

mood of the song will be, or what comparision is going to be made, or 

indeed sometimes what is to follow. If themes and imagery can be made 

to ease the communication problems inherent in oral delivery, then it 

is only reasonable to expect the song makers to manipulate the formal 

features in such a way that the problems can be adequately solved. The 

purpose of this chapter is hence not only to look for conventions, but 

also to examine how they may contribute toward overcoming the difficul-

ties of oral delivery. 

II. PROSODIC STRUCTURES 

Any consciously achieved prosodic structure is essentially 

arbitrary. When the structure becomes widely accepted, we can speak 

of it as a convention. The dominant prosodic structures of the Western 

songs are in.this sense conventional, and the history of some of them 

can be traced back as early as the Han dynasty. The following table 

shows the popularity of the different structures with the Western-song 

makers: 

Prosodic structures 

i. pentasyllabic 
quatrain 

Tune titles with lyrics composed in that 
that particular structure 

Shicheng yue, Wu ye ti, Mochou yue, 
Guke yue, Xiangyang yue, 53.nzhou ge 
Xiang yang bai tongti, Ca isang du, Jiang-
1 ing yue, Qingyang du, Lai luo, Neihe 
tan, Mengzhu, Yi yue, Ye huang, Ye du 
nia.ng, Chang song biao, Shuang xi.ngchan, 



ii. heptasyllabic 
couplet 

iii.tetrasyllabic 
quatrain 

iv. irregular verse 
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Huang du, Pingxi yue, Pa.n yangzhi, Xun
yang yue, Bai fu jiu, Ba pu, Zuo cansi, 
Yangpaner, 3 Xi wu yefei. 

Qingcong baima, Gongxi yue, Nuerzi. 

An Dongping. 

Shouyang yue, Yuejie zhe yangliu. 

Shouyang yue is a three-line structure with a syllabic arrangement 

of 5,3,5,4 Yuejie zhe yangliu is a six-line structure with the 

fourth line consisting of three syllables, and the rest pentasylla-

bic. Pentasyllabic quatrains is by far the most popular, followed by 

heptasyllabic couplets. 

These two structures were by no means innovations of the Western 

lyricists. Both had been existing in other regions for a very long 

time.5 Yet two points are worth noting. First, never before were 

pentasyllabic quatrains found in such abundance. Wu songs, too, are 

predominantly of this metre. As both kinds of songs appealed to all 

classes in the Southern Dynasties society, it appears that Buddhist 

monks consequently took great interest in the songs and structured 

their psalms similarly. Several instances reflect the monks' expertise 

in matters of folk song. We may recall here the instance in which the 

monk Baoyue was asked by the Qi Emperor Wu to arrange Guke yue for 

orchestral playing, when musicians in the Music Bureau failed the 

task; and the other instance in which another monk, Fayun, was asked 

by the Liang Emperor Wu to make alterations in the song Sanzhou ge. 

6 '!his latter monk, according to YFSJ 46.667, was also responsible 

for changing a Wu song, Aonong ge, into Xiangsi qu :o:f!:l !l.· l\ll 
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We may also recall the fact that GJYL, on which our discussion re

lies heavily, was compiled by a Buddhist monk - Zhijiang. '!hat Bud

dhist monks of the time generally took an interest in folk songs is 

beyond doubt. 'Ihe instance of Fayun and Sanzhou ge is particularly 

interesting: we are told that popular songs of amorous nature were 

performed in the presence of the virtuous monks after a lecture of 

Buddhist principles. It may not be too far fetched to think that folk 

songs of the time were not only a legitimate interest of monks, but 

that they were also incorporated into religious functions.7 Another 

monk of the time, Huij iao !t· t>L_ (fl. 530), once gave his opinion on 

what makes a good "teacher of the sutra" ( j ingshi ~~ ~ifi ) : he should 

best understand the quintessence of the teaching in the sutra, and 

comprehend music theories thoroughly~ he should be able to arrange 

"the seven tones" --t::: ?Q- in proper order, and make "pentasyllabic 

quatrains fit in without jumble". ii--bu>J67. ~i'f'J~jL 8 The "seven 

tones" here refers to those of the Chinese musical scale - gong, 

shang, jue, bianzhi, zhi, yu and biangong. Vocal excellence and a 

thorough mastery of Buddhist teachings were considered essentials in a 

good sutra-teacher, who not only preached but also chanted 9 When 

Huijaio's comment is viewed against the background of the religious 

interest in folk songs, it is only fair to conclude that the adoption 

of pentasyllabic quatrains in Buddhist chants reflects a direct influ

ence of the Southern Dynasties folk song on Buddhist practice. 

'Ihe second point which deserves noting is the rhyming principle 

of hepatasyllabic couplets. End-rhyme is common property of all poe

tic structures, but while pentasyllabic quatrains were rhymed every 

two lines, heptasyllabic structures were rhymed every line. Two exam-
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ples should suffice for illustration (rhymed syllables underlined): 

«lJ ti -:?a..~ . 
1-~~"fi. ~"'~, ~ ~ _ (GRC 1153a, 1-\nc.Chin. pjau:) 

1~·~ ~.~~ -

,-f.~.,::ft1.~4~~ · (GRC 1164k, Anc.Chin. nztau:) 

(Xiangyang yue no.8, YFSJ 48.703) 

'1£...J...f, ,;..1)1.?l_~l- ~~~.. (GRC 579u, Anc.Chin. pji) 

~.!~.~:;. "M--7-J,-;,a.:t<.._. 
J~ (GRC 550a, Anc.Chin. j~i) 

( Niierzi no. 1 , YFSJ 4 9 • 71 3) 

Alternate rhyming is much more common than conse~utive rhyming in 

Chinese poetry, though both are known to the Chinese poetic tradi-

tion. Yet before the fifth century, all known regular heptasyllabic 

verses were rhymed every line. Wang Yunxi is probably right when he 

states: 

Heptasyllabic lines must originate from Chu ci, in which many 
lines become heptasyllabic when the particles in the middle or 
at the end of the lines are deleted. Generally speaking, a hep
tasyllabic line is made up of a tetrasyllabic segment followed 
by a trisyllabic one. In terms of rhythm, one septasyllabic line 
is the equal of two lines whether trisyllabic, tetrasyllabic or 
pentasyllabic.10 

Whether heptasyllabic verse originated from Chu ci is still a 

matter of controversy.11 But Wang has pointed to a useful way of 

viewing the line structure. To take a heptasyllabic line as basically 

two lines but construed into one, explains not only the above mention-

ed rhyming peculiarity, but also another rhyming scheme which is again 

largely found in heptasyllabic verses. nie following example: (rhymed 

syllables underlined) 

A person whose great virtues are unparalleled, this Chi Jiabin; 
Unique in South China, this Wang Wendu. 
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JlHi.j-.ti1'$r (GRC 470c, Anc.Chin. l~uen) 

.$~-A-f. ( GRC 389a, Anc. Chin. pi~n) 
" 

;':Jo t.1~;5i (GRC 73a, Anc.Chin. b 'uo-) 

::C.:5C7l._ (GRC 801a, Anc.Chin. d'uo-)12 

is a rhymed saying in praise of Qi Chao -'*t5 ~ (style: Jiabin, 336-

377) and Wang Tanzhi ~if!!~ (style: Wendu, 330-375). Schematic in-

ternal rhymes are indeed rare in Chinese versification. But they are 

peculiarly common in heptasyllabic verses. Occassionally, the verse is 

made up of one line only with internal rhyme: 

A person of remarkable virtue, this Xing Zi'ang (Xing Yong 

1~-~'i rg: ~ 

11"~ f- ;p 

fff ~J. , ?-223)13 

(GRC 725s, Anc.Chin. d'ang) 

( GRC 699b, Anc. Chin. ngang) 

It must be strange that a single-line rhymed structure should have 

happened in a culture so overtly fond of binary forms.14 The one 

reasonable explanation is that a heptasyllabic line was originally 

conceived as being made of two short lines with a pause after the 

fourth syllable, and the second short line was prolonged in chanting 

or singing so as to achieve a rhythmic balance.15 The one-line 

structure, and the consecutive rhyming of heptasyllabic verses, then 

fall into place within the Chinese poetic tradition. The one-line 

structure with internal rhymes equals two lines with end rhymes. '!he 

consecutive rhyming of heptasyllablic structures is in principle the 

same as the rhyming of alternate lines in tetrasyllabic and pentasylla-

bic structures. While the following lyric by Bao Zhao: (rhymed syllabes 

underlined) 

Have you not seen when the birds come back in spring, 
How all is green and the earth is filled with flowers? 
But when one day a bitter wind blows chill, 
How long will they then keep their gorgeous blooms? 
The days and months slip by relentlessly, 
And I am whelmed in sad, resentful thoughts. 
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~./f- L_k-,~ :.f<.11 j a,1 , 

lii ~ 1;-~ i~ -i'P *.. . ( GRC 44a, Anc. Chin. ywa) 

'.f ;~-ii? --- YE- l- . 
-:t t~ ~ 'P,:f 1~. =Lf . 
e 1=1 ~~fl ;;r, -:#:8 ii.. . 
~~~-5&-~·'t~z. 

( 'Ihe Weary Road ~::f~~ lit; 

(GRC 44a, Anc.Chin. ywa) 

J\ 
(GRC 3a, Anc.Chin. ta) 

, no.16; tr. by J.D. Frodsham)16 

is an innovation which represents a new conception of the heptasylla-

bic structures,17 all the heptasyllabic lyrics to the Western tunes 

remain conventional in character. 

The prosodic structures being such, we may ask: what have these 

structures to do with the communication process between the performers 

and the audience? Do they help to facilitate immediate comprehension 

which is so important in oral art? 

The prosodic structures themselves seems to impose certain or-

ganizational principles on the lyricists. At least a very consistent 

organization pattern emerges from the lyrics, particularly from the 

pentasyllabic quatrains. Rhyming breaks the structure naturally into 

units, so that a pentasyllabic quatrain, which has end rhyme every two 

lines, will consist of two balanced units of ten syllables each. Lyri-

cists tend to arrange the lyric content in accordance with the struc-

tural symmetry, as the following will illustrate: 

Tall mast and windlass in iron, 
'Ihe cloth sail rising languidly. 
EVen as I question where I am, 
Suddenly some thousand li speed by. 

(Wu ye ti no.2, YFSJ 47.691) 

..k ~~ iJ\ Jil ,f- . 
;ff 1 R.. roi· fi~ M:-_ • 

~=L1t~ ;Ii:. M 
- .:£; Jk. -t '[ . 
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The first half gives a fairly matter-of-fact description of the boat. 

The second half concentrates on the sense of swift movement. The atten-

tion turns inwards suddenly at the third line, with the focus on the 

thoughts of the persona himself, and the final hyperbole conveys more 

of the persona's fascination than the actual speed of the boat. Hence 

we have two units of content in correspondences with two formal units: 

a boat-centred unit and a man-centred unit; one is outward looking, 

the other inward looking; one is essentially descriptive, the other 

essentially emotive. But despite the dichotomy, the lyric is one 

coherent whole. It is worth noting how selective the lyricist is in 

choosing his material: the tall mast and the iron windlass (for 

hoisting sails) naturally lead to the sail of the second line, which 

is now being raised. The boat is in motion, which eventually brings 

about the sense of speed. The lyric progresses with a kind logic which 

leads to a climax in the end. The first two lines provide the necessa-

ry background so that lyrical intensity can be played out in the fore-

ground of the last two lines. 

This division of labour between the two structural units -

background and foreground, preparation and climax - can generally be 

detected in the Western lyrics of regular structures. The climax al-

ways involves inward looking and emotive statements. One further ex-

ample is in order here: 

Jiangling is three thousand and three hundred li away, 
Xisai lies in the middle of the way, 
If you ask me whether I'll follow, 
I won't care how long the journey is. 

(Xi angyang yue, no. 3; YFSJ 48. 703) 

; ;l. rt.. ==- -t :=;... , 

-1 ~ M :fa Pl!_ -iL , 
iB'J Jt fa '41-#. , 
1~ t1 ·tt ~lf. ~. 
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The first unit, i.e. the unit before the first rhyme, consists of a 

conscious preparation for the message of ultimate importance which is 

contained in the second unit. Even in the following lyric, which is 

devoid of any overtly emotive utterance, we can still discover the 

same movement from background to foreground, a movement that narrows 

the broad vision to a point of ultimate interest: 

They say Yangzhou is a joyous place, 
Truly it is joyous. 
The many youths with hair-knots, 
Sing and dance and chase one other. 

(Yiyue, no.3; YFSJ 49.715) 

.A.__~ :t~ -tf-j ~ 
~ #f 11. ~ !jf. 
.~:!@. iij i:t. ::Ir J:f-
~k_ ~ ti -;f ij ~ • 

The lyric is one in a group of two which are about dance and songs. In 

the cited example, our attention is drawn from the general gaiety of 

Yangzhou to one particular aspect of it - dance and songs, which are 

the ultimate concern of the two lyrics. 

This organizational principle is by no means outstanding. It is 

simple, commonsensical, and, since it is repeatedly applied, very con-

ventional. Such organization may be too commonplace to interest a cri-

tic of the written tradition, but it has the virtue of being easy to 

follow, which is of paramount importance to an orally delivered art. 

Because of the conventionality, the audience will have the contour of 

the lyric in mind even before it is sung, and know where to watch out 

for the message of ultimate importance. In other words, the lyricist, 

by keeping the lyrical structures conventional, is in fact guiding the 

audience to gain easy access to his message. 
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To conclude, we can say that the regular prosodic structures 

which account for most of the lyrics tend to suggest a broad organiza-

tional outline of content - division into two units of equal syllabic 

length. On the basis of this outline, other organizing techniques come 

into play: preparation comes before climax, background before fore-

ground, and descriptive statements before emotive statements. 'lll.ese 

simple, commonsensical and very conventional techniques are themselves 

great aids to the immediate understanding of the lyrics in a perform-

ance. 

III. FORMUALIC LANGUAGE 

Other than conventional prosodic structures, formulaic language, 

as may be expected, is another useful aid for the audience to gain 

immediate comprehension of the songs In the past few decades, students 

of oral literature have been very much attracted to the oral-formulaic 

theory of Milman Parry and Albert B. Lord whose scholarly efforts, 

which culminated in the bciok The Singer of Tales, have more or less 

established the Homeric epics as instances of oral composition. Their 

theory was first applied to the study of Chinese folk poetry by Hans H. 

Frankel, followed by G.s. Williams and C.H. Wang.18 Wang's effort 

deserves particular attention since, as Lord has remarked: 

Dr. Ching-hsien Wang's book on Chinese lyrical poetry is of 
special value because it applies formulaic and thematic analy
sis, modified for the Chinese language, to lyrical rather than 
epic poetry.19 

It seems what is essentially a theory for epics is equally applicable 

to lyrics too. Since this section deals with formulae in the Western 

lyrics, it becomes necessary to examine the oral-formulaic theory and 
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its relevance to our study. 

A formula is defined by Milman Parry as "a group of words which 

is regularly employed under the same metrical condition to express a 

given essential idea. "20 Parry and Lord, who have made a study of 

Yugoslav singers, observe that these singers of very long tales do not 

memorize their verse before hand, but actually compose the texts dur-

ing performance. Because of the restriction of verse and the pressure 

of immediate composition, the performers tend to make heavy use of 

more or less fixed phrases, lines or groups of lines, i.e. formulaic 

language, to facilitate composition.21 To look at the process from 

the other end, it becomes, as Lord has stated: 

possible to determine orality by quantitative formualic analysis, 
by the study of formula density.22 

In other words, a high density of formulaic language can be taken as 

evidence of oral composition. Such is the oral-formulaic theory in 

brief. Since its formulation, the theory has been applied to the study 

of epics of many cultures, to prove or disprove their orality. While 

it has been highly successful in Homeric studies, it runs into diffic-

ulties in other areas. 'lhe criticism levelled at the theory should be 

familiar to scholars concerned with oral literature, and what follows 

is no more than a summary of the criticism. Professor Larry D. Benson 

has demonstrated in his study of old English poetry that there were 

many formulae in Anglo-Saxon poems that could not be oral traditional 

compositions but must be literary, even learned works. In Benson's 

words, 

To show that such work has high or low percentage of formulae 
reveals nothing about whether or not it is a literate composi
tion, though it may tell us something about the skill with which 
a particular poet uses the tradition.23 
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A study by Jeff Opland on African Xhosa poetry yields similar findings 

and is cited by Ruth Funnegan in her much discussed book Oral Poetry. 

24 The Xhosa poets, it is claimed, are capable of producing written 

versions of their poems which are characterized by a formulaic style. 

To view it from the other end, analysis of formula density does not, 

therefore, necessarily lead to a reliable conclusion on orality. In 

addition, there are certain inherent features of the theory which 

would hinder extensive application. First, the Parry-lord method of 

analysis is primarily for use in long epic poems. Second, the theory 

is essentially about verse-tale composed in performance. And third, 

it is based on observations of one particular oral tradition, namely 

the Yugoslav tradition. One may rightly wonder how far the experience 

of one tradition could be relevant to another quite unrelated tradi-

tion. 25 One may wonder further still how far the theory is applic-

able to songs composed under different circumstances. The Western 

lyrics, for example, havenever been proved to be composed during 
CA" 

performance, though suchff eat is not unknown in Medieval China. 26 

And then there is the doubt as to whether the methodology of epic 

studies is applicable to lyrics. As a matter of fact, Wang's formulaic 

analysis of Shi jing does not, in a sense, yield very encouraging 

results. Wang has found that the percentage of the formulae in the 

Shi jing corpus is between twenty-one and thirty percent of the 

tota1. 27 Though the percentage, according to general scholarly 

opinion, may qualify the corpus as orally composed, Wang feels the 

need to be cautious. He claims no more than that "Shi-ching (i.e. 

Shi jing) is conceivably oral, and demonstrably formulaic. 1128 
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Skeptical as we may be of the oral-formulaic theory, it has 

successfully draws our attention to the importance of formulaic 

language in the making of folk poetry. Long before Lord presented his 

theory in The Singer of Tales in 1960, and most probably even 

before Parry's ideation of formula became known in China, Zhu Ziqing 

(1898-1948) noted that tao 'f,U -1- t#i (the formulaic 

line) is a distinctive mark of folk poetry, and he cited, among 

others, a few Western lyrics as examples.29 Formulaic language may 

indeed be an important characteristic of the Western lyrics, and 

formulaic studies will be worthwhile if a somewhat different strategy 

is adopted. In what follows, I shall attempt a formulaic analysis of 

the lyrics but with different aims and strategy from what the oral

formualic theory prescribes. The exercise primarily aims at establish

ing formulaic language as a common phenomenon of the Western lyrics, 

but not of the contemporaneous literary poetry. Such an aim necessit

ates comparision with the literary poetry. Fortunately, unlike scho

lars of the Homeric epics and Shi jing who have a corpus that stands 

alone as the sole major poetry of its time, we have a well documented 

literary tradition of poetry running parallel to that of the Western 

lyrics. If the comparison yields favourable results, we will then be 

able to think, along with other findings, that the Western songs be

long to a folk tradition distinct from the literary tradition, and we 

may judge on firmer grounds the oral nature of the lyrics. Afterwards, 

we can proceed.to examine what prompts the use of formulaic language, 

and try to relate it to the problem of oral delivery. It should be 

clear that our method and the logic of it is not quite the same as the 

oral-formulaic analysis. We do not aim at discovering a high occurren-
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ce of formuliac language in relation to the total length of the text 

(i.e. a high formula density) but rather a relatively high occurrence 

of formulaic language in the Western lyrics in comparision with that 

in the contemporaneous literary poetry. This aim should be a guideline 

for determining the appropriate length of a formula. Parry's theory is 

vague here. The "a group of words" in his definition of formula will 

embrace anything of two words or more, hence it is up to the analyst 

himself to decide what parameters befit his text. Hans H. Frankel, who 

has attempted a formulaic analysis of the pentasyllabic ballad "South-

east Fly The Peacocks" .:fL_q£ ..§f, ~--$ , has chosen to break the penta-

syllabic line after the second syllable into two units. A bisyllabic 

half-line could therefore qualify as formula.30 As a result, we 

have an abundance of formulae such as -t .::=- (thirteen), + = (fourteen), 

(in the heart), $it~.~ (the cockcrow), 'ii"'~ (lovely) 

and T-,~ (dismount from a horse) etc. If such are formulae, they are 

the kind of formulae which even a poet of the written tradition would 

employ just as happily and frequently. Eventually, poetry by the lite

rati would appear highly formulaic, and we 6ho1.1\'ci be confronted with 

the conclusion that literary poetry is sharing many formulae with folk 

poetry; but in fact they merely share the same basic language system -

Middle Chinese. Furthermore, there is always the doubt whether -t-3-

-1- '!:IO and the like are words or group of words. A bisyllabic level 

of analysis does not seem to serve our purpose. 

I have required a formula to be tetrasyllabic at least. 'Ihe 

reason for rejecting the trisyllabic level will be evident when 

comparision with literary poetry is made later. In this discussion, 
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a formula is to be understood as follows: it should be of tetrasylla-

bic length at least, repeatedly employed under the same metrical con-

ditions to express a given essential idea. The repeated syllables need 

not be consecutive, hence 1;ia D .;.:;t. 0 (as used in "t:~ .:z, A '1:::1 

>; fltl~ DOD 

; Ml 1" .,-. :;t~ -tt'{ 

I ~tl~ 0 D 0 

qualify for formula 

StatUS along With ~i'Yp'Zj"~ (] (aS USed in ~-#7' or~'~ I ~1_7p3"~1i ) o 
31 

The following is a list of formulae found in the Western lyrics 

and other anonymous songs of the pre-Tang period: 32 

1. ~ <:f ~-.;:lr ~ 
(The youths in the city) 
Western lyric: Shicheng yue no.1, YFSJ 46.689. 
other lyric: A song dated to the early reign of the Liang Emperor 

Wu, YFSJ 89.1251. 

2. __, ~ -1~..:r~ 
(Suddenly some thousand li speed by) 
Western lyric: Wu ye ti no.2, YFSJ 47.691. 
Other lyric: Zi liu ma geci (a song from Northern 

China but current in the Southern Dynasties) no.2, 
YFSJ 25. 365. 

3. ~~ j;lE{ !IY-~!J 

4. 

(We hold hands as I bid my love farewell) 
Western lyric: Wu ye ti no.8, YFSJ 47.691. 
Wu lyric: Du qu ge no.63, YFSJ 46.675. 

flfj ~ T• ::t; -ftt . -:::t.tI ~ 1:t_ u.i .i.J, 
(You are going to Yangzhou, so I have heard, 

I come to see you off on the top of Mount Chu.) 
Western lyric: Mochou yue no.2, YFSJ 48.698. 

NI~,, -:t-;*f. -:t-fi ~ 1:i- ;~ ·~ 
(You are going to Yangzhou, so I have heard, 

I come to see you off at the Jiangjin bay.) 
Western lyric: Neihe tan no.4. YFSJ 49.714. 

f\1 ~ ~.}'T-1!. . ::ft1 ~ ~LJ.i ~ 
(You are taking a long journey, so I have heard, 

I come to see you off at the Fangshan pavilion.) 
Western lyric: Shicheng yue no.5, YFSJ 47.690. 
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f'1 ~ :ll::.~i!:.-i:\ 
(You are marching north, so I have heard, 

I come to see you off at the bank of Zhidu.) 
Wu lyric: Ding duhu ge T~il~ , no. 5, YFSJ 45 .659. 

5. ...t:- .;;.(<_ "Jt> i.fg ~ 
(My love is the punter when going upstream) 
Western lyric: Xiangyang yue no.2, YFSJ 48.703. 

Neihe tan no.2, YFSJ 49.714. 

6. ~ 1ll--ft... <!- * 
(Dragon pennants at the four corners) 
Western lyric: Xiangyang yue no.2, YFSJ 47.703. 
Other songs: Southeast Fly The Peacocks, YFSJ 73.1037. 

7 • I~ P~ ;;. f ;;:._ 

9. 

(Jiangling is three thousand and three hundred li away) 
Western lyrics: Xiangyang yue no.3, YFSJ 48.703. 

Neihe tan no.3, YFSJ 49.714. 

(A yellow goose was heading up the sky, 
But at midway it lingered.) 

Western lyric: Xiangyang yue no.6, YFSJ 48.703. 
Wu lyric: Huang hu qu no.1, YFSJ 45.663. 
Other lyric: Southeast Fly The Peacock, YFSJ73.1037. 

(In the stomach is a cart-wheel turning) 
Western lyric: Xiangyang yue no.6. YFSJ 48.703. 
Wu lyric: Huang hu qu no. 1, YFSJ 45. 663. 

~4 'tf * hflf ~~ 
(In the bowels is a cart-wheel turning) 
Other lyrics: Bei ge xing ~·i~ '1''1' Ding, Quan Han shi, p. 80; 

Gu ge "'i>~ , Ding, Quan Han shi, p.85. 

1 0 • ~ --1;--JL t~ ~ft 
(My love must be loving someone else) 
Western lyric: Xiangyang yue no.7, YFSJ 47.703. 
Wu lyric: Huang sheng qu no.3, YFSJ 45.663. 
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11. Jt.. l'~ i'J~ ~ 
(White copper hoofs of Xiangyang) 
Western lyric:a refrain to the tune Xiangyang bai tongti, YFSJ 

48. 708. 
other lyrics: A song dated to the Yuanhui :ii..>i~&__ era (474-477) of 

Liu Song dynasty, recorded in Nan Qi shu, Treatise 
on The Five Elements, 19.381. 
A song dated around 501, YFSJ 48.708. 

12. t-7~":f.JJ-f~ 
(So my purple gossamer skirt is torn) 
Western lyircs: Caisang du no.3, no.6; YFSJ 48.709. 

13 • p:~ _:t- ;;. :;;. 11 
(The second and the third months of sunny spring) 
Western lyrics: Jiangling yue no.3, YFSJ 49.710. 

Menzhu no.5, YFSJ 49.714. 
no.7, YFSJ 49.715. 

Yi yue no.2, YFSJ 49,715. 
Xiwu yefei no 4, YFSJ 49.722. 

other lyrics: Langye wang :J.~~~11~ no.2, YFSJ 25.364. 
Yang bai hua ~-fa Jf , YFSJ 73 .1040. 

14. :sit ~ -{~ (~~ 
(I go out awhile to see the back-garden) 
Western lyric: Jiangling yue no.4, YFSJ 49.710. 

Jt iii ~3l '*Fl-l 
(I go out to the Back Lake awhile and look) 
Western lyric; Mengzhu no.1, YFSJ 49.714. 

1 5. Jh~-1 'ti: !-
(Blossoms remind me of you) 
Western lyric: Jiangling yue no.4, YFSJ 49.710. 
Wu lyric: Du qu ge no.89, YFSJ 46.677. 

(Blue lotus leaves cover the green water, 
Lotus blooms radiant in bright rouge.) 

Western lyric: Qingyang du no. 3, YFSJ 49. 711. 
Wu lyric: Ziye xia ge no.14, YFSJ 44.646. 

17. :£..> ~ ~fl rl 3ij 
(Jade hairpin, and moon earrings) 
Western lyric: Mengzhu no.1, YFSJ 49.714. 
Wu lyric: Ziye chun ge no. 9, YFSJ 44. 645. 
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18. ~1!1 ~ j~ ~ 
(Turn round and embrace you) 
Western lyric: Mengzhu no.6, YFSJ 49.714. 

le:) JIU Bf ffi 
(Turn round and fall into your embrace) 
Wu lyric: Biyu ge #!! $.·R no.4, YFSJ 45.664. 

19. ~::f;:. ii~ ~1. *"".tr 
(Cuckoos are crying as they weave about the bush) 
Western lyric: Mengzhu no.7, YFSJ 49.715. 

-:f::t.- l:l'ii g..~ =M "'1P' 
(Cuckoos are crying as they weave around the bush) 
Western lyric: Yuejie zhe yangliu no.3, YFSJ 49.723. 

2 0 • 131 ...:'/)(__ ~ •J ::{!, ~ 
(Since I parted with you) 
Western lyric: Pan yangzhi no.1, YFSJ 49.717. 

13 tt_ -r~ ~--*-
(Since I parted from my love) 
Wu lyric: Ziye ge no.4, YFSJ 44.641. 

21. t~ ::(, ;,~ }:::i 

(I draw the eye brow but have not painted the lips) 
Western lyric: Pan yangzhi, no.1, YFSJ 49.717. 

-f-l ~,7J: a 

(I draw the eye brow but have forgotten to paint the lips) 
Wu lyric: Ziye chun ge no.11, YFSJ 44.645. 

22. t 7,t ~ ·t:t .rt 
(Day and night he carries the silk in his body) 
Western lyric: Zuo cansi no. 2, YFSJ 49. 720. 

·~~ ~.i~ 
(Day and night he let the silk dangle) 
Wu lyric: Qi riye nu ge no.5, YFSJ 45.662. 

23. i~ 19Y ia- ~.ti 
(Willow is thick enough to conceal crows) 
Western lyric: Yangpaner no.2, YFSJ 49.721. 

:f ~ :f Sip -ir ~-it 
(Willow is thick enough to conceal birds) 
Wu lyric: Shangsheng ge no.5, YFSJ 45.656. 
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* !f ~fij ~i. ~ 
(A fallow ox with its small calf) 
Western lyric: Yangpaner no.4, YFSJ 49.721. 

~. t ~.m !ff. _. 
(A cart pulled by a fallow ox with its small calf) 
Wu lyric: Aonong ge no.1, YFSJ 46.667. 

25. -fy. ~ PL :.£ii~ 
(If you wish to see a lotus, or if you love me.) [Lian ll_ 
(lotus) puns with lian 't#ft (love)] 

Western lyric: Yangpaner no. 5, YFSJ 49. 7 21. 

fx_ 47, L 't:lt a~ 
(If you love me) 
Wu lyric: Huashan ji no.1, YFSJ 46.669. 

26. ..::f· ill E!~j, 1"l· 
(No more would I care for myself) 
Western lyric: Xiwu yefei no.5, YFSJ 49.722. 
Wu lyric: Ziye chun ge no.18, YFSJ 44.645. 

27. 3, 'jf ~ ~~ ~ 
(It turns cold as the year draws to an end) 
Western lyric: Yuejie zhe yangliu no.12, YFSJ 49.724. 
Wu lyric: Ziye dong ge no.4, YFSJ 44.649. 

It should be mentioned that repetition of a whole lyric and closely 

resemblant lyrics are excluded from the list. Nuerzi no.1 resembles 

closely the two Badong sanxia ge 1.£..;§f_;;;~~R because they are 

variants of the same song.33 Yangpaner no.2 is the same as a Wu 

lyric, Du quge no. 76 .34 Wu ye ti no.2 and a Wu lyric Aonong ge 

no.8 are identical except for one word.35 Lai luo no.2 closely 

resembles the opening quatrain of Junzi xing ~ -{- ~'T which is 

ascribed to Cao Zhi f -;/:$.. .36 They are cases of lyrics transposed 

to other tunes and should differ in nature from formulae which are 

building blocks of lyrics. Again a parallel is found in a non-Chinese 

folk tradition. J.G. Cummins observes the following of the Spanish 
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traditional lyrics: 

The same or very similar words are often sung in different areas 
to tunes partly or completely different, and the varying musical 
treatments may necessitate alteration of the text by repetition 
or by exclamatory insertions.37 

Given the structural difference between Wu song and the Western song, 

it is very likely that similar structural alterations might have hap-

pened to the Chinese lyrics too. 

The formulaic density, as may be expected, is not very high 

because of our strict criteria. There are altogether twenty-seven 

formulae involving thirty Western lyrics. More formulae would certain-

ly be discoverable if folk songs of the time were better recorded for 

comparision. But, as we have argued, high formula density alone cannot 

be very meaningful, and we should rather pursue our proposed compari-

sion with literary poetry. I have chosen YTXY, ju an 3-9 for compa-

rision. The poems therein are all creations of the literati. Not only 

are the poems pentasyllabic, but also they span the period from the 

late third century to early sixth century, i.e. the time when the 

Western songs became popular. They are moreover essentially about love 

and women, hence if any stylistic difference exists at all between the 

courtly poetry and the Western lyrics, it would not be heavily due to 

thematic reasons. 

The following are the verbal segments of four syllables or more 

that have been repeated at least once in the six juan of YTXY and 

elsewhere: 

1 • .z_a~~::i-
CA traveller came from afar) 
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i. Xie Huilian' s i~t Jt, \if_ (397-433) Dai gu ~ 7; , YTXY 3.1 3b. 
ii. Yin ma changcheng ku jk_,fh.{ '.l-1~)\ '.$; (anonymous yuefu song), 

YFSJ 38.556. 
~~A.._~7;~ 

(A traveller came from afar) 
iii. Liu Shuo' s ~t ~~ (431-453) Dai mengdong hanqi zhi //""(. ~~ 

_1. 1,r_, J.. , YTXY 3 .1 Sa. 

11~±.~12}-.. 
(Since you were gone) 

i. Liu Yun's tfil7'f. (465-511) Za shi ~U: °tif , YTXY 5.10a. 
ii. Bao Linghui's ,«1~4al (fl. ca. 464) Ti shu ji xingren ~-:f 

*~'(A_ , YTXY 4.10a. 
111. Yu Xi's Jj, ~ (fl. early six century) Zi jun zhi chu yi 

61_;,g ~ ~ !]-, , YTXY 4 .19a-b.38 

3 • .} LI ;fLjf. i#.1 ~ 
(Southeast fly the peacocks) 

i. Liang Emperor Jianwen's Yong zhongfu ji liuhuang 't;Kf3!;?,J.t\·-:}.._.1;, 
'r -J , I 

YTXY 7.21b. 
ii. Southeast Fly The Peacocks, YFSJ 73.1037. 

(The wife of the youngest son has nothing to do) 
i. Xun C'nang's -~ ~ (ca. 420) Ni xiangfeng xialu jian .{~:frJ.l:t__. 

:iJ5lJtt- pJj , YTXY 3.11a. 

" . j.~ --*· ?'If ~ 
(The wife of the youngest son has nothing to do) 

11. Changan you xiaxie xing -k~ 14 ~~*=f=1"'j (anonymous, most 
probably composed before Western Jin), YFSJ 35.514. 

out of three hundred and thirty poems, (which are the total of the six 

juan in YTXY and more than the double the quantity of Western lyrics,) 

I can discover only four "formulae", if they could be thus called. 

Even if some may not have been detected because of oversight, or 

because of the loss of many poems of the period, the practice of this 

kind of extended repetition, as we may believe, must still be much 

less common in the literary poetry than in the Western lyrics. For 

that matter, the formulae 1, 3, and 4 occur at least once in some old 

anonymous yuefu songs, and the poets concerned are all writing in 

the yuefu genre. Therefore we have good reasons to suspect that the 
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literary poets are consciously imitating the yuefu style. Using 

formulae is, in other words, not their usual style. 

It is worth noting here that if we set the parameter of formula 

to be trisyllabic in length, the number of formulae will rise drama-

tically. '!he following are freely picked out of hand, and they 

have been repeated at least once: ~, ~~~ 

f~~·~ .39 An equal abundance of repeated trisyllabic trunks are of 

course discoverable in the Western lyrics: 

,'P-. ~ ~dz:- I ;b -;(. ll) :r--1:.J. 

~~, ~::f;1f[ A' :.f-ll .l .40 The list is far from 

being exhausive. '!he abundance of the trisyllabic repetitions, is 

due to two factors: first, some of them are standard semantic units 

representing physical objects, liked pair-eyed fish tc B ,~. , and polar 

star :J!:.4. l ; and second, there is in Middle Chinese a tendency to 

use bisyllabic compounds,41 some of which like ".{" 'f:l4 
have become standard 

usage of the language, as a result it is quite common to encounter 

repeated trisyllabic trunks. In other words, quite a number of these 

trisyllabic repetitions are in fact coincidence bound to occur in an 

extensive corpus and therefore there is nothing very"formulaic" about 

them. In contrast, tetrasyllabic trunks are much less likely to recur 

and the many instances of recurrence should be taken as a stylistic 

feature. Formulaic analysis of Chinese songs to reveal stylistic 

distinctions will, as we have seen, only be sufficiently meaningful 

when operating above the trisyllabic level. 
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Formulaic analysis brings home to us the fact that formulaic 

language is an important characteristic of the Western lyrics, but not 

of the literary poetry. Though we cannot, -like Parry and Lord, confi-

dently claim the lyrics to be orally composed on the evidence of their 

frequent use of formulae, we have, however, successfully demonstrated 

that the lyrics belong to a quite different tradition from the litera-

ry one. It is a folk tradition which is not afraid of using old expre-

ssions. What Lord observes of the Yugoslav oral poets is just as true 

of the anonymous Western lyricists: 

Expression is his business, not originality, which, indeed is 
a concept quite foreign to him and one that he would avoid, if 
he understood it.42 

On the other hand, we have a strong emphasis on novelty among the 

literary poets of the Southern Dynasties. Liu Xie ~·l ~~, (ca. 465-

522) thus speaks of the literary trend since the Liu Song dynasty: 

In matters of diction, they tried their best to achieve novel
ty.43 

Xiao Zixian' s fli-I- -~J. (489-537) comment on literature is reflective 
of the literary thinking of his time: 

As to literature, it is a serious flaw to be ordinary and old
fashioned. If one's writing is without novelty and a sense of 
breaking with the old, one can never become a figure of literary 
excellence.44 

Poets of the courtly poetry and those of folk lyrics obviously seek 

different goals. Such a sharp distinction urges us to reconsider the 

problem of oral composition. It has been claimed that at least two 

separate traditions can be distinguished in Chinese poetry: " a writ-

ten tradition belonging to the literati and an oral tradition of the 

common people. 11 45 But Hans H. Frankel has argued for a third: 

In addition, there is also a middle stratum of literature, 
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written in the vernacular by writers who have contacts both with 
the top layer and with the bottom layer of society.46 

This commonsensical division of Chinese poetry is highly acceptable. 

We have argued in Chapter II that the authorship of the Western lyrics 

can be attributed to three classes: the common people who were general-

ly illiterate, the high literati, and the professional musicians. 'Ihe 

three classes of authors in fact correspond roughly to the three types 

of literature. 'Ihe professional musicians who were familiar enough with 

both traditions, tended to produce that "middle stratum of literature". 

If the crave for novelty belongs to the written tradition of the litera-

ti, it seems possible to think of formualic language as essentially a 

feature of the oral tradition. While formulaic language may not be de-

finite proof of oral composition, our analysis and comparision strong-

ly suggest that lyrics with formulaic language were very likely orally 

composed, or else belonged to that middle stratum of literature creat-

ed in imitation of the oral style. 

It remains to be answered why formulae abound in folk songs or 

why folk song makers prefer formulae to new verbal structuring. Since 

we have not accepted the oral-formulaic theory in total, we have to 

look beyond Lord's framework for a solution. Formulae are necessarily 

grounded on a more or less common experience and conception of life. 

'Ihe rather old-fashioned comment by Zhu Ziqing ;f-. 'fl °'i does, I think, 

still hold true to some extent: 

The folk song maker always uses the kind of phrases and lines 
commonly known to the people and employed by them to express 
the thoughts and feeling which he shares with them. Therefore 
formulaic lines ~GJ abound.47 

The emphasis on common thoughts and feelings is perhaps correct, 

since such lines like "jian hua duo yi zi" L-jl,1t 1fl.:f- and "yangliu 
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ke cang wu" ::fi -:t::n if~ -1\i would never have become formulae, had they 

not been the experience and thoughts shared by two or more individuals. 

Yet experience and thoughts may be basically similar, but can never be 

the same, and there is always the opportunity to find different verbal 

expressions for them. Hence, common feeling and thought do not them-

selves alone necessitate the use of formulae. 

On the other hand, that a formula is useful at both ends - the 

creative and the receptive - should explain a lot. A formula is not 

only a fixed structure representing an essential idea, but it also 

fits in readily with the rhythmic pattern of verse. Whether a lyric is 

composed at performance or not, recourse to formulaic language surely 

eases much of the burden on the song maker. A folk song tradition is 

ready with a hoard of formulae (which are embedded in the songs) at 

the disposal of the song maker. Hence when a song maker brought up in, 

or familar with, the Western song tradition needs to say in verse that 

Jiangling is far away, he will hit on the formula: 

Jiangling is three thousand and three [hundred li away] .48 

~:i: v~ ~ f ::.. 

It should be noted that li !f or any overt suggestion of distance 

is absent, but to the maker and the audience, the line is well under-

stood even when it stands alone. A formula is therefore sometimes an 

extremely economical expression. At the receiving end, formulaic lan-

guage is an indispensable aid to comprehension. The audience has al-

ways to battle against the distorting effect of music on words, dis-

traction during a performance, and the volatile nature of attention 

in order to gain the verbal message. Familiarity with the formulaic 

language not only helps to understand such cryptic lines as :>-~ pt._~f .:s 
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but also enable the audience to recognise the formula even when only a 

part of it is heard, and to anticipate always correctly what follows. 

An experienced audience recognizing the formula .Y-:t- r1- ::;,-f .=::.. should 

rightly expect the subject matter to be about travel or separation, 

and therefore be in the right frame of mind to receive the rest of the 

message. Or when wen huan »fl .tz_ so I've heard • • • • • • ) is re-

cognized, the audience will anticipate correctly a farewell scene. 

Perhaps not all formulae are that suggestive, but they are always in

dicative of what direction, however general, the lyrics are about to 

take or what kind of mood the lyrics will assume. Formulaic language 

is therefore an effective means of communication in the possesson of 

both the audience and the performer. It is a convention particularly 

suited to oral delivery. In other words, the circumstances of oral 

delivery encourages the lyricist to use formulae rather then any novel 

expression of individuality. Being formulaic is understandably more a 

virtue than a flaw in the oral tradition. In contrast, a written trad

ition, which is itself free of the many constraints inherent in oral 

delivery, tends to aspire after different goals, and will hold formu

laic style in contempt. In summary, oral delivery, I think, is a cru

cial factor responsible for the abundance of formulae in the Western 

lyrics, and, mostly likely, in other folk lyircs too. 

All along we have been talking of a Western song tradition as a 

opposed to the literary tradition. Formulaic language reveals one other 

aspect of the song tradition: some formulae of the Western lyrics are 

found in other kinds of lyrics too, particularly those of Wu, and are 

hence indicative of some influence of one tradition on the other. For 

that matter, songs of one place and time may become known to the pea-
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ple of another place and time, and may thus be'incorporated into the 

song repertory of the latter. Some of these "foreign" lyrics might 

even be set to local tunes. Yangpaner no.2, which is the same as a 

Wu lyirc, Du qu ge no.76,49 is a case in point. In the lyric, Bai-

men (The White Gate), otherwise named Xuanyang gate ~ ~ f'~ , is one 

of the city gates of Jiankang.50 Hence we have good reason to believe 

that the lyric was originally sung to the Wu tune, but was later trans-

posed for singing to the tune Yangpaner. But more often, as we may 

assume, the songs whole and intact from one region became incorporated 

into the repertory of another. The lyric maker is therefore prone to 

make use of the formulaic language derived from song traditions of 

different regions. 

Some formulae might perhaps come from popular sayings of the 

time. At least, it is thought that some formulae or repeated lines in 

Shi jing were popular sayings.51 Zhu Ziqing's explanation for the 

occurrence of formulae comes close to this view. However, I can disco-

ver no evidence that will attest to a similar claim in respect of the 

Western lyrics. Yet that the lyrics make heavy use of the vernacular 

is no new discovery, and it is possible that some highly structured 

expressions in speech have found their way into the lyrics and become 

formulae of the songs. At least one such expression of speech is found 

in a Western lyric. 'lhe instance is not repeated in other anonymous 

lyrics and hence not counted as formula, but it can be readily found 

~I:!~~ elsewhere. In Jin shu, Biography of Xie Wan hf~ llo (ca. 321-361 ) , 

79.2086, Xie Wan is reported to say to Wang Shu ::i:.3£._ (303-368): 

They say your lordship is dumb. Truly your lordship is dumb. 

A._~ ;g tj, ~ ' ;&1~. 1~ 1i ~. 
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The structure resembles closely two lines found in Yiyue no.3, YFSJ 

49. 715: 

They say Yangzhou is a joyous place, 
Truly Yangzhou is a joyous place. 

A...~ ::t~ -ttl ~ 
:t~-tfl 1~ ii ~ . 

Shishuo xinyu has recorded yet another instance of the structure: 

They say ~ Long is superb. Certainly A Long is superb.52 

A....~ ~~ 1L~ , ri>J1L ;t;!(_ ! ~ . 

The structure, along with other vernacualr expressions like "nong" 

~,_ (I or a person) , "huan" 1iX.... 

this) and "na de" jf~ Hi 

(my love) , "chi xu" :f=if ~ ( • • • • with 

(how could) etc., which are much less 

readily found in literary poetry than in anonymous lyrics, reflects 

the reliance on the vernacular in lyric making.53 But no matter whe-

ther formulae are common expressions in speech or not, formulae and a 

diction that comes close to the vernacular are certainly effective 

means of communication because of their extreme familiarity. 

IV. PUNS 

While puns are not readily found in the contemporaneous literary 

poetry, eleven Western lyrics contain recognizable instances of the 

figure. Although the quantity appears insignificant when compared with 

that in the Wu lyrics, puns in the Western lyrics are still a feature 

worthy of examination. This is not only because all major studies on 

Southern Dynasties folk songs mention punning in the Western lyrics, 

but also because punning involves one of the major concerns of our 

discussion - oral delivery. It is a figure which lives fully only in 

the form of oral delivery, yet it seems to represent an attempt to 
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frustrate immediate comprehension which oral delivery in general 

strives to effect. 

The eleven lyrics with puns are cited below. Many of them have 

already appeared in this discussion, hence comments will be brief when 

they are sufficiently discussed elsewhere. The line in parenthesis is 

the alternate reading generated from the figure. 

1. Shicheng yue no.5, YFSJ 47.690: 
I heard my love was going far away, 
I saw him off at the pavilion of Mount Fang. 
The wind blew on the philodendron hedge, 
I hate to hear the bitter sound of parting. 
(I hate to hear the sound of bitter hedges.) 

(tr. by Hans H. Frankel, the line in parenthesis is mine.) 

!VI ~ T- ~ iii . 
-:ta~71 ~ ~ 
)~ ... .x._ "*· ~ ~& 
~ rt1 ~ ii~ Jtf- . 

Li ~ (parting) puns with li i1. 
synonym is fan ~ (hedges). 

2. Jiangling yue no.4, YFSJ 49. 71 0: 

(hedges) of which the 

I go out awhile to see the back garden, 
Blossoms remind me of fruits. 
(Blossoms remind me of you.) 
Crows are all flying in pairs, 
But where is my beloved one? 

~ ~ ~~ll} ~, 
JL*6 ~ •t1;. J- . 
-~ -~ ~ 1!l ~. 
tt~~1~~. 

Zi ~ means both "fruit" and the "person". 

3. Qingyang du no.1, YFSJ 49.711: 
I lean against the loom, not weaving, 
But unravelling the tangled threads. 
When it is made into a bolt, my love, please don't cut it, 
(When we are made into a pair, my love, don't break it,) 
Think of the time I was spinning. 
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Pi E:. refers to both "a bolt of cloth" and "a pair". 

4. Qingyang du no.2, YFSJ 49.711: 
Clothes-pounding stone made of green jade, 
Golden lotus pestle set with seven jewels. 
I lift it high and slowly, slowly bring it down, 
Soft pounding is only for you. 
(I pour forth rrry love for you alone.) 

~ ;£• -;t=$f *-~ 0 . 

-1::. f; -i::- :il.. '* .!f . 
~~.Jc~.*~ l' . 
l~1 :tt fl,~ ~. 

Qing dao :fJ. :f~ (soft pounding) of the last line puns with 
qingdao -f~J. ff.~ which means "pour forth (love)" or "become 
infatuated". 

5. Qingyang du no.3, YFSJ 49.711: 
Blue lotus leaves cover the green water, 
Lotus blooms radiant in bright rouge. 
Below lies one lotus root, 
(Below lies a pair of the same root,) 
Above are blooms of one heart. 
(Above are lovers sharing one heart.) 

-1~ 1:~~
Jf, J$ ~~~.ii~ . 
l-=1i ~~1< ~ . 
.J:- :£. 1&] ~· it. 

~ m_ 
OU 'fllfl (lotus roots) puns with ou -1~ (pair), and lian il._ 
(lotus) puns with lian 'tjlf (love). Tongxin lian Ji]<>.' if.. 
refers to both the lotus blossoms sharing one stem and two lovers 
sharing one heart. 

6. Zuo cansi no.2, YFSJ 49.720: 
The spring silkworm should not gr<:M old, 
Day and night he carries the silk in his body. 
(Day and night I cherish thoughts of rrry love.) 
Why should he care for his paltry body's ending, 
When surely there will come a time of entwining. 

~~;f'·Jl.;s . 

t ~ 1f;"tl ~·. 
1'G° 'ft ~.~:)i~ =i..., 
.~~ r:.!f, 1.1 :=1f ~ • 
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Si ~~' (silk) puns with si _!!, (thoughts), chanmian ~l\'-1' 
(entwining) refers to both the thread and the two lovers or bodies. 

7. Zuo cansi no.3, YFSJ 49.720: 
When the spinning worm first makes a cocoon, 
I can see the silk is densely arranged. 
(I think of you a great deal.) 
The body is thrown into hot water, 
It is precious to be made into a bolt of cloth. 
(It is precious to make a pair with you.) 54 

~J.~~A' ~ ~. 
-::f~ '8-· 1*--* ~ . 
~~~*~. 
--j; 1' 'I ~. ft.){j ]?!:. • 

The usual pun si ~· I ~. occurs in the second line. 
Xiang =*f!l is used both as a verb meaning "examine" and a 
particle referring to a unilateral action. Pi 25 in the last 
line refers to both "a pair" and "a bolt of cloth". 

a. Yangpaner no. 5, YFSJ 49. 7 21: 
If you wish to see the lotus, 
(If you love me,) 
Move the lake into your house. 
Lotus will grCM around your couch, 
And you will be embracing lotus seed in sleep. 
(And you will be embracing your love in sleep.) 

~~Lif..11q. 
~j. ~4i:-Ji ~ . 
-:], ~ j>.i_. ~ ~ • 
61\ J-(• :tZ... a_ -I- • 

Lian it_ (lotus) of the first line puns with lian ~ (love). 
Lianzi i1f. J- of the last line can therefore mean both "lotus 
seed" and "lover". 

9. Xi WU yefei no. 5, YFSJ 49. 7 22: 
I was moved by your struggling love, 
No more would I care for myself. 
Be the arm-string tied into a knot of double loops, 
So to become "one heart". 

-~l!.¥~alt~tf . 
.;(·~1114fi. ~ •. 
_,i;tf ~.@, ~ .:>-- ~.5. . 
£.~ M -u·-:if • 
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Tongxin )~~' (of one heart) of the last line refers to both 
the "one-heart" knot (ij.<.:.·~'! , which is a knot with double loops, 
and the reciprocal loves. The arm-string motif serves primarily 
to engender the pun. 

1 o. Yuejie zhe yangliu no.4, YFSJ 49. 723: 
The lotus is budding, 
Where could I find two blossoms sharing one stem, 
{Where could I find a lover to share one heart with me,) 
That would bloom before the Bhagavat (The Buddha)? 

~ -t: jl~ fJ_ it. . 
-1"! ~ 1L )~ ~· . 
1.i.J- t:t -1!t. jf- -1t . 

Tongxin of the second line refers to both the lotus blossoms 
sharing one stem and lovers sharing one heart. 

11. Yuejie zhe yangliu no. 7, YFSJ 49. 72 3: 
Break the willow branch, 
Pick a grass leaf of longevity and tie it into a knot, 
May our hearts be one and not fail each other. _ 

i1r ~ =*11 . 
:t~ ~:t -k$-~. 
J°ij .;.;:..' A' ~ti ~ •• 

Tongxin of the last line again refers to both the knot and the 
two loves. 

A total of ten puns can be recognized: li ~i (parting)/ li ~ 

~ (hedges), lian i1t.. (lotus)/ lian ·r~ (love). si ~,f. (silk)/ 

si ~' (thought), xiang si ::ft! ~,l. (examine the silk)/ xiangsi -:ftl ;g_, 

{ ) ~ think of you , ou ~1"'J (lotus root)/ ou 1'/Ri (pair), qing dao 1'~1it 

(soft pounding)/ qingdao 1i;j,1J<l (pour forth the love, infatuated), 

zi f- (fruit, seed/ a person, you), pi tE:. (bolt/ pair), chan-

mian '~~~.Jr, (entwining of thread/ entwining of two loves or bodies) 

and tongxin 161~· (of one heart). There are perhaps some more 

which we fail to discover because we are too far removed from the 

tradition. 

Since the Wu song makers are also very much given to punning, 
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and their songs are often discussed alongside with the Western songs, 

it will be appropriate here to bring in the Wu songs for comparision 

so that we can see punning in the Western lyrics in a better perspec-

tive. All but three of the puns are also found in the Wu repertory: 

jf,1~· 55 4 • For that matter, Wu lyrics consist of far more instances of 

punning, and a greater variety of the figure. It would be unnecessary 

to list the punning instances in the Wu lyrics since they are quite 

beyond the scope of this study and are readily found in other scholar-

ly works such as Wang Yunxi's Liuchao yuefu yu minge.56 Suffice 

it to cite Wang here: 

Puns b fl 3-f -!!( i~~· 1i":.· are a major characteristic of the songs 
from the Wu region.57 

On the other hand, the Western song makers appear to be much less 

inclined to pun, and this should make scholars cautious when they 

attempt to discuss the Wu songs and the Western songs together without 

discrimination. 

The manner in which the puns are used brings forth further dis-

tinctions between the two repertories. 'lhus a Song critic Yan Yu 

(fl.1265) observes: 

Of the "Miscellaneous Styles" J:ftft , there is the style of 
"Folksong Makers" J~ A... : one line gives the message, the line 
following explains it. The old Ziye ge, Du qu ge and the like 
make frequent use of this style.SB 

A much earlier scholar Wu Jing Jhl.{_, (670-749) too has taken note 

of the style and associated it with the Wu songs: 

What the Liang Emperor Jianwen calls "Poetry of the Folksong 
Makers" )~A.... is otherwise named "Wu songs" ~.-ik..._ by Jiang 
Zhong ~:>. ~).. (519-594) of Chen. They are all about secret pass
ions behind bed curtains; and made up in the following manner: 
one line gives the message, the line following explains it. The 
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two lines: 
In a chess game, a torn jacket catches fire, 
I think of you as I always do. 
(The old clothes is burning as I make a move on the chess board.) 

l l1 :t$; 3:L ~.ii:.A~ 
jf -1- ";/;J(_ 1*- ?:*', • 

belong to this type.59 

A complex of puns are involved in the cited lyric. Zhu 31· means 

both "put (a piece on the chess board)" and "think of". Zi '.t refers 

to both "a chess piece" and "you". Hence the dual meanings of zhu zi 

~- ~ "make a move in a chess game" and "think of you". Gu yi 

ran (as it was before) puns with gu yi ran 1;.J<....:'(,__j;!{t{, (old clothes 

burning). So though the puns occur only in the last line, they require 

one preparatory line to provide the appropriate context for their 

realization. '!he preparatory line contains the cryptic message to 

which the puns are the key. This manner of punning can be found gen-

erally in the Wu lyrics with the figure. Jiang Zhong considers the 

style typical of Wu songs, and Yan Yu cites two major groups of Wu 

songs (Ziye ge and Du qu ge) as exemplary of the style. A close 

look at an example from the Wu songs is in order here: 

When first I longed to be with you, 
It seemed two hearts joined each to each: 
Fed silk to a broken loom -
No wonder nothing makes a match. 

(Ziye ge no.7, YFSJ 44.641; tr. by K.H.J. Gardiner) 

:9.~ ~ i~' !l~ lli'f . 
~ -c.· ~:§ 3-1:2 - • 

;~ :f~. ->-_ .9~ 1~ . 
-1PJ '/% ;z, }~ "E:. 0 

The third line introduces into the lyric a new image which is enigmatic 

in itself. '!he last line makes everything falls into place when the 

pun pi (a bolt of cloth/ a pair) is recognized. The two lines 
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may be called a "pun structure", and it always happens in the final 

half of a Wu lyric. '!he neat structuring is hardly ever found in the 

Western lyrics. (I can discover only two instances - Shicheng yue no. 

5 and Xiwu ye fei no.5, which have been fully discussed before.) In 

the Western lyrics, we do not usually have an alien image introduced 

into the midst of the lyric, and then have its oddity dispelled with a 

pun that comes in later. Instead, the puns of the Western lyrics are 

far more integrated into the lyric. Either they come naturally from 

the sceneric context, as in Jiangling yue no.4 and Zuo cansi no.4, 

or the whole poem is one integral image evolved from the pun, as in 

Qingyang du no.2 and Yangpaner no.5. The daring imagination in the 

last example, be it noted, is generated from a very ordinary pun lian 

Yet despite the distinction between the Wu songs and the Western 

songs in matters of punning, there should be no question of a close 

relation between the two repertories. The formulae shared by both are 

good evidence. In respect of punning, most puns in the Western lyrics 

are found in the Wu lyrics, which further points to the influence of 

one on the other. And, indeed, to understand punning in the Western 

lyrics will sometimes require comparision with the Wu counterpart. 

'!his is very much the case when we turn to examine the problem that 

puns seem to be hindering immediate comprehension. The audience of a 

lyric performance is confronted with the problem of detecting the pun 

among a score of words and knowing the exact referents involved in the 

figure. Failing the task means missing the central message. Yangpaner 

no.5, for example, will not yield its message if the pun is missed, 

and it is fair to say that an inexperienced audience, or an inexperi-
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enced reader of average intellegence, will not grasp the pun immediate-

ly. The lyricist seems to be deliberately obstructing the transmission 

of message, something quite contrary to what we know of him in our 

discussion of formulae and elsewhere. 

Yet an experienced audience of the Western lyrics will have no 

difficulty in knowing the pun and understand the message even if the 

pun occurs in a lyric they never encounter before. It is similar to 

the experience of a reader who comes to the lyrics for the first time. 

Once he knCMs the pun, he will decipher the "code" almost without 

effort when he encounters it again in a new lyric. The experience 

points to the conventionality of the puns. 

Puns in the Western lyrics and the Wu lyrics are extremely con-

ventional. The figure, we know, depends for existance on either a par-

ity of meanings in one word, or the sameness or close resemblance in 

sound of two or more words. Either way, a pun operates basically on an 

auditory level. A word may have more than two meanings, and it may 

share the same sound with more than one word. "Pi" , for 

example, can be a unit for counting cloth or horses, or means "pair". 

"Li" (parting), for one more example, is homophonic with I). 

(hedge), (pear) and • (weed) etc. Yet despite the many 

punning possibilities in a word, punning in the Western lyrics involves 

persistantly the same pairs of homonyms and the same two meanings of 

one word. So "lian" 't~ always puns with fl. "si" ~.f, with 

; and "pi" ~ refers to "cloth" and "a pair of lovers" 

only. If we bring into consideration the Wu lyrics too, not only do we 

encounter the same rigidity in the same pun words, but we also disco-

ver the same rigidity in other pun words: "ou" 1 NI;, always puns with 
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1~ I H 1 i H Jti~ With • , and "zi" f- refers only to "fruit" 

or "seed" and "one's lover" when it operates alone as pun.60 'lhe ar-

bitrary and conventional nature of the puns should best be set off by 

comparision with other poetry that explores other pun possibilities of 

the same words. We have seen that "zi" -if- in an old lyric cited by 

Wu Jing refers to "chess pieces" rather than "fruit". 'lhe following 

example makes a pun of li 'Aft.. 

I cut with my own hands the pear so that we'll share, 
But who knows our love makes parting more painful?61 

Huang Zunxian J; 1! 'f:~ (1848-1905), Shangge ..i.i-ik_ no.3. 

ri1 ~ --;;.-~. ~ fL -!>~ • 

~1t ~1:1 ~L -I'_?) t._ 1 i i1t. 

"Qin qie" t.L ~7/ means both "cut by oneself" and "intimacy" (or 

"love"). "Li" ·=¥ (pear) puns with "li" lii1t (parting), hence 

"fen li" --~~ means both "sharing a pear" and "parting". The 

two lines read marvellously well either way. One reading is: 

I cut the pear with my own hands so that we'll share, 
But who knows by cutting it myself, I do more harm to the pear. 

The alternate reading is on a more emotive level: 

Because of parting, we love more, 
But who knows our love makes parting more painful? 

"Li" ~1' I~ are all homonyms in Middle Chinese as well as in 

Mandarin.62 Therefore "li" Jl1t punning with either of the homo-

nyms only and persistently is essentially arbitrary and conventional. 

One more example should convince us of the conventional character of 

puns. 'Ibis time we may turn to a Wu lyric and compare it with a poem 

of a later age. In the Wu lyrics, "qi" ~fl (date) invariably puns 

with "qi" :f..tt; (chess or chess piece), as the following may illus-

trate: 
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This night I part with my love, 
When would we meet again? 
A bright lamp is shining on an empty chess board -
Still there is not a date. 
(Still there is not a piece.)63 

( Ziye ge no.9, YFSJ 44.642.) 

~9 L:fK_~V. 
~-t" ~ 1PJ a~. 
I>/Pf ~. 1l kl · 
~. ~. ;f. ~ 11R • 

However, Lu Guimeng P.$:-ifl.~ (?-881) makes the word "qi" :f~ puns 

with another homonym qi t~ (flag): 

I heard they. will make a new pennant, 
The old date will likely be cancelled. 
(The old flag will likely be discarded.)64 

Ml ii ~$fy ~ 
~ :;J.Ai -t in . 

"Qi" :JR puns with qi :11( , which is a synonym of qi ~ 

(pennant). The first line serves primarily to engender the pun. It 

comes close to the Wu songs in style, hence the title "A poem in the 

style of the Folksong Makers" )iii'l/'-~~ • Qi :f $; , ~"l\ , :I.ti ( G SR 

952k,u,v. Anc.Chin. g'ji) are synonyms in Middle Chinese as they are 

nc:r,..r in Putonghua, therefore to make qi Ill pun invariably with iJ.I;. 

is essentially arbitrary and conventional. 

There are other aspects of the conventionality of puns. When a 

pun involves a fairly broad term, we find it constantly associated 

with one specific referent in spite of other possibilities. Hence "si" 

(thread, silk) in the pun ~.~\ / .!! · as employed in the West-

ern lyrics and the Wu lyrics invariably refers to the thread of silk-

worm. In contrast, makers of another group of Chinese folk songs, Yue

feng -J lit.i (Songs of Guangdong) of the eighteenth century, always 

thought of cobwebs when the· pun .~r. I :i{· is used. The following 

should suffice for illustration: 
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I think of you, 
True is my heart and you know it. 
A spider makes a web at the Three Rivers' Mouth, 
True thread it is that hurling water cannot sunder.65 

"Si'" ~~ (L:;j• 

~· =fll ~\ 
~~'ii JI:.~' ~ -1il... )1.p . 

~" ~!!f.~!MJ:::. i::l- )::2. 

~ :t It :;r' tlr J(_ .:K ji,t, • 

here puns with ~- (thoughts, love). "True thread" _A~j. 

is "true love". In the collection of Yuefeng compiled by Li Tiaoyuan 

(1734-1803), the pun invariably refers to cobwebs rather 

than cocoons .66 

Punning in the folk songs is therefore a highly conventionaliz-

ed figure. An inexperienced audience may need some form of initiation 

into the tradition, but once the conventions are well mastered, the 

puns will pose no problem to instant comprehension. Indeed, when lotus 

or silkworm 3it is mentioned, the audienc will be alert to the 

possibility of a pun and know what pun it will be. And the pun itself 

will help the audience to determine the thematic range of the song. It 

is this kind of convention between the lyricists and the intended au-

dience that not only helps the audience to comprehend, but also allows 

the lyricist to play with the pun and reveal his ingenuity without the 

fear of misunderstanding. Shicheng yue no.5 may exemplify our point. 

'!he final two lines run: 

The wind blew on the philodendron hedge, 
I hate to hear the bitter sound of parting. 
(I hate to hear the sound of bitter hedges.) 

·liL~~.~-~ . 
. ; Ji. fi(J =i ~jt It . 

Philodendron ~ ffo.. , a plant of bitter taste, occurs only this 

once in the Western lyrics, but it is quite a popular motif in the Wu 

songs, and one could believe that it has been taken from the Wu songs 
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and planted here.67 '!he motif is employed throughout the Wu lyrics 

to hint at bitterness of feeling. It is in fact a conventional word-

play. '!he pun li ~~ I # , as we have seen, is also very stereo-

typed. Yet the two instances of conventional word-play are brought 

together for the first time here. '!he new combination wards off much 

of the staleness that might have deadened the figure. The wind motif 

is new too to the pun, and it is an unusal stroke to transform the pun 

into an "auditory image". Consequently, despite the very conventiona

lity of its major elements, (it should be mentioned that fan 7~ 

[hedges] standing for li a [hedges] when the pun ~- / °ij.. is 

involved occurs once in the Wu lyrics and is perhaps a conventional 

usage,68) the whole pun structure remains fresh and appealing. This 

could be said generally of the puns in the Western lyrics as well as 

the Wu lyrics: the puns are always conventional, but the lyricist can 

usually play with them without the fear of miscomprehension by the 

audience, since the key to the message, which is the pun itself,is 

well in their possession. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This chapter on the prosody and language reveals to us other 

aspects of the Western song tradition. We have seen that the pentasyl

labic quatrain is a dominant form. Of the minor forms, heptasyllabic 

couplet is the most significant because of its greater frequency in 

the song repertory and its total absence in the Wu lyrics. We have 

discovered too a fair number of formulae and discussed their function. 

Finally, the discussion turns to the most commonly mentioned feature 

of the lyrics - the puns, and succeeds in discovering some of the 
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conventional character of the trope. 

Throughout the discussion, our attention has been constantly 

drawn to repetitive patterns. A pentasyllabic quatrain is most often 

divided into two units, the first to accomodate the background; and 

the last the foreground, where emotive intensity is usually played 

out. Formulae are repeatedly used. The same punning possibilities are 

repeatedly exploited. Yet it is not so much the uniqueness of the 

repeated features as their ordinariness in Chinese literature which 

strikes us. Pentasyllabic quatrains and heptasyllabic couplets were a 

heritage from the past. The former was gaining popularity in the 

literati circle in the Southern Dynasties, though the two forms 

remained basically folk idioms before the Sui dynasty. The recurrent 

manner of organizing a quatrain is also by no means unique to the 

Western lyrics, nor even to folk poetry, since the same organization 

can be readily found in literary poetry too. 'Ihe following is one of 

numerous examples: 

Complaint of the Jade Staircase pf~~. Xie Tiao ~~L 

In the palace at dusk the blind of pearl are unfurled, 
Fireflies flit around, then come to rest. 
'Ihroughout the long night I sew thin silken garments, 
When will my thoughts of you ever come to an end? 

(tr. by J.D. Frodsham)69 

.Y a -r- l:f. Jl_ . 
~j,1-> ~ ~ ~l l.· . 
-l- ;t,t_ ~i: ~ -*-- . 
)!· ~ ~t:. Hf 'f~ . 

The focus moves from the hall to the lady and ultimately her thoughts. 

'Ihe first two lines set the scene for the human drama to be played out 

in the last two lines. In respect of formulaic language we are aware 

that some instances of them are not only discoverable in the Western 

lyrics and the Wu lyrics, but also in the older lyrics, such as South-
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east Fly The Peacocks and Bei ge which supposedly belonged to the 

Later Han period.70 Finally, we have found that the puns of the West

ern lyrics can mostly be found in the Wu lyrics. These many common fea

tures between the Western lyrics and others bring us to an awareness 

that the Western song tradition is by no means an isolated tradition. 

It interacts with other traditions, influencing and influenced by 

them. It is perhaps erroneous to speak of a regional folk tradition 

only in terms of its unique features, since they alone cannot represent 

the whole picture. It is equally important to emphasize the common 

features which it shares with others, so that we would not be blind to 

the fact that a regional tradition always partakes of the great cul

ture to which it belongs. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, it may be useful to recapitualate a few points 

made in the preceding pages, and to indicate tentative plans for 

future work. 

This is the first time that a discussion of the Western songs 

has examined in depth the ethnic complexity in the western region. 

The region, as we have demonstrated, saw a Han-Chinese population 

coexisting with a significant number of ethnic minorities, particular

ly the Man and the Liao. It is therefore not surprising when we dis

cover in the songs some non-Han-Chinese elements. We have found that 

at least two instruments of foreign origin were used in performance -

waist-drum and lingpan. While the waist-drum is a widely known ins

trument, this study has for the first time attempted to clarify the 

shape, use and origin of lingpan, showing that the instrument was a 

kind of cymbal used in India and Burma. We have also noted the peculi

ar instrumental accompaniment to yige, (which is without strings,) 

and have shown it to be similar to that of Man and Liao music. The 

affinity, we have argued, indicates the influence of the latter on the 

Western songs. 

other than the instruments, we have also looked into the differ

ent types of Western songs. Traditionally, only two types of Western 

songs were distinguished, namely dance songs and yige. We have dis

tinguished one extra type. '!his type, which consist of only three 

songs, appears to have songsheng (end-refrain) and is hence struc

turally different from the two others which do not have songsheng 
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at all. While songsheng is absent from most of the Western songs, 

hesheng {refrain) is very often encountered, particularly in the 

dance songs. It is this structural characteristic that makes the dance 

songs particularly suitable for group singing. By way of contrast, we 

have demonstrated that solo performance was more usual of the Wu songs, 

which were contemporaneous with the Western songs, and which contained 

only songsheng. 

We have also attempted to examine the performance of the songs. 

Because of the limitation imposed by the material, we have confined 

the discussion to the performance by ji, who were musicians and 

courtesans in one, and noted that the extant Western songs belong 

basically to a ji repertory. The nature of the profession may to a 

certain extent have determined the kinds of songs that were handed 

down to us. Indeed, as we turn to examine the themes and imagery of 

the songs, we find that love and parting are the most important themes 

and are always seen from a female perspective. This, we think, may be 

related to the fact that ji were also courtesans, and were often 

brought to perform in feasts of partings. 

'!he image of women stands out as one of the most distinct fea

tures of the songs. She is more vigorous and less melancholic than her 

counterpart in either the literary love poetry of the time or the Wu 

songs. In respect of imagery, the natural imagery occurs most often, 

and the discussion centers on three major kinds: seasons and weather, 

plants, birds and animals. Some images are shown to have assumed con

sistent connotative meanings which reflect the presence of a regional 

tradition: wind is always associated with parting, and pines with a 

longing for compassion etc •• But our attention is also drawn to cer-
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tain resemblance between these images and those found in other poetry. 

We have found that the songs on the whole, like older Chinese folk 

songs, prefer specificity to generalization. The pine image, as in the 

literary tradition, is always set against a background of wintry cold 

or has dodders as its foil. The traditional symbols of loving harmony 

- mandarin ducks and pair-eyed fish - have also found their way into 

the songs. 

The discussion of prosody and language has shown that pentasylla

bic quatrains and heptasyllabic couplets are two predominant struc

tures. More often than not, they are organized according to a bipart

ti te scheme: a lyric is to be divided into two units of equal length, 

of which the first unit provides for the background, while the climax 

and lyrical intensity will be played out in the second. We have also 

looked into the formulaic language and puns, defining for this purpose 

a formula as a group of tetrasyllabic length at least, repeatedly em

ployed under the same metrical condition to express a given essential 

idea. Consequently, twenty-seven formulae are discovered. In contrast, 

we have discovered only four formulae in a corpus of literary poems 

which is twice the size of the Western repertory. 'llle formulaic lan

guage again evidences the presence of a tradition which is distinctive 

from the literary one. It is a folk tradition, which is not afraid of 

using old expressions. The literary tradition, on the other hand, al

ways seeks novelty and individual distinction. Finally, as we examine 

the puns, we discover in the figure the same trait of the folk tradi

tion - the puns involving the same two words or the same two meanings 

of a word are repeatedly used despite other punning possibilities. 

'llle musical peculiarities, a sensibility which averts from exces-
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sive sentimentality (as revealed in the treatment of certain themes), 

an outstanding image of woman, a host of recurrent images with special 

functions, a special group of formulae, and some very conventional 

puns - all these, found in a repertory of songs composed by different 

persons at different times but in roughly the same region, should con

vince us of the existance of a regional folk song tradition. But it is 

a tradition which is constantly under the influence of others. We have 

pointed out at length that while the Western songs exhibit characteris

tics of their own, they share at the same time several affinities with 

other poetry, particular the Wu songs. Pentasyllabic quatrain is a 

dominant structure in both the Western and the Wu repertories. A hand

ful of formulae and puns are discoverable in both of them. Other kinds 

of affinities exist between the Western songs and the literary poetry. 

These facts bring home to us the reality that a regional tradition is 

always susceptible to the influence of others. To view both its dis

tinctiveness and the similarities it shares with others is certainly 

more realistic than to restrict the vision to just one or the other. 

The song tradition, as we have shown, is one which is not afraid 

of repeating the familiar, and we have suggested that it is the nature 

of oral delivery which is largely responsible for this trait. The re

current and familiar features are a great help not only to the compo

position, but also to the comprehension of the lyrics. They help to 

define the structural and thematic contour of the lyrics, so that the 

audience "in the know" can anticipate the message correctly, and hence 

comprehend more readily. '!his discussion is, so far as my reading 

goes, the first serious attempt to study the Western songs by taking 
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into account their oral nature, and, I think, it has succeded in de-

monstrating that the approach can alert us to the effect of many of 

the thematic and stylistic features in the process of oral communica-

ti on. 

Finally, a few words on the influence of the Western songs on the 

literary scene of later ages may be appropriate. We cannot trace the 

Western song tradition further back in history, nor can can we examine 

its development in later ages, since never before or since, until this 

century when interest in folk culture tends to flourish, were the songs 

of the western region recorded in a significant quantity. However, the 

influence of the Western songs on the literary tradition has been wide-

ly acknowledged and discussed. One of the much discussed influence is 

on the rise of jueju ~~67 in the Tang poetry. Many jueju, like 

Western songs and Wu songs, are pentasyllabic quatrains, and it is 

tempting to trace the origin of the later genre to the songs.1 But 

it has also been argued that another poetic form, duan ju ~~G] 

which is structurally a pentasyllabic quatrain, and was quite popular 

among the poets of the Southern Dyansties, is the proper origin of 

jueju.2 The issue remains highly contentious. Nevertheless, it is 

reasonable to think that popularity of the songs among the literati 

might have helped to popularize the structure as a poetic idiom. 

'!he other influence claimed is on the rise of the ci genre, a 

kind of lyric mostly of irregular lines, which gained immense popular-

ity since the end of Tang. Yang Shen's ~tj.. (1488-1559) thus comments 

in Ci pin ~~ 3., ' 1 • 1 b: 

The practice of composing ci lyrics to various tunes arose in 
Tang, but its origin could be traced to the Six Dynasties (i.e. 
Wu [222-280), Eastern Jin [317-420), Song, Qi, Liang and Chen). 
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Yang goes on to cite Jiangnan nong :;,::1- ~~ by the Emperor Wu of 

Liang as example. According to YFSJ 50.726, Jiangnan nong was created 

by modifying some of the Western songs. The song lyrics of the Emperor 

Wu resemble a ci lyric in two ways: first they were sung to music; 

second, they were made of irregular lines in a fixed form. Yang's 

view, plausible as it is, has aroused much controversy. Some opponents 

have argued that since ci lyrics are sung to the tunes of Yan music 

~ •. t. t.~,· . """1' , which was foreign music imported during the Sui and Tang dy-

nasties, it is hence not possible to date the origin of ci earlier 

than Sui.3 We may leave the unsolved problem to future debate since 

discussion of the orgin of the ci genre involves a much wider scope 

of literary history than can be considered here. 

The third major influence is on the Tang poetry in general, and 

it is here that the influence is unmistakable. Tang poets such as Li 

Bo (701-762) and Wen Tingyun ;j_~~ (ca. 812-870) not 

only wrote poems to the titles of Western tunes,4 but also fre-

quently alluded to the Western lyrics in their other poetic creations. 

By way of example, I will give some Western lyrics and some lines from 

the Tang poems which seems to have been influenced by the Western 

song: 

Xiangyang yue no.1 (YFSJ 48.703) 

'lhe many girls of Dadi 
Their blossoming beauty dazzles your eyes • 

.A. :l>Jt i..t' '* Ji_, 

*--' f~~JL~ ~ 

a. Han Yu :Uit;- (768-824), Song Li Shangshu_You fu Xiangyang 
ba yun de chang zi ~ -t~--f tli.....itti ~-Jf,-\l~.-1~-l1-(A poem of 
sixteen lines with chang as the rhyme word, written when 
sending off Li You, the Grand Secretary, who is going to 
Xiangyang) : 
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Distinguished is this visitor to Xianshou, 
The singing girls of Dadi are all blossoming beauties.5 

J'iL ;j'w .i.iJ.. ~ $- . 
Jt.. ft, ::K. i>~ 1 ~ . 

b. Yuan Zhen 3L ~~ (779-831), Chou Letian fu Jiangzhou lu 
shang jian ji, no.2 ~~~~::i.-tJi :i=.$:--1-4 (In reply to Letian 
[i.e. Bo Juyi "'1 ~ ~ , 772-846), who has sent me a poem when 
on the way to Jiangzhou): 

Dadi (The Great Dyke) surrounds the Xiangyang city, 
My house looks out onto the dyke. 
Candles follow the blossoming beauties to come in, 
Horses depart with morning clouds.6 

:!- ~:A. i>~~l,. 
:11<:. -r..1 ;:k.. '"'-JL -1 ~ . 

1;;j f {L *--' f~ ~ . 
-~ ~ 11\ 1\ .:ii. • 

c. Lo Qiu l1f. !f.w (fl. ninth century). "Bihonger shi" !:t.~jt.il~ 
(A poem on Bihonger): 

She can charm all with a smile, 
No need to go to Dadi for a blossoming beauty.7 

lit ~it - ~ -if.... A... XL . 
~ fii 1~ !.IJ, J:-. .:A:._ ~ • 

It should be evident from these examples that the Tang poets must have 

known the songs well enough to adopt their motifs and vocabulary in 

their own creations. However, the examples, like others we have dis-

covered,8 can show little more than that a Western song had become 

a learned allusion in the literary tradition. A fuller understanding 

of the heritage will involve a close and extensive study of the later 

poetry, which might best be left to future scholarship. Nevertheless, 

there is certainly an interaction between the Chinese folk tradition 

and the literary one. We perhaps still know too little about the folk 

tradition to study the relation in depth, but the recognition of this 

interaction has at least one imp_ortant implication for students of 
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Chinese literature: the literary tradition cannot be fully understood 

if its folk counterpart continues to be neglected. 



NOTES TO CHAPTER I 

1. a. XTS; Treatise on Rituals and Music, 22.478: 
There were also the Western songs il!'i lltl from Congling ~,-$, 
(Chinese Pamirs). When performing, men and women formed into 
a file, stamped their feet and sang. 

b. Fang Yizhi -?~9' (d.1671), Tongya ifil.~ , 29.14a: 
Muhu sha :f~"tt.~~~ is a western song ~ dt> • • ••• I have 
found that in the Tang dynasty there were about two thousand 
Zoroastrian Mohu monks {.~it H, 1i who came from Da Qin ;r,j..._ 
(roughly Middle East) to China. Muhu is now the title of a 
tune which, I think, is of western origin. 

Muhu :f~ it_ is a transliteration of the Old Persian mogu 
which refers to Zoroastrian monks. See Rao Zongyi it.~~~' 
Muhu ge kao :f~ ti~ in Dagongbao zai Xianggang fukan 
sanshi zhounian jinian wenji ~'4lll...~~~ti1'1 ;:..-t tJlif ,~~~$ , 
vol.2, pp.737-771. For the early history of Zoroastrian worship 
in China, see also Liu Ts' un-yan :f~y~:i.... , "Traces of Zoroas-
trian and Manichaen Activities in T'ang China," in selected Pa
pers from the Hall of the Harmonious Wind, pp. 3-55. 

c. Zhai Hao ~ ~.l ( ?-17 8 8) , Tongsu bi an 1!!_1~ Nii 
Presently, the short airs from Shanxi ~ i!fJ 
f~""1 are called "western songs" ~lilt> 

very different from their ancient namesake. 

I 19o14a: 
and Shanxi 

, but they are 

d. According to YFSJ, Zhonghua shuju edition, 1978, 47.689, 
the songs which came from Jing-Chu it-I ;Jt__ (roughly Hubei and 
Hunan), Fang~ and Deng ~ (both at the north of Xiangyang 

j( ~ , Hubei), and which became popular in the Southern 
Dynasties, were called "Western songs". 

2. '!be following two instances may suffice for illustration: 
a. Jin shu, Biography of He Chong 1~~ (292-346), 77.2030: 

Jing-Chu is the western gate of this country. 

b. Sheng Hongzhi J~ ~l\::%.._ (fl. early fifth century), Jingzhou 
j i ii'I tli tl-.. (Han Tang dilishu chao 3~. ~ ~~lfi ~, p. 3 33): 

'!be present emperor was in the west, when suddenly an islet 
emerged from the river. 

The Emperor was Wen di _j:_~ (407-453) of Liu Song J1,1 ti . He 
was then the governor of Jingzhou ii t"{ and stationed at Jiang-
ling ;.;i. rt__ (in Hubei). 

3. In 554, the army of the Western Wei ~J.~ (535-556), one of the 
northern dynasties, captured Jiangling in a major offensive 
against the southern empire. Xiao Cha ~~ (519-562), the 
grandson of the Liang Emperor Wu .;fljjl\;/f;' (464-549), had assisted 
Western Wei in the conquest, and was afterwards made the ruler 
of the small state set up around the city. 

4. See YFSJ, 47.688. According to Yuhai :i:~ 105.21a, GJYL 
was compiled in the second year of the Guangdai ;U;K_ era (568) 
of the Chen dynasty. 
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5. See YTXY, 10.3b-5a. The section comprises the following tunes: 
Shicheng yue ~ .i-J.14 ~- , Guke yue -r;!; $ ~ , Wu ye ti 

-~ ~ ... , Xi angyang yue ~ f~ ~ , Ya ngpaner ~'Hi. .!!i!..l 
which are also mentioned by Zhijiang in GJYL. See YFSJ 
47.468-469. There is much controversy over when Xu Ling (507-
583) compiled YTXY. '!he present consensus is that Xu Ling ~~ri:.. 
undertook the task under the auspices of the Liang Emperor 
Jianwen AA~ ?fr (503-551) when he was still the crown 
prince, i.e. between 531 and 549. See Kozen Hiroshi Jf.¥11~~ , 
"Gyokudai shin 'ei seiri tsu ko" ::E.· ~~'i'1"~ rlX._:JL. ~ , Tohogaku 
~~ ~ 63( 1982): 58-73, which is a more recent and very 

ably argued treatise on the topic. Kozen holds that the anthology 
must have been compiled around 534. In any case, YTXY definite
ly antedates GJYL. 

6. Thus says the Emperor Jianwen of Liang in Zheng fu 'f ~ (Yi-
wen leizui ~.SC..-1.J.*'- 44.787): 

It accompanies the Western dances which are performed by the 
beauties of Jing. 

~.:> i8';. Jt ~~ ~-..1-::11.cl 

As we shall see in the next note and in Chapter.II, many 

(by Emperor Yuan of Liang 
Western songs are dance songs. 
According to Zuan yao Jt _$: 
507-555), p.26: 

Chu songs are called "yan". ~ -1ik._ -e f!i. 
'!he term was widely used as the following may illustrate: 
a. 

of the 

Those from South China present us with the yan of Jing. 

b. 

; :z,. if) l!. ~ f2J 

Yan Yanzhi ~j,~~ (384-456), Jujia xing Jingkou 
sanyue sanri shiyou Qu'e Houhu zuo •11; if.:f:a3 tj:i.'fl 
1if a ~ ,~ -ri l#Ji ~1t 

Chu yan arouses saddness in the travellers. 

~ fi.i ~-if~ 

Xie Lingyun *ti.if_ (385-433), Pengcheng gong 
zhong zhi gan suimu j~~ 'F.: tf 11.$·~~ 

See Ding Fubao -:r ;;fj-f;J-, 

and 3.652. 
( 1874-195 2), Quan Song shi +~ tif 2 .616 

The other term "xi sheng" ~ 7f
Treatise on Music, 109.2842, and 
Chu. 

is found in Wei shu a.--t , 
it refers to the songs of Jing-

Du Taiqing ::t.t:--£. .9flf (?-ca.596) in his Yuzhu baodian :C.· .Ylp1,~ 
uses the term "Wu songs" !J,~ when referring to the following 
Western songs: Ji angling yue 1::1- ~i.~ , Shuang xingchan "§(n ~ , 
and Yuejie zhe yangliu .>1'ir:tfr:f-~:.f~ • See Yuzhu, 5.16b, 
18a; 6.15a; 7.13b. Wu is the area around Jiankang and well beyond 
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the Jing-Chu region. Du was a Northerner from Quyang 'l!ll ¥~ (in 
Hebei), and Northerners of the time tended to refer to South 
China generally as Wu. For instance, Zhou shu lf\1" , Biogra-
phy of Zhangsun Jian 4 H. it , 26 .428: 

Taizu -*'.::fll (i.e. Emperor wen of Zhou If!~~ , 504-555) thus 
wrote to Zhangsun Jian ..l~i 1~ (d.569), " •••• But the 
people of Wu left the place because of war. They should be 
welcome back and be comforted. It [Jiangling] is moreover an 
important city on our southern border. Bearing all these in 
mind, I think you are my best choice as governor." Hence he 
ordered Zhangsun Jiang to take station at Jiangling. 

This happened soon after the northern army had successfully 
invaded Jiangling in 554. The city was in Jingzhou and within the 
territory of Liang. 'Ihe so-called "people of Wu" were in fact 
people living in that area. For biographical details of Du, see 
Sus, 5 8 • 1 4 21 • 

7. See Sos, Treatise on Music, 19.552. The author Shen Yue 
(441-512) uses the phrase "dance music of the Qiang barbarians 

8. 

and the vulgar of the west" il171Z k.. ~fl t~·$lt ~ when referring 
to the Western songs and some foreign music. 

The following comment by Zheng Qiao 
(TZ, 75.865) has been well noted: 

The area between Yangzi and the 
; ~ (i.e. Zhounan I~~ 

(1101-1162) 

Han river was called "Er nan" 
and Zhaonan ~ if1 ) • It is 

here that shi (i.e. the songs of Shi jing) originated. 
See also Sun Zuoyun 1},1~ f , "Cong du shi de fangmian tantan 
Shi j ing de shidai he diyuxing"1Jt.tt ~ -u-.1r::r ii7 HU}.~~~~ tJi7s~1', :%t.>Ul!.>~'tt, 
in Shi jing yanjiu lunwen ji H *l Ajf ~ %;iij ~~ , vol.1, pp.51-
70. 

9. See Chuci buzhu .:~_rfi~ ~~·;t , 2.1 b-2a. 

1 o. Han shu, Treatise on Rituals and Music ~'.l~ i.· 
The founding emperor Gaozu ;%i ~fl.. (r.202-195 
fond of the music of Chu. Hence the Fangzhong 
(a kind of ritual music played at court) were 
kind. 

, 22.1043: 
B.C.) was very 
yue ~-cf~ 
music of this 

We are told in the same history (22.1045) that when the Music 
Bureau was first established, local songs from all over the 
empire were collected, among them were those from Zhao ~ 
(roughly southern Shanxi ~al:/ and Hebei), Dai +i\i (roughly 
northern Shanxi il-1 IJi; ) , Qin J.. (roughly Shanxi y~;i;, ) 
and Chu ~ 
In Wen xuan ~.£_ , 4. 8a-b, Zhang Heng 5-fd~f (78-139) thus 
describes a popular entertainment in the city Nanyang i!f7 ~ 

The dance of Zhepan from Western Jing makes one grieve. 

~. ~ 1-J 2'... *tr 1l 

.. (Nan du fu i1J 16~ ~~ 
Li Shan { .i: ( ?-689) rightly says that Zhepan was a Chu 
dance ~~ • The dance is otherwise named "Qipan" -t:-!ll 
Its popularity among the upper class might also be evidenced by a 
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tomb mural in Yi nan 5..JT itJ • See Zeng Zhaoyu ~ t18 :)'~ , Yi nan 
gu huaxiang shimu fajue baogao ;B ~ t "t1~ ~ :;t ~~~!..% , p.83. 
For further details of the dance, see- also Guo Lifang "°$;Jl:. ~ 
( ?-1164), Yunyu yangqiu -1lti ~ ~;l( 1 5 .5a; and Konoshi Noboru 

,1, iiJ ~ , "Shichiban mai ni kansuru shosetsu ni tsui te" 
-!::'~ ~ 1.:: mi 9 ~t-tL I=_,,., -1.. I Nihon Chugoku gakkai ho \OJ~ 
i' l~ ~-t'.t&... 14(1962): 79-9 2. 

1 1 • Taiping yulan f.,zt-1~y ~ , 569. 7a. 

12. Wu songs arose around the city Jiankang, and became popular in 
the Pastern Jin dynasty. 'lhey are often mentioned together with 
the Western songs since both were roughly contemporaneous, and 
their places of origin lie adjacent to each other. Some three 
hundred Wu songs survive today. See YFSJ, juan 44-47. For a 
detailed discussion of the songs, see Wang Yunxi, Liuchao yue
fu yu minge -?i jq~ .711 .ffe ~~ 
'lhe prefaces to all Wu songs in YFSJ juan 44-47 contain no 
indication of their being dance songs. YFSJ 44.640 quoting 
GJYL gives a list of Wu songs. The quoted work says: 

The imperial concubine Bao Mingyue .Z Sf! Fl (Liang) created 
the dance Qian xi • 7f.i ~J.: 

But sos, Treatise on Music, 19.549 attributes the work to the 
Jin commander Shen Chong ;.!£J1L (fl. in the early fourth centu-
ry). Bao Mingyue might have revised it as dance song. 

1 3. The original text gives 1'~Jt..'<l17Jj- which does not seem to make 
sense. TD 142.738 contains a very similar passage where "xi" iii; 
is given instead of "si" '\10 

14. See Sus, Treatise on Music. 15.349. A brief account of the 
Qingshang music in the north from the time of Northern Wei jl~ 
(386-534) may be in order here. Northern Wei later split into two 
dynasties: Fas tern Wei ~ ~ (534-550) which was centered at 
Luoyang, and Western Wei ,lJJ.:i~ (5 35-551) of which the captial 
was Changan. The two dynasties were subsequently superceded by 
two others: Northern Qi ::lt~ (550- 577) in the east, and 
Northern Zhou ::H:. Ii} (557-581) in the west. Northern Zhou 
finally conquered Northern Qi in 577 and unified the north, but 
was itself soon replaced by a new dynasty Sui (581-618). 
Qingshang, which was in the possession of Northern Wei, was 
left to Northern Qi. We know from Sus, Treatise on Music, 
14.331, that Qingshang was among the "miscellaneous music" 
of Northern Qi. According to the same page in SUS, the last but 
one emperor of Northern Qi, Qi Houzhu -if11:t (555-577) (the last 
emperor Youzhu !>.fl~ , r.577, ruled but three months) who had 
the longest reign (11 years) in the dynasty, "loved only barbar
ian music" 111t'f~R~~ 
As to the state of music in Northern Zhou, it is thus stated in 
JTS, Treatise on Music, 28.1040: 

The Yuan Wei :it.~ and the Yuwen ~..:k.. (Yuan and Yuwen 
were surnames of the royal families of the Wei and Northern 
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1 5. 

Zhou respectively) in turn ruled over the northern wilderness. 
Qingyue was hardly played. People enjoyed only the old folk 
music of their country. 

Hence, before the Sui dynasty, Qingshang, which was also named 
Qingyue, was by no means popular in the north. With the old 
musicians dying out, much of the Qingyue music must have been 
lost over the years. Before the conquest of the south, Emperor 
Wen of Sui rl.31:.~ (541-604) could have hardly heard any 
Qingshang music at all. 

See Sus, Treatise on Music, 
of Qingyue is Yangpan 1; 1~ 
song Yangpaner ..:;t~ iH... '!l.-i. 

1804), Nian er shi kaoyi 

15.378. One of the songs mentioned 
, which is the same as a Western 

• See also Qian Dax:in ~~ afr (1728-
-'9- ""!I!.~~ , 32.625. 

16. Of the Nine Sections of Music .n.~ ~ , which were the most 
important entertainment in the court of Sui, at least seven were 
imported from foreign kingdoms such as Kucha if! ii1\ , Samarkand 
~Lil and Koguryo ~673it... 'lhe Nine Sections were expanded into 

ten in the Tang dynasty. See Sus, Treatise on Music, 15.377-
379, and JTS, juan 28, Treatise on Music. 'lhe ten sections were 
later replaced by Libu ji :Jr.:tis 1~ (Standing Division of Music) 
and Zuobu ji 1t *1~ (Sitting Division of Music). Accord
ing to JTS 29.1060 and 1062, the former contains some elements 
of Kucha music ;g~ ~flt iiii ~ , while the latter was for the most 
part made of Kucha music 'f'" ff/ JfLs ~ 

17. Du You's account of the decline of Qingshang can be found in TD 
146. 761. For the i terns of Faqu ~'!ti> music, see Tang hui yao 
/8 ... ~ 33.614. Among these items, Yushu houting hua :E.·i'ibt-t~~~ 

and Fan longzhou ~-Al..-:Ilr were taken from the Qingshang 
repertory. Emperor Xuanzong was so fond of the music that he took 
it upon himself to teach the music to musicians of his own selec
tion. See XTS, Treatise on Rituals and Music, 22.476. 

18. Wu ye ti appears in a list of Tang music found in Cui Lingqin's 
~-+~ (fl. mid-eighth century) Jiaofang ji R"""'*~z...i 

(p.178). The song was also knCMn to have been performed in the 
court of Xuanzong. It was said that once the emperor played the 
accompaniment on a konghou ~ ~i (a harp like instrument) 
when a singer delivered the song. (See Chen Yang !ff/i._~~ (fl. 
early twelfth century), Yue shu !# -t 128.5b. 
Among the ci "t~ lyrics of Li Houzhu ~ ..f}. ~ (Li Yu 

-f *~ , 937-978), there are two Wu ye ti which structural-
ly differ greatly from each other. One is, according to Wan Shu's 
(fl.1 687) Ci lii ~1 qi , 2.1 4a, the same as another tune 
Xiangjian huan -;;t.§ ~ ;b__ • Whether either of the two Wu 
ye ti originated from the Western song is uncertain. Neverthe
less, both of them feature quite often in ci collections of the 
Song literati. 
Among the qu ii lyrics of the Yuan dynasty (1271-1368), there 
is also a Wu ye ti. See, for example, Qu pu H11 b-1 , whicq 
was compiled during the regin of the Qing Emperor Kangxi ~ ~ 
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(1654-1722), 2.47-48. Whether it is related musically to the 
Western song is again uncertain. 

1 9. See Duan, Yuefu, p. 9. 

20. According to the preface of the work which dated from the fifth 
year of Meiwa i)1~,t:2_3;.{:f (1768), the great grandfather of Wei Hao, 
Wei Shuanghou ~ 1l 1'}, , had served in the Hing government 
before he moved to Nagasaki at the end of the Chongjing ifR::rJ, 
era (1628-1644). He was an adept musician, and his art was handed 
down to Wei Hao. 'Ihough it is generally beleived that the songs 
in the book were representative of Ming music, there is no eviden
ce that Wei Hao might not have composed some of the music himself. 
It shonl,1 he .-ld.ded that the musical notation was not printed, but 
written out later on. I have compared three copies of the work, 
all belonging to the 1768 edition, the notations are on the whole 
the same. For a more detailed discussion of Wei shi yuepu, see 
Hayashi Kenzo :f.:t, $jf_ 3- , "Minggaku haichi cha ni tsui te" 
\>fl~~\~~ 1:. '""' • - ..-t_ in Tanabe sensei kanreki Toa ongaku ronso 
f*IJ:. :!L:i ~»J- ~c...1;-, l; ~--t~ t~ , pp.5 7! -;601; a_nd_Rao Zongyi 
ii!* ~9. , "Wei shi yuepu guankui" ~~~~ ~ * ~ , in 

Ciyue congkan !6]~·-ffiJ 1(0ctober 1958), pp.149-170. 

21. See Rao, "Wei shi yuepu guankui", pp.151-154. Rao suggests this, 
but only tentatively, on the ground that the musical notations as 
found in the work resemble closely those in Zhu QJ.an' s ~ i·"t 
(d.1448) Tangyue di zipu ~~ ~'-ttt (Tang music 
scores in flute tablature). He, moreover, discovers that the book 
ha.s recorded a way of singing "Yuanguan sandie" ~ ~l:;;: i!' 
which is quite close to what is thought to be the Tang manner of 
rendering the song. The book certainly deserves more scholarly 
attention. I have transcribed the Western songs in the book in 
European musical notation for easier reading. See Appendix A, 
pp. 326-331. 

22. See note 5. 

23. In one of Wang Xizhi' s ;:£_ ~- :Z... 
said: 

(303-379) letters, it is 

I now give you the song script. If you have a scribe .''tiA... 
please ask him to write me a copy of it. 

(Wan Youjun ji :I--A7 :f ~ , Han Wei Liuchao 
baisan jia ji ;J:.J:.~;f-:1R-.e:; ~1. , 1 .22a-b) 

Another instance is found in Bei shi ?b5t_ , Biography of 
Yang Junzhi r~1£.~ (fl. mid-sixth century), 47.1728: 

In the time of Wenxiang 3:. 1l_ (i.e. Gao Cheng ~ >f_:-
521-549), Yang had written many song-lyrics in six-syllable 
lines. They were licentious and crude, but widely circulated. 
Some people gave them the name "Yang Wu banlu" ~ :0.1::)!. 1 g 
and even wrote them out for sale in the market place. 

24. Other than the five lyrics in the section "Jindai xiqu ge" 
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.llt.~ ?fi~ ~ , there were three others - Xunyang yue jf f~ ~ 
Qingyang gequ -1if P~~ lib and Cansi ge 1t '*t, ~ (i.e. Zuo 
cansi -<p ~ l\* ) - under the sectin head of "Jindai zage 

Ur.. +q JFtt.-t/Jc._ • In the same chapter, there is also one other 
Western song, Dangyang Mengzhu ge -Pl- NJ; ifa ~~ • See YTXY, 
10.6b-7a. 

25. See Wang Mo's ~ ~$. (fl.1778) Han Wei yishu chao =-1.~ 
ii... -t" ~..7 , Ma Guohan' s .. ~ I~ l~ ( 1 794-1 85 7) Yuhan shan-

f ang ji yishu :P;;ibi"""~ l~-t..!1',"f" and Huang Shi's ~- Jtl.. 
(fl.1843) Hanxue tang cong shu :;,J. "'i' Jf-t" . Wang's 
collection is the most complete. One of the entries, which is 
taken from Taiping yulan, 565.8a, is as follows: 

Emperor Wen of Sui sent Mao Shuang, Cai Ziyuan and [ ? 
Jinming to watch the ethers. 

P-l 3L.. ;ty rt ~ ~ a_ =JJ.-- <1-.3l..i D -t 9fI if ~ 1 ~. ~ 

It appears to contradict the date of GJYL given in Yuhai, 
since "Wen" is the posthumous title of the Emperor who died in 
604. In the Treatise on Bibliography, Sus, 32.926, the author 
of the work is given as ''Shctmen Zhijiang of Chen" P~ '$-Jr/>'q :!ti'$:. 
By the time of Southern Song, GJYL was still extant, and was 
mentioned by You Mou .;L, *-. (1127-1194) in Suichu tang shumu 

~.:::f::..7J ~ "t ~ , p.3. Wang Yinglun ~_J.!l,~ (1 223-1296), 
the author of Yuhai, in fact cites another work of early South-
ern Song - Zhongxing shwnu t::r ~-t fl - to give the date of 
GJYL. I think Yuhai should be reliable. 'lhe editors of Tai-
ping yulan may have wrongly ascribed the fragment to Zhijiang, 
or some alteration was made in GJYL so that later material was 
added to it. As another point of interest, the Chinese cosmic 
magic known as "watch the ethers" is a curious practice which 
attempts to detect the arrival of "cosmic ethers" with pitch
pipes. See Derk Bodde, "'lhe Chinese Cosmic Magic Known as 'Watch 
for the Ethers', in Studia Serica Bernhard Karlgren Ledicata, 
pp.14-35. 

26. Cheng Tachang -'*~.:::k ~ ( 1123-1195) , who has seen the work, notes 
that the work deal!:!_ with the music from Han to Liang. See Cheng, 
Yan Fanlu ;;,~ ~ g_ , 14. 2b. However, the fragments as 
collected mention songs ascribed to Xu You ~ M and Zhuang 
Zhou "$ 181 etc., who lived in pre-Qin times. Zhijiang was 
perhaps discussing music current in the Han and later periods, 
but believed to be composed in earlier times. 

27. GJYL is cited in YFSJ 25.365 as saying: 
From "At fifteen I joined the army and marched to battle" 
onwards, the lines belong to an old poem. 

r --r 3i. ~ j ~ .J ~ -r- .Jl_ -t; i~ • · 

The song in concern is Ziliu ma geci ~~V ·'1~JVr • On the 
same page in YFSJ, the quoted line "At fifteen • • • • " heads the 
third lyric to the tune, and the lyric itself is followed by 
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three more lyrics. These four lyrics are continuous in sense, and 
often anthologized as one poem. See, for example, Ding, ~an Han 
shi, p.59. Nevertheless, the quotation strongly suggests that 
GJYL must have recorded the lyrics, though the extant fragments 
are mostly without them. 

28. See Chapter II, pp. 24-63. 

29. Ibid •• 

30. As a matter of fact, ji mig~t be passed on from the court to 
the houses of powerful ministers, and vice versa. Emperors very 
often made gifts of ji, presumably from his possession, to his 
ministers and generals. For some examples, see Jiankang shilu 
~ ~17~.t<.... , 12.37a-b; Liang shu, Biography of Yuan Faseng 
::v. ~~#It , 39 .553-554; Chen shu, Annals of Emperor Xuan ~ ~ 

5.97; Biography of Wu Mingche ~tlR-1~ , 9.162; and Biography 
of Chen Weiji r*- ~·.fl~ , 9 .220; Nan shi, Biography of Xu Mian 

-1~ ~ , 60. 1 485 • On the other hand, officials might 
present their own ji to the emperor as tribute. See, for example, 
Nan Qi shu, Biography of Xiao Jingxian -f-li L , 38.663. 
Sometimes, perhaps not very often, emperors might simply took 
away ji from his ministers by force. See Nan Qi shu, 
Biography of Dao Hui !.!l ~ , 3 7 .64 7; and Nan shi, Biography 
of Zhou Fengshu 1:r--~ , 46. 1158. 

31. See YFSJ 4 7 .688-689 for the arrangement of the Western songs in 
GJYL. See also YFSJ, juan 47, 48 and 49. Guo has added to the 
list a number of creations by the literati, such as Liang Emperor 
Jianwen' s Wu qi qu -~-:El- 'Iii and Yongzhou qu ~ '1ii ~ 
and one anonymous tune Changlin huan ~:t;t . ..f.k_ • Huang ying 

.:JI;. ~~ which appears in GJYL does not appear again in 
Guo's collection. Perhaps no lyric is ever recorded of the tune 
even in GJYL. Otherwise, the number and the order of the tune 
titles are the same in both works. 

32. In Wu Jing's work, the Western songs appear in the following 
order: Wu ye ti .• t.,.:iJ.. 0 117 , Shicheng yue ~~ ~ , Mo-
chou 1J: ~' , and Xi angyang yue. See Wu, pp.1 7b-18a. In 
both TD 146.761 and JTS, Treatise on Music, 29.1065-1067, the 
Western songs are arranged as follows: Wu ye ti, Shicheng yue, 
Mochou, Xiangyang yue, Qiwu yefei ~,17.:a,~ , Guke yue, Yang
paner, Changlin huan, Sanzhou ge .:;; >iii~ , and Caisang ;t!?;'*
But in TD 145.758, the Western songs are discussed in the fol
lowing order: Wu ye ti, Shicheng yue, Mochou, Xiangyang yue, 
Shouyang yue ~ ~~ , Qiwu yefei, Sanzhou ge, Caisang, Guke 
yue, Yangpaner, Xiangyang da tongti. ~ Jqf i/il.lJft and Changlin
huan. It should be evident that there is no fixed order for the 
songs, and the close resemblance between YFSJ and GJYL is by 
no means accidental. 

33. Hans H. Frankel has distinguished seven types of yuefu poems. 
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See Frank.el, "Yueh-fu poetry," in Studies in Chinese Literary 
Genre, pp.69-70, for a succint account of the term yuefu. 

34. See Su Song ~ ~J. (1020-1101), "Zhifang yuanwai lang Guo jun 
(i.e. Guo Yuanming) muzhiming" -~J.~l·llrtFJJ:.11:~, in Su Wei-
gong ji •• ~~- -:l , 59. 9a-14a. However, according to Chen 
Zhen sun1!fi.:V&~~ (fl.1234)'s Zhi zhai shulu jieti"A1f---t'•~"l~ 
15.1 4b, Guo Maoqian was the son of Guo Yuanzhong :fEJ ~'cf , who 
was the brother of Guo Yuanming. Since Su Song was personally 
kn°'1n to the Guo family, Su might be more reliable. 

35. Shen Xiong ~.JB~1t (fl.1688), Gujin cihua ""6~~$iS 1.4b, claims 
without proof that Tang ci ji was compiled by Guo, but later 
expanded by Dong Fengyuan ~J:t:~ (fl. late sixteen century). 
But according to Siku quanshu zhongmu tiyao a:D.-1j ~"-f ~.!· B~!l- 40. 
4480-4481, it was compiled by Dong; Guo was mentioned in the 
work, but thought to be a Yuan personality. Since the Treatise on 
Bibliography in Song shi ~ 5t.. gives YFSJ as the only 

36. 

full length work by Guo, Siku might be more trustworthy. 

See Li Geng -$~ 
twelfth century), Tiantai 
Xinyuan' s l'~ .t:J' 7~• 

~e..' ~ifi·l:L , p.4 78. 

(fl.1145) and Li Sidian '**-_g, ~ (fl. 
xuji :J, ~ ~f. :f. , 2.19. Also Lu 

(1834-1894) Songshi jishi buyi ;t?t~ 

37. YFSJ was already frequently cited as early as the first half of 
the twelfth century. Wu Zeng's !J.1f' (fl. mid-twelfth centu-
ry) Nenggai zhai manlu #ff 6c.. *c;~ ~ (1. 9), You Mou' s .::t-' ~ 
(1127- 1194) Suichu tang shumu ~*71-'t-f Q (p.3), and Guo 
Lifang's J.:n~ (?-1164) Yunyu yangqiu -ff.~~~ 
(15.4b, 6a) are only a few and better known of the Southern Song 
writings that have mentioned YFSJ. 

38. See Siku quanshu zhongmu tiyao, 38.4181. 

39. See SBBY edition of YFSJ, 100.9b, in which Mao claimed to 
have borrowed from an acquantaince a Song edition of YFSJ for 
collating with a Yuan edition which was in his possession. The 
collation, it is said, took nine months. 

40. It is reproduced in fascimile by Zhonghua shuju, Bejing, 1955. 

41. YFSJ, 63.909. 

42. Gu yuefu, 10.8a. 

43. See XTS, Treatise on Bibliography, 57.1436. For Shen Jian's 
work, see Yu hai 106.27b. All the works, with the exception of 
Wu Jing's, were lost. 

44. See Zhong Xing, Gushi gui, juan 10 (no page number), and Chen 
Zuoming, Caishu tang gushi xuan 19.27a. 
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45. Apart from the well known systems of gong, i: shang ill'\ , 
jue M , zhi .__ , yu :>I>1 , which dated from the pre-Qin 
period, some other systems might have been developing by that 
time. The qin ~ score Jieshi diao youlan :V~ :6. t!f! ~ flfl 
for example, was written out in characters indicating the 
fingering rather than the pitch, and it was ascribed to Qiu Ming 

.fr.. .:tf! of the Liang dynasty. The earliest extant pipa 
score, which is known as Tempyo biwafu ~Of'!!. ll.'3Jt and dated 
from 747, was written in a notation system consisting in 
simplified Chinese characters. The score is presently kept in 
Shoshoin :iI.1,t~L , bu-t is generally believed to be of Chinese 
origin. See Hayashi Kenzo, Shoshoin gakki no kenkyu iI-~Ptl..~ ~ 

Q) .::Pff~ , pp.251-264. Martin Gimm has noted that there 
is mentioned in Sus a work by Xiao Ji ~ 1 (?-614) 
called Yuepu jijie ~ti ..l. flit (Collected exegesis on 
musical scores). See Gimm, Das Yueh-fu tsa-lu des Tuan An-chieh, 
p.466; and SuS,Treatise on Biblio9raphy, 32.927 where Xiao's 
work is given as Yuepu ji ~i~ :if, and where another work 
Yuepu ~ ~3k (Musical scores), probably of similar 
nature, is mentioned. 

46. See Jiudai yuezhang, juan 3-6, which contains some of the 
Western songs. 

47. For further discussion of Qingshang, see Chapter III, pp. 112-
122. 

48. Ibid •• 

49. For instance, in Evans, p.76, it is said: 
Perhaps because the songs of the Southern Dynasties are love 
songs - a type not common in Chinese poetry until mu·ch later 
their style does have a markedly familiar, highly emotive 
quality. 

But in fact, we can claim quite comfortably, even when not count
ing the "popular songs", that love poetry was fairly common in the 
Southern Dynasties. YTXY, for example, is essentially a collec
tion of love poetry and draws profusely from the poetic works of 
the time. 
In Evans, p.44, a Western song to the tune Neihe tan -fl~ "'1" ~ljt 
is translated as follows: 

When I go, it's as good as returning, 
I'll never stay along the road. 
If I should stay along the road, 
I'll send good news by letter. 

-:1\ * ~- ~b ~ • 

~~P' ;ii. rt_~• 
~:t *-tlll_. 
t i1 ~-tit_. 

Xin 11; of the last line refers to "messenger", rather than 
the "news". The word was generally understood as meaning "messen-
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ger" at the time, as the following may illustrate: 
Lu Shuang -~· ~ (d.454) put Liu Yixuan Jl,l ! i'. (413-454) 
on the throne, and sent messengers to Jianye :d_ =f. to welcome 
his brother Yu Jl. f~ ! ~ 1'; .ili.. j, 1-f:l" 

50. See Evans, Popular Songs, pp.75-1121. 

51. W.H. Auden and Chester Kallman, An Elizabethan Song Book, p.vii. 

52. Ibid., p.viii. 

53. Some examples may be in order. In Hsieh, The Folk Songs, p.18, 
it is said: 

According to Nan-Ch' i-Shu ilJ~ , Ching-chou ( 'f.1 fli 
and Yang-chou were the two largest cities of the south. 

Jingzhou (Ching-chou) and Yangzhou (Yang-chou) as used in Nan 
Qi shu, juan 15 (which is cited by the a11thor), are provinces 
and not cities. On p. 90, 5~ 'iti =<: "${jj is translated as "the 
three tunes of Ch 'ing-shang". As it is evident in Sos, juan 
21, Treatise on Music, ~tftflE-~t!{ consist of more than three 
tunes, and S. ~~ refers to three musical modes. See also 
Chapter III of this discussion, pp. 112-119. 

54. Hsieh, The Folk Songs, p.12. 

55. See Chapter IV, pp.186-187. 

56. See Chapter V, notes 1 and 2, p.309. 

57. See Auden and Kallman, op. cit., p.vii; Edward Doughtie, 
Lyrics from English Airs 1596-1622, pp.36-37; Mark w. Booth, 
The Experience of Songs, pp.7-14. 

58. Doughtie, Lyrics, pp.36-37. 

59. R.W. Ingram, "Words and Music," in Elizabethan Poetry, p.134. 

60. Siku quanshu zhongmu tiyao, 38.4146. 'llle Ming scholar Mei Ding
zuo has made similar statements and is quoted at length on the 
same page in Siku. Similar criticism can also be found in Li 
Xiaoguang' s 4 ~:.L (Yuan Dynasty) preface to the Yuan 
edition of YFSJ. See YFSJ, preface, p.1a, SBBY edition. 

61. It should be mentioned that Yu Xin's poem is given another title, 
"He jiangzhong guke" :f-"' ~> ~ "f.-t- , in Yu Zishan ji zhu 
J§-,fJJ.l 1- ~ , and is put in the shi section rather than 

the yuefu section. See Yu Zishan ji zhu, 4.34b. 

62. YFSJ 49.725 and TD 145.758. 

63. See note 39. 



NOTES TO CHAPTER II 

1. Song or later sources are not given since they are mainly based 
on the Tang or earlier sources. 

2. 

3. 

;i ..),- pt > 

See Ren Ne, Jiaofang ji jianding 4t_-}.'l tt.i~ ~1 ' pp.178-180. 

Sanguo zhi E:.@ ;t, 
9.292. 

, Biographies of Xiaos and Caos l.i~ . if' , 

4. See Ding, Quan Han Sanguo Jin Nanbeichao shi ~~!~t@-l" ifJ:ll:j~t~ 
Quan Liang shi ~Jji~ , p .1107. 

5. See Ding, Quan Bei Zhou shi ~:;Jt!~1~ ' p.1 611 

6. See Ding, Quan Bei Qi shi ~:}l;~i~ ' p.1521. 

7. See Ding, Quan Chen shi ~ 1*'>-~ :J. I ' c>, ' p.1 385. 

·)~ '\ 

8. My finding agrees with that in Fujii Mamoru's ~~ q article 
"U ya tei no seri tsu to sono densho" ,.~~ "~ f7J PX it ~ )(. 91.:t, v~. 
Shinagaku kenkyu 1-:R~'.fff'JL. 29(1963) :23-31. 

9. Zhang Ji $.% li , Zhang Si ye j i Ji i;l-t" ~ ~ ! , 1.11a-b. 

1 0. Yuan Zhen ;{,, lA , Yuanshi Changqing ji :i.> K.i.Jt.l , 9.3a-b. 

11. It should be noted that JTS and Baishi liutie quote almost 
verbatim from TD. 

12. Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, p.96. 

1 3. YFSJ 86 .1 204 gives the author as Emperor Wu of Liang ~ ~' 
(464-549). 

14. YFSJ 48.698. 

15. YFSJ 47.689. 

16. It is not certain what "chang chong" %'-f_ means. Edi tors of 
JTS, punctuated edition, Zhonghua shuju -r~t £] , 1975, con-
sider it to be the name of the singer, but Masuda Kiyohide 
takes it as meaning "always repeating". See Masuda, Gafu no 
rekishiteki kenkyii ~JN qyif.~fl<J,?;'ffJL , p.146. Perhaps "gang-
yi zhi sheng ~. ·ri, ~ if is similar to "wangzhou sheng" in 
that they are both refrains, and should therefore be repeated. 
Emperor Wu was perhaps instructing the singers where to sing the 
refrain. 

17. A m.unber of places were named Wucheng ~:W)cJ , but the one fre-
quented by the Emperor must be close to the imperial capital. 
It is said in Jiankang shilu }i_~ f:~ , 6. Sa says: 

According to the tujing Ill~~ , Wucheng ('llle Five Citadels) 
were in the shape of a crescent moon, and about two zhang 
high. Each was twenty zhang apart from the other. '!hey are 
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situated twenty-five li ~ east of the present county ( 
i.e. Jiankang, or modern Nanjing). Tao Jizhi ~-ti. (437-
511) thus says in Jingdu ji ":ir.ir~e.... : "Wucheng stands 
by the river Huai ~11. and close to the lake. It is a 
usual spot for farewell feasts • " 

18. 'lbe exact meaning of "shi jiangzhong yi chu" 1t_::J.~;;K_tl:\ is not 
clear. See commentary. 

19. Nan Qi shu, Annals of Emperor Wu. 3.62 : 
He was not quite given to travel, feasting and other luxuries 
~ .;;r • ..t- ~~::l liJlf. ~~ f . He had said that he always disapproved 
of all these, and yet he failed to give them up entirely. 

It is quoted verbatim in Nan shi 4.126 except that "bu" .::1i 
(not) is omitted. The context suggests that "bu" is most likely 
a gloss. 

20. Zhong Rong "1JiAjf( , Shipin ~4 .fa 3.46. 

21. Ibid •• 

22. Quan Tang shi ~~~~ 324. 3643. 

23. Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, pp.93-95. 

24. Ding, Quan Liang shi, p.878. Jiuyuan .:k.J -1¥, is at the north 
of Jiang xian .~~ ~i. in Shanxi ~ J11 It was the burial 
place of the Jin ~ ministers in the Spring and Autumn period 
(770-476 B.c.). See Wei Zhao ~'fl~ (204-273) 's commentary in 
Guoyu @tfi , 14.11b. Xiao Tong is here alluding to death 
with the figure. 

25. Ding, Quan Liang shi, p.961. 

26. James Legge, The Chinese Classics V, The Ch'un Ts'ew with the 
Tso Chuen, p.146. 

27. See the Biography of Hulu Guang ~=!-~f ::L (515-572), Bei Qi shu 
:H:. ~"f , 17 .225; and the Biography of Bian Bin, Nan Qi shu 

ili-1'f--t 52.892. 

28. Liang.shu, Biography of Yuan Ang, 31.453. 

29. 'lbe translation follows the text in JTS 29.1067. What is actual
ly quoted by Guo Maoqian here, t~.~ w:;. ;.!i.I a:; riJ ~..Pl::. Jt frJ ~ , makes 
little sense. 

30. See Shuijing zhu ~.~~ 7i: 4.56. Guo' s preface is quoted verba
tim in many later collections and studies of yuefu poetry, such 
as Mei Dingzuo's 1~~:f1=. (1553-1619) Gu yue yuan -t;-*t'Ll 
( 25 .11 b) and Lu Kanru' s rt1Xu~1:2 Yuefu guci kao ~flt 1i ~ *= 
(p.51). 
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31. It is cited in Shui jing zhu 34.23-24. 

32. The Qingshang section in YFSJ comprises mainly of the Wu 
songs and the Western songs. See YFSJ 44.639 - 51. 750. 

33. See YFSJ 72.1028. 

34. Burton Watson, Chinese Lyricism, p.61. 

35. See Han shu, Treatise on Rituals and Music, 22.1054-1055. 

36. Anne Birrell has translated "Qingyang gequ" -f P~.~'fk '#' as 
"Songs of Spring" without explanation. See Birrell, New Songs 
from a Jade Terrace, p.271. Shen Zan's ~ :ilf commentary to 
a Han sacrificial song reads: 

Spring is called "Qingyang". 

--* ;&wi .:t ~ . 
See Han shu 2 2 .1055. "Qingyang" seems to be a learned metonymy 
for spring -Jt. , hence the commentary. '!he term never occurs 
in the Western songs, wherein "spring" is represented by "chun" 
or "yangchun ~ ~ • I am therefore inclined to think 
that "Qingyang" is more likely a place name. For the family 
name and identity of Shen Zan, see Hong Ye ~#i. $. , "Zai lun Shen 
Zan" A-~~3-Y,- , Qinghua xuebao ~~-1'~.f~ 3.1(1962):1-15. 

37. Ding, Quan Liang shi, p.952. 

38. YFSJ 25.369. 

39. The music was said to be found in the Music Bureau and played with 
the wind instruments of the northern barbarians $.V-:~Rl!?: 1f Sit 
It is thought that the songs came from the north and probably 
originated from the non-Han communities. See YFSJ 25.309-310, 
and 362. 

40. See Wang, Liuchao, p.43. 

41. See Yiwen leiju ~~~j~ 95.1652. 

42. Taiping yulan ~'"fi'IJy~ 53.7b-8a. 

43. According to Shuijing zhu 34.11b, Jingzhou ji has referred 
to a Liu Song emperor as "jin shang''~~ (the present emperor). 
It is stated in Jingzhou ji that before the emperor came to the 
throne, an islet had emerged in the Yangzi river, which was 
considered an auspice of his coming ascension. Nan shi, Annals 
of Liang, 8.256 gives the emperor as Emperor Wen of Liu Song when 
recounting the same incident. 

44. '!he lyric is recorded in Jin shu, Treatise on the Five Elements 
P,.t"f :!:.· ' 28 .848. 
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45. YFSJ 49.713. 

46. See SoS, Biography of Liu Daoji ~·( ill>~ , 45.1 382. 

47. Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, p.107. 

48. Legge, The Ch'un Ts'ew with Tso chuen, p.289. 

49. Chunqiu Zuozhuan zhushu -'f~~1~ ,;,::}:JJru 21.8b. 

50. Ri zhi lu -a_;i:.,,.~ 32.2b. 

51. '!he text seems corrupted. It is possible to read "yige" 
either with "er qu" ~ 'eb (two songs), or with "ba qd' _,, '1P 
(eight songs). 

5 2. Jingyang shan ~ ~ Ul is a man-made hill in the imperial palace 
of Jiankang. See Sos, Annals of Emperor Wen, 5.94. 

53. Of the three extant lyrics to the tune, two are grouped together, 
and both mention dancing. It seems, therefore, that "yige" 
should not be read with "er qu" .::.. -at' , as the punctuated 
edition of YFSJ, Zhonghua shuju, 1979, suggests. See YFSJ 
49. 715. According to the usual formula, there must be a "j id' 
(formerly) before "wu" ~ (dance). 

54. '!he table of content in YFSJ ascribes the only extant lyric to 
the tune Bai fu jiu to Wu Jun J;, ~ (469-520), but the name 
of the author does not appear again with the lyric in the main 
body of the collection. Zuo Kerning ~ :sL 9 1'! (fl.1346) 's Gu yue
fu 7.11b gives the lyric as anonymous. Wu chaoqing ji ~,1~i~J; 
in Han Wei Liuchao baisan jia ji ;,jt~~~li 7i z.j<_Jf, makes no 
record of the lyric. Therefore, the table of contents in YFSJ 
might be wrong. 

55. Sos, Treatise on Music, 634-635. 

56. Ibid. 22.633. 

57. '!he first two lines from each lyric is given in the following for 
illustration: 

a. Bai jiu (Sos 22.633) 
Flapping and fluttering the white turtledove, 
It flies as it cries. 

~.~~~t<i~_ 

J:· ~ it:~.~ . 
b. Bai fu jiu (YFSJ 49.718) 

At the Bay of Longwei, at Shi tou, 
There is the Xinting bank, a place to send off friends. 

~ :i~. ~t 4i "'f-. 
:#1r ,f .:1.. $ )316' . 
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58. See Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, pp.98-101. 

59. YFSJ 49.721. 

60. Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, p.101. 

61. Taiping yulan 571.4b and 573.6a. 

62. The pronunciation of "qi" ii- and "xi" at=J 

represented by the same two characters i?~1:f 
Lu Fayan's ~:!-~=ti; (fl.601) Qie yun -£-JJ·l~, 
Yongfu 1"'*-'i; , Qie yun j ij iao, 1 .1 7 2. 

63. Yang Shen i~ tl\ , Gujin fengyao -t;~J~ii 

64. See Shilei fu ~~j_~ 25 .Sa. 

is 
(suo ji) in 

• See Li 

I p.107. 

65. '!he account in Wang Yin' s Jin shu is repeated almost verb
atim in Sos, Treatise on the Five Elements, 31.914. 
A similar account, but with slightly different wording, is found 
in Gan Bao's -1'"1:' (?-336) Shoushen ji ::fl~tHw , 7.3b. 
For the date of Gan Bao, see Chen Wancheng i']f,if;j ~ (Chan Man 
Sing), "Jinren shengzu nian jiaolu" ~..1,~;t il "lt;:t~j_, Shih-huo 
(Shihuo) 13.5-6 (September 1983) :44-46. 

66. YFSJ 22.328 has listed three songs of similar titles but of 
different natures: "Xiao zhe yangliu" ii·:tlr~1Y? , which is one 
of the "Gu yuefu" -1;~ Jj;f "Zhe yangliu xing" :tfr ~ -f1HT of the 
xianghe daqu ifl*-1:> :*.'.ail section; and "Yuejie zhe yangliu" fl iry 

irr+i t-Yp of the Qingshang section. In addition, there is 
recorded in YFSJ 22.329 a poem by Xu Ling ~j:'pi_ (507-583) 
titled "Zhe yangliu" i1f~:fYF , which goes: 

There is an old song of it in Jiangling, 
And in Luoyang, there arises a new tune. 

;.~ rt. /'A -t" ~ , 
:4---r· '"f ~rr ~. 

The "old song" and the "new tune" refer to songs of the same 
title "Zhe yangliu". 'Ihe Liang Emperor Jianwen 'M5L'f (503-551) 
in the poem "Zhibi xishu" ~9Lif ~1 mentions yet another song of 
the same title: (see Ding, Quan Liang shi, 2.909) 

Zhe yangliu of the city Xincheng. 

l"rr t~ ifr -:t~ -tryi • 

67. See Xiao Difei j;-1.Jt;~f- , Han Wei Liuchao yuefu wenxue shi 5~~ 
-J-;~ij~J1ij-j:_., ~ , pp.233-234; Wang, Liuchao, p.31; and Lu Kan-

ru r.:! 17.u.gp_ I Yuefu guci kao ~ Jt.i- -t ~ % ' pp .156-1 58. 

68. Chen Zuoming, Caishu tang gushi xuan ~1"~~-fit~~, 19.21a. 
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69. YFSJ 49.713. For the lyric ascribed to Cao Zhi, see YFSJ 32. 
467 and Yi wen leijui -~ :.<_j:j'. ~- 41. 74 7. 

70. YFSJ 44. 640: 
Since the time of Yongjia '*--1i when the court moved south, 
down to the Liang and Chen dynasties, Jianye ~ -f,' (i.e. 
Jiankang) was the imperial capital. It was the place whence 
arose the Wu songs. 

71. A number of places, one of which is close to Jiangling, bear the 
name Jiangjin. A lyric to the tune Neihe tan (YFSJ 49.714) 
goes: 

You are going to Yangzhou, so I have heard, 
I come to see you off at the Jiangjin Bay. 

11tl -:~k ,, ::t-~ :!:l -
-):.$ ~ J:;t. :... ,, • 

According to Guo Maoqian's preface (YFSJ 49.713), the lyrics 
are mostly about Jiangling and Yangzhou. Hence I take the name 
as referring to the place near Jiangling. 

72. Wang Yunxi in an article "Wusheng xiqu zhong de Yangzhou" ~.~i!i'3alr 
tf'ii~ -::tl~ (in Yuefu shi yanjiu lunwen ji -*Ait"$i~fjt_ i~~j.. 

vol.2, pp.105-107) points out that "Yangzhou" in the songs is 
in fact the imperial capital Jiankang which was then also the 
capital of the province. It may be compared to the modern practi
ce in Yunnan to refer to the provincial capital Kunming ~'Bf! as 
"Yunnan". (See Liu Zhaoj i ~1 ..db~ , Xinan caifeng lu i<h iii ;f, Ji(.~ 
p.110.) J.D. Frodsham in An Anthology of Chinese Verse, p.101, 
considers "Yangzhou" in one of the Wu songs the same as Jiangdu 

:..::r.~ • But it is only as late as in the Sui dynasty that 
Yangzhou had its capital seated at Jiangdu. It is even later that 
Yangzhou was renamed Jiangdu commandery ~::z.. =IP~f 

73. In Liu mishu JJ. )J!.{ ~-t ...J. (Han Wei Liuchao baisan jia 
ji, pp.15a-b) Liu's poem was titled "Ye ting ji fude Wu ye ti" 
~l~·:d...lji,J.:t.~,~~ ... ~ (Given the title Wu ye ti to write a poem, 
in a night when enjoying a musical performance). It was a common 
practice in the Southern Dynasties that when literary friends 
gathered, as a past-time, they would each be given a title to 
write a poem, and vie with each other in virtuosity. Liu's poem 
was perhaps not meant to to be sung at all. 

74. 'lhe Wu songs are generally considered folk songs ~~ • See Xiao, 
Han Wei, pp.244-245;and Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, p.8. According 
to the Treatise on Music, SoS, 19.550, the songs were originally 
"plain songs" :<.;l.~ , i.e. songs without instrumental accompani-
ment. 'Ibis might be taken as an indication of their folk origin. 

75. See YFSJ 45.659 and 46.667. 
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76. See Nan shi, Annals of Song, 1.1-28. On p.28, it was said that 
the Emperor had been a farm hand before he became emperor. When 
his son, Emperor Wen, came to know of this, he was overwhelmed 
with shame. 

77. See Sos, Annals of Emperor Shao, 4.66. 

78. See TD 145.757 and YFSJ 44.640. 

79. Nan shi, Biography of Yuan Tuan, 26.709. 

80. See Sos, Treatise on Music, 19.552. Shen Yue, who wrote the 
Sos, completed the history in the sixth year of Yongming 
(488). 

81. Yiwen leiju 23.424. 

82. See Zhou Yiliang lil- ~ , "Nanchao jingnei zhi gezhon~ ren ji 
zhengfu duidai zhi zhengce" ~~fl ~i. "P:1 *.~~-!A...~ ~1frf:.f;fi'f *.JJc.f, , 
in his Wei Jin Nanbeichao shi lunji ~JS ~::H: Jfl ~~~_J. , pp.64-
67. Yan Zhitui's j°~,:Z.:t'tt (531-?) Yanshi jiaxun ~l~ji11/ 
She wu ;,~~ , 2. 71a records that since the Liang Emperor Wu 
and his sons entrusted much of the government into the hands of 
those from the lower classes, "they were criticized from all 
sides that they loved lowly men and kept away from the gentry 
class." ~-t!tJ&·~~~ ~ t't 1 >:.A.~b:iw-j;::);.:k_. The criticism reflects the 
increasing participation of the lower classes in high government. 

83. Taiping yulan 568.10a. The work Xiao lin is attributed to 
Handan Chun itp 11 ~1 of the Wei kingdom (220-265). 

84. Ding, Quan Liang shi, 13.1306. 

85. YFSJ 49.712. 

86. Ibid. 55. 798. 

87. Ibid. 55.799. 

88. Nan Qi shu 1 1. 1 94. 

89. sos, 22.638. 

90. YFSJ 56.814. 

91. For a detailed discussion of the practice, see Zhang Xi tang ~l-119 't 
Shi jing l.:lu lun "t~t,tgt.~~ , pp. 78-83. 

92. TD 1 45. 758: 
Lovers are called "huan" 1k 
river. 

in the south of the Yangzi 
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93. Jin shu, Biography of Sima Daozi, the Wenxiao Prince of Kuaiji 
~~4$. ' 64.1773. 

94. YFSJ 44.640-641. 

95. Ibid. 48. 700. 

96. Ibid. 79.710, 715 and 722. 

97. For the theory of formulaic language, see Milman Parry, "Studies 
in the Epic Technique of Oral Verse-Making 1: Homer and Homeric 
Style," Harvard studies in Classical Philology 41(1930) :73-147; 
and Albert B. Lord, The Singer of Tales. See also Chapter V of 
this thesis, pp.214-232. It should be mentioned here that Zhu's 
idea of "taoju" may not be exactly the same as Parry's "formu
laic language", though they appear to be quite similar. See 
Chapter v. note 29, pp.312-313. 

98. A group of lyrics by the literati appears t~ contradict this 
statement. The lyrics written to the tune Zi jun zhi chu yi 

ti A~~~ (Since you were away), must, as a rule, start 
with the tune title as the first line. More often than not, the 
third line opens with "si jun" ~:jl (think of you), which 
is followed by a simile. Such is the format peculiar to the song. 
The recurrent line is, however, very different from the so 
called "formulaic language", which occurs in lyrics of more than 
one tune, and which may occur in any position in the song. 

99. For a concordance of the formulaic language, see Chapter V, pp. 
219-223. 

100. See Taiping yulan 510.7a. 

1 01. See, for example, Duange xing ~.i~ H ( YFSJ 30. 447), 
Yange xing $~:f1 (YFSJ 32.469-470), and Kuhang xing .::'5:$~1" 
(YFSJ 33.496). To illustrate the point, I quote in the follow
ing firstly a section from Kuhang xing by cao Cao t~~ (155-
220), which has been translated by Burton Watson; then secondly 
the same section as performed in the Jin court, which I will try 
to render into English on the model of Watson's translation: 

Dazed and uncertain, I've lost the old road, 
Night bearing down but nowhere to shelter; 
On and on, each day farther, 
Men and horses starving as one. 

~ *' j, tJJ:. ~
~~ l-~~ i!. 
j =r ~ .:r ~ e.. l.!_.-
../-. '~ I~ a~ ~~. 

(Watson tr., Chinese Lyricism, p.39) 
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Dazed and uncertain, I've lost the old road, 
Nowhere to shelter at night. 
I've lost the old road, 
Nowhere to shelter at night. 
On and on, each day farther, 
Men and horses starving as one. 

\.!_ ~' !;1q;r_ $~ ' 
~'9.. ~. ~rr .$ :r,i • 
. ~d l-~ . a~ J.¥.; ?"f\ 56 11 _ 
Hn a wJ:_. 
),, .ii l ~1 fl.~ /iJU • 

The repetition and the verbal changes in the second version, I 
think, are to make the lyric fit in better with the music. 

102. The following lines from Cao Zhi's Junzi xing may be compared 
with the Western lyric which has already been translated on p.64: 

A gentleman is wary of what is to come, 
He would not put himself in situations of suspicion. 
Never would he pull on his shoe in a melon patch, 
Nor set aright his cap when under a plum tree. 

% + rt ~. 1t'. . 
;f.;t_~.~M. 
h'-. IS) 7i• f.Jl;J At . 
1- l' /.• 1. ~. 

103. It should be noted that "Chu" ~ as used in the dynastic 
histories of the time may include people outside what we term 
"the western region", such as those living in the lower basin of 
the Huai ;;'\r, river. See Chen Yinke's r~.1i. '~%-- "Wei shu Sima 
Rui zhuan jiangdong minzu tiaoshi ji tuilun" ~-f;;l,~qf)(._'\t;:i:..f,~1}, 
i~f~:trtfiil, BIHP 11 (1943) :1-25; and Yu Jiaxi 1';-~J:; I "Shi 
Cangchu" *fit"~ , Yu Jiaxi lunxue zazhu 1:-4-jit~J;~L~ft.?fi·, pp.227-
234. 

1 04. Yang Xiong :{:~ :t.;it 
Jingzhou: 

(53B.C.-18A.D.), for instance, thus writes of 

People are generally fierce and tough, 
See Yang, "Shier zhou zhen" -r::.. tN ~ 
shu chao, p.190. 

dashing and sturdy. 
, in Han Tang dili 

105. A few examples may suffice for illustration: 
i. 'lhe Biography of Huang Hui ..;t,tEJ (427/8-478/9), Sos, 83.2122: 

Huang Hui was originally a soldier in the Jingling commandery 
-L~lj¥ ...... When still in the west, he got together with 
some Chu rascals and made robbery his trade. It was the time 
when Taizong ~~ (i.e. Emperor Ming of Song :;t.11111.~ , 439-
472) was still new to the throne, and rebellions broke out 
all over the country. Dai Mingbao ~ 11~'f. (fl.476) then 
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suggested to Taizong that he should ask Hui to recruit the 
Chu people to his aid. As a result, eight hundred swift 
archers were enlisted. 

ii. The Biography of Wang Rong l. ~~ (468-494), Nan Qi shu, 
47.823: 

Wang Rong recruited several hundreds of the boorish Chu it"~ 
from the west of the Yangzi river. 'lhey were all very capable. 

iii. The Biography of Yin Xiaozu •l--*li. (415-466), sos, 86. 
2189-2190: 

When Taizong (i.e. Emperor Ming of Song) came to the throne, 
rebellions broke out everywhere. •••••• But unexpectedly 
Xiaozu arrived to their aid with many men who were all 
boorish Chu fighters. People at the capital hence felt a 
great relief. 

The "boorish Chu" in the last instance might not be all from the 
western region. But it is important to note that the "boorish 
Chu" in general, including those from the western region, did 
achieve a reputation as excellent fighters. 

106. Conflicts between Man and the Han-Chinese are amply recorded in 
the accounts of Man in the dynastic histories. See, for example, 
Hou Han shu 1'l:-J,t' ,juan 86; Sos, juan 97; and Nan Qi shu 
juan 58. According to the account in Hou Han shu, 86.2830, 
the conflict was almost as old as history, but it is only since 
the Han dynasty that we find records of it in greater details. 
For some modern studies of the subject, see Kawamoto Yoshiaki 

1•1 ;;f.~ a~ "Rikucho ki okeru Ban no Kanka ni tsui te"-;'"; jfJ 1= -n' 1-t ~ 
·i">)f,-R .. 1::_,,---t., Shien :!t..~llfl 180(March 1981):101-126; and Zhu 
Dawei .~u-. qr , "Nanchao shaoshu minzu gaikuang j i qi yu Hanzu de 
ronghe" 1*i~~ y-.!.,l::._ ~~!1. :tU»!L~~~ -IJ.~. {F]~{i-- , Zhongguo shi 
yanjiu '<tt~ 9'...~X 5(1980) :57-76. 

107. Sos, Biography of Yu Yue A·~L , 52.1490. 

108. Nan Qi shu, Biography of Xiao Yi ie1 R 
Yuzhang -1~1-J:.ift:.:£.. , 22.407. 

, Prince Wenxian of 

1 09. Fan Zhiming te:, R flJl 
p.1 3a. 

(fl.1100), Yueyang fengtu ji -ffi"f:!JiL..S'tL, 

11 O. See Tan Qixiang ~lf ~ .~f_ , "Jin Yongjia sangluan hou zhi minzu 
qianxi" Jfi *-~ 'ij£ ~L :'f.l. in K.i ~:¥-.;I_ {IL , Yanj ing xuebao ~ ~. 'f f!i... 1 5 
( 1934): 51-76, particularly pp. 7 4-76. However, Wang Zhongluo ·3>tcr ~ 
has counted seven migrations of the same period. See Wang, Wei 
Jin Nanbeichao shi ~-\ ifJ.::ll::l°~ ~ , vol.1. p.344. Both 
scholars base their findings on dynastic histories, but very 
often what Tan considers as one big migration, Wang tends to 
distinguish into two. All these migrations were due to disorder 
and wars in the north. But when the north was unified under 
Northern Wei, and peace and order were generally restored, such 
great migrations virtually stopped. The last of these migrations 
happened in the second year of the Taishi *~t. era (466) in the 
Liu Song dynasty. 
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3*i ""1"5 111. Liang shu, Biography of Xiao Wei AA ~ 

'*12f :E- , 22.349. 
, Prince of Nanping 

x.>=-
112. Jin shu, Biography of Shan Jian u.-, M1 , 43.1230: 

At that time, after the Western Jin empire had collapsed, many 
music players from the Bureau of Music !$ ~ took refuge in 
the area along the Mian and Han rivers. 

Also in the same history, Treatise on Music, 23.697-698: 
When disorders broke out in the period of Yongjia, the empire 
was in collapse. Musicians and instruments were lost to Liu 
Yuan Jf.'! ~llfl and Shi Le Ai> J:IJ • • • • • • • By the time Murong 
Juan_l% % (319-360) defeated Ran Min A~ (?-352), quite a 
number of musicians from Ye -f,~ (Linzhang !U-.7* , Hanan; it 
was the capital of the state Hou Zhao i!.~ ,319-351, which 
was established by Shi Le) had fled south during the war. In 
the eleventh year of Yonghe %i\a (355), Xie Shang ~{cl#) 
(308-357) was made governor of Shouyang. He gathered together 
the musicians there to fill the posts necessary for imperial 
musical performance. 

113. See Hou Han shu, Account of Southern Man and South-Western Yi 
r.fJ·~t ~m~ , 86.2829-2843; and sos, Account of Yi and 

Man ~,~ , 97.2396. The two mythical figures were said to be 
the progenitors of two different groups of Man. 'Ihe two groups 
in the later periods had so intermingled that it became 
impossible to distinguish clearly one group from the other. TD 
187. 998 comments: 

According to the historical records on Hou Han, those around 
Qianzhong fit-if (Xupu $.t~ ::;,~· , Hunan), Wuxi .Ji.;~ (west 
of Hunan) and Changsha -lzY- (in Hunan) were descended from 
Panhu; and those around the gorges between Ba Z£.... (Ba xian 
~JI.~. , Sichuan) and Liang (around Nanzheng ~11 , 

Shanxi 1~ ~ ) were from Linjun .if, ~ • In later times, 
their number multiplied immensely and they made attacks on 
the Han settlements. '!hey, moreover, migrated and intermingled. 
Hence it is no longer possible to distinguish in details one 
group from the other. 

114. See Nan Qi shu, Account of Man, 58.1007. 

115. See SUS, Treatise on Geography, 31.897. According to the account, 
the following commanderies: Nanjun ifl,fj~ , Jingling, Xiangyang and 
Ji uj iang izJ ~:J:. , of which the ca pi ta ls were Jiang ling, Shicheng, 
Xiangyang, and Xunyang respectively, had a population consisting 
of Man minorities. 'Ihe capitals, as we have noted already, all 
gave rise to some Western songs. 

116. According to Hou Han shu, Account of Southern Man and South
western Yi, 86.2829, Panhu, the mythical progenitor of the Man 
people, was a dog covered with fur in five colours. 

117. The editors of Sos, punctuated edition, Zhonghua shuju, 1974, 
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consider fang as a social unit in the Man society. See sos, 
74.1949. The following from the Biography of Shen Qingzhi Y.Cil.~ 
(386-465), Sos, 77.1998 may serve as illustration: 

In the commandery of Nanxin, a Man chief Tian Yansheng (fl. 
442) led ten fang of his followers, all together six 
thousand people, to revolt. 
~ ~-fr~ f ,~. ~1 t1i' ~ ~ ~ --il3 t» -r ~ >.: -t-#.- A..~ #A. • 

Lu Qiu Jl :t' (fl. mid-ninth century) 's Chengdu ji PX~~Z... 
is quoted in Yan Boyan ::¥~itif (?-1254) 's Liutie bu ~..Yii.~lii' 
4. 2a as saying: 

Liuzhao commandery 7'~~.$f (The Commandery of Six Edicts) 
of the Southern Man was formerly not under any local adminis
trative authority. It is said that whenever the emperor issued 
an edict, each fang was given a copy. Hence the name Liuzhao. 

This may further support the interpretation of f eng as a social 
unit in Man society. 

118. See Wei shu, Account of Liao, 101.2248. 

119. Ibid •• See also 
1f M; (~ ~· ' 

Guizhou ,-J, 1t( 

Chang Qu ~:i:t- (fl.347) 's Huayang guozhi 
9.11a. The Liao people only started moving from 
into Sichuan in the first half of the fourth 

century. For a more recent and detailed study of the migration 
and the customs of the people, see Liu Lin ~·I :I-H, , "Liaoren ru 
Shu kao" i~.JvA.tj~ , Zhongguo shi yanjiu 2(1980):119-134. 

120. According to Sos, Treatise on Provinces and Commanderies 1t1i~ , 
37.1142-1143, the commanderies of Huashan and Nan Tianshui were 
instituted to accomodate Xirong and Hu who had migrated there. In 
addition, the Treatise on Provinces and Commanderies in Nan Qi 
shu, 15.281, reports: 

In the eigth year of Xiankang A-* (342), the Grand Secret
ary ~--f Yin Rong i!l.ili~ said, "Xiangyang and Shicheng 
had been battle fields where barbarians from across the border 
were fought. Now some remnants of these barbarians are under 
the administration of various commanderies and counties. Since 
the households are not many, these commanderies and counties 
might as well be amalgamated." 

121. See Nan shi, Annals of Song, 3.89; Nan Qi shu, Annals of Lord 
Donghun Jf.~1~. , 7.103; Biography of Liu Silong i:9F-ti::ft 
(442-491 ) ; and Chen shu ?_., -'t , Biography of Zhang Zhaoda-f~~Jt. 
(572-571), 11.184. In these records, the Hou fei emperor~l:i'i1f' 
of Song (463-477), Lord Donghun, Huang Hui ~.TiJ and Zhang 
Zhaoda, all were reported to have enjoyed the music of the Qiang 
barbarians. 

122 See Nan shi, Account of Barbarians ~~if ' 79.1977-1980. 

123. At the end of the Biography of Shen Tanqing ~.!bi:~ , SoS, 
54.1540, the author Shen Yue makes the following comment: 
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Only two provinces Yang t~ and Jing ~~ produce any 
significant taxes that may give substance to the imperial 
treasury. ••••The land is extensive and the fields fertile, 
the people are industrious in their primary occupation (i.e. 
agriculture) • 

124. Ibid •• 

125. See sos, Biography of Shen Qingzhi, 77.1997, in which Shen is 
reported to say that the fields of the Man people had yielded rich 
harvest. In Liang shu, Annals of Emperor Wu, 3.87, it is said 
that in the eighth year of Datang ~ 1&1 (548), certain places 
in Jiangzhou :>:t tli (of which the capital was Xunyang) were open 
up for cultivation by the Man people 

126. The variety of crops is listed in TD, 12.70, as the produce of 
four provinces - Jiangzhou, Jingzhou, Yingzhou and Yongzhou - dur
ing the Qi dynasty. 

127. See Sus, Treatise on Geography ~ '1~ , 29.829. 

128. See Nan Qi shu, Biography of Han Xibo j~~~-·H:l , 55.957. 

129. See sos, Biography of Shen Qingzhi, 77.1999. The same saying 
can be found in sus, Biography of Liu Yu -{~~ , 62.1482. But 
The biography of Xing Lu an -ff~·~~. in Wei shu, 65.1 445, gives 
a slightly different version: 

Ask the man-slaves in the fields about matters of farming, 
but ask the weaving woman-slaves about silk-cloth. ** j'l 1'11 ~~ . !Ji J·l !\fl ~-df . 

130. See, for example, Shen Hongzhi' s :l ~A :l (fl. first half of the 
fifth century) Jingzhou ji *'1-tt{if...l , p.326, 329 and 337, as 
collected in Wang Mo's ~ "$1: (fl.1778) Han Tang dilishu chao 

'l,J,.::t ::!-jt::,ff-i'~Ji- • Taiping yulan 917.2a has cited a lost 
work by Qiu Yue il:-'~JL (fl. early eighth century), Sanguo dian 
lue ~(~~~ , (which is a history on the later half of the 
Northern and Southern Dynasties,) saying: 

xu Siwang ~~'!&:£.. was a native of Shouyang. He came from a 
poor and lowly family and made a living by hunting geese. 

According to Taiping huanyu ji :1.\ ~ t 's1' ie... 105 .13b and 112.6a, 
two smelting works had been built at Meigen 1iq--;t:J_ and Yetangshan 
)~~J.l.l (southeast of Wuchang ~ ~ , Hubei) in the South-

ern Dynasties. 

131. See Shen Yue's comment at the end of the Biography of Kong Linzhi 
lL. ::t:t:fv:z... , sos, 5 6 .1 56 5. 

132. See, for example, sos, Biography of Xie Zhuang~ 1.£ (421-466), 
85.2169, wherein Xie Zhuang cited a decree by the Song Emperor 
xiaowu ~ iA:i (4 30-464) as saying: 

Relations of the imperial family have been competing for 
profits by trading in markets. All such activities are now 
prohibited. 
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Xie was s.hrewd enough to doubt the practicability of enforcing the 
decree. For further details of the involvement by bureaucrats and 
the aristocracy in trade, see Han Guopan •i@~ , Nanbeichao 
jinji shitan il):11:.jR ~~ ~'it-t~-;t~, pp. 155-157; Tao Xisheng r:i\J~~ 
and Wu Xianqing ~-!I).! '1~ , Nanbeichao jinji shi if).:1t:~0.~7<?t9:.., 
pp. 106-112. For the quotation in the main text, see note 123. 

133. It is understandable that with a rich economy and good transporta
tion by water, Jingzhou and Yangzhou should see much flourishing 
of commerce. As for Shu, see, for example, sos, Biography of 
Liu Cui ;,t'l ~~ , 45.1381 in which it is said that many merchants 
came from afar to Shu for trading. See also Han, Nanbeichao, 
pp. 160-162; Li Jiannong ~~'I ~ , Wei Ji}! Nanbeichao Sui 
Tang jinji shi gao ~,t ~*.YA fJA ~ ~-13. ;~ !.. ~iil , pp.89-91, for 
further details of commerce and the mercantile cities in the three 
areas. 

1 34. See Li Jiayan 1:-~ ~ , "Nanchao yuefu minge zhuyao neiyong de 
fenshi" ifJ :U ~ 1h ~ ~ ~-'t-m 15 "f1t1J~:f-rr, in his Gushi chutan i1t~~:f~, 
p.30; Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, p.28; Chen Yicheng lW·1J<~~ , Han 
Wei Liuchao yuefu yanjiu 3~,.J~-i":JF! ~ 1fr;;-titL, , p.158. It 
should be pointed out that except for the tune title Guke yue 

iii $. ~ (Songs of Merchan t.s), there is no defini t.e evidence 
to prove that the male figures in the songs are merchants. 

135. See Sheng Hongzhi, Jingzhou ji, p.332 and 335. See also Bei 
Qi shu, Biography of Lu Fahe r~~-"~ i.P (fl. mid-sixth century), 
32.428, in which it is said that there were in Jiangling plenty 
of temples where people went constantly to pray. 

136. 'Ihe text appears seriously corrupted. A very similar text can be 
found in Gan Bao' s .=f 'f. Shau shen ji ::fi: ~If ~z...i , 2. 3b-4a, 
which gives ~ *;e_i instead of iiti" ;t.-tl:W • In what follows, I 
correct lf.i ~~ into ~ ~ , and Sl.... into .).-. , according to 
a Western lyric which is given immediately below in the main text. 
But I cannot make out what f~ ~ ;;fi J:r ~ means. 

137. YFSJ 49.710. 

138. Zuzhi not only resembles Nuerzi in form (i.e. heptasyllabic 
couplets), but also has niier ~ Jt.,i as refrain and was 
current in the western region. Liu Yupan .J·l~"tfu1l, has argued on 
these grounds that. Zuzhi of the Tang dynasty must originate from 
Niierzi. See Liu, Ci shi t~ ~ , p.1 o. Both Wang Yunxi and 
Rao Zongyi ~lJ~. l1ii, subscribe to his view. See Wang, Liuchao, 
p .11 2; and Rao, Airs de Touen-Houang ~:it_~~ \lb , p. 21 o. 

139. YFSJ 49.711. 'Ihe term "seven jewels" -t:. f. (sanskrit: 
saptaratnani) is also found in Yangpaner no.1 and 4, YFSJ 
49.720-721. It. is a favourite term in Buddhist. sutra and can be 
readily found in some of the earliest. Chinese translations of them. 
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See, for example, Kang Mengxiang ;tj.f~ (fl.194-199) and Zhu 
Dali ~ .:k~ ( f 1.197) tr. Xi uxing benqi j ing ""~ ~t .:f-Af:i ~\¥. 
TS, III, no.184, 1.462c; Zhi Qian ~tJt, (fl.223-253) tr. Xu 
mo ti nii jing ::iJ.~ :t~<+·~ , TS, II, no.128, p.841b; and 
KangSenghui ~1"f?~ (?-280) tr. Liudu jijing-;>;-JJ..j.)!.~ 
TS, III, no.152, 4.21c. 

140. YFSJ 49.723. 

141. Ibid •• 

142. Xie Lingyun, Shanju fu ~,.,% ~1'\i 
Mountains): 

(A Rhapsody on Living in the 

In the sixth month, honey is collected, 
In the eighth month we beat the chestnut trees to get the nuts. 

-i; ti t:!i"~ , .1'- R :ft. f,. 

Xie's own commentary to the two lines is as follows: 
Collecting honey and beating chestnut trees are done in their 
proper months 

See sos, Biography of Xie Lingyun, 67.1766. 

1 43. YFSJ 49. 7 23. 

144. I follow Moriya Mi tsuo ~ h ~..*~7kti in thinking that the author of 
Suihua jili is the same as the one who appeared in the Genealo
gical Tables of Families of Chief Ministers ~-HI 1!!:). :f.:_. in XTS, 
73a.2862. See Mariya, Chugoku kosaijiki no kenkyii 'f Iii-(:;~- a~~c....,.,~t, 
pp.184-194, which has also successfully vindicated the authentici
ty of the book against the skepticism which originates from a Ming 
scholar Hu Zhenheng 1fl :f ! (1 569-1644/ 45) and later supported 
by Wang Shizhen :;£...i!t J, (1634-1711). However, Moriya's discussion 
comes very close to Yu Jiaxi's which concludes similarly. See Yu, 
Siku tiyao bianzheng 'flD.1' ~Jt~ $.f~~ 16.999-1002. 

145. Suihua jili, 2. 3b-4a. The exact meaning of the "Golden City" ~:II>)\ 
is not clear. It might mean a strongly fortified city, which is 
the usual meaning of the term. However, I am inclined to think 
that it perhaps refers to the city at Xiangyang. Bao Zhi 's .~t '! 
(fl. first half of the sixth century) Nan Yongzhou ji ~!J *I te.... 
(see Han Tang dilishu chao, p.348) has mentioned "the southern 
gate of the Golden City at Xiangyang" j. ~ ~;~_x ~ fq • Wu Cong
zheng's 111.:t...:&:... (fl. early eighth century) Xiang Mian ji :( ;'ie.... 
(see Han Tang dilishu chao, p.353) has also mentioned "the offi
ce of the military governor inside the Golden City" 1:';~ dJ ~H.r~. 
The "Eight Characters" are st$;.;~ e_,, ~:,~ ~~ • (when appearance 
and disappearance are no more, this state of nirvana is joy). 
See Faxian ;I.~~ (fl. 399-406) tr. Mahaparinirvana sutra -1\-M: .. ;..{.'g~~ 
TS, XII, no.376, 14.450c-451a. 
It should be added here that the date was widely observed in the 
Southern Dynasties. 'lhus it is recorded in Zong Lin's ;f. 1rt ( ?-
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ca.563) Jing Chu suishi ji $•jjl;'fl\e;H?-.. , p.5b: 
On the eighth day of the fourth month, meals will be served 
in the Buddhist temples. There is also fragrant water in five 
colours to bathe the Buddha. 

1 46. Lu Gong 4 .:r.. 
p.23. 

ed. , Mengjiang nii wanli xun fu ji ~%:-.J::--fe; lrlf:t.k ... , 

147. Sos, Biographies of Good Administrators ·~ .. JUW , 92.2261. 

148. Nan Qi shu, Biographies of Good Governors lt\f9::.i~ , 53.913. 



NOTES TO CHAPTER III 

1. Xiao Difei, Han Wei Liuchao wenxue shi "~~~~R*~~g__p.271: 
In respect of content and style, not only are the dance songs 
and yige -f:lj--i{X very much the same, but also there is virtu
ally no difference between the Western songs and the Wu songs. 

Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, p.14: 
Though the Western songs occurred somewhat later than the Wu 
songs, their forms and styles do in general resemble each 
other. It is obvious that the latter must have greatly influ
enced the former. 

These two scholars are not unaware of the distinction between the 
two song types in matters of music. But since they choose to app
roach them from a literary angle, the musical distinction is ig
nored. Hence their presentations of the Western songs are incom
plete, and somewhat misleading. Many works in western languages, 
such as J.D.Frodsham's An Anthology of Chinese Verse (pp.99-110), 
Burton Watson's Chinese Lyricism (pp.59-62) and Paul Demieville's 
Anthologie de la Po~sie Chinoise Classique (pp.177-182) made no 
attempt at all to distinguish the two. But a few, including Jane 
M. Evans' "Popular Songs of the Southern Dynasties: A Study in 
Chinese Poetic Style", do take note, though very briefly, of the 
differences even in matters of content and style. See Evans,pp. 
18-19. 

2. YFSJ 47.688-689. 

3. Ibid. 49. 710. 

4. Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, p.10 

5. Xu Qixie ji ~f.lf'--~l"tf"$i!.1 , 2b-3a. 

6. YTXJ 10.6b. '!he three yige are Xunyang yue, Qingyang gequ, 
and Cansi ge -1f' ~.j.-lk._ (which is the same as Zuo cansi). 

7. Fangyan jiaojian ji tongjian ~~R~,-&)..l_-::f~ , 2.13-14. 

8. Liu Mengde wenji ~·! 1Ji..:t't ~.J.f. ,9.Sb. 

9. See Chapter II, note 138, p.279. Liu's lyrics of Zuzhi ci are 
heptasyllabic quatrains, but those of Sun Guanxian -T.l.~ '.j", 
( ?-968), Huangfu Song ~ iti· ::f1f" (fl.ninth century) and others 
are rhymed couplets. See Huajian ji :iL fVf .1i 8. Sb, and Zun 
qian ji if~ ::f. p.24a. 

1 o. According to GJYL as quoted in YFSJ 44. 640, the musical ins
truments employed in a Wu song performance include chi ~ (a 
small transverse flute), konghou >:£ 1.J. (harp), pipa !!...~ 
(lute), sheng 1t. (mouth organ) and zheng ~ (zither). 
But Nan Qi shu, Biography of Wang Jingze :f.~1i·J , 26.485 has 
recorded an instance in which a Wu song was sung to the accompani
ment of a qin. Nevertheless, drums are never mentioned in con
nection with the Wu songs. See also Chapter 1, note 12, p.258. 
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11. See Chapter II, p. 39. 

12. See Chapter II, p.27. In the poems cited, the song is said to 
have been performed on either of the two instruments. 

13. Ding, Quan Chen shi, p.1440. Part of the poem is as follows: 
She was moved to smile at the sight of flowers, 
But then the sound of a se brought irresistible weeping. 
By the hill, she sang "'Ihe Declining Sun" (i.e. Xiwu yefei) 
And at the pond, she danced "The Front Stream" (Qian xi1/.i 5'~ 

~ -:ft:.... ::¥ &.i !0z_ ~ ' 
M ~, ;;r, ~"~ o 

u.,J!~~ a. 
~lt:_.j;. ~ iti >j Q 

14. See TS No.26, p.559a; and No.125, p.713c. 
Incidentally, the earliest archaeological source in China for 
waist-drum can also be dated from F.astern Jin. In a tomb painting 
from that period at Dingjiazha ~ ~ M , Jiuquan 7§i "*-- , Gan
su province, there is, in addition to other instruments such as 
the zheng, flute, and pipa, a waist-drum. See Zhang Pengchuan 
~~Ail) ,"Jiuquan Dingjiazha gumu bihua yishu" "i!!J.,$."l~~ 
-1' 3} ~ 11. ~ i:f=f , Wenwu jc ':fo/1 277 ( 1979):1 8-21; also the Gansu 

Provincial Museum, "Jiuquan Jiayuguan Jin mu de fajue" 5i!)J *~*li.Jl 
~ ~ !:.>& ~ t~ , Wenwu 277 ( 1979):1-11. Zhang Pengchuan points 

out that Cefu yuangui --f11t7*r ?L~ 570.6860 records that when 
Lu Guang ~ 3t.J (3 37-399) of Hou Liang 1i ~:f. , one of the 
Sixteen Kingdoms in Northern China after the demise of Western 
Jin, destroyed the non-Han-Chinese kingdom Kucha tr§.,~ , he 
took possession of fifteen kinds of Kucha musical instruments, 
one of which was the waist-drum. This record further confirms 
that the waist-drum is not a Han-Chinese instrument. 'Ihis incid
ent may have been the first introduction of the waist-drum into 
China. 

15. Sus, Treatise on Music, 15.378-380 and JTS, Treatise on Music, 
29.1068-1072. 'Ihe kingdoms of Bukhara ~I~ and Samarkand 
made use of the zhenggu IE R and hegu '.f-o M.._ in their 
music. According to JTS, Treatise on Music, 29.1079 the instru
ments are in fact two kinds of waist-drums. There is in the Sui 
court music an i tern called Wenkang yue :9:-~~ which made use 
of the waist-drum too. Sus, Treatise on Music, 15-380, attribut
es the music to the ji of Yu Liang ~~ (289-340), a renowned 
statesman of the Eastern Jin dynasty. At least one scholar, Cen 
Zhongmian ~'\<f ~ , has expressed doubt concerning this version 
of its origin. He suggests that the music perhaps originated from 
the kingdom of Wenkang or Markand, i.e. Samarkand. See Cen, Sui 
Tang shi r~J1ij:__ p.61 and p.63. Among the instruments used in 
the music is lingpan, another non-Han-Chinese instrument, which 
further supports Cen's point. Kishibe Shigeo seems to have mis
read Sus when he suggests that two of the instruments used in 
Wenkang yue are the ling and the panbing ~ 1!J. • See 
Kishibe, Todai ongaku no rekishi teki kenkyii ~~ 0) 4! ~ w .cw JG , 
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p.287. The text of SuS 15.380 is as follows: * ~ ~ "iii ~ I W ... # ~ 1-~ ~ l~~ --t:: ~t 
To my knowledge, panbing never occurs in any Chinese text as a 
term, but lingpan ~~ and bing do. According to Li Shan it 
(630-689) (see fven xuan '.51:.~ ,7.13a), bing is the same as 
pi 1W- . Pi is a kind of small drum originally played on a 
horse. See Shuowen jiezi tt~~it1' 5a.35b. But Chen Yang's \If,~ 
Yueshu~ 1 118.6a gives a picture of the drum hanging on a two
legged stand. For lingpan see the main text that follows. 

16. The Sui Emperor Wen f~Sl:.~ (541-604) made the comment when he 
first heard the music. See Sus, Treatise on Music, 15.377. 

1 7. See sos, Biography of Xiao Shihua -i f'.-~'li (4 06-455), 78. 2011. 
Xiao was fond of playing waist-drums when young. According to 
Nan Qi shu, Biography of Shen Chong >!t>~\f , 34.614, Shen Zhong 
,>;t_.1 (fl. second half of the fifth century) and his two elder 

brothers were nicknamed "the waist-drum brothers" ~ ll_)(_,* be-
cause of their uneven reputation. 

18. Jinchu suishi ji, p.8a. Vajrapai;iibalin ~~176-:::l: 
ist deity who protects people from evil. 

19. Ding, Quan Liang shi, p.949. 

20. TS No.468, p.493a. 

21. TS No.2128, p.693b. 

is a Buddh-

22. "Qiao" ~ is the manner in which cymbals j:-.ti:.:_ are played. 
Hayashi Kenzo #~~s.. has noted in his book Toya gakki kyo ~5i 
~~%- p.28 that "qiao tongba ~fiHiil~ "occurs in Faxian 
\.:t. :~J. (fl. 399-406) 's Gaoseng Faxian zhuan ;% if~~. t~ 

See TS No.2085, p.858c. 

23. See XTS, Account of the Southern Barbarians ifJ ~ , 222.6309. 

24. Xianghe 1=€1 :h2 , which were mainly folk songs of the Han dynas-
ty, were performed with strings and winds. See Sos, Treatise on 
Music, 21.603. Wu songs too were accompanied by strings and winds. 
See note 1 o. It should be mentioned that a section of the "Drum 
and Wind Music" l.t 11}, 'il:P called "Music of Transverse Flute" i:J,vfe. ~ 
which could be dated from Han times, was played without strings. 
But it is generally believed that this section was influenced by 
the music of non-Han-Chinese minorities in the north-west of 
China such as "Di" R . See YFSJ 21 .309-31 O, also Wang Yunxi 
"Handai guchuiqu kao" .;,ti"" n_..,Y,\:Jil~ in Yuefu shi luncong ~7#°t°? 
ifiri-f;.. , pp.47-48. 

25. Yudi jisheng 72. 2a-b. The place concerned is Zhengzhou 
(in Hunan). 
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26. 

27. 

28. 

Ximan congxiao, p.2b and p.7b. 

A similar list can be found in Kishibe Shigeo's Todai ongaku, 
pp.204-205. 

Leaves as a kind of musical instrument are mentioned in a poem 
by Yu Xin, "Fenghe Zhao wang chunri" 3-f-*"'.if! ~1-a (A day 
in spring, written in respose to a poem by Prince Zhao): 

The excellent music of "Plum Blossoms" is then performed, 
Tree leaves can be played by blowing. 

~ ::Y<:.l ~i!i lAif if -
1i-t -w. -* 1i E.. ~ • 

See Ding, Quan Bei Zhou shi, p.1585. Part of the stone engrav
ing on the coffin of King Wang Jian :E.. L (847-918) of Qian 
Shu iM 1f'i (907-925) shows a musician holding a leaf with her 
index finger and middle finger close to her lips and blowing. See 
Zhongguo yinyue shi cankao tupian 'If I~ ..:f ~~.$.*I!] Yr series 7, 
plate 5. 

29. JTS in fact gives "san xian qin" /3- .~ ~ (three-stringed 
zither) which never occured before. JTS on the whole draws its 
material from TD, whereas XTS took much of its material from 
JTS. Since both TD and XTS give "one-stringed zither", san 

:::- in JTS must be a corruption of yi • See also 
Kishibe, Todai ongaku, pp.204-205. 

30. The best introductory accounts of the instruments are Hayashi 
Kenzo, Toya gakki ko ]j(__~~ ~* , and Zhang Shibin H:.._i!t "'fif.~ , 
Zhongguo yinyue shilun shugao t:l'>!fil-l~-9!..1t'~:f.~ pp.219-293. 
Martin Gimm, Das Yueh-fu Tsa-lu Des Tuan An-Chieh also contains 
many useful references, and L. E.R. Picken' s "Tang Music and Music
al instruments" in T'oung Pao, LV, 1-3(1969) :74-122, (which is 

31. 

in fact a review of Dr. Gimm's work,) is an essential complement 
to the book. In the lists, zhong and qing are the same as 
bianzhong and bianqing. Pipa and konghou of Sus must be 
the same as the Qin pipa and wo konghou respectively. The two 
instruments had long been in use in China. Kishibe Shigeo provid
es an excellent discussion of the origin of wo konghou in his 
essay "Kugo no engen" ~1i.,,;i#f~J{i .• See Todai no gakki, pp.184-
191. For the history of the Qin pipa, see Zhang Shibin, pp.242-
246. TD prefers a more explicit name so that they can be dis
tinguished from the much later importations from the west, namely 
the "bent-necked pipa" ~ ~~. iL lli. and "s hu konghou" 1!£-.~ .1J. 
(upright harp). 

Huang Xiangpeng, "Xingshiqi he qingtong shidai de yi zhi 
yinxiang ziliao yu woguo yinjie fazhan shi wenti" ~~_:p ~~ .. *j/i} 
l1~~ th '£i ~""' -.:f- .,,fol ~ 4=/-~ ~ I~ -t- ~'f *1'<- .§t M ~ , Yin yue 1 uncong 

1(1978), p.187. 
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32. See Chapter I, note 13, p.258. 

33. YFSJ 94.1321. 

34. Wei shu was completed in 554; and GJYL in 568. 

35. sos 19.553. 

36. Masuda Kiyohide considers that Qingshang as used here by Wang 
Sengqian refers only to the Han-Wei songs of the three modes and 
should be distinguished from the "new tunes". See Gafu no reki
shiteki kenkyu, p.119. On p.121 Masuda maintains that even 
after Southern Qi, Wu songs and the Western songs were never 
labelled under Qingshang in the Southern Dynasties. But he 
failed to take into account the phrase Qingshang xiqu ::f~ \l1J lll1 
that occurs in GJYL. 

37. Shao and Xia were the music of the sage kings Shun ~ and Yu 
~ respectively. 

38. According to Sos 11. 21 5, Xun Yu tf'J Vi (?-289) of the Wes tern 
Jin dynasty used the term zhengsheng to denote one of the three 
musical modes that he exemplied. The three modes, namely zheng-
sheng JI.~ , xiazhi r::iitl:c. and qingjue 3j ~ , were 
later believed to be the same as the Three Modes of Qingshang. 
See Ling Tingkan >i_~-f-t_ (1755-1809), Yanyue kaoyuan :?!":~~~ 
1.29. It should be noted that the term zhengsheng as used by 
Xun Yu referred to a musical mode rather than a song repertory. 

39. See Liang Qichao ~Y#-M._ , Zhongguo zhi meiwen ji qi lishi if;~±_ 
J,ot_ 4-.J,1,A ~ pp.50-51; Zheng Zhenduo j~ :if_ j~ , Zhongguo 

suwenxue shi <f@ 1~~ ~ ~ vol.1, pp.86-87; Wang Yunxi, 
Yuefu shi, pp.14-15; Rao Zongyi i't; 1?. ij}, , Chuci yu ciqu 
yinyue ~ i~_w-t~ >4i~~, pp.36-37; Masuda Kiyohide -1;1fj '<fl 3''A' ~ 
op. cit., pp.116-118; Suzuki Shuji ~::f.li>}>-jz_ , Kan Gi shi no 
kenkyii :::f..ll.°t;fe1J-l>ff}L , pp.201-202. 

40. See Masuda, Gafu, pp.116-118. Scholars have never agreed on the 
exact meaning of the term. Their views are briefly outlined in 
notes 41 and 42. 

41. Masuda, other than stating that qing and zhu are opposites, 
has never made clear what he thinks qing means. Rao Zongyi, who 
bases his view on the traditional tuning of qin suggests that: 

Qingshang is the pitch one half tone ( in the sense used 
in discussions of European music, my note) higher than the 
shang note. 

See Rao, Chuci, pp.36-37. Qing as a musical terms always 
means "higher" in pitch. 

However, other scholars such as Liang Qichao, Yin Falu and 
Zhang Shibin hold that the term originates from the fact that 
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shang is made the fundamental note of the q ing mode .;~$~ • 
See the main text immediately following. Also Liang Qichao, op. 
cit., pp.50-51; Zhang Shibin, op. cit., p. 70; Yin Falu, "Han 
yuefu yu Qingshang yue" .::"§, ~ 1kr J!4. if 'fl51~ , in Yuefu shi yan-
jiu lunwen ji, vol. 2, p.27. 

42. Masuda's view comes very close to those of Liang, Yin and Zhang. 
'Ihe three hold that Qingshang was made to represent the 'Ihree 
Modes, hence the name "the Three Modes of Qingshang" :.t~==-~~ • 
But Wang Yunxi explains Qingshang otherwise. According to him 
qing 3i means "clear and shrill" :;,~ ~ , whereas shang 
denotes a sad kind of music. 'Ihe two words are not incompatible 
in sense. Since.according to Wang, folk music was on the whole 
melancholy, the term came to signify folk music in the Han-Wei 
times, and the Three Modes which originated from folk music were 
therefore called the 'Ihree Modes of Qingshang. See Wang, Yue-
fu shi, pp.1 2-15. Suzuki Shuj i agrees with Wang, and his 
argument follows Wang's closely. See Suzuki, Kan Gi shi, pp. 
201-202. 

43. According to the editors of the punctuated edition of Wei shu, 
Zhonghua shuju >t~"t.&; , 1974, the old editions of the book all 
give gong as the fundamental note of the ping mode. There 
must be corruption in the text since gong is also given as the 
fundamental note of of se mode. The editors have changed gong 
to jue for the ping mode, on the basis of two similar texts 
found in Cefu yuangui, juan 857, and TD, juan 143. See 
Wei shu, Treatise on Music, 19.2846-2847. 

44. Readers should be cautioned that the western notations are only 
close approximations of their Chinese counterparts. The modern 
western notations are based on the equal-tempered tonal system, 
whereas the Chinese ones represent a gamut of pitches derived 
from the multiplication of certain figure by 2/3 and 4/3 altern
ately. See Bell N. Yung's discussion in New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians, 1980 edition. vol.1, p.261, and Joseph Need
ham, Science and Civilization in China, vol.4, pt.1. pp.171-176. 

45. For the different interpretation of Chu mode, see Wang Yunxi, 
Yuefu shi, pp.20-21, Suzuki Shuji, Kan Gi shi, pp.202-212, 
Zhang Shibin, Zhongguo yinyue, pp.70-71, and Wu Zhao J'-,j•! 
"Ye tan chu sheng de diaoshi wenti" -tt.tJ, ~ft-1'19"°t~i\' M~ , 
Wenyi yanjiu j:__~ ;fffJZi 2( 1980), pp.36-37. 

46. Wang Yunxi, Yuefu shi, p.12. 

4 7. Ling Ti ngkan, Yinyue kaoyuan, 1 • 3 2: 
'lllere were two kinds of popular music in the Tang dynasty. 
One was Qingyue, which was the music in the Three Modes of 
Qingshang and originated from the time of Weik~ and Jin 

Jll1 • The Three Modes are the qing mode, ping mode and 
ce mode i~i)'~~ • Before the music of Kucha was first 
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introduced into China, the popular music of the Liang and 
Chen dynasties was in the 'lhree Modes. 

Ling considers the ce mode 1~·1 i!il the same as se mode. See 
Yanyue kaoyuan 1 .32. 

48. Zhongguo minge ">r:f 1~ ~-Wt , p.354. 

49. Muramatsu Kazuya, Chugoku no ongaku l::f 1~ c:1)..:f ~ , pp.197-206. 

50. Zhongguo minge, p.355. 

51. Huang Xiangpeng, "Zeng Houyi zhongqing mingwen yuexue tixi 
chutan" fi~z...ti~i.t~"t:i!."ff~.~::t~, Yinyue yanjiu 20(1981): 
32-39. J 

52. Li Chengyu, "Zeng Houyi pianqing de chubu yanjiu" 't 1j. Z... .~~ ~ bS7 
::;f<JJ-!YW1~ , Yinyue yanjiu 28(1983), p.91. 

5 3. See, for example, Yang Yinliu 'ft 1t 3~'\ 's Zhongguo yinyue shi
gao ~ 1\il-fr~ ~1~ p.172 and Huang Xiangpeng' s " Xian Qin yin
yue wenhua de guanghui cangzao - Zeng Houyi mu de gu yueqi" -L!
--i~ ~1L it-) :l. :;t!fi i·l1L - i U. 'Z..\-;t ~ii~ ~ , Wenwu 27 8 ( 1979): 
32-39. 

54. Sos, Treatise on the Calender, 11.215-217 records in detail the 
three modes as exemplified by Xun Yu. The second of the three, 
the xiazhi mode -r- ~~ is as follows: (provided gong is 
"c") 

lz yz nl wy yzh hz dl tc jz gx zl rb 
c d e f g a b 
gong shang jue bi an- zhi yu bian-

zhi gong 

It is a perfect example of the New Scale .• Wang Yunxi follows Ling 
Tingkan in believing that Xun Yu's three modes are the same as 
the Three Modes of Qingshang. See Wang, Yuefu shi, p.27. The 
belief is well grounded since in Sos, Treatise on Music, 21.608, 
there is this line: 

Songs in the three modes of Qingshang - old lyrics selected 
by Xun Yu to be used at court. 

Xun Yu, a musicologist himself, was chiefly responsible for over
hauling the Qingshang repertory in early Western Jin. His exem
plification of the Three Modes of Qingshang have amounted to 
no more than supplying them with a theorectical foundation and 
then giving them three new names. 

Yang Yinliu holds the opinion too that the New Scale had been 
used in Qingshang songs. See Yang, Zhongguo yinyue, p.259. 

55. I have failed to discover any biographical details about Zhao 
Weize. In Taigu yiyin ;;t-6,j-'t 4.76, he was presented as quoting 
Zhao Sh·i "ill 1Hp in a discussion of qin music, and was placed 
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before Xue Yijian ~ ~ 1ifl • Zhao Shi was said to be a qin 
player of unrivalled skill. According to Zhu Changwen ;';!'--'-.~ 

( 1039- 1098) 's Qin shi ~~ 4.16, he died in 639. Xue 
Yijian too, again according to Qin shi 4.28, was a qin player 
who flourished in the mid-eighth century. Zhao Weize perhaps 
lived between the seventh and the eighth century. 

56. See Ying jiuchao juanzibeh jieshi diao youlan -*~ "'l"~A':>q-~;i;~~ 
~~ ~~ , p.1 and p.27. 

57. Ibid., also Guqin quji -i;_Jti»>J; , pp.1-24. 

58. See Huang Xiangpeng, "Xian Qin yinyue wenhua", pp.34-39. 

59. See, for example, Yu Guanying ~ , Yuefu shi xuan ~J)i(~~~ 
p .42 ~ Okamura Sadao I~ ::t:..r .§.~ , "Enka ko - fu su" f2.i~~ - ttt~ 
and Obi Koichi •l'k:)it- , "Enka to en" -!6~ ~ fiL , in Kogafu 

l!i ~ ~ , pp.401-460. However, Yang Yinliu, Zhongguo gudai 
yinyue shigao, p.115 asserts: 

Yan for the most part occurs at the beginning of a song, but 
may also occur in the middle of a song. 

without giving any evidence at all. 

60. Ample evidences can be found elsewhere about the position of 
songsheng. JTS, Biography of Lu Cai ~=:t" , 79.2726 has re-
corded Lu Cai (?-665) 's memorial which states something similar: 

The Bureau of Music, whether in the present or the past, has 
as usual practice that after the song proper, songsheng 
will be played. 

GJYL, as cited in YFSJ 45.656, tells us the following of 
Huan wen ge Yik fvt-¢k.. , one of the Wu songs: 

When the songs ends, the singer would call, "Love, do you 
hear?" as a kind of songsheng. 

61. Zhu Ziqing, Zhongguo geyao "7 1-00~iiii , p.85: 
Songsheng may or may not occur in a song. Its character is 
perhaps similar to that of the yan f!.i or qu ~ 
I suspect it might be a kind of hesheng. 

Yin Falu includes songsheng in his discussion of chang 
(singing) and he *~ . See Yin, "Zhongguo gudai shige zhong 
de changhe xingshi" '<f '~ ~~ H-:f* i::P fJ-7 "'~ :f"' ~ ~ , Ci kan ~ ::11j 
1(1980):35-43. On p.40 of this article, the songsheng of Xiwu 
yefei is labelled "he". 

62. Shuowen jiezi ~~ 1iltf ~ I 2ao18bo 

63. YangShen~·t~ (1488-1559), Shenan shihua -fc~i";fi~ 12.7b: 
The yan occurs before the song. Both the he of the Wu 
songs and the yan are similar to the introduction in the 
song of nowadays. 

As it is made clear in the main text, no hesheng ever occurs 
in the Wu songs of YFSL. 
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64. Huajian ji 2.6a-b. 

65. Zun qian ji p.24a. 

66. See YFSJ, 50.726-728, 51.744-746. 

67. See ~napter II, pp.58-59. 

68. See SoS, Biography of Shen Youzhi, 74.1927. 

69. YFSJ 49.724. 

70. See, for example, Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, p.113. 

71. YFSJ 44.641. 

72. YFSJ 45.660. 

73. Chapter II, pp.33-34. 

74. Ibid. p.24. 

75. Ibid. p.36. 

76. Ibid. p.93. 

77. YFSJ 49.711. Of the eight lyrics to the tune, "kelian" Gf•tfit 
(lovely) occurs in six, and in four of them it takes up the same 
position - the third and fourth syllabic position in the first 
line. Take for instance the following: 

May I ask, oh lovely, 
Now you're going down to the capital, 
When will I see you 
Return to the west? 

~9 it •J ·~ I' *~ ~ , 
1"1' ~~ Jli .%- il ;W ~~. 

(Qingcong baima no.7) 
Kelian is not related in meaning to the rest of the lyric. It 
is perhaps a hesheng. 

78. See YFSJ 38.563 and 34.504-505. See also Hans H. Frankel, 
"Yueh-fu Poetry" in Studies in Chinese Literary Genres, p.88. 

79. '!he history of prostitution in China is still in need of serious 
study. One brief introduction to the subject is Wang Shunu's OE.-td!$t. 

Zhongguo changji shi 'f 1@-lJ.~ -9.~~ • On the first page 
of the book, Wang says, 

The prostitutes of ancient times came from music performers. 
Howard Levy's "T'ang Women of Pleasure" reveals many features of 
the ji of that period which are comparable to those of the same 
profession in the Southern Dynasties. See Levy, op. cit., 
Sinologica 8(1965):89-114. 
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80. Pei Ziye ~-l-Jf (467-528}, for example, comments on the later 
years of Liu Song dynasty: 

Emperors would make gifts of ji to those in their favour. 
'!be bureaucrats followed the fashion of keeping ji and 
became decadent. Princes, generals and ministers kept as many 
singing girls as their chambers could accomodate. Rich 
merchants and enterprising traders owned hoards of dancing 
girls. 'Ibey bragged to each other of their possessions, and 
competed for the girls with all the possible avidity. Prohib
itory laws were to no avail. 'Ibis was what corrupted public 
morals. 

It is worth noting that elsewhere Pei observes that "Wu songs and 
Chu dances" q, ~ ~Jf were the usual i terns of entertainment 
at this time. See TD 141.736. 

81. See Liang shu, Biography of Cao Jingzong, 9.181, and Biography 
of Xiahou Kui, 28.422. 

82. Lu Sidao ii 1:iL (535-586} in the poem "Ye wen lun ji II atYi i~~~ 
(On hearing the ji next door at night) describes such a house: 

The entertainment house fronts on three roads, 
'!be terrace of wind music is nine storeys_high. 

·rn -t t -1-t :;: -1!_. 
~jz_ * ~io tu l . 

See Ding, Quan Sui shi ~ P~ 1;-;f ' pp.1 658-1659. 

83. Liang Emperor Jianwen describes an entertainment house in more 
detail in his poem "Zhi bi xi shu" ~~ JID;i; (I took a brush 
and wrote for amusement) : 

Dancing girls and beauties of Yan, 
An entertainment house, some women of pleasure. 
Large plectrums start strumming one after another, 
Bodies sway to the tune "Hands at the sides, the minor piece", 
Other tunes follow: "Fishing Rod" and "Zither Music of Shu", 
And "Break Willow Branch" of Xincheng. 
On the jade table are peaches from the Queen Mother of the West, 
In the shell calabash is pomegranate wine. 
The embroidered bed-curtains of rooms 1 and 2 are dissimilar, 
Rooms 8 and 9 are still lit up, 
There must be a bright moon every night,. 
'!be moment the girls change clothes is always endearing. 

""-.k-.J}.. ~c.-:Jt"!§... 1~1-j. qJ. 1'-~~ 0 

~! :r, ff-·~. ~ ~· 11• ~ =r" 
jfJ w ~ ~ ~w . ifr~r~ic:. *fr~ ~f· 
~ ~ i1i7 ~ -:f1£.. . ~ -:(-;;r. ;:;& 1-~ 7ft • 
'if "Li 1i 1-R_.j. tf ~ :J!.!, j' B~ • 
~~ ~ ~It ~ . v.'l 11.~ 't~ -t. R. 
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See Ding, Quan Liang shi ~.J?ll:~~ , p.909. 

84. YFSJ 49.918. 

85. In Chen shu, Biography of Chen Shuj ian r~--f-'l(_~ , Prince of 
Changsha -¥z_.:;.:~r:f. , 28.366, we are given a brief glimpse of the 
life of one of these wine-selling girls: 

Chen Shujian's (fl. late sixth century) mother was originally 
a slave in a tavern in Wuzhong ~ -4> (Wu xian Jf, ~~, , 
Jiansu). When Gaozong ~~- (i.e. Emperor Xuan of Chen i'j.~~ 
531-582) was still a commoner, he once went there for a drink, 
and ultimately enjoyed the girl. When he became emperor, the 
woman was made Shuyi * 1l'i( (an imperial concubine of middle 
rank). 

It appears that Gaozong grew so fond of the girl that he married 
her soon afterwards. Such good fortune was, however, very rare. 

86. To give one example, Wang Yin ~ r'i, 's Jin shu records: 
Jiang Di ~ ~ was executed for forming a gang and making 
attacks on the commanderies and counties. As a result, his 
daughter was made a slave of the government. However, she had 
a clear voice which was very moving :1l :,'( Jt--JbA.._ • The Crown 
Prince Minhuai ~-'Fi (279-300) came to enjoy her, and she 
subsequently gave birth to his son. 

Jiang Di's daughter must have become a ji and hence was able 
to attract the attention of the prince. The record is cited in 
a fragment which is thought to be from a lost encyclopoedia 
Xiuwendian yulan i'%-;t.~ll:_{~f "f. , compiled in 572. See Luo Xuetang 
xiansheng quanji ~ t ~ :L!l: ~__$ , si bian uP ~.:Iii , ce 3, 
p.1 293 and p.1 299. Hong Ye ~-j thinks the fragment might 
perhaps come from another work Hualin bianliie _:f-:f.;f-~ !-- which 
was compiled in 524. See Hong, "Suowei Xiuwendian yulan zhe" 
?fritt§-V-.9:. ~f t.i(i;t, , Yanjing xuebao 12(1932):2499-2558. 

87. Shishuo xinyu 3a.21b provides one of the many examples: 
Xie An's ~4t:- (320-385) wife curtained off her maid
servants -9..'f- and had them perform music in front of her. 

88. 'Ihe following instances would suffice for illustration: 
Nan Qi shu, Biography of Lu Huixiao 1~ Jft, a_t 46.806: 

Wang Yan :i:: £. ( ?-497) presented to Lu Huixiao (435-496) one 
of his ji as a token of his good will. But Huixiao would 
not accept it. 

Liang shu, Biography of Cai Daogong ~ ~*- , 1 0.194: 
'Ihe Wei government agreed to return Cai Dagong's (?-503) 
coffin. His family gave some ji in exchange, and buried it 
in Xiangyang. 

He Fasheng' s 1Pi ->.:t J]t (fl. in the Liu Song dynasty) Jin zhonq-
xing shu .Ji if ~-t;" (See Tai ping yulan 580 .1 b): 

One ji, who was playing a flute, faltered slightly at a 
note. Wang Kai ::J. 't1i. (fl. in the fourth century) flew 
into such a rage that he ordered the Attendants of the Yellow 
Gatej.r, to beat her to death. 
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~ :;,\;' .>B!_-$\b., 'i;r:I •J,1;-89. In Zizhi tongjian .s;,, 114. 3 581, Hu Sanxing n :;....-a 
(1230-1302) explains yinghu as follows: 

People, who were vagrants, deserters or rebels, would be 
assigned to military camps. '!hey became yinghu ~ ? 

Hamaguchi Shigekuni ~f. -o 1 I~ explains yinghu as those who, 
because of some offence, were assigned to military camps to carry 
out all kinds of sundry duties and even serve as soldiers. See 
Hamaguchi Shigekuni, To-ocho no senj in seido ~ ~ iQ ITJ ~A.. #M 1J. , 
p.331. But military camps of the Southern Dynasties were not 
without women. In Sos, Annals of the Houfei Emperor !i'l.~ ~ 
9.188, the Houfei Emperor (463-477) is said to have had illicit 
relations with the women of the Camps of the Right Division 
guarding the Capita1-*:ti ~l'f~ f lf-::li::--f :lA~ • Yu Zhengxie must be 
partly right in thinking that some of these female slaves in the 
camps were musical performers and prostitutes. 

90. Ding, Quan Chen shi, p.137. 

91. Wei Zifu was first employed in the household of the Princess of 
Pingyang, a sister of the Han Emperor Wu ~t~'*' (156-87 B.C. ). 
Once the Emperor paid a visit to his sister and became fond of 
Wei, who was then one of the ladies-in-waiting. Wei was later 
sent to the Palace Jianzhang ~1f and was made a consort of 
the Emperor. See Han shu , Biography of Imperial Relatives 9~ ~ , 
97a. 3949. 

92. Emperor Jianwen of Liang, for example, mentions such a girl in 
his poem "Dong fei bolau ge" Jr-~ i~ ~~ (Eastward Flies the 
Shrike): 

So lovely she is, 
Aged about thirteen or fourteen. 
Skilled in singing, adept in dancing, 
Just as one would have it. 

Of ·t~ if ~ -!- ~ 'l:Jl) , 

.::L~ T-? ~ >-~-t,. 

See Ding, Quan Liang shi, p.896. 

93. The editors of Siku qua.nshu ~~ ~-f held the belief that 
the statutes in Tang liudia.n were never put into practice. See 
Siku qua.nshu _ 21,ongmu ti yao -.= 7J ~ j\_l. 8 ~ 1 6 .1668. Han 
Changg. ng l!-K.~:Jf in a more recent study of the problem agrees 
that Tang liudian was never promulgated, but he notes that the 
institutions expounded in the work are essentially those which 
existed since early Tang. See Han Changgeng, "Guanyu Da Tang liu
dian xingyong wenti" ~~ ~~*~~.~..tffil Jlll.,q, Zhongguo shi yanjiu 
17(1983) :84-92. 

94. See Kishibe, Todai ongaku, pp.217-236. 

95. Yu Jian's ia Tang zhuan :11~ , as cited in Hu Zi's 
(fl.mid twelfth century) Tiaoxi yuyin conghua houji -lt .;j. ;_~.~I,, 
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-)tii ~u. , 2.1 5, says: 
In the south of Deqing .{~?i county in Huzhou ~fl,_l-1 (in 
Zhejiang), there is the village of Qianxiiti;i where people 
practised music during the Southern Dynasties. Even now, there 
are still several hundred families which practised music. The 
musical performers of south China mostly come from here. Hence 
the saying, "Dances originate from Qianxi". 

We are not given any more detail about the institution. The place 
was perhaps a centre of entertainment houses where music was 
taught. Yu's book is now lost, and Yu Jing provides no biograph
ical details. 

96. Ding, Quan Liang shi, p.911. 

97. Ibid., p.1210. 

98. See for example, Zhongguo yinyue shi cankao tupian, series 6, 

99. 

1 oo. 

1 01. 

102. 

103. 

plates 12 and 13; and Tang sancai youtao 7U~J.'.; .j\:91~ , vol.1, 
plate 7. 

Ding, Quan Liang shi, p.1305. 

Ibid., p.1107. 

Ibid., p.1241. 

See Chapter II, p.34. 

Yiwen leizhui 69.1 204. Taozhi i~t-~ and yunmu t-tt- are 
two varieties of bamboo. Dai Kaizhi's 
dynasty) Zhupu 'r'r~ p.4b says: 

~ °)JU-:1:.... (fl. in the Jin 

Taozhi, the skin of the stem is red in colour. 
when woven are both smooth and tough. They can 
mats. 

The slats 
be made into 

Guo Yi gong's 1~ & -:l Guang zhi ;J. :&· describes y unmu 
as follows: (see Chu xueji :}f./J~te., 28.694) 

Yunmu bamboo is a large bamboo. 
No biographical details are available concerning Guo Yigong. 
Sus, Treatise on Biography, 34.1007 lists his book after Zhang 
Hua's ~jf. (232-300) Za ji ~~~C-i 

.104. Emperor Jianwen of Liang makes the following interesting observa
tion in a poem Ye ting ji ~1~~3l.. 

Rouged lips fade as they blow, 
Jade bracelets shuttle over the strings. 

~,4- p?!_ .,7, ":! . 
:!>~"I it.~t ~. 

See Ding, Quan Liang shi, p.921. For a more detailed discussion 
of some cosmetics used in ancient China such as huahuang ifi-;f, , 
see Edward H. Schafer, "The Early History of Lead Pigments and 
Cosmetics in China," T'oung Pao 44(1956) :413-438. 
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105. Thus Wang Xun 30~''1 (511-536) writes in a poem "Yingling yongwu" 
JJ!-~t*Jf (On dance, commanded by His Highness): 

The way she smiles is worth a thousand gold pieces, 
'!he fragrance of her clothes pervades ten li. 

~~-4-1t-WI. 
;{::.-ii' --r ~ i~. 

See Quan Liang shi, p.1180. 

106. YFSJ 49.716. 

107. Ding, Quan Song shi, p.826. 

108. Ibid., p.688. 

109. Ding, Quan Liang shi, p.1101. Jiangxing Garden was a popular 
spot to see friends off. Liang shu, Biography of Xiao Jing 

..c-f.\ti.-?f. (477-523), 24.369 records that Emperor Wu of Liang once 
bade farewell to Xiao Jing in the garden. 

110. A poem by Yu Xin ~f~ , "Dui yan Qi shi"~_:j.ilf--i~ (At a feast 
with the envoys from Qi), actually mentions the professional 
singers at a parting feast: 

The return carriage was ready at the guest house, 
'!hen with it we went to the river embankment. 
The waiter was quickly filling our parting cups, 
Sad were the farewell songs by professional singers. 

~ ,{' --r-~. 'if~. 
;j,__ ~ 11; )?( ~. 
;,§ "$..~It :tr· -{,{___. 
ify_ ~ _g ' ( ~ 'ti-. 

See Ding, Quan Bei Zhou shi ~::lt. rJJ 1~ , p.1 595. The parting 
took place by the river by which the envoys from Northern Qi 
would make their way home. 

111. See, for example, Hans H. Frankel, "Six Dynasties Yueh-fu and 
Their Singers," Journal of the Chinese Language Teachers 
Association 13(0ctober 1978): p.189. 

112. Ruth Finnegan, Oral Literature in Africa, pp.4-5. 



NOTES TO CHAPTER IV 

1. Ronald c. Miao, for example, has noted: 
A high percentage of these songs (i.e. yuefu songs of the 
Southern Dynasties, my note.) deal with the theme of love; 
they are often erotic in tone, delicate in description, and 
suffused with the sense of tender pathos. 

See Miao, "Palace-Style Poetry - The Courtly Treatment of Glamour 
and I.eve," in Studies in Chinese Poetry and Poetics, vol.1, 
p.12. Hans H. Frankel, too, has the following to say in his essay 
"Yiieh-fu Poetry," in Studies in Chinese Literary Genre, p.95: 

The favouite theme [of the Wu songs and the Western songs] 
is love. Parting, leave taking, and separation are typical 
situations. 

2. The femininity of the Spanish traditional lyric has been noted by 
J.G.Cummins whose explanation of the fact might perhaps be 
applicable to the Chinese scene too: 

This is clearly the effect (and not the cause) of the simple 
fact that the female members of a Spanish rural comnunity 
sing more than the men; singing is often a group activity, 
and the women are more commonly gathered in a group in the 
execution of their daily activities, washing clothes, 
spinning, sewing etc., while the men's occupations, except 
at certain seasons, tend to be more solitary. 

(Cummins, The Spanish Traditional Lyrics, p.22) 
As a matter of fact, women's songs seemed to have prospered 
throughout medieval Europe. The few earliest survivals of German 
lyric from the medieval period are predominantly feminine in 
character. Thus Olive Sayce observes: 

In all these poems, including the Carmina Burana (a 
collection of medieval German lyrics, my note) example, the 
woman is depicted as loving and devoted, lamenting the man's 
absence or desertion. 

(Sayce, The Medieval German Lyrics, 1150-1300, p.80) 
On the same page, he has also noted that they are almost exclusi
vely first-person monologues. Peter Dronke makes the following 
observations about medieval Europe in his much used book, The 
Medieval Lyric, p.90: 

It is significant that church councils throughout Europe from 
the sixth to the ninth centuries protest against the singing 
not only of amatory or lascivious songs, but specifically 
against the songs of girls (pullarum cantica). 

andp.91: 
So too, many poets and poetesses of medieval Europe turned 
to the ancient and universal themes of women's love songs, 
and made new poetry out of them in a fascinating variety of 
ways. 

There seems to be much to be compared between East and West. 

3. Li Jiayan, Gushi chu tan, pp.27-34. 

4. See Mekada Makoto hakushi koki kinen ChUgoku bungaku ronshu ~ ~~i;..: 

t~ -,j:~"'f~il,.J-1:-lfl~~~.:tf,;: I pp.199-220. 
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5. See, for example, Zhou Chengming l"il~ 9" 's Nanbeichao 
yuefu shi yanjiu ~ .::1-t:fi:i~-'l'ti:~~'ff~ , p. 70, in which such songs 
as Wu ye ti, Ye huang, Ye du niang, Shuang xingchan and Xun
yang yue are thought to be about love between prostitutes and 
their customers. 

6. Li, Gushi, p.30. 

7. Konishi, Nancho gafu, pp.201-202. 

8. Ibid., p.204. 

9. The lyric is subtitled "Song of the first month" ..IE. 11 ~ and 
is the first of a song sequence on all the months of the year. 
See YFSJ 49.723. As it may be expected, it is not unusual to 
mention the new displacing the old when the beginning of a year 
becomes the subject. A lyric to the tune San tai .::. {> which 
is preserved in a manuscript dated "the fourth year of Jinglong" 

~-jt. 'CO) ~ ( 7 1 0) runs: 
It is the first month, the head of the year, and the beginn

ing of spring, 
[All over the world?], what is old is changing and the new 

is welcome. 

See Guo Morua "i11~3f.~ ( 1 892-1978), "Pu Tianshou Lunyu chaoben 
hou de shici zalu" l'.:3<:. ~ ~~~ ::f3>-.:$--f'31..w~;f~~p;~ , in Kaogu ~i5 
118( 1972), p.5; and Rao Zongyi -Y~~ &.Ji , "Dunhuang qu dingbu" 
~ *~ ~ °&:f :tli ' , in BIHP 5 1 • 1 ( 1 9 8 O) , p • 1 21 • 

10. Konishi, Nancho gafu, p.219. 

11. YFSJ 47.691. 

12. Though the alba, or dawn song, usually refers to a watchman who 
alarms the lovers, it is not unusual for the lark to take the 
place of the watchman. See Jonathan Saville, The Medieval Erotic 
Alba - Structure as Meaning, p.1 and pp.148-149. For Shakespeare, 
see the next note. 

13. See Mao 82 and 96. For the translations by Arthur Waley, see 
The Book of Songs, pp.36-37. The parallel between the two songs 
and the alba has also been noted by Waley on p.36. Arthur T. 
Hatto has thus commented on Mao 82: 

This famous poem ••••• might well attract attention, since 
here, thousand years before Shakespeare, are found most of 
the essential themes of the scene in Romeo and Juliet in 
which the hero takes leave of the heroine after a night of 
love (I II, V) • 

See Hatto, Eos, An Enquiry into the Theme of Lovers' Meetings 
and Partings at dawn in Poetry, p.20. He has also noted on the 
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same page that well before Waley, in 1876, another scholar, 
Wilhelm Scherer, had also been struck by the parallel between the 
Chinese poem and the European songs of parting at dawn. 

14. Zhou Chengming, for one, has quoted the lyric in question as an 
example about prostitutes and their patrons. See Zhou, Nanbei
chao, p.70. 

15. -k ' _,_ 
Taiping guangji '""'' -4- ~. &u t 274.2157. 

16. Taiping yulan, 943.1b-2a. 

17. Judging from the dynastic histories, illicit love was by no means 
uncommon in those days. Sos, for example, records that the 
concubine of a certain Zong Yi ~ J-.~ had an affair with his 
servant Niu Tai !f- ~ • (See Sos, Biography of Zong Que 
~ ~. , 76.1971.) But the accounts are usually too brief to be 

useful for illustrating the background to the love songs. There 
is, however, the love story of Han Shou ~t ~ (d. ca. 292) 
and Jia Wu f, -1" , which is recorded in some detail in Jin shu. 
See Jin shu, Biography of Jia Chong ~Ji.I. , 40. 1172-1173. Jia 
Wu, the daughter of an early Jin statesman, Jia Chong(217-282), 
fell in love with Han and arranged to have him come to her in 
secret every night. The secret love was discovered when Jia Chong 
came to notice that Han carried with him an aroma which belonged 
to a kind of very rare perfumery in his possession. The story 
ends with the lovers joined in conjugal bliss. Jin shu is always 
accused of taking stories of dubious authenticity for history. 
Nevertheless, the story indicates that secret love meetings are 
not unknown to Jin society. 

18. YFSJ 49.723. The Buddha motif is related to a Buddhist ceremony 
held on the eighth day of the fourth month of the lunar year. See 
Chapter I I, pp. 91-92. 

19. Ibid. I 49.722. 

20. Ibid., 49.711. For the second and the last lines, I follow the 
version in YTXY, 10.6b. 

21. YFSJ, 49.721. 

22. For a detailed study of the censers, see Homer H. Dubs, "Han Hill 
Censers," in Studia Serica Bernhard Karlgren Dedicata, pp. 259-
264. 

23. The incense derives from a k.ind of tree called agallochum. The 
wood is said to be heavy enough to sink in water, hence the name. 
See Liang shu, Biography of Linyi (Champa) ::f,:f, b , 54. 784; 
and G.A. Stuart, Chinese Materia Medica, Vegetable Kingdom, p. 
45. 
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24. YFSJ, 49.712. 

25. Ibid., 49. 714. "Jin lan" -i::- ~ (gold and orchid) in the 
original lyric is derived from the section Ji ci ... /Ji';f of Yi 
jing .; ~.'§. in which it is said: 

When two people share one heart, they can shatter the 
strength of all metals. When one's words find complete 
sympathy in another person, they are sweet as the fragrance 
of orchid. 

;;:.J, !61~· J ~ *:.t f,f{-~ . J~ '-:..' ~i;. ;tr. -"·.9.ta 'AA • 

See Zhou yi zhushu >fl~ r:l: ~J,u , 7 .18a. See also Richard 
Wilhelm, I Ching, or Book of Changes, translated into English 
by Cary F. Baynes, p.306. The phrase might have become so popular 
that folk lyricists could be using it without knowing its origin. 

26. YFSJ. , 48. 7 03. 

27. Ibid., 49.716. 

'\;? ~ 28. See Mao 229, Bai hua --r , Shi jing zhushu 15b. 17b. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

A similar motif can be found in Mao 216, Yuan yang {t; ~ 
Shi jing zhushu, 14b.8b-10b; but it appears to have no connec
tion with love. 

Ibid., 49. 719. 

Ibid., 49.715. 

Ibid., 49. 716. 

Ibid., 48.709. 

YFSJ., 49.724. 

Ibid., 49.715. 

Anne Birrell, New Songs from a Jade Terrace, p.13. 

Ibid., p.14. 

Ibid •• 

Ibid •• 

Ibid., p.16. 

Ibid •• 

41. Ibid., p.10. 

42. David Hawkes, Ch'u Tz'u, Songs of the South. pp. 24-25. 
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43. Hong Xingzu ~~;}JL ( 1070-1135), Chu ci buzhu ~~ ::fit·?l:. , 
1.11b-12a. 

44. Nan Qi shu. Biography of Wang Jingze, 26.485. 

45. YFSJ. I 49.714. 

46. Ibid., 49.712. Different sources give different lengths of one 
duan 3>-ltl, • Ji yun ~{}', 2 .83a gives the length as six 
zhang :st_ , which appears to fit in well with the lyric. 

4 7. Ibid. I 48.709. 

48. Ibid., 49.711. 

49, Ibid., 49.722. 

so. Arthur Waley, Chinese Poems, p.109. 

51. YFSJ. I 48.703. 

52. The antiphonic nature of some of the Western lyrics and Wu lyrics 
has been noted by Yu Guanying ~~~. and others. See Yu, "Wu
sheng gequ li de nanni.i zengda" ~-~& ~ l. ¥t ,W-st-Jl.'t ~ , in Han 
Wei Liuchao shi luncong :-"J, a-r: 1W~1 i~. , pp .60-69° 

53. Birrell. New Songs, p.8. 

54. Ibid •• 

55. Ibid., p.14. 

56. Marilyn Jane Evans, Popular Songs of the Southern Dynasties: A 
Study in Chinese Poetic Styles, p.18. 

57. YFSJ, 49. 714. 

58. Birrell, New Songs, p.14. 

59. See YFSJ, 47.689, 690; and 48.703, 708. 

60. Ibid., 48.708. 

61. See Chapter II, p.40. 

62. YFSJ, 48.708. 

63. Ibid., 49. 719. 

64. Ibid., 47.691. 

65. Ibid., 48.707. The pair-eyed fish is a kind of solelike flat
fish which are thought to go in pairs and share their single 
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66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

eyes. See Erya yishu, B5.9a; Han shi waizhuan l~t~9~i~ 
5.12a, and Bernard Read, Chinese Materia Medica: Fish Drugs, 
p.84-85. 

YFSJ, 49.721. 

Ibid. I 4 7. 689. 

Ibid., 48.698. 

Ibid., 47.691. 

Ibid., 49.719. 

Ibid. I 49. 724. 

Ibid. I 49.714. 

Ibid. I 49.717. 

74. The Wu songs, for example, provide several instances of sleep
lessness: Ziye ge no.26, 28, 33 (YFSJ, 44.643); Aonong ge 
no.11 (YFSJ, 46.668); Huashan ji no.7, 17 (YFSJ 46.669, 670); 
Du qu ge no.6, 7, 86 (YFSJ, 46.671, 672, 676). J.G. Cummins 
observes thus of the Spanish traditional songs: 

Sleeplessness is a common element, it may be linked with 
unfaithfulness or neglect, or may be caused merely by the 
depth of the girl's love, or by a vaguely perceived desire 
for fulfilment. 

See Cummins, The Spanish, p.49. 

7 5. YFSJ, 48. 709. ~ (tie) is perhaps a corruption of tJ/ (put up 
the hands to get hold of something). Not only does ~ 1¥f; read 
better, but also ~i·;t,- (get hold of the branches) occurs in 
Caisang du no.6 (YFSJ, 48.709) which is also about picking 
mulberry leaves. 

76. Xu Guang:ri .a:~J'} ( 1562-1633), Nongzheng quanshu ~ R-j:--( 
34.683: 

A mulberry-hook ~ -j.6J is an instrument to assist the 
picking of leaves. In the course of picking, in order to get 
to the leaves of the far branches, a wooden hook is used to 
pull them near instead of stretching out the arms and 
fingers and tiring oneself out with the labour. In the past, 
when the imperial ladies undertook sericulture themselves, 
punnets and hooks were used for picking the leaves. At the 
beginning of the Shangyun .J:..3t..J. era (674-676) of the Tang 
dynasty, thirteen treasures that helped building the empire 
were found, one of which is a hook for picking mulberry 
leaves. Hence we know the ancients used hooks for the labour. 

The use of hooks surely precedes the inauguration of the Tang 
empire. 
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77. YFSJ, 49.714. 

78. Ibid., 49.713. 

79. See Chapter II, p.48-49. 

80. YFSJ, 49.913. 

81. Ibid. I 44.647. 

82. Ibid •• 

83. Ibid. I 44.648. 

84. '!he ninth of the ten eulogies entitled Zhongxing ge ,;y ~ ~ 
is as follows: (see Bao Canjun ji zhu j""€,._.$." j, ~ , p.215) 

Whether one has good fortune or not is pre-ordained, 
Our life span is for Heaven to decide. 
Since we have witnessed the joy of Resurgence, 
No more should Vie let 01.1r ~orries scorch us. 

"Zhongxing" refers to the resurgence of the dynasty, and is 
placed in similar positions as "Taishi". Like Taishi, the time is 
thought to be one of joy, and should dispel all worries which are 
hiated in the first two lines. The structure of the poem resem
bles closely those of the Wu and Western lyrics we have seen. 

as. Ibid., 49.110. 

86. Details of the game are unknown. The earliest mention of it is 
found in Zong Lin's ~ t!. (d.ca.563) Jing Chu suishi ji, 
p.6a: 

On the fifth day of th~ f il:i:h 1nonth • • • • • • , all the people 
would "pace on a hundred kinds of grass" S~ ~if 

The commentary, probably by Du Gongzhan ;f:::i.JA" t!l (fl. late sixth 
century), reads: 

"Pacing on a hundred kinds of grass" is the same as our game 
of "competing with a hundred kinds of grass. ii~ s 11 " 

Du Taiqing' s -:f;J:.-!- JIJP (d. ca. 596) Yuzhu baodian ~ ~J:i V. ii7 
S.18a mentions the same custom practised in the Jing-Chu region. 
An instance of the game could be found in Liu binke jiahua lu :1-J-J'.$--
j. ~i j~ in which the Tang princess Le'an !}f..;§:-.J..x-;:i.... (fl. 

late seventh century) is said to take away the bl3::t.l'."d that once 
belonged to the poet Xie Lingyun ~ct~ 31.. (385-433) from a Budd
hist monastery in order to "enrich the variety of her collection". 
See also Shang Binghe' s Jif] :f- if.a Lidai shehui fengsu shiwu 
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kao Ji.~ t-:i: t Jiil.~ l~3f , and Wei Xun t .itf] 
Binke jiahua lu, p.27a. 

87. YFSJ, 49.717. 

(fl. 856) Liu 

88. Li Jiannong -.::f:ii·l ~ has noted that ox rather than horse was the 
most important draught animal since the Jin d,nasty. See Li, Wei 
Jin Nanbeichao Sui Tang jingji shigao ~ -l Ti) ;1::. :U f~ Ji .~'§.. 7*t- 3:...5/'~ 
PP· 92-93 and PP• 115-117. 

89. See, for example, Nanjing Liuchao mu chutu wenwu xuanji iii)-:f.7.l~;l. 
~ ::i.3t..!t"11l ~ , plate 21. 

90. The term "ji zai" ~~' (given a lift) occurs quite frequently 
in the writings of the time. Morino Seigeo's ~-f:i"Jif.:'l.. "Rikucho 
no shosetsu goi shii ni tsuite"-J-r)ll-t>"·i.il.>.it1t,$.i:.., .. -t., Hiroshima 
daigaku bungakubu kiyo tokushii .3f,;f f~~~ 2( 1979), pp. 25-26. has 
noted three occurrences in the stories of the Six Dynasties 
period. The following three which are picked up in casual reading, 
are however not mentioned in his concordance: Taiping guangji, 
462.3791 (citing Liu Yiqing's ...J·t ~ 1i_ Yawning lu ~l:lfl~ ), 
Taiping yulan, 444. Sa (citing Pei Qi' s ~fl (fl. 362) 
Yu lin i~-t-:i. ); and Gan Bao's Shou shen ji .::t~~lf~~ 4.7b. It 
is quite evident that to ask for a lift was not uncommon in those 
days. 

91. Watson, Chinese Lyricism, p.135. 

92. Frankel, "Yiieh-fu poetry", p ,96. 

93. YFSJ, 49.719. 

94. Ibid., 49.721. 

95. See Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, pp.133-134; Xiao, Han Wei, p.247. 

96. It should be noted that "fengliu" JJ:l, ->:t/U meaning "wanton" 
becomes popular only after the Southern Dynasties, and there is 
no definite proof of its occurence in any pre-Tang texts. The 
allegorical interpretation is therefore open to doubt. Ogawa Tam
aki q, '• 1 i* :Ut in his essay "Filryu no gogi no henka" JiL ~w ~ t:g- ~ 
~ -~ -!~ , Kokugo kokubun )~ ~t /~ j:.__ 2 O. 8 ( 19 51) , holds the 

opinion that "fengliu", meaning wanton or lustful, indicates a 
semantic shift of the term in the Tang dynasty, and it occurs 
more often in stories than in serious poetry and essays. See 
Ogawa, pp.57-58. 

97. YFSJ, 44.643. Also Watson, Chinese Lyricism, p.60. 

98. Ibid., 44.645, 46.671. 

99. CUmmins, The Spanish, p.64. 
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100. YFSJ, 47.689. 

101. Ibid., 49.714. 

102. Ibid., 47.691. 

103. Ibid., 47.714. 

104. Ibid., 49.717. I follow Zuo Keming's Gu yuefu, 7.11a to read 
~:).J. .. ~- as J%,~it (turtledove). 

105. o.c. Lau tr. The Analects, p.100. 

106. Lunyu zhushu 1'.~a ~J&L , 9. 9b. 

107. Shishuo xinyu 't!t~if-frit , 2a.1a. 

108. Waley, The Book of Songs, p.206. 

109. Maoshi zhushu =t>iA ~~Jti..:, , 14b. 11a. 

110. A few examples may suffice for illustration: 
Cling to water like floating duckweed, 
Cleaves to pines like hanging dodders. 

1* *- $j, 4. ;"f . 
--"' !!~ ...>6 
~-:I=~ 1.,j, ~&:· ,fii. 

(Pan Yue ~~..ffi , 247-300, He yang xian zuo .;.~ ~ !f~.1f , 
no.2, in Liuchen zhu wen xuan -::r. ii~.Jt..~ , 26.20a.) 

Curling dodders, 
Attach to the top of the pine. 

1Kt-. ~.i -=*' 1l . 
~ tL ~ -;f'lf -:{", • 

(Lu Shen 7', i:t 284-350, Zeng Liu Kun !l~-~lH( , in 
Liushen zhu wen xuan, 25.22b) 

Dodders that cleave to the pines, 
At last crown the tall branches. 

~1t*fttt~. 
t-~ "f:. ~ 1&i :f i... 

(Wu Jizhi Hi W~ ~ , fl. early fifth century, Lao ge 
~-fk.. , in Ding, Quan Song shi, p.727.) 

Li Zhouhan' s 1° l'l :ft (fl. eighth century) commentary to Pan 
Yue's poem is as follows: 

Duckweed clinging to water will stay or move with water. 
Dodders cleaving to pines will grow tall or low as the pine 
does. Customs change with government policies in the like 
manner. 
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As to Lu Shen's poem, Li Shan ~-l (?-689) considers dodders 
and pine as referring to Lu Shen and Liu Kun (271-318) respective
ly, Lu being an admirer of Liu who was a military governor and 
a charismatic personality in early Eastern Jin dynasty. Wu Jizhi's 
poem comments on the unworthy (dodders) who have risen to high 
position in the political hierarchy through the help of those 
in power (pines). The song closes with a note of self-pity: 

Sorrowful is the gate-keeper, 
He alone is without a pine for support. 

-i.J ~ .iZ. Ml -.k". 

-{~ ~. 4~ ~ ~fi. 

"Gate keeper" '::t~ IY! ~ is a synecdoche for those holding lowly 
positions in the government. (See Mengzi zhushu ·~~Jjti,, 
10b.5a, also D.C. Lau tr. Mencius, p.155.) It should be clear 
that the pine-dodder motif can be invested with a variety of met
aphorical meanings. 

111. Birrell, New Songs, p.67. 

112. The two lyrics are Qingcong baima no.3 and Yangpaner no.4. 
See YFSJ, 49.711, 721. 

113. YFSJ, 49.724. 

114. Ibid •• 

115. Ibid., 49.716. 

116. J.D. Frodsham, An Anthology of Chinese Verse, p.30. 

117. Yoshikawa Kojiro has observed that in Shishuo xinyu, while 
"xiang" ::ff! may still be used in the sense of "mutually", it 
is more often employed to suggest unilateral action such as in 
"xiang qi" ~ ~ (abandon someone) • See Yoshikawa, 
"Sesetsu shingo no bunsho"~ i!l?.~"*o$1f: , in Yoshikawa Korjiro 
zenshu, vol. 7, p.460. Indeed "xiang" in the Western lyrics is 
most often used in the unilateral sense as in "xiang song":::f:l!i~ 
(see someone off), "xiang sui" ;;fg Fli.. (follow someone), 
"xiang dai" ~g~' (wait for someone) and "xiang wang" :;ffl~, 
(forget someone). 

118. The line first occurs in Mao 195, "Xiao wen" --d• JL. , and 196, 
"Xiao wan" + '§Z.l. of Shi jing. See Shi jing zhushu, 12b. 
20a. In later times, similar motifs are used with almost the 
same meaning, as the following may illustrate: 
1. Han shu, Annals of Emperor Xuan '1'.'-f' (91-49 B.C.), 8.256: 

It is like stepping on thin ice and waiting for the sun. Is 
it not dangerous? 

Al:ttr7 ~~ t.f >'=>K. ~~-a fi. ~~-~-r~~~ 

2. Huainan zi =-iti*Ji- , "Shuo lin xun" ~::t..:t-'1•1 , 17.659: 
It is like treading on thin ice, beneath which lies a dragon. 
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119. Frankel, "Yiieh-fu Poetry", p.75. 

120. Watson, Chinese Lyricism, p.132. 

121. Ibid. I 123-124. 

122. Ibid., 126-127. 

123. The following instances may suffice for illustration: 
I gather the blossoms, but to whom should I present them ? 
My thoughts are with the one in the hall. 
We are the twin fish whose eyes make one pair, 
The mandarin ducks with their necks intertwined • 

.a:.±. ·il s1t. 
l4'f1E.·~ ~· 
!tJ~. t:.t:. ~ • 

~ i; ~~J .. 

(Cao Pi f~ , Qiu Hu xing {..t:?if{~q- , in Ding, 
Quan Sanguo shi, p. 1 25. ) 

We are like those birds in the tall bush, 
They perch together until one day only one is left, 
Or like those fish that roam the river, 
Their eyes make one pair until one turns away in mid-course. 

~t:d'lfl .1$( ~- ·!i . 
ll'. 1.t - trn iL . 

-::h> zJ.'li...~''1 .~ •. 
t' t:; El 'f ~ ::f.fr • 

(Pan Yue, Dao.Wang shi 'r~ t ~~ 
shi, p.376.) 

, in Ding, Quan Jin 

In Cao Pi's poem, the I-persona and her love are conpared to the 
fish and ducks. Pan Yue, on the other hand, employs similar ima
ges to lament over the loss of his wife. The "birds" may not be 
mandarin ducks, it is a good example of what Watson calls "the 
tendency toward abstraction" in the high poetry. Nevertheless, 
the conventionality of the two symbols is indisputable. 

124. The mother of the Jin Emperor Jianwen 1Jl ~..... (3 20-372) was named 
A Chun Pi!f Ji- . "Chun" _;f- was then tabooed and replaced by 
"yang'' 1~ in writing. A classic example is Sun Sheng' s -1~.~ 
(302-373) Jin yangqiu ~ ~R (A history of Jin) which is 
otherwise named Jin chunqiu Jf-l-R as in Sos, Treatise on 
Rituals .::tl~' , 16.450. For a succinct account of the taboo, see 
Chen Yuan ?f. ti. , Shiwei juli j{ •l if.1J.!l , a.136. The conven-
tion persisted in the later ages. "San yang" ~ \lJ.j' of the 
Western lyric is the same as "san chun" .:;. .t , which means 
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either "the three months of spring" or "three springs". The lyric 
might have been committed to paper in the Eastern Jin dynasty and 
reworked by a hand with some knowledge of literary conventions 
and taboos. 

125. YFSJ, 49.723. 

126. Du Taiqing, Yuzhu baodian, 2.29a. The work Jing chu ji is 
possibly the same as Jing Chu suishi ji by 7.hong T..in, a work 
on folk customs in the medieval Jing-Chu region. 

127. A modern scholar, Yu Jiaxi ~-l>~ , holds that what is said in 
Erya yi about Jing-Chu is based on Jing Chu suishi ji. See Yu, 
Siku tiyao bianzheng '<ll'>~ :t!L~ ffi:!f "* . 8.446. 

128. YFSJ, 49.723. 

129. Baishi liutie, 78.51a, has qouted Chui Pao's ~i7 
,Jin dynasty) Gujin zhu t;~-o,;£ in which Chu wu ~,!?.; 
of Chu) ace tiiken to be one sub-species of the bird. 

130. Hatto, Eos, pp.810-811. 

131. YFSJ, 46.675. 

132. Ibid., 47.691. 

133. Chuxue ji, 30. 7a, citing Qiao Zhou' s Fa xun >=ii~·'! 

134. Shuowen jiezi U3c... ~if~ , 4a.56a. 

(fl. 
(crows 

135. The anonymous work Chunqiu yuanming bao Jt-:U<._5Lip~ is cited 
in Taiping yulan, 3.3a as saying: 

There is in the sun a thcee-Eooted crow i=J "4' ;ti :;~ ,~ 
For more information of the three-footed crow, see Chunqiu 
yuanming bao, Hanxue tang congshu edition, p.21a-b. 

136. J.R. Hightower, The Poetry of T'ao Ch'ien, p.153. 

137. YFSJ, 47.691. 

138. Ibid., 49.710. 

139. See Chapter III, note 1, p.282. 

140. YFSJ, 46.671. 'Ihe lyric operates with the usual puns "lian" 
ii_ I ·t1f (lotirn/love) .'ind "ou" ~ I 1 lfli (lotus root/pair) 

to achieve multiple meanings. 

141. YFSJ. 44.641. 

142. Ibid., 46.674. 
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143. Ibid. I 44. 643. 

144. Ibid •• 

145. Ibid. I 46.669. 

146. Ibid. I 46.670. 

147. Ibid •• 

148. Ibid., 49.723. I have failed to discover what kind of grass is 
"the grass of longevity". It is perhaps a folk name which is not 
recorded elsewhere. Judging from the last line, we must be right 
to take "the knot" as the usual love-knot I~...;,.' ~:t 

149. Evans, Popular songs, p.18. 



NOTES TO CHAPTER V 

1. Recent phonological studies concerning tones in Middle Chinese 
might best be summarized with the following remarks by E.G. 
Pulleybank: 

There is by now an accumulation of evidence to sh<M that the 
Chinese tones have developed within the last two thousand 
years through the replacement of initial and final segmental 
features by features of pitch and contour. 'Ihe first stage 
was reached in Early Middle Chinese (before A.D. 600), in 
which syllables other than those ending in a stop consonant, 
which were classified as the "entering" tone, were divided 
into three tonal categories: "level", "rising", and "depart
ing". Syllables in the rising tone had earlier ended in a 
glottal stop, while those in the departing tone had ended in 
-h, from earlier -s. These two tones were probably still 
characterized to some extent by glottalization and aspiration 
at that period. 

See Pulleybank, "The Chinese and Their Neighbours in Prehistoric 
and Early Historic Times," in The Origins of Chinese Civiliza
tion, pp. 423-424. 

2. Unlike the sung poetry of later ages such as ci ~l and qu 
lili , there seems to be no tonal regulations governing the 

Western lyrics so as to accomodate the verbal music to the tune. 
'Ihe following are two lyrics from the tune Mochou. Tone marks 
(level: , rising: ,,... , departing: " entering: 7 ) 

which represent the four tones of Middle Chinese are given at the 
top of each character. To determine the tones, I rely on Guan9 
yun which was compiled in 1008, but was very closely related to 
a much earlier work of similar nature Qi e yun -1:1J-tJ. compiled 
by Lu Fayan ~~;~ i; in 601. 

Mochou no.1 ( YFSJ, 48.698) 

/ - ' 
J\. 3',t:, ~ Hf ;;$, . 

' ..., -
1-11 l'l_. 1f. iS· ~ • 

Mochou no.2 (YFSJ, 48.698) 

' M ~ T· :;(~ itf . - ' / - -
-:ts ~ M.. U1 lfj, . 
' / / 

=Hf. ~ :t.i.. ~-l . 
I ' - -

I :z:. * ~ _Ji\ ~Jil.l • 

No tonal pattern can be detected for the two lyrics, despite the 
fact that they are sung to the same tune. In other words, the 
music inevitably destroyed the original tonal relations between 
the syllables. 
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3. Yangpaner no.6, YFSJ 49.721, is one line shorter than usual, 
probably because of textual corruption. 

4. Shouyang yue no.6, YFSJ 49.719, is differently structured, 
the syllabic arrangement being 3, 3, 5. 

5. Ding's Quan Han shi has recorded several examples of penta
syllabic quatrains taken from Ban Gu's ~tfil (32-92) Han shu 
and Chang Ju's Huayang guozhi. It should be obvious that the 
structure can be dated as early as the Former Han dynasty (B.C. 
206-A.D.8). See Ding, p.90 and 95. The examples therein came 
from Sichuan and Changan. 'Ihe same juan has recorded two hepta
syllabic couplets from Later Han. See Ding, p.92 and 93. These 
two couplets came from Changwu ~ ;ft (in Guangxi Jj, iii ) and 
the area between Liang Ji (southern Shanxi ht~ ) and Pei~~ 
(north-western Anhui ~q.t._ ) • 'Ihey were originally recorded in 
Xie Cheng's lfl17K (fl. mid-third century) Hou Han shu and 
the standard history of the same title by Fan Ye ~ e~ (398-445). 

6. See Chapter II, pp.38-39. 

7. Another instance may be added here for support. According to Xiao 
Ziyun -it -f- ~ (486-548), Wu girls, Chu beauties ~ t~ ~ft. 

8. 

and some other well-known entertainers J6 { -g were called in 
to provide entertainment during a lecture on Buddhist sutra, 
in the year 518. See Xiao, "Xuanpu yuan jiang fu" i; 00 1tH1-~ 
in Guan hongming ji jj,~i.'Elf(jf, , TS, LII, no.2103, 29.341. 

Gaoseng zhuan ~If 1~ , TS, L, no.2059, p.415b. 

9. For a fuller discussion of the subject, see K.S. Chen, 7be 
Chinese Transformation of Buddhism, pp.240-241. 

10. Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, pp.44-45. 

11. Yu Guanying 'it." Ja. ~ , for example, has expressed doubt about 
this view in his essay "Qiyan shi qi yuan xinlun" -b ~ t~ M! >& . .tfi ~lil , 
in his Han Wei Liuchao shi luncong, pp.127-157. He argued 
that heptasyllabic verse was still considered a humble genre and 
was mentioned disparagingly in pre-Sui times, whereas Chu ci had 
enjoyed much prestige since the Han dynasty. 'Iherefore he finds 
it unlikely that heptasyllabic verse developed from Chu ci. 

12. Ding, Quan Jin shi, p.577. 

13. Ding, Quan Sanguo shi, p.228. 

14. For more examples of heptasyllabic one-line structure, see Wu 
Qian' s ¥- 't ( 1 733-1813) Baijing lou shihua '1.iit .t.~ :ft lH-6 , 
4. 763-764. 

15. L.E.R. Picken, who has made a study of the songs of Jiang Kui 
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~it__ (1163-1203), proposes the following hypothesis about 
the tunes to which Tang lyrics in standard quatrains were sung: 

As to the nature of these tunes, the simplest hypothesis -
bearing in mind the predominance of binary, or 'divisive' 
rhythm (to use Sach's term) in Chinese folk song, popular 
song and art song, and the predominance of syllabic song in 
Chinese folk song and popular song - is that a text line of 7 
syllables was sung to a musical line occupying an 8-beat mea
sure. A song of 56 syllables would require a tune of at least 
50 notes. In the simplest case, the seventh note in the 
musical line, to which the seventh syllable was sung, would 
occupy (with time for breath, if required) 2 beats of the 8-
bea t measure. 

His hypothesis is supported by his study of Japanese Togaku Jl~ 
which is believed to originate from the Tang dynasty. See Picken, 
"Tunes apt for Tang Lyrics from the Sho -'!. Part-Books of 
Togaku Ji~ ", in Essays in Ethnomusicology: a Birthday 
offering for Lee Hye-ku ,l. ~· ~ tf-:l=~~~. :tf- -t ~"tii~, pp. 401-420. 
If Picken is right, his argument could lend further support to 
what we propose of heptasyllabic lines. 

16. Frodsham, An Anthology of Chinese Verse, p.152. 

17. Wang Yunxi has tried to argue for an early folk origin of hepta
syllabic verse rhymed in alternate lines. However his examples 
are all irregular verses, and more often than not the heptasylla
bic lines of his examples rhyme with lines of either shorter or 
longer syllabic length. Wang has to admit finally that the first 
full realization of the form was found in Xie Lingyun's poetry. 
See Wang, "Qiyan shi xingshi de fazhan he wancheng" -t ~ i~ ~~ ~.1'ti 
~Jl.t-aii~, in his Yuefu shi luncong ~ ~~~ ~~ , pp.158-
176. 

18. See Frankel, "The Formulaic Language of the Chinese Ballad 
'Southeast Fly the Peacocks'," BIHP 39.2(1969) :219-241; 
Williams, "A Study of the oral Nature of Han Yueh-fu," Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Washington, 1973; and C.H. Wang, 77le 
Bell and 77le Drum: Shih-ching as Formulaic Poetry in an Oral 
Tradition. 

19. Lord, "Perspectives of Recent Works on Orcil Literature," in Oral 
Literature, p.6. For further criticism of Wang's book, see Lois 
M. Fusek, "Review of The Bell and 77le Drum by c.H.Wang," in 
Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews 1.1(January 1979): 
99-103, and David E. Bryum, "The Bell , the Drum, Milman Parry, 
and the Time Machine," ibid., 1 • 2 (July 1979) : 241-25 3. 

20. Parry, "Studies in the Epic Technique of Oral Verse Making. 1: 
lbmer and lbmeric Style," Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 
41(1930), p.80. 

21. See Lord, The Singer of Tales, pp.1 3-45. 
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22. Lord, "Homer as an Oral Poet," Harvard Studies in Classical 
Philology 72(1968), p.24. 

23. Benson, "The Literary Character of Anglo-Saxon Formulaic Poetry," 
Publication of the Modern Language Association 81(1966), p.336. 

24. See Opland, "' Scop' and 'Imbongi' - Anglo-Saxon and Bantu oral 
poets," English Studies in Africa 14(1971), p.177. Also 
Finnegan, Oral Pbetry, p.70. 

25. The problem has been admirably discussed by Jeff Opland, in his 
book Anglo-Saxon Oral Poetry, pp.6-7. Thus he concludes: 

The student of any one living tradition ought to find rele
vance in the study of any other living tradition: he will 
probably find some points of agreement and other points on 
which the two traditions differ, the earlier definition might 
well help him to arrive at a coherent definition of the phen
omena he is observing, the student of dead oral tradition can 
similarly find relevance in the study of living oral tradit
ions. 

While he rejects an uncritical application of the Parry-Lord 
theory, he admits its relevance to a certain degeee to the study 
of other oral traditions than the Yugoslavian. 

26. Sun Hao .u.~ (242-283), the last emperor of Wu ~ , one of 
the Three kingdoms, was asked to sing in a feast, thereupon he 
raised his wine cup and sang a Wu song Er yu ge 1'i ?-.2::~ 
of which the lyric was his own making at that instant. See Shi
shuo xinyu 3b.1b-2a. 

27. See C.H. Wang, The Bell, pp.46-47. 

28. Ibid., p.x. 

29. See Zhu, Zhongguo geyao 4' l!il -f*-~ , pp. 194-195. Tao ju 
-..:t atl is therein understood as"a convenient expression regu-

larly employed in songs" -t-61.J!..~~1' l< ~ff! ~~f~ .. lr-'1l~JL. Zhu, un
like Parry, has not specified any metrical and syntactic require
ments. But his conception of tao ju as a unit for use in any 
song whenever the appropriate context arises comes close to 
Parry's idea of formula, and his examples fit in well with 
Parry's definition. It should be pointed out that other than Zhu, 
some scholars such as Uchida Tomoo r:Ql:f.74i'»1t and Arthur Waley 
have pointed out the use of repeated lines in Shi jing and 
termed them as "formula" or "formule •rf, ltl Ii] " (Uchida' s 
terminology). Though what they meant by the terms might not be 
the same as that in Parry-Lord's theory, most of their examples 
again fit in with Parry's conception. Jaroslav Prusek who has 
made a study of Zhui zi shu F;l <:f--f , a kind of sung tale 
current in Henan since the early part of this century, has notic
ed that expressions in the prologue of the tale is as a rule 
traditional and stereotypical. Though he mentions nothing of 
formula, .Hans H. Frankel thinks that what he refers to is in fact 
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I 

formulaic language. Nevertheless, it appears that formulaic 
language is a very much noted feature in Chinese folk literature. 
See Waley, The Book of Songs, p.1 25; Uchida Tomoo, "Shi 
kokufii ko" ioti~~~ , Shinagaku !l..}(f~ 8.4(1936), p.521; 
Jaroslav Pr'!\sek, "Die Chui-tsi-shu, erzahlende Volksgesange aus 
Ho-nan," in Asiatica: Festschrift Friedrich Weller, p.459; 
(for the English version of the article, see Prusek, "Chui-tzu
shu - Folk Songs from Ho-nan," in his Chinese History and Lit
erature, pp. 170-198;) and Hans H. Frankel, "Some Characteris
tics of Oral Narrative Poetry in China," in Etudes d'histoire et 
de Li tterature Chinoises, offertes au Professeur Jaroslav Prusek, 
p.99. 

30. See Frankel, "The Formulaic Language of the Chinese Ballad 'South-
east Fly the Peacocks'," pp.221-238. 

31. It should be pointed out that in addition to Parry's idea of 
formula, Lord has made provision for those repeated segments 
which come close to a formula but for some reasons fail to be so 
qualified. He has termed them "formulaic expression", defined 
as follows: 

A line or half line constructed on the pattern of the 
formula. 

(Lord, The Singer, p.4) 
Elsewhere he elaborates further: some line or half lines are 
called formulaic 

because they follow the basic pattern of rhythm and syntax 
and have at least one word in the same position in the line 
in common with other lines or half lines. 

(Lord, The Singer, p.4 7) 
For our purpose, the so-called "formulaic expression" will be 
ignored. Several factors will combine to cause frequent occurren
ces of "formulaic expression" in Chinese pentasyllabic poetry 
generally. '!he scarcity of syllables in one line, together with 
the usual practice to make one poetic line correspond to one sen
tence, and the heavy reliance on word order for syntactic struc
ture, all combine toward limiting the line structures to several 
patterns. A limited vocabulary of poetic diction and a handful of 
useful particles will be repeatedly employed in poetry and very 
likely occur in the same position of a pentasyllabic line. Hence 
"formulaic expressions" abound. Take for example the poetry of 
Tao Qian f$J ;'if' (365-427) and just scan through the lines with 
" ::f' " (not) • We discover a hoard of formulaic expressions, 
following some basic rhythmic and syntactic patterns and with 
" A' " occuring in the same position: ( The poem titles are 
given in bracket, all page numbers refer to Zhengjie xiansheng 
j i ~t }f LE&. -Jf. , SBBY edition. ) 

~A.A· -q .~:f. ( ~:;.Cl_ 4.1 Ob) -*"\'I; A"· 'f l'l:] (~~!!! · "°L • 3.18b) 

'*-~:';f•rtr-$~. { J;-~ ~ 5.8a) 

'*-·Ht;r,;er ~ c ~iZ.;.~ an ~~~~'f~~~tti!~~. 3.12a> 
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~ l't 1,:fif.A.. 

~ :4" _.;;("' 11.· 1!t 

;(' ~ ;t,~. 'fl 
:::(,,~ ,..-. ;;{ ·l'.i. 

_;;(. 7h 1' i. .:(13'f. 
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c~i<1.-. 4.4b> 

( ~ n.:t ~~!.! 
( 1['.:. J-~ ~1 . jf'ff' *• . 
( :ifp ~f{ ;:iq t ;l· -·l~. ~ t 
( ~u.i4~J... ,,, . 

( bf!l~;:>'z.fi!_;ol:. ti 

( f,-!-
2.12b) 

~~!f...:t•.:ti>~t ( M<-l':-~ ·.::.... 4. Ba) 

2 .1 Sa) 

2.2a ) 

2.17b) 

4.14b) 

3 .13b) 

3.27a) 

'*- Ft~_;(,* ( if. ~iii . 'al;) • 3 • 16b) 

These are only examples from Tao's poetry. If we conpare his work 
with that of other poets, the formulaic expressions will certain
ly increase. We exclude "formulaic expression" from consideration 
not only because it will obscure a likely distinction between the 
Western lyrics and the literary poetry, (since both will provide 
plenty examples of them,) but also because there is indeed a 
significant qualitative difference between the creative process 
that produces these lines: 1< .A.....:::r· ~ JJ.f, , .;f; :!r>f,.;r. ~ ~ 
and that which structures a line, say, ~-;f~~.f.7';-~ , with 
-::l·li:W1f~-1£ as precedent. That the first two lines resemble 

each other is, I think, a coincidence largely due to the nature 
of the language and the formal restrictions of the genre, whereas 
the latter case is certainly not a coincidence. It should be 
clear that formula like -:.:f4 -#IP »f ~ a and many so-called 
"fortmllaic expressions" as those cited are in fact matters of 
very different character, and therefore should not be discussed as 
one category. 

32. The two following are found to have occurred in both the Western 
lyrics and the literary poetry. But since they occur only once 
in the lyrics and not in any other anonymous songs, they are 
hence not included in the list. 

1. 

2. 

~1j ~~ -g, ::f~ ~I 
(After we part, don't forget me) 
Western lyric: Shouyang yue no.1, YFSJ 49.719. 
other poem Cao Zhi, Yuan ge xing J[t.!k~i 

Cao Zij ian j i 
f .:t..d_.:f:_ I 6.6b. 

ll_ l.l. g J<.. ~ .. 

(Tall is the pavillion of a hundred chi.) 
Western lyric: Menzhu no.10, YFSJ 49.715. 
other poem : Tao Qian, Ni gu ~ii no.4, Zhengjie 

xiansheng ji, 4.2b. 
Even if they were included, the result would not be much affected. 

33. See YFSJ 49.713 and 86.1208. 

34. Ibid., 49.721 and 46.676. 
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35. Ibid., 47,691 and 46.668. 

36. Ibid., 49.713 and Cao Zijian ji, 6.6b. 

37. Cummins, The Spanish, p.10. 

38. '!here arose in the Southern Dynasties a special group of poems 
written in imitation of Xu Gan's ~~~ (170-217) Shisi shi 

39. 

~ £· iilf • The poems as a rule open with tr~~ :t.. ~ (since 
you were gone), and more often than not end with a simile that 
reveals the thoughts of the I-persona. For further examples of 
this kind of poem, see YFSJ 69.987-990. See also Chapter II, 
note 98, p.273. The dates of Xu Gan have been a matter of contro
versy. I follow Yu Jiaxi's "Yinian lu jiyi" j,L\l-it. ~~ , in 
Yu Jiaxi lunxue zazhu 1f°;--'" ~ ~ ~ ~1! ~- , wherein alternate 
dates are given and discussed. 

'Ihe references are tabulated as follows: 
Repeated lines Poems 
~ ..... ~~ Lu Ji ?!~ 1~1,~-iPi ~ I Y7XY 3.1 b. 

(261-303) 
Jiang Yan ;.>-~ I ~i '! ~ ~~ lf , Y7XY 5.1 b. 
(444-505) 

J~dL Lu Ji f~~~'f I Y7XY 3.4a. 
Lu Ji • 1, -ti}).. -1~ ~ I YTXY 3 .1 b. 

~,;.!~~ Lu Ji J i>ll_ ti-~ lM , .. , Y7XY 3.5a. 

Wang Jian l.~ ~fl fi. ~"*"" I YTXY 3.9b. 
( 2 77-322) 
Shen Yue ~~-9 ~ jl l.J!~ ' Y7XY 5.3b. 

::H:;#.i Lu Yun i'! it :B<JfJ ~ !:L~i-ll~ate., YTXY 3.6b. 
(262-303) 
He Xun 1PJ~ rt!~. I Y7XY 5.16b. 
(d.ca .517) 

I::!: El ,t;//, Yang Fang :a~ 4-f.k t~ no.1, Y7XY 3.8a. 
(fl.ca .317) 

3-nt-f-if*... no.2, YFSJ 48. 707. 

a :r- j~ Xie Huilian ;fj *- , YTXY 3 .13b. 
tM i.1!_ 
(397-433) 

-t t.~ -T )z.i "i no. 2, Wen xuan 29. 2b. 

-;fi :tr~. Yang Fang ~lr.~ no.5, YTXY, 3.9a. 

i7 $~ ->r:Jr.:.1° no.9, Wen xuan 29.5a. 

ll 2->~ Bao Linghui ~ i;;;Y- p~ ..1-. no.2, YTXY 4.10b. 
JP.I!. .Ji-- ll ~ ltJ •l• ~:$Ff 
(fl.ca.464) 

-t"U ~'Ai° no.1, Wen xuan 29.2a. 
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He Xun , YTXY 5. 17a. 

I YFSJ 73 .1031. 

Shen Yue I ~ r~ t1 §1;i i$-lfi no.3, YFSJ 48.708. 

~~~ Bao Quan -®Ii.-*. I 7:i-a A~ I YTXY 8.9b. 
( d.552) 
Liang Emperor :ll: ~- I YFSJ 48. 705. 

Jianwen 

~:fti"ll~ Liu Sh uo .J·l '.i~, .)~ 1' t .f'T "j ~'t ~t I YTXY 3.14b. 
(431-453) 
Yan Yanzhi ~~" i~ I YTXY 4. 3a. 
#~;.;t... 

(384-456) 

~~-!~ Wu Maiyuan I ~ .:f-. !1!. isl ~ti I YTXY 4.8a. 
;.. ri._~ 
(fl. ca.471) 

-t-:~ -l"..::ft-11° no. 1, Wen xuan 29.1b. 

4-::f~~. Liu Shuo I ~-i'"f-?t"t°~'i'q'f I YTXY 3 .14a. 

Xie Tiao ~1 Jl:IL J~ $.~ ~ =-1" I YTXY 4.12b-
(464-499) 13a. 

'~~~ii Bao Zhao ~ ~.~. $ ~ Ji -=If' I YTXY 4.16b. 
( ?-466) 
Qiu Chi Jr-.&__ ~ii*/ ~11.Jf:t~iJ~,, YTXY 5.2b. 
(464-508) 

~"'i~Pt~· He Xun t:t<.HL*'- I YTXY 5.17a. 

~ '$/J._j;LJ no.1, Wen xuan 29. 2a. 

-11-vr 'tit Shen Yue R.t.~ I YTXY 5.22a. 

~~~ no.1, YFSJ 49. 721. 

40. '!he references are tabulated as follows: 
Repeated lines Lyrics 

u-~if Shicheng yue no.1 YFSJ 47.689. 
Yi yue no.2 YFSJ 49.715. 

~;."t Mengzhu no. 6 YFSJ 49. 715. 
Du qu ge no.87 YFSJ 46.677. 

!1-.:A~ Qingyang du no. 2 YFSJ 49. 711. 
Du qu ge no.35 YFSJ 46.673. 

;;p*'lf.L Mengzhu no. 4 YFSJ 49. 714. 
Du Qu ge no.3 YFSJ 46.671. 

~:flt!&• Shouyang yue no. 6 YFSJ 49. 719. 
Huashan ji no.3, 23 YFSJ 46.699, 670. 
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Shouyang yue no. 1 
Tuanshan lang no.1 

Qingcong baima no.7 
Ziye ge no.22 

Lailuo no.1 
Ziye ge no.16 

Caisang du no.1, 3 

Pan yangzhi no. 1 
Wu ye ti no.8 

Qingcong baima no.3 
Ba pu no.1 

Yuejie zhe yangliu 
no. 7, 1 O 

YFSJ 49.719. 
YFSJ 45 .660. 

YFSJ 49.711. 
YFSJ 44.642. 

YFSJ 49. 713. 
YFSJ 44.642. 

YFSJ 48. 709. 

YFSJ 49.717. 
YFSJ 47.691. 

YFSJ 49.711. 
YFSJ 49.719. 

YFSJ 49.723,724. 

41. Yoshikawa Kojiro "t 111 ~ ".R. ~ has noted that bisyllabic express-
ions abound in Shishuo xinyu, which, he claims, is representa
tive of the style of the Chinese writings from the third century 
to the seventh century. See Yoshikawa, "Seisetsu shingo no bunsho" 
i!!: ~Mr~ 0 .:*..-. , in Yoshikawa Kojiro zenshii f; "I =* >.k.. i!lf~ J., , 
vol.7, pp.465-466. For the English translation of the essay, see 
Glen W. Baxter, "Shih-shuo hsin-yii and Six Dynasties Prose 
Style," HJAS 18(1953):124-141. 

42. Lord, The Singers, p.44. 

4 3. Wenxin diaolong j iaozhu ~ i..:: I~ ~L i::l ;i , 2. 3 5. 

44. Nan Qi shu, Biographies of Literary Personalities 5l..~1t 
52.908. 

45. Frankel, "Six Dynasties Yiieh-fu and Their Singers," Journal of 
Chinese Language Teachers Association 13(1978), p.189. 

46. Ibid •• 

47. Zhu, Zhongguo geyao, p.194. 

48. Aonong ge no.3 (YFSJ 46.667) goes like this: 
From Jiangling to Yanzhou, 
'Ihere're three thousand and three hundred li. 

>:i:. ~*- =J... ~ -t'i . 
.;:.."{"~9'!f..· 

The two lines explain the formula and they are perhaps a variant 
of it. 
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49. See note 34. 

50. See Sos, Annals of Emperor Ming tilt ;;lfi- , 8.170. 

51 • Yao Jiheng ::94C.. ~ l~:g_ ( 164 7-? ) , for example, considers these lines 
from Mao 101: 

How do we cut firewood? 
Without an axe it is impossible. 
How does one take a wife? 
Without a matchmaker it cannot be done. 

;f]f ~::§.t:> %.. i~. 
'$.:W-.A"· !L. 
~ ,i.-3ti:z. %. i~ ' 
~~ • ..:f·:t~ • 

and the similar lines from Mao 158: 
Cut an axe-handle, cut an axe-handle, 
Without an axe it is impossible. 
How does one take a wife? 
Without a matchmaker it cannot be done. 

~ ~'!{" 1'-:f~. 
~ -1f-;r,~ 
~ .. :jtr:L -t'ld: 
£. ~ 1i _::r, -:1 JT • 

.A!!> u""= 5'il ~.fr as "popular sayings of the time" -Pl .,. -Er • See 
tonglun $~~~ii._.~;ils- 8.169, and Pei Puxian ~41 'Y,-
xiangtong ju ji qi yingxiang "tif~'i :t:~ ti167~lt.~~~ 

Yao, Shi jing 
, Shi jing 

, pp. 71-73. 

52. Shishuo xinyu 3a.6b. "A Long" is the baby name of Wang Dao 
(276-339). 

53. For nong and huan, see Chapter II, p. 77. The two other exam
ples occur in the lyrics and in the sayings of contemporary per
sonalities given belCM: 
1 • ~ ~ $!f ( • • • • with this) 

a/ Western lyric: Yi yue no.2, YFSJ 49.715. 
To dazzle your eyes with this. 

::t.f $!f ~ jp ti 

b/ Nan Qi shu, Biography of Wang Jingze ~~Jil\I (ca. 
425-498), 26.487: 

Zuo Xingsheng ;:a. !JI~ (fl.498) made a soldier tell 
Jingze from a distance, "'!he sons of Your Lordship were 
all dead, what are you doing this for?" 

Jp- !L Ji:...~ -it . "'..i.i.'.:t~ ~ ~ 1'$> • 

(how could) 
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a/ Western lyric; Neihe tan no.5, YFSJ 49.714. 
How could we turn back? 

JJr t~ :·1 jJ, r!_ . 

b/ Shishuo xinyu 16.6a: 
Taizong ;i( ... :~ (i.e. The Jin Emperor Jianwen 'Ml$.... 
320-372) replied, "In one day there are ten thousand 
decisions to make; how could I finish them in a stroke? 

.:E-.. i- ~ ' r - a ~ i~ , #l(I ~ff l!_ ? J 

54. '!here is perhaps a corruption in the second line since 1·~~ 
does not seem to make sense. --::9:' might be ~._:t which 
means "thread II. ~ (GSR 94a, Anc. Chin. nf.wo:) and 
(GSR 123h, Anc. Chin. 1£.u:) are close in sound. 

55. The puns are found in the following Wu lyrics: 
1 • if}. I • Du qu ge no.63 YFSJ 46.675. 

no.69 46.675. 
2. 1ttt I ii Ziye ge no.11 44 .642. 

no.35 44. 643. 
no.40 44.644. 

Ziye xia ge no.8 44.646. 
no.1 O 44.646. 
no.14 44.646. 
no.20 44.647. 

Ziye qiu ge no.1 2 44.647. 
Du qu ge no.4 46.671. 

no.59 46.675. 
no.68 46 .675. 
no. 72 46.676. 
no.87 46.677. 
no.88 46. 6 77. 

3. tt. I~' Ziye ge no.8 44 .642. 
Qi riye nu ge no. 5 45.662. 
Huashan ji no.46 46.669. 

4. °*b ~~. / -;t-a -1.. Ziye chun ge no.17 44.645 • 
s. .>>-
~ I 119 Du qu ge no.5 46.671. 

no. 7 46.675. 
no. 71 46.676. 

6. -t Ziye ge no.a 44.642. 
Ziye ge no.14 44.642. 

no.37 44.643. 
no.40 44.644. 

Ziye xia ge no.8 44.646. 
no.20 44.647. 

Ziye qiu ge no.12 44.647. 
no. 7 46.668. 

Aonong ge no. 7 46.668. 
Du qu ge no.13 46.672. 

no.14 46 .672. 
no. 72 46.676. 
no.80 46.676. 
no.89 46.677. 
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7. e Ziye ge no.6 44.641. 
no. 7 44.641. 

Ziye xia ge no.17 44. 646. 
8. l~~- Du qu ge no.5 46.671. 

See also Wang Yunxi, Li uchao, pp.1 27-138. 

56. See Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, pp.127-138. 

57. Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, p.126. 

58. Yen Yu, Canglang shihua , p.14b. 

59. The cited text is found in Wang Rui's :f..~ (fl. ninth 
century) Zhiqu zi lu ~ f~-t ~ , p.1 Ob, but not in any current 
editions of Wu Jing's YFGTYJ. 

60. In the Wu lyrics, such as Ziye ge no.14 and 37 (YFSJ 44.642-3), 
zi + operates with other puns as in wu zi :#£ t- (fruit 
of wutong) /wu zi 4 -1--- (my love), and bo zi tit+ (pieces 
of a kind of chess game called liubo --f"; iJ\i ) /bo zi ~ {' 
(fickle lover). It appears that pun conventio~s are less rigid 
at a poly-syllablic level. Hence zi f- in wu zi and bo zi 
has very different referents, and tongxin t~..:-.' , as we have 
seen, could refer to a lotus or a knot. The lesser rigidity could 
be explained by the fact that poly-syllabic words or fixed poly
syllabic phrases are much more easily recognizable by hearing 
than monosyllabic words, and their punning possibilities are far 
less than monosyllabic words. Hence poly-syllabic puns do not 
require, as monosyllabic puns do, a rigid convention to guide 
comprehension. '!he variance of rigidity at different syllabic 
levels could be taken as further evidence of concern by lyricists 
for immediate comprehension. 
For details of liubo, see Lie zi 9'1 -r 8.11a; and Yang Lian-
sheng ~ JfNI ffl". , "A Note on the So-called TLV Mirrors and the 
Game Liu-po -r.iJt ," HJAS 9(1946):202-206; also Yang, "An Add-
itional Note on the Ancient Game of Liu-po," HJAS 15(1952):124-
139. 

61. Huang Zunxian ;J: li_ 't- , Renjinglu shicao .A.. ti.Ji. 'hif jf , p.20. 

62. Zhang Zhuo's #.lt (660-732) Youxian ku IZ!<~.t , p.18. 
contains the earliest known instance of the pun -~ / ~, 

At this time, Elder Brother's Wife faced toward the fruits 
and made up a pun about them: 

I want only to ask your intentions, 
Caring not about the swiftness of our "dates". 

1~ fl>'l-{'. ~I:> 1~. 
iH ~A'~ J.. 

Tenth maiden said: 
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My intention is now so close to yours, 
I can't "pear" the thought of leaving you! 

Jl.. ~ jJ.. ~.~. 
::f ~· 317 ~ ~" 

(tr. by Howard s. Levy. See The Dwelling of 
Playful Goddesss, p.34) 

The Chinese "zao" ~ (date, as fruit) puns with "zao" .!f
(early), and "li" !K (pear) with "li" -.,1t (part). See 
also Levy, The Dwelling, p.61. The puns might have become 
popular in some part of China before the Tang dynasty, but they 
did not occur at all in the Western lyrics. It should be 
mentioned that li ~ might be borrowed to stand for li ~ , 
meaning "split up". A line from Yang Xiong' s ~7AJ (53 B.C.- A.D. 
18) Changyang fu 4-:t.J! ~i\i may suffice for illustration: 

[They] split up the khan's territory, and portioned out the 
dependent states. 

-~ ~ 'J 'f . ~!!-~-I ljl 0 

(tr. by David Knechtges. See Han Rhapsody, p.83.) 
Yan Shigu ~J:,-SJlj-t; (581-645) comments: 

Li ~ is the same as li ~ 
See Han shu, Biography of Yang Xiong, 87b.3561-3562. The pun 
li ~ I £ft or 1i( / ~ might have occurred even 
earlier than the Southern Dynasties. 

63. '!here are altogether four instances of the pun 1:tl: / .:U in 
the Wu lyrics: Ziye ge no.9 (YFSJ 44.642), Du qu ge no.34, 
75, 80 (YFSJ 46.673, 674). See also Wang Yunxi, Liuchao, pp. 
128-129. 

64. Quan Tang shi, 627. 7203. 

65. Li Tiaoyuan {~li!;Li (1734-1803) ed. Yuefeng -'-·lit.. , 1. 4b. 

66. See Li, Yuefeng, 1.2b, 3b, 4b and 6a. 

67. '!he philodendron motif occurs five times in the Wu lyrics: 
Ziye ge no.10, 11 (YFSJ 44.642), Ziye chun ge no.20 (YFSJ 
44.645), Du qu ge no.71, 81 (YFSJ 46.676). 

68. See Du qu ge no.70 (YFSJ 46.675). 

69. J.D. Frodsham, An Anthology, p.159. 

70. Ding Fubao has collected the two songs in Quan Han shi (A 
complete collection of Han poetry). The date of "Southeast Fly 
the Peacocks" has occasioned some controversy, but the general 
consensus now is to date it from the Jianan ~.:Jc. era (196-219) 
of the Later Han. See Tang Tao Ji ~t_ , "Tan gushi shi 'Kongque 
dongnan fei'" ~~;:_~it ~u~ ~ ~--$ , in Yuefu shi yanjiu lun-
wen ji ~jjtf~~:9l1':#.i~i:.._.l, vol.1, pp.157-161; and Wang Yunxi, 
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"Lun 'Konque dongnan fei' de chanshen.5t shidai, sixiang, yishu ji 
qi wenti" ~ii!"4'Wli Jf-.i'il-$ trii't ~ a,t~ )E,jl, ~ * ~jl; tvi~ , in Yuefu shi 
yanjiu lunwen ji, vol.2, pp.108-109. See also Frankel, "The 
Chinese ballad 'Southeast Fly the Peacocks'," HJAS 34(1974), 
pp. 259-260, for a succinct account of the controversy. 



NOTES TO CHAPTER VI 

1. Luo Genzhe ~--;t}?..?~ is the best known of the scholars who 
subscribes to the view. See Luo, "Jueju san yuan" ~t;-, =- 7.~. , in 
his Zhongguo gudian wenxue lunji i:r ~-&~~~gjij-.,J , pp.44-48. 
See also Wu Ne J);. i'rtl (1 372-1457), Wenzhang bian ti xu shuo 
~if~it~i!L , p.57; and Xu Shizeng ~&if'~ (fl.1554), Wen-
ti mingbian xu shuo ~ "tt 9 1l ~f ~ , p.1 08; in which it is 
suggested that jueju :ML67 originated from yuefu poetry. 

2. See Li Jiayan -$--&-1; , "Jueju qiyuan yu lianju shuo" ,t'<1i!.AJ 
~~=f~,61~3L, in his Gushi chutan c!i"~;f-~ ::tEr. , pp.83-87; Shen 
Zufen 7~~JI.~ , Tangren qijueshi qianshi ~..A....--i::~,ru~-~, , pp. 
6-8. 

3. Yang Shen's view has won much support among recent scholars. See 
Wu Mei~~ (1883-1939), Cixuetonglun'"t&l1f.ill.~~, p.59; 
Xie Wuliang ~it" 3C.i-i" , Cixue zhinan t6/ tf =tij if? , p.1 ; Glen 
w, Baxter, "Metrical Origins of the Tz'u," HJAS 16(1953):113-
115; and Daniel Bryant, Lyric Poets of the Southern T'ang, p. 
xxxii. For the opposing view which attempts to argue on the 
ground of music, see Bin Guozhen ~ l~<t%. , "Lun ci zhi xingqi 
ji qi zai Sui Tang Wudai zhi fazhan 11 ifif1~~~~~.<J..:J.~ ~l;.:;t :£i--k.,i 
~ jf ~ , Taibei shili nuzi shifan zhuanke xuexiao xuebao i3 :lb 

-$~~-f-~?f>i~IR~~~~(May 1972):35-38; Zhou Duwen J!]l#;~ , 
Song ci _Q'{_~l , pp.1-8; and Liu Yaomin ~I~~ , Ci yu 
yinyue ~JM-if~ , p.98. 

4. See YFSJ, juan 47-49. 

5. Changli xiansheng ji ~$-!t.i;t.Jl , p.119. 

6. Yuan shi changqing ji Jt..~-l....7l 1t , 8.3a. 

7. Quan Tang shi ~~~If , 466.7630. It should be mentioned 
that Yangpaner no.2 is also sung to a Wu tune Du qu ge. See 
Chapter V, p.223. It appears, however, that Tang people somehow 
considered it a Western lyric rather than a Wu one. TD 1 45. 758 
gives it as an example of Yangpaner lyrics. Both Li Bo and Xu 
Ning ~~~ (fl. early ninth century) have written poems to the 
title Yangpaner, using the censer and the willow motifs. See 
YFSJ 49.722 and Quan Tang shi 474.5175. 

8. '!he following are some more examples: 
1. Mochou no. 2 ( YFSJ 48.698): 

You're going to Yangzhou, so I've heard, 
I come to see you off on the top of Mount Chu. 

lltl ~ "" ;j""' -ji 1 . 
::ftl UL M_ UC\ E~, o 

Sanzhou ge no.1 (YFSJ 48.707): 
I come to see my love off at the Banqiao bay, 
And wait at the top of the Three Hills. 
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I see a thousand sails far away, 
Knowing they're driven by wind. 

~"f;-;~;;1<\t ~
::tel i'.i'i :;.. ~ $J, . 
.ii. jL q- 'i'i'fi .ffu. 
~~ Jl. .:£.. )~ 3'~ • 

a. Li Bo ~ 1::1 (699-762), Jianggxia xing 7, ~-1'~ (Song of 
Jiangxia, see Li Taibo quanji -f.=h t:i ;;f. , 8.446): 
Last year you left for Yangzhou, 
I saw you off at the Yellow Crane Pavillion, 
I watched the sail heading away, 
My thoughts followed the water. 

* lf- -r-~ -tti -
-::f(j ~ =j,;{t.flv i'i. . 
i1 iL?l t JU .:z. ~ . 
.A..'~ ;~_;f( )-JU. 

2. Mochou no.1 (YFSJ 48.698): 
Mochou, where is she? 
She is at the west of the Stone City. 
Boatman, beat hard with the oars, 
Quickly bring us Mochou. 

1. ~' ;f;_-tP[ ,&._ -
g, ~. ::b :!~':. !lfi . 

~ ..J- :fr- .i5f.1 ~ • 
~~,..~.~. 

a. Wen Tingyun .;:£A!_-37 (ca. 812-870), Xizhou qu ~~ 'lii1 
(Song of the Western Islet, see Quan Tang shi, 26.358): 
The boatman rows with two oars, 
Hurriedly it goes past the Stone City. 

~ -{- :::t~ F$j :¥!; ' 
-1-1. l&. ~ BJ,~ . 

3. Yangpaner no.1 (YFSJ 49.721): 
I go out of the White Gate awhile, 
Willow is thick enough to conceal crows. 
My love is the Sunken Incense, 
And I the Boshan Censer. 

~ il\ i:;J p~ iM -
~iYp ~~,-;. 
~ -<-f 'l$ ~--t- . 
11; -1-'f tf V-1 ~ • 

a. Huangfu Ran t 11!-.Jil- (714-769) I Xie Wei dafu liuzai "*'lf.:A.::i:._ 
~~, (Thanks to Wei, a Grandee, for his gift 
sapling, see Quan Tang shi, 250.2820): 
Flowers that match snow should be blooming, 
Leaves to conceal crCMs have yet to grCM. 

of a willow 
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Notes to Chapter VI 

l:-~~~Y.l,t7:!:.. 

~'~"* ~~. 
b. Li He -:f'Y. (790-816), Da zeng ~j,1f (A reply, see 

Sanjia pingzhu Li Changji geshi ::;..% b~ ~ 4-¥..."t~i~, p .114): 
The Sunken Incense perfumes the little elephant-censer, 
Willows keep company with crying crows. 

;;.~iJ".--1·~. 
::t-4 ~ 1'f' ~ !t/li . 

c. Wu Yong ~-- iifi~ (fl. late ninth century), Sui di rt ~Jt 
('Ihe Sui dyke, see Quan Tang shi, 687.7904): 
At Sui dyke, I scratch my head, 
As the setting sun shines obliquely. 
No more is left of the willow leaves, 
That once could conceal crows. 

:f~--¥1 ~ i>Jl % a ~f . 
b. ~ -j~ :f~ ~ ~ .!f,T:., • 

4. Wu ye ti no.1 (YFSJ 47.691): 
The many youths who used to dance and sing, 
The very graceful, gone without trace. 
Lovely is the flower of the sweet iris, 
I have heard its name, but never found it. 

~ ~ U-· ::Ir~ -~ 4 ~ tt Ii.. . 
1 ti· jL ~ tit . rtr .;¥, .:(' 1W ~-. . 

a. Si Jianwu ~-% (fl.815), Gu xiangsi ~::i:!:IJK' (An old 
song of loving thoughts, see Quan Tang shi, 494.5590): 
I try to see her, but fail nine times out of ten, 
She is more difficult to see than the sweet iris. 

-ti~ fl.. .;f JL 
-!. :tt t ~·:;L • 

b. Lu Guimeng f1:}i..~ ( ?-881), Za xing ~ ~ (Miscellaneous 
thoughts, see Quan Tang shi, 627.7199): 
'Ihe present fashion is to prize what cannot be easily found, 
They are thinking of sweet iris. 

11.;t ·r~ 't..::t"L 
~r 'ti· 111·~ . 

c. Luo Yin 1J. Pl· (833-909), Fang Yutai ti 4iE-·>!-Wt (Emu-
lating the style of YTXY, see Quan Tang shi, 661. 7586): 
I love the peony, which seems to understand my poetry, 
But thoughts of sweet iris fill me with regret, it's so 

hard to find. 
~it ~ ,~ -:lj ~ . 
J1f- L tfk 1 ii' . 



APPENDIX A 

THREE WESTERN SONGS FROM WEI SHI YUEPU 

The following transcription is based on an annotated copy of 

Wei shi yuepu in the possession of the Kyoto University library. As 

far as notations are concerned, the copy is the same as two other 

copies known to me: one, annotated by Hoensai -o/ lil .. (i.e.Sakurai 

Baishi tsu i-~ # ~ ~ 1769-1852), also in the possession of the 

Kyoto University library; the other, annotated, reprinted in Ci yue 

congkan ~~ ~~ -1'.!J ' pp.1 72-198. 

I follow Hayashi Kenzo -::t-::K.--g1f.._:a._ to transcribe the music in 

the following manner: 

1. The original notations are transcribed as follows: 
original notations: 
~ 'taJ z._ ....t- Y.... .::&- fl_ -1?;-- .:J;... Z-.1 ...J.:j. .J\i ~ Ju ::7i 

western notations: 
a b #c d' e' #f' #g' a' b' #c" d" e' #f" r#g" a" 

2. One "rectangular block" in the original copy is taken as equivalent 
to one bar in western music. 

3. The sign "/" is taken as indicating continuation of the previous 
note. 

See Hayashi, "Mingaku hachi cha ni tsuite" B-fl~-,~fil 1;:;. _,, .. -r.., , in 

Tanabe sensei kanreki kinen Toa ongaku ronso \il .Ji :L ~ £.Jiff ~.z..~· lt,:la.it~ ~Jiijz_ 

pp.571-601. The transcription of Guke yue is done by Hayashi and 

given in his essay. '.I.he rest are my work. I have included photocopies 

of the relevant pages from Wei shi yuepu for reference at the end. 
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Guke yue 
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